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The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal
Ann Arbor’s Holistic Magazine

Since l982, Crazy Wisdom Bookstore has served as a center of information in the subjects of conscious living, holistic health, bodymind therapies,
psychology, Buddhism, spiritual development and consciousness. The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal is intended to provide information
about the terrific array of opportunities for persons seeking psychological and spiritual growth and physical well being.
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There’s a Reason Why We’re Called…

MICHIGAN’S FASTEST GROWING
COMPASSION CLUB
 Michigan’s Finest Selections of Proposition 1

Medications and Edibles

 Aroma Therapy and Essential Oils

 Veteran, Disability & Senior Discounts
 Friendly & Knowledgeable Staff

 Health Supplements & Horoscope Charts
 New Members Get Free Gift

 Amazing Selection, Always 12 or More Strains
 Holistic Care & Massage

People’s Choice Alternative Medicine
2245 W. Liberty St
Ann Arbor, Mi 48103

734-369-8573

www.PeoplesChoiceOfAnnArbor.com

 Knowledgeable Staff

 Clones Available Daily
 Numerous Strains

 See Website for Options

734-369-8573

www.PeoplesChoiceOfAnnArbor.com
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Gelek Rimpoche and
Jewel Heart Programs
TIBETAN BUDDHISM with
GELEK RIMPOCHE, 10 – 11 am
Weekly Sunday free public
talks by Gelek Rimpoche
Beginning January 1, 2012

A CONVERSATION WITH PHILIP GLASS
A public talk by world renowned performing composer
Don’t miss this unique opportunity at Jewel Heart!
Tuesday, January 17, 2012, 7 – 9 pm
$15 - $30 | registration@jewelheart.org or pay at the door

WEEK-LONG RETREAT WITH GELEK RIMPOCHE
Here in Ann Arbor, Saturday, February 25 - Sunday, March 4
Visit jewelheart.org/retreats/

LONG LIFE EMPOWERMENT WITH GELEK RIMPOCHE
Sunday, March 4, 10 a.m. – 12:30 pm, Free - Open to All

GLENN MULLIN

glennmullin.com

TIBETAN BUDDHISM IN THE WEST:
ENLIGHTENMENT ON MAIN STREET

Psychic Tarot Card/Medium Readings
Reiki
Massage Therapy/Stone Therapy
Mention this ad and receive $10 off your first massage
(734) 259-8651
875 Wing St. Plymouth, MI 48170
www.illuminateyourspirit.com

Friday, February 3, 7 - 9pm

THE FIVE SIDES OF MAHAMUDRA TRAINING
Saturday, February 4, 10am - 5pm

Discover JEWEL HEART DIGITAL DHARMA - a vast resource of audio and video teachings
by Gelek Rimpoche, jewelheart.org/digital-dharma/

1129 Oak Valley Drive | Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108 | 734.994.3387
To learn more about Jewel Heart programs and courses, visit
jewelheart.org, call 734 994 3387 or write programs@jewelheart.org.

**We offer Spiritual Development Classes, Reiki Infused Jewelry, Candles and More

Achieving Our Potential, Consciously
onsciously and Sustainably

Mentoring Individuals
Coaching Executives
Consulting Organizations
Accessing a higher consciousness
to step outside our ordinary, daily
experience for individual and
organizational transformation.

Individuals

Organizations

Healing With Meditation Groups

Meditation Wellness Program

Individual Sessions

High Performance Team Development

Executive Coaching

Strategic Consulting

For More Information
917-587-3775 • Barry@BarryLipscomb.com
Visit My Website for a Complimentary Meditation Recording

www.BarryLipscomb.com
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Shopping Amazon?

ShopCrazyWisdom.com

Support your local economy when you
ShopCrazyWisdom.com for your online book needs,
and get valuable discounts, too!
Shop your favorite local independent bookstore and tea room from the
comfort of your own home. Browse New Releases, Recommended Titles
and Staff Picks, or search through 2.6 million books and
e-books in our extensive online inventory* for delivery straight to your door.
Make your money matter! When you ShopCrazyWisdom.com, you support a business that:
• Provides knowledgeable and compassionate one-on-one service
• Sells thoughtful and intentional gifts, including local, sustainable and fair trade items
• Creates community and connection with its warm and relaxing atmosphere
• Supports authors, local music, and health and healing practitioners
• Contributes to our vibrant downtown shopping district
• Gives back to our community through donations and sponsorship of local events
* Crazy Wisdom has teamed up with IndieCommerce, a program developed by the American Booksellers Association in association with Google
and Ingram (the largest book wholesaler in the country). The program was designed to help level the playing field for independent bookstores.

ShopCrazyWisdom.com and put your money towards something you believe in!
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore and Tea Room
114 S. Main Street • Ann Arbor • 734.665.2757
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Winter 2011-2012

Climate Pledge
How it works: Fill out the form below -- select at least 2

• Satisfying personal growth
• Self discovery
• Ability enhancement

Contact Me
Experience a person-centered,
empowering method that is all
about fulfilling your needs and
desires.
Over 40 years of
experience & success

Marian Volkman

Ability Enhancement Services
marian@tir.org

Marchȱ16—18ȱ
RudolfȱSteinerȱHouseȱ
AnnȱArbor,ȱMIȱ

FirstȬtime,ȱbeginners,ȱbasicsȱ
ȱ

DSCȱSummerȱȱ
2012ȱRetreatȱȱ
Juneȱ16ȱ—18ȱorȱ
Juneȱ16—22ȱ
BarbaraȱBrodsky,ȱJohnȱOrrȱȱ
andȱAaronȱ
EmrichȱCenter—Brighton,ȱMIȱ
Allȱlevelsȱ
ȱ

online registration/information

DeepSpring.orgȱ

Meditation z Spiritual Inquiry


Silent Retreats
Weekly Sittings
Classes and Workshops

Beginner/Continuing/Advanced
3003 Washtenaw, Suite 2
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734.477.5848

I, ________________, commit to do the
following __________________________
__________________________________
________________________________
to mitigate my climate impact for
the 350 Climate Pledge.
Signature: ___________________ Contact Info: _________

Home

Do You Desire?

Ann Arbor 350 / Ecology Center
339 E. Liberty St, Suite 300
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Add eco-friendly insulation to walls & attic
Install a low-flow showerhead
Go the extra mile: Install faucet aerators too!
Wash laundry in cold water, with a *full* load
Use LED holiday lights

Transport

• Past traumas, including:
v Losses of all kinds
v Injuries
v Abuse and neglect
v Abandonment
• Difficult relationships
• Low self-esteem
• Executive burn-out

annarbor350@ecocenter.org

Don’t let vehicle(s) idle (it’s the law!)
Replace 1 vehicle commute by walking or biking
Inflate tires once a month

Food

Are You in Distress?

SpringȱVipassanaȱȱ
BasicsȱRetreatȱ

actions -- and then scan/copy/print/cut out this
pledge and send it to:

Compost your food scraps
Go vegan for just 1 meal per week
BYO grocery bag
Eat 1 local meal per week

Discover the CO2
savings at:
aa350.org

DISCOVER YOURSELF
What if...?
Your gut instincts are right
You can balance your energy
Your body can heal itself

Polarity Therapy Spring Classes
Level I - Learn your amazing healing potential
8 Saturdays starting March 3, Livonia

Level III - Develop therapeutic skills
4 weekends starting March 10-11, Hamburg

Call (313) 647-0038 or visit polaritycenter.com
for info or to register online

A healing and learning community in southeast Michigan for more than 25 years.
Approved NCBTMB continuing education provider.
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What's New in the Community
“I am interested in talking to
patients about food being
medicine and how to eat in
such a manner to select food
choices to reduce medication
use,” said Worthing, who
explains that even simple
foods like wheat, which is
very pro-inflammatory, should
be eliminated to improve
inflammatory conditions and
reduce the use of drugs.

By Lynda Gronlund
with Anne Duffy
This ongoing column
features upcoming events
within Ann Arbor/Washtenaw
County and surrounding
areas’ Body/Mind/Spirit
communities, new (during
the past year or two)
practitioners and holistic
businesses, new books
written by local/regional
authors, new classes, as
well as new offerings by
established practitioners and
holistic businesses.

Clark Professional Pharmacy
has been around since 1980
and the original female
pharmacist, Olya Lash,
was holistic. Back then the
pharmacy existed on referrals
alone and wasn’t widely
known. Nathan Worthing began
working and training with
Lash in 1999 and eventually
purchased the pharmacy from
her in 2008 along with another
pharmacist, Ahed Salamen.
Worthing is the managing
partner.

Compounding
Pharmacies

Most of us have needed a
prescription drug in our lives;
some of us take medication
See article on page 17.
every day. So what happens
if we’re allergic to something
“Veterinary and fertility
in the pill we need? What if
Sandy Pierani, occupational therapist and fitness instructor
medications were the main
a child can’t swallow a pill?
focus in the 1980s and ‘90s.
What if someone needs a nonLive
drumming
makes
Sandy
Pierani’s
World
Dance
Workout
classes
at
That eventually morphed into
standard dose of a medicine?
women’s health in general,
the Ann Arbor Senior Center unique among fitness dance classes.
What if a dog won’t take its
natural hormone balancing,
medicine because it doesn’t like
and then again into nutritional
the taste? All of these problems and more are solved by compounding pharmacies.
compounding, because many women had nutritional needs that were not being met
by pharmaceutical industry products,” said Worthing, who is a Certified Menopause
Compounding is the practice of mixing drugs to fit the specific needs of individual
Practitioner and Certified
patients. Many pharmacies provide compounding to an extent, but a few specialize
Nutritionist.
in the practice. The Pharmacy Compounding Accreditation Board (PCAB) certifies
compounding pharmacies by reviewing their standards for quality of staff, policies,
“The biggest thing that makes
procedures, documentation, and handling of problems. There are currently only
Clark Pharmacy different from
five accredited compounding pharmacies in Michigan; Clark Professional Pharmacy
traditional pharmacies is me. I
in Ypsilanti and Specialty Medicine Compounding Pharmacy in South Lyon are two.
actually care about the people
Pharmacy Solutions in Ann Arbor is working toward this accreditation and expects to
that I see. I want to see them
receive it by mid-2012.
do well and I go out of my way
to make sure things are done
correctly and spend extra
money and effort to train my
lab staff appropriately,” said
Worthing. “It’s a relationship
built business. I have close
relationships with the
prescribers and also with the
patients.”

Nathan Worthing, owner of Clark Professional Pharmacy
Compounding is the practice of mixing drugs to fit the specific
needs of individual patients. Many pharmacies provide
compounding to an extent, but a few specialize in the practice.
Nathan Worthing, owner of Clark Professional Pharmacy, has expanded his
compounding pharmacy to include nutritional counseling with an emphasis on
sickness prevention using medicinal foods. He recently became a Certified First Line
Therapist through Metagenics nutritional line, which trains practitioners about early
detection of and supplement support for diabetes mellitus, metabolic syndrome, and
inflammatory disorders. In addition, the pharmacy is now accepting most insurance
plans.

As a Menopause Practitioner,
Worthing works with women
to discuss their options for
hormone therapies, reviews
the studies available about
the treatments, and helps
them come up with solid
choices for their individual
situations. He stresses
that women on hormone
therapy need to take fish oil,
magnesium, and folic acid
because it makes hormone
therapy safer and they should
watch what food triggers they
may have and how other drug
therapies are affecting them.

See article on page 13.
Kenny Walkup, owner and compounding
pharmacist at Specialty Medicine
Compounding Pharmacy. It is a fullservice compounding pharmacy and
offers high-quality supplements in
addition to prescription drugs.

The pharmacy also makes
many different preparations
for the autistic population
that help modulate behavior
and are allergen-free drugs because most of the children are on very restricted diets.
Worthing is available for private consultations and is always available to do
lectures for particular groups. For more information, call 734-434-7333, email
clarkpharmacy@tds.net, or visit the website at www.clarkpropharmacy.com.
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Sahar and Ahab Swidan
are the sister and brother
team of compounding
pharmacists who head
Pharmacy Solutions in Ann
Arbor. Ms. Swidan opened
the pharmacy in 2001 after
working at Chelsea Hospital.
The pharmacy is a fullservice compounding
pharmacy, offering all of
the products compounding
pharmacies are known
for: pain gels, hormone
replacement therapies,
natural thyroid hormones,
allergen-free medications,
flavored medications for
children, and pharmacygrade supplements. Mr.
Swidan says that what sets
Pharmacy Solutions apart
is the level to which each
patient is educated in their
own care, “sometimes
more than they want!” He
says it is important to him
Sahar Swidan of Pharmacy Solutions
to counsel each patient to
in Ann Arbor
make sure they are taking
the correct dose in the
“Compounding is in a way a return to the
correct way to achieve the
old-fashioned
pharmacy, in which every drug
best therapeutic effect.
was
mixed
for
the individual patient to the
The pharmacists also
doctor’s
specifications.”
– Ahab Swidan of
help patients coordinate
Pharmacy
Solutions
in Ann Arbor
their care; for example,
if the patient has several
physicians, the pharmacists
will make sure communication is happening so there are no harmful drug
interactions. Mr. Swidan says that compounding is in a way a return to the oldfashioned pharmacy, in which every drug was mixed for the individual patient to the
doctor’s specifications.
Pharmacy Solutions accepts many insurance plans and expects to receive the PCAB
accreditation within the next year. Their website is www.pharmacysolutionsonline.
com. They can be reached at ederm@pharmacysolutionsonline.com or at 734-8218000.
Kenny Walkup, owner and compounding pharmacist at Specialty Medicine
Compounding Pharmacy in South Lyon, has been compounding for 12 years. He
says he “really wanted to practice pharmacy that had a true impact on each and
every patient,” and was more able to fulfill that desire with compounding than with
standard pharmacy.
He gave me a tour of the facility, including a sterile products lab where they can
make injections, IV therapies, eye drops. and ear drops. I watched a technician
making capsules in a 100-capsule batch. Another technician was making dog
biscuits. Walkup says that 30-40 percent of Specialty Medicine’s business comes
from specialized animal medication. They have made medicine for dogs, cats,
gerbils, hamsters, rabbits, ducks, fish, and birds. He says that taste is one of the most
important aspects of medicine for dogs and cats who will not take the medicine if
they don’t like it. The pharmacy offers more than ten different flavors “from apple to
bacon to cheese; whatever the animal likes to eat.”
Another option for animals and for people is a topical gel that can be rubbed on thin
skin, such as inside the wrist for a person or in the ears for a cat. Walkup described
several uses for these gels, from pain management for hospice patients to nausea
relief for pregnant women. He says that gels are generally very well-tolerated and
have fewer side effects than pills that must be ingested; they are also easier on
patients who may have trouble swallowing pills.

oils are best used right after bathing, within 3-5 minutes after toweling off, for best
absorption. She also says that they are not for the face, which has a very different
chemistry than the rest of the body.
According to Elkins, “aromatherapy can be therapeutic to the body or to the mind.”
One of her more innovative products is an inhaler that contains seven essential oils
to clear the sinuses. She also offers “sinus steam facials” during the cold and flu
season, which combine a cleansing facial with aromatherapy for sinus relief.
Elkins says that her philosophy for skincare is “hydration, hydration, hydration.”
She explains that many people have dry skin not from lack of water, but from an
imbalance of water and oil in the skin. Even acne can be caused by or contributed
to by a water/oil imbalance. Elkins says that, as an esthetician, part of her job is to
help clients reestablish this moisture balance by choosing the right products. She
says that the biochemistry of the products is very
important. A product can contain a beneficial
ingredient such as green tea, but if the product
is not correctly formulated the ingredient will
not be absorbed by the skin. Personalized,
professional skincare recommendations are
what Elkins says inspired her to name her
business an “apothecary,” which she feels
evokes the idea of trust that the esthetician
is a professional who will recommend the
best skincare regimen for each person.
“We’re not here to sell, we’re here to take
care of our clients,” she says.
Jessica’s Skin & Body Apothecary is currently
offering a complimentary 15-minute skincare
or aromatherapy consultation. If you would
like to get in touch with them, you can call 734604-5971, email contact@jessicasapothecary.
com or book an appointment online at www.
jessicasapothecary.com.

New Offerings by
Established
Practitioners and
Businesses
Christine Fodor, wellness
practitioner and Reiki master
Jessica Elkins of
of Sheenadwah Freespirit
Enterprises, has expanded with a
Jessica’s Skin & Body Apothecary
new look, location, and website
called Transformational Health
and Wellness: Body Mind Spirit Therapies and Support Services. “I have many
certifications and I have been trained in many modalities, but what has changed
in the last two years is that I have focused more on doing all sessions intuitively
rather than only focusing on a trained modality, which is what I prefer to do anyway.
There will be a little bit of Reiki, cranial sacral therapy, past lives, angel cards, etheric
surgery or whatever shows up for that person. Sometimes people are so stressed
out, we really need to go into a meditation and relaxation techniques to allow for
deeper healing work and emotional releases,” said Fodor, whose business is based in
Ypsilanti.
Fodor was trained as a Certified Nursing Assistant in summer 2010 and is a Physical
Therapy Assistant Student graduating in spring of 2012. Recently she said there has
been a surge in requests for the seven session emotional and mental subconscious
re-patterning therapy, which enables people to
let go of things that have them stuck. “It’s like
they are hitting a wall and there is something
there that is keeping them from expanding
more and moving forward through an issue,”
said Fodor. She explained that just clearing out
some cellular energy helps people let go of
those things.

Specialty Medicine is a full-service compounding pharmacy and offers highquality supplements in addition to prescription drugs. Walkup is happy to provide
counseling about supplements that may help counteract the depletion of nutrients
by some prescription drugs. You can find out more at www.specialty-medicine.com.
Mr. Walkup can be reached at 248-446-2643 or contact@specialty-medicine.com.
In May of 2011, esthetician Jessica Elkins changed the name of her business,
Ananeo Skin Care, to Jessica’s Skin & Body Apothecary. The name change reflects a
change in the business model, which will focus increasingly on Elkins’ own product
lines. The business, currently located in an inviting private room inside the A2 Yoga
building, began by offering facials and waxing, then added mineral cosmetics. Now
the Apothecary offers hand-blended body and perfume oils for a variety of purposes.
This fall Elkins introduced a body oil line for winter to add to her summer line
launched in May 2011. The winter oils are designed for the dryer winter season
with marula and sesame oils to penetrate and balance the moisture level in skin.
Essential oils are added for different aromatherapy and other benefits and make the
oils smell great. For those who prefer unscented oil or like to use Elkin’s perfume oil
line in addition to the body oils, pure body oils such as Jojoba are available. Oils can
also be custom blended for particular scents, aromatherapy, or skin benefits, and
are pure, without preservatives or other additives. Elkins emphasizes that the body

Christine Fodor of
Sheenadwah Freespirit
Enterprises offers the unique
Atlantean Crystal Healing
Grid, a handmade copper
grid made with sacred
geometry that serves as a
conduit for higher vibration
crystal therapy.

Fodor offers the unique Atlantean Crystal
Healing Grid, a handmade copper grid made
with sacred geometry that serves as a conduit
for higher vibration crystal therapy. The grid
connects copper handles containing crushed
crystals that act as jumper cables to enhance
the healing to those who lay on it. Another
crystal therapy that Fodor has available is the
BioMat, which is a mat that clients lie on that
has far-infrared heat and negative ions, and is
also filled with amethyst crystals. Both these
gadgets are free to use if someone books an
appointment with Fodor.
Fodor, who has been running meditations
for years, is very skilled and engaging as she
takes people on journeys to faraway lands for
healing. She is now offering a new meditation
group in Ypsilanti that will focus on participants’
interests. Fodor is available for different parties
Continued on page 15
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GYROTONIC¨
~

Pilates
Massage
Providing a personalized experience

202 E. Washington, Suite 311
Downtown Ann Arbor - We validate parking!

www.WillowWellnessStudio.com
734.274.9482

Specialty Medicine
Compounding
Pharmacy
Customized medications to
meet individual patient needs
We Specialize in Custom Therapies for:
- Bio Identical Hormone Replacement
- Allergies to Preservatives/Dyes/Lactose
- Pain Management
- Metal Toxicity
- Autism
- Children
- Pets
Accredited by the Pharmacy
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Look for us in new places!
In response to requests from
our readers and advertisers,
we have increased the circulation of
The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal,
and increased our distribution points,
by 80% in the last 2 years.
And check out our digital version,
online at crazywisdom.net.

(The direct link is http://cwonline.squarespace.com/journal-article-archive/)

The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal —
Deep Roots. Serving and celebrating
the body/mind/spirit community in
southeastern Michigan for 17 years.
Editorial integrity. Depth of coverage.
Local focus. Local writers, photographers,
and illustrators. Here to stay.
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and groups to do the meditations and/or angel card readings. She specializes in a
“three-month forecast report,” where she uses multiple decks to forecast themes
like career, love, and money. “I do a progression of where you are and where you are
going and what you need to work on,” said Fodor.
In addition, Sheenadwah Freespirit Enterprises also offers LifeWave
acupuncture point stimulating patches and homeopathic medicine at
www.lifewave.com/sheenadwah. For more information, please visit www.
transformationalhealthandwellness.com, email sheenadwah@yahoo.com, or call
248-444-7408.

New Books by Area Authors
Linda Diane Feldt, local author, holistic
healthcare practitioner, herbalist, craniosacral therapist and long time Crazy
Wisdom Community Journal contributor,
is releasing three new books online in a
serial format throughout 2012. Each book
is being published in 52 sections, once
weekly. At the end of the subscription year,
the complete books will be available in print
or e-book format.
The first book, available for subscription
beginning in October 2011, is titled
Cultivate Curiosity and Anticipate Miracles:
Observations of Life. Feldt describes this
book as a group of short, true stories about
“life, love, death, dogs, nature, music and
more,” taken from her own life experience.
She offers these stories to provide humor,
insight, and inspiration.

Linda Diane Feldt,
local author, holistic
healthcare practitioner,
and teacher, is releasing
three new books online
in a serial format
throughout 2012.

Elaine K. Williams will be talking about her book at Crazy Wisdom on Sunday, January
8 at 2:00 p.m. The Sacred Work of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren can be
purchased at the author’s website, www.elainekwilliams.com. The author can be
reached at 248-396-5735 or at elainekwilliams@aol.com.

Elaine K. Williams, author of The Sacred Work of Grandparents
Raising Grandchildren, hopes her book will be a resource to
parenting grandparents, their grandchildren, and professionals who
support these families, including teachers and social workers.

Carla Wilson, M.S.W., author of What if I’m
Right?, will be talking about her book at
Crazy Wisdom on Saturday April 21 from
2:00-4:30 p.m. What if I’m Right? was
published in March of 2011. The book
draws on Wilson’s 20 years of experience
as a correctional officer in Washtenaw
County and addresses incarceration and
addiction. For those with an incarcerated
or addicted loved one, it is a resource
in understanding what their loved
one is going through and why they
may act the way they do. For
the incarcerated and addicted,
Carla Wilson
Wilson says that it is a guide to
“recognizing their own brilliance
and finding the way out of their
personal storm.” She hopes that the book will “help break the stigma of addiction
and incarceration and bring people hope.”
What if I’m Right? can be purchased at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. It is also available
as an eBook for the Kindle or Nook. You can contact Carla Wilson at 734-337-2023
or cwilson@connectionprinciple.com. More information is available at www.
connectionprinciple.com.
Continued on page 16

The second book is available for subscription beginning in November 2011 and is
called Integrating Ethics: Resources for Integrative and Alternative Healthcare. Feldt
draws on thirty years of experience in the integrative and alternative healthcare
field. She hopes this book will provide a platform for thoughtful conversation
about ethics among alternative healthcare practitioners and will help build bridges
between traditional and alternative medicine.
The third book is called Wildcrafting Recipes and will be available beginning in
January 2012. A new healthy, vegetarian recipe will be sent for each week of the year
with descriptions of how to obtain and use ingredients from the outdoors.
To find out more and to subscribe to any of the books, visit www.writing.
lindadianefeldt.com or email Ms. Feldt at writing@lindadianefeldt.com. She can be
reached by phone at 734-662-4902.
Local author Elaine K. Williams published The Sacred
Work of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren in
September 2011. The book addresses the many issues
faced by an increasing number of families in the United
States; according to Williams, 1 in 10 children is raised by a
grandparent or relative other than their mother or father.

While writing the book, Williams spoke to more than 60 families in 11 states. She
found that many circumstances lead to adult children being unable to parent their
children, including mental health problems, alienation, drug use, criminal activity,
and social and emotional issues. Grandparents were not only having to deal with
“stepping up to do something that’s not in the cycle of life as we know it” by raising
their grandchildren, but were also coping with the loss of their adult children or the
sorrow of their crippling problems. Williams said she was unable to find any book
that addressed the psycho-social needs and problems of these grandparents and
their grandchildren, and only a few resources were available online. She hopes that
her book will serve as a resource to parenting grandparents, their grandchildren, and
professionals who support these families, including teachers and social workers.

Heartbreak to Happiness!

fro
m
go

Williams was inspired to write the book during a trip
to Washington, DC, when she stumbled upon thenSenator Hillary Clinton addressing a crowd of hundreds
of grandparents raising their grandchildren. For some
of these grandparents, Hurricane Katrina had displaced
their adult children; others were raising their grandchildren for a variety of other
reasons. Prior to this experience, she says she had no idea that this trend was so
widespread. Touched by their plight and by the kindness she witnessed in this group
of grandparents, she became determined to find out more. Since that time, Williams’
own sister has become a parenting grandparent.

in less than 5 months
GUARANTEED!

free article available @

Robin Connell,
M.Ed, F.H.H.C
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Dr. Joanne Karpinen

Michele Bond of Yoga House will be hosting a weekend with well-known yoga
star and creator of the DVD series Yoga to the Rescue Desirée Rumbaugh on
March 31-April 1, 2012. The retreat will be held at the Eagle Crest Marriot Resort
in Ypsilanti, with a block of rooms available at discounted rates for participants who
wish to stay for the entire event. Individuals will also be able to register for single
classes. According to Bond, beginners, experienced practitioners, and instructors
alike will find the weekend valuable. She says “these classes are great for anyone
who would like to learn simple yogic solutions for aches and pains, injuries, and even
chronic pain.” Rumbaugh’s style is Anusara Yoga, which Bond describes as “based on
the science of biomechanics…spiritually uplifting, heart centered, fostering love and
happiness.”

Michele Bond of Yoga House will be hosting a weekend with wellknown yoga star and creator of the DVD series Yoga to the Rescue
Desirée Rumbaugh on March 31-April 1, 2012.
For updates, schedule, and registration information, visit www.yogahouseannarbor.
com/html/special_events.html. You can contact Michele Bond with questions at 734358-8546 or michele@yogahouseannarbor.com.

See article on this page

Upcoming Events
Susana Stoica is a local author and energy
healer. On March 10, 2012, from 10:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom, she will
offer an Introduction to Alternative Healing
Methods. Stoica has been teaching this topic
to medical students at the University of
Michigan for three years.
Trained as a computer engineer, Stoica has
always had an intuitive gift for healing, which
she began to use with her family. She says
that when they were sick, “I had a feeling
of what I had to do to make them well.”
Then, in 1982, she experienced a dramatic
spontaneous healing event: she touched a
woman who was very sick and the woman
was healed. This both terrified and intrigued
her, and with a researcher’s determination she began to study as many forms
of alternative healing as she could find. At first, she was afraid to touch anyone,
worrying that if she could make someone well, perhaps she could make them ill by
accident! In the years following, Stoica’s son was diagnosed with Cushing’s disease,
which is caused by a pituitary tumor. Deciding she had to help him, Stoica began
trying to heal her son. His doctor found him to be much improved and he eventually
recovered completely without medical intervention. The doctor was baffled; finally
Stoica told him what she had done. The doctor recognized the value of her gift and
began sending very sick patients to her in 1985.

On March 10, 2012, Susana Stoica is giving a seminar, Introduction
to Alternative Healing Methods, for doctors, nurses, medical
students, and anyone who would like to learn about alternative
medicine as a supplement to traditional medicine.
In 2000, Stoica fell on some ice and sustained a brain injury to her frontal lobe. She
has since traveled a long and hard road to recovery, describing the time after the fall
as “garbled.” She had difficulty communicating and stopped her healing practice for a
time. Eventually, she began to attempt healing again and says that, even though the
brain injury was hindering her in some ways, it had actually increased her intuition,
which she says was “working overtime.” Because of this she was able to continue her
healing practice, which she has continued to do, while also continuing to research
and learn about alternative healing of all kinds.
Stoica describes her upcoming seminar as “a playful experiential presentation of
different alternatives.” Topics covered include energy healing, long-distance healing,
muscle testing, allergy testing and elimination, hypnotherapy and its use in surgical
recovery and healing emotional trauma, meditation, hatha yoga, qi gong, reflexology,
polarity healing and more. Students will learn which therapies are useful for what
desired result, how to find reputable practitioners and what to read next for more
information on the different modalities. Stoica says that the seminar will be of
interest to doctors, nurses, medical students, and anyone who would like to learn
about alternative medicine as a supplement to traditional medicine.
The seminar includes a copy of Stoica’s book, Healing With a Loving Heart. For more
information, visit her website at www.stoica.com. To inquire and register for the
seminar, contact Ms. Stoica at 248-895-5784 or Susana@Stoica.com.

On Saturday and Sunday,
April 14 and 15, from 9:005:00 p.m., award-winning
screenwriter, writing
professor and former
Michigan resident Bonnie
Garvin will offer a workshop
for aspiring screenwriters
in Ann Arbor. “Everybody’s
a writer,” Garvin says. “We
all have our own stories and
our own way of telling them.”
This intensive workshop is
designed to help participants
begin the process of writing
for the screen in a structured
way with help and guidance
from someone who has been
through it and knows how to
get the desired results. “Nothing is worse than that blank computer screen,” says
Garvin, who mentioned many people come home after writing workshops and fail to
make any progress on their projects. Her workshops get people to begin writing on
the very first day, creating momentum to carry them forward.
Garvin has held many writing workshops, but for the first time she will be including
special instruction and exercises in adaptation. She points out that a huge
percentage of successful screenplays are based on existing stories — from the
writer’s life, from classic tales, or from news items. She will guide participants in
harvesting these ideas and weaving them into material that is fresh and new.
Garvin says that her workshops can help anyone with an interest in writing — from
beginners to those experienced in the process. “You keep learning the craft the more
you do it,” she says, and adds that she is constantly learning from her students as
they learn from her. She says that, of course, she can’t guarantee anyone a career
in the film industry, which she calls “the most competitive thing in the world,” but
emphasizes that the first step to a career is developing “really strong material” and
confidence in one’s own work.
The workshop location will be announced in January. For updates and more
information, head to www.fromideatoscript.com. Bonnie Garvin can be reached by
email at bonnie@ideatoscript.com or by phone at 323-656-6390.
Dr. Joanne Karpinen, licensed psychologist and certified energy psychologist, will
hold an esoteric healing seminar on April 26-29, 2012. This seminar is Part One in
a series of workshops offered by the Integrated Network of Esoteric Healing (INEH),
through which Karpinen is one of seventy certified instructors worldwide. The
course is titled An Introduction to Esoteric Healing and no experience is required to
attend. This four-day course will introduce students to the body’s energy field and
chakras and how to perceive imbalances and disruptions in the energy field that
affect physical, mental, and emotional health. Karpinen explains that because of the
“non-locality of the mind,” the energy field can be sensed and worked on without
touching the body, and even at long distances (though always with the permission of
the person being worked on). The INEH curriculum, according to Karpinen, is “very
practical and systematic.” She says it describes a “blueprint in the energy field that
reflects what is happening in the tissue.” Energy healing as taught by the INEH is
used “to unblock the energy that has become stuck or somehow out of alignment
or disrupted.” As the energy field reflects the tissues and structures of the body, the
body responds to the energy and can be healed through healing the energy field.
Karpinen states “the soul is the healer of the form.”

Dr. Joanne Karpinen will hold a four-day esoteric healing seminar
to introduce students to the body’s energy field and chakras and
how to perceive imbalances and disruptions in the energy field
that affect physical, mental, and emotional health.
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Classes also discuss the evolution of consciousness. Meditation, mindfulness, and
intention are taught as paths toward self and planetary healing. Karpinen explains
that “the Earth is in the process of becoming a sacred planet. In healing ourselves,
we are also healing the planet.”
Completing this introductory seminar
will give participants tools and a
treatment protocol that they can
begin to use on themselves, loved
ones, and even pets, immediately.
The seminar location is to be
decided. For updates and to register,
visit www.integratedhealingjourneys.
com. Dr. Karpinen can be contacted
at 517-347-4618 or drkarpinen@aol.
com.

New Classes

Live drumming makes this class unique among fitness dance classes. The drummers
respond to the instruction and pace of the dancing, collaborating with the instructor
and the dancers for a dynamic experience. The class winds down with light strength
training, abdominal work, and stretching for a complete workout. Pierani emphasizes
that the workout is appropriate for
“all fitness levels, all shapes and
sizes, all ethnic groups, whether
you’ve been exercising for ten years
or two weeks.” Current attendees
range in age from 18 to late 60s and
each person is challenged at his or
her own level. Hi, medium and lowimpact movements are shown and
the participant can choose which to
do based on individual needs and
preferences.
Classes are offered in 6-week
sessions and currently meet on
Sundays from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Scholarships are offered for those
who would otherwise not be able to
attend. Pierani also teaches Zumba
and will begin teaching Pilates in
January through Ann Arbor Rec & Ed.
Get class schedule updates at www.
worlddanceworkout.net or inquire at
sandy@worlddanceworkout.net or
248-651-4439.

Angela Jamison is a teacher of
Ashtanga Yoga who moved to Ann
Arbor from Los Angeles with her
husband in 2009. Her husband came
for a post-doctorate position with
the University of Michigan and she
found herself with a position in the
Sociology Department as a visiting
scholar. She believed that she and
her husband would want to leave
Michigan for warmer climates as
soon as possible, but they found
themselves falling in love with Ann
New Practitioners
Pam and Andy Krupp’s Just Love “mindfulness based online
Arbor and decided to make it their
& Businesses
clothing store” donates a portion of the proceeds from sales to
home. Having begun practicing yoga
in LA, Jamison spent the winters
several charities, including Cheerful Givers, Spread the Bread,
Pam and Andy Krupp, husband and
of 2009 and 2010 in India studying
Habitat for Humanity, and Free the Children.
wife teachers and owners of Just
at the Ashtanga Yoga Institute in
Love, a “mindfulness based online
Mysore. The director, R. Sharath Jois,
clothing store,” have revamped
asked her to begin teaching the practice each morning. At first she felt torn — this
their store’s website and are working on the next phase of their business. Just
would mean giving up her academic career. After some thought, Jamison says, “In
Love offers t-shirts and other items such as mugs and bumper stickers featuring
truth, I had done fifteen thousand hours of practice and two apprenticeships to train
inspiring quotes from leaders like Gandhi, Mother Theresa, and Dr. Martin Luther
for this step, and just needed to take the leap.” She left her job at the University and
King, Jr. A portion of the proceeds from sales at Just Love support several charities.
now teaches Ashtanga Yoga full-time.
Pam Krupp says that, originally, she and her husband were considering starting their
own non-profit organization, but realized that there were many charities already up
Angela Jamison, Ashtanga Yoga instructor, left her
and running that had missions that resonated with them. They instead decided to
start a business that supported some of those organizations, while at the same time
job at the University and now teaches Ashtanga Yoga
reminding people of the positive aspects of humanity. Pam says that “the world is
full-time. Jamison says, “In truth, I had done fifteen
ready for some love.” She says that she often hears from customers who have given
thousand hours of practice and two apprenticeships to
their Just Love shirts away to others who admired them; “it’s not about the shirt,”
train for this step, and just needed to take the leap.”
she says, “it’s about the message.” The Krupps look for small charities whose leaders
are extremely passionate about their mission. That list currently includes Cheerful
Jamison first became involved in yoga ten years ago, as part of her recovery from
Givers, Spread the Bread, Habitat for Humanity, Free the Children, and several
a major car accident. “The surgeon told me to take responsibility for my own body
others.
and start taking yoga,” she says, laughing. She says the practice she found was
very different from the “typical LA yoga scene.” The practice is done early in the
Just Love primarily operates online but also stocks shirts in a few yoga studios
morning, in silence. In the beginning, she says she felt “kinesthetically unintelligent,
and small stores and sells at some festivals. Pam says that their next steps include
as a typical academic.” But as she began to practice daily, she found it to be exactly
approaching more studios and stores to carry the shirts and increasing their
what she was looking for; “the ultimate personal practice,” a way to care for herself
marketing efforts. Thus far they have depended mainly on word of mouth. The
physically, mentally, and spiritually.
website has been completely redone, and new designs are in the works for release
during the first part of 2012. The Krupps’ son, Joshua Wallace, is an artist who
Since that time, Jamison has practiced 6 days a week continuously and considers
creates the shirt designs.
herself “an experiment of the method” and a testament to what Ashtanga Yoga can
do for a person physically and mentally. The practice, she says, works for every type
Outside of Just Love, the Krupps teach emotional intelligence to grade schoolers.
of person. In her students she looks for sincerity and discipline. Though she teaches
Pam says that it is important to them to make their work a part of their practice of
a beginner’s class once weekly at the Phoenix Center, she accepts only one new
mindfulness and love. When asked about her favorite shirt, Pam says that she likes
student into her daily morning classes each month, devoting much of her teaching
the plain Just Love logo the best — she says it captures the message perfectly.
energy toward that person so that they can “receive focused instruction and…
enjoy the rhythmic, focused vibe of more experienced practitioners.” Each person
To purchase shirts or find out more about Just Love, visit www.justlovepage.com. You
has a personalized practice that they memorize, so while the class silently practices
can email them at justlove@justlovepage.com or call them at 248-651-4439.
together, everyone is not doing the same thing. Part of her method, Jamison
explains, is to “let [her students] learn from themselves and…do the work they need
Somatic psychologist Eva Neuhaus specializes in working
to do.” She calls the practice “difficult but peaceful,” and says it is a “fast track to
developing concentration, as there is so much to focus on physically.”
with “highly sensitive folks” — the estimated 20 percent
In addition to the weekly beginner’s class and daily morning classes, Jamison teaches
10 private sessions weekly in her home studio on the Old West Side of Ann Arbor.
The beginner class is held on Thursdays from 7:00-8:15 a.m. at the Phoenix Center at
220 S. Main St. You can find out more on her website, www.ashtangaannarbor.com.
She can be reached by email at annarborashtanga@gmail.com and by phone at 310409-5108.
Sandy Pierani, occupational therapist and fitness instructor, is now offering her
self-designed World Dance Workout classes at the Ann Arbor Senior Center at 1320
Baldwin Rd. The classes feature live drummers and mixes West African dance with
other dance movements from around the world. According to Pierani, movement
in the class is nonstop and uses the whole body “from the top of your head down
to your toes,” creating a rhythmic and energetic experience that brings mind, body,
and spirit together. Participants get a great workout, but they also get to experience
“healing from the inside out.” Pierani explains, “when you’re moving, gyrating, and
shaking, you’re also detoxifying, releasing lots of toxic stuff that you might not even
realize, physical and emotional, down to the cellular level.”

of the human population whose nervous systems process
information more intensely than others.

Eva Neuhaus, Certified Massage Therapist and M.A. in Somatic Psychology,
relocated her Intuitive Coaching Practice from California to Ann Arbor in August
2011. Through a combination of bodywork, energy work, and dialogue, she
collaborates with clients to help them explore patterns at work in their bodies and
lives. Neuhaus specializes in working with “highly sensitive folks” — the estimated
20 percent of the human population whose nervous systems process information
more intensely than others. Sensitivity is sometimes stigmatized and considered a
weakness, but Neuhaus views it as a strength and a gift. Through her work, she helps
empower highly sensitive people to thrive by learning to care for their own distinct
needs as sensitivities and by embracing their creativity, intuition, and empathy to
fulfill their unique purpose.
Continued on page 18
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Neuhaus came to the healing arts through a background in dance. She eventually
realized she was “more interested in the therapeutic process than in the
performance” and went on to pursue her master’s in somatic psychology, a discipline
focused on the intersection of the body and mind, as well as training in massage and
energy healing. According to Neuhaus,
most people struggle to change by
engaging the limited conscious mind.
Because the body is “a repository of the
unconscious,” tapping its intelligence
enables deep and lasting transformation.
She says that trauma can leave an imprint
on the body and mind, and that healing
modalities that include the body can be
particularly effective for resolving trauma,
with a more enduring effect.

to moving on after trauma, to relationship enhancement. More information
is available online at www.exuberancenow.com. Caroline James-Pytel offers a
complimentary 50-minute introductory session, which can be scheduled by calling
her at 248-974-2681 or emailing carolynpytel@att.net.
Dr. Joy Mutinda opened her part time private practice in April of 2010. A licensed
psychologist, she works for the University of Michigan’s Counseling and Psychological
Services department counseling students in addition to working with private
patients. She is “committed to serving underrepresented populations,” including
lesbian, gay, transgender, and bisexual people, as well as people of different racial
and ethnic groups. These groups, she says,
“may not seek out counseling as much
as others,” and she feels it is important
to provide an open, welcoming, nonjudgmental place for them to seek help.
A woman of color herself, Mutinda
describes herself as warm, friendly, and
approachable. She notes that in her
practice she is “sex-positive,” which she
explains as non-judgmental of sexuality,
sexual practices, and attractions that are
different from the “norm.” One example of
this is her experience working with clients
who choose to be in consensually nonmonogamous (polyamorous) relationships.
Mutinda says that she has helped people
navigate boundaries, feelings of jealousy,
and other issues that may come up in
these relationships without condemning
people’s choices to engage in them,
whereas some therapists would view
them as automatically problematic and
pathological.

Neuhaus emphasizes that her practice is
based on “using intuition in a pragmatic
way.” She teaches clients to do what
she calls “spiritual detective work” for
themselves, empowering them to make
more informed and authentic choices and
thus improve their lives and expand their
possibilities.
Neuhaus works with sensitive, creative
people from all walks of life, including
children and teens. She offers a free
30-minute phone consultation and can be
reached at 734-707-7477. You can email
her at evaneuhaus18@gmail.com or visit
her website at evaneuhaus.com.
Carolyn James-Pytel, a veteran teacher
who has been coaching teens for
years, started her life coaching practice
Exuberance Now at the end of 2010.
James-Pytel says she was inspired to
begin coaching as a teacher, observing
depressed teens and their parents trying
unsuccessfully to navigate obstacles
in their lives without help or even
traditional therapy. She says that “we
are designed to be happy” and relies
heavily on positive thinking. She feels that
traditional therapy spends too much time
highlighting problems when happiness
can be obtained by a shift in thinking. She
explains that when a person focuses on
problems, they empower their negative
thoughts, which then get stronger. She
helps clients to “take back their mind”
from these negative thought patterns by
interrupting them and “coming to the
present moment.”

Psychologist Joy Mutinda’s
private practice is committed
to serving underrepresented
populations, including lesbian,
gay, transgender, and bisexual
people, as well as people of
different racial and ethnic groups.
Mutinda counsels from what she calls a
“feminist-oriented perspective,” which
she believes is more collaborative than
traditional therapy. She states, “they are
the experts in their own life and path; I
just help them navigate that path.”

Childbirth educator and certified birth Doula Deb Rhizal will
be holding a series of six-week classes meeting once per
week called Birth and The First Three Months.

James-Pytel works with teens and adults on a variety of issues, including selfconfidence, stress management, physical and mental wellness, motivation, gay and
lesbian issues, goal setting, and relationship coaching. She says she can help anyone
feeling stuck or dissatisfied for any reason to work toward more exuberance in their
lives. James-Pytel works with individuals by appointment, over the phone and inperson; she also offers group workshops on topics ranging from general happiness,

A More Conscious Approach
Mediation & Resolution Specialist in Ann Arbor for over 25 years

Divorce. Custody. Family.
Partnership Dissolution.
Business and Workplace.
Zena Zumeta
Mediation Services

330 East Liberty, Suite 3A, Ann Arbor 48104

734.663.1155

www.zenazumetamediation.com

Dr. Mutinda is online at www.
drjoymutinda.com. She can be reached
via email at drjoymutinda@gmail.com or
phone at 734-353-2151.

New business owner, Deb Rhizal, opened Arts of Wellness in June of 2011 and
is pleased to offer wellness and family coaching and deep relaxation sessions
utilizing bodywork, breath work, and visualization tools. She is also offering
a new childbirth preparation class for families about to experience the birth
process. Rhizal is a certified Wellness Coach through Well Coaches Incorporated, a
Reiki practitioner, childbirth educator, certified birth Doula, and a student of Zero
Balancing, a hands-on therapy that works with energy current at the bone level. She
enjoys helping people make lifestyle changes in service of their health and wellbeing.
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“Rather than recommending specific outcomes, I emphasize helping people identify
or clarify what goals are most important to them and how to attain them using
personal strengths and resources, so it becomes fun, lasting, and rewarding,” said
Rhizal, whose business is based out of the Hygeia Center for the Healing Arts on 5th
Street in Ann Arbor.
As an experienced Doula, Rhizal has attended over 170 births. She is holding a
series of six-week classes meeting once per week called Birth and The First Three
Months. The class teaches a comprehensive overview of what to expect from birth
and its impact on personal and family wellbeing. It encourages couples to become a
stronger team with a clear vision for the birth of their child and to look at a plan for
post-partum.
She stresses the importance of the “early impact” on children, and her childbirth
class addresses “how to raise a human being that has a loving and collaborative
approach to their life, where they feel safe, secure, and at peace with the world.”
She adds, “I teach a body-mind-spirit physiology of birth; with my belief in the
energetic influences from within and from the environment, and by my beliefs in the
importance of a high vibration, reverence, and love at the moment when babies take
their first breath and during the primal period afterwards,” said Rhizal.
Arts of Wellness services also include helping people with managing chronic pain and
stress. “Deep relaxation allows shifts in consciousness that unleash creativity,” said
Rhizal. “These sessions can help remove psychic blocks that stand in our way.” Arts of
Wellness is offering a free initial consultation. Please visit www.arts-of-wellness.com,
or for the child bearing class, www.pregnancyarts.com. You can call Rhizal at 734604-1841 or email her at contact@debrhizal.com.
Please note that the “What’s New” column is part of the editorial (not paid-for
advertising) part of the journal, and the editors may or may not include what
you submit. Whether the editors include material or not will depend on space
considerations, as well as other editorial issues, such as the need for high resolution
jpgs and the overall mix of stories included in the “What’s New in the Community”
column in a given issue. If you would like to submit information to be considered for
this column, please email communitynews@crazywisdom.net or drop off or mail to
the store: What’s New in the Community, 114 South Main, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. The
firm deadline for submissions for the next issue (May thru August 2012) is March 1,
2012.
###

Crazy Wisdom Salons ~
Spring 2012

March 15th
Food as a Path to Health and Healing
This Salon explores the relationship between food,
health and healing from the perspective of an integrative
family physician, a chef and social entrepreneur, and an
environmental activist. This discussion will explore the
evolving healthy food revolution that is transforming the
ways in which we view food and nutrition from the dinner
table, to hospital and school cafeterias, to the Farm Bill.
Facilitator: Lucinda Kurtz, M.A., Healing Science Practitioner
and Outreach and Communications Director, Fair Food
Network; Alicia Cohen, MD, Integrative Medicine Fellow,
Clinical Lecturer, Dept. of Family Medicine, U of M; Hillary
M. Bisnett, Healthy Food in Health Care Program Director,
Ecology Center; Dena Jaffee, Culinary Coordinator,
WholeHeart Group, Ann Arbor’s new social enterprise
centered on healthy, prepared food and services.

April 26
Kids Pick Up on EVERYTHING:
How Parental Stress Is Toxic to Kids
& What Parents Can Do About It
We fool ourselves if we think our children don’t pick up on
our stress. David Code, author of the book, Kids Pick Up
on EVERYTHING, says, “Stressed parents create stressed
children.” His research and that of others is beginning to
show that parental stress is the real toxin affecting children’s
health. Research suggests that, when parents relax more,
children begin to learn better and show less anger or fear
and have fewer physical and emotional problems. Code
appeals to parents to relax and socialize more!
Facilitator: Carole Kirby, LMSW. Carole is an Imago therapist
and workshop presenter who specializes in working with
couples. Panelists -- To Be Announced.

February 2
Occupy Wall Street (and Ann Arbor)
A Conversation about its Local
and National Meaning
Occupy Wall Street burst upon our consciousness, and now
it's an election year. We've invited Alan Haber and Odile
Hugonot Haber to help us deconstruct all that has been
happening. Alan is a cabinet maker, Odile a nurse. In the
1960's, he was an initiator of SDS, and she was a participant
in the May 1968 uprisings in Paris. Both have been involved
in "Occupy Ann Arbor" from its beginning, and will come
with other participants in this unfolding political action. An
evening of lively discussion is intended.

7 pm in the Tea Room • Free •
Crazy Wisdom • 114 South Main Street
• Ann Arbor • 734-665-2757 •
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Leaps of Faith:
Tales of Newer Local Businesses

“It’s amazing how many people do not know
their true foot size, or shoe size, in this day and
age of the self-serve shoe stores.”
– Mike Bell of Foot Solutions
Yet it took a considerable leap of faith for Mike and Dana to get their
business up and running. Mike had made a career in the insurance and
financial planning world, but found that he liked numbers much less than
working with human digits. Years earlier, in his “ski-bumming twenties,” he
spent time in Colorado fitting skiing professionals with custom ski boots, and
he longed to return to that kind of work.

Mike & Dana Bell, owners of Foot Solutions
By John Fredericks
Photos by John Fredericks

Unfortunately, the timing could not have been worse for the transition. Mike
and Dana signed their lease and opened Foot Solutions in the summer of
2008, just months before the economic crash. “There was many a nail-biting
moment for us after we opened,” said Dana, “but somehow we made it. And
we learned that our business is less dependent on economic conditions than
most, probably because our market is really a unique niche that follows its
own needs, rather than economic ups and downs.”

This is the third in a series of articles we’re doing on local
business owners and their relatively newer businesses. From
major corporations to small businesses, business owners all
over the state have been downsizing, reorganizing, and out-andout closing their doors in the last several years. And yet, as the
economy in Michigan has steadily declined over those years,
there are still brave souls who have taken the leap of faith to
open their own businesses here. What follows are profiles of two
interesting, newer businesses that are thriving despite the odds.

Since 2008, Mike and Dana, who are board-certified pedorthists (educated
in anatomy, physiology, biomechanics, and pathology), have made a science
of treating the feet right. “By stabilizing the foot, we can provide an overall
significant benefit to the body,” says Mike. They begin with a questionnaire
and a series of tests to determine one’s foot health, or problems. “Through
the questionnaire and talking with the individual, we want to understand
the person’s work, lifestyle, activities, and health,” explains Mike. “Then we
start with the basics of measuring the foot, both weighted (standing) and
un-weighted (sitting).” He adds, “It’s amazing how many people do not know
their true foot size, or shoe size, in this day and age of the self-serve shoe
stores.”

Foot Solutions

Then they get to the high-tech part of the analysis. “We use a device that
incorporates a series of sensors linked to a computer, to generate static and
dynamic profiles for each foot, as well as the dynamics of the person’s gait
or walk,” explains Dana. Mike adds, “You may have seen the ‘Dr. Scholl’s
Machines’ in stores but, compared to that, we’re Superman!”

Mike & Dana Bell, owners
Foot Solutions, 3780 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48103; (734) 998-3668;
email: annarbor@footsolutions.com; website: www.footsolutions.com/
annarbor
All too often we overuse, abuse, then neglect and ignore our feet, but Mike
Bell of Foot Solutions reminds us, “The foot is the foundation of the body.”
When Mike and his wife, Dana, opened their business on Jackson Road
(in the shopping complex in front of the Quality 16 Theatres, just west of
Wagner Road), they set out on a mission to change that pattern of abuse and
neglect – as well as to restore healthy feet and strong foundations to bodies
all over the Ann Arbor area. Though they live in Howell, they said they were
sold on opening their business in Ann Arbor, because, “The mindset here is
one of better-educated people, who are more conscious of health issues and
wellness.”

Mike had made a career in the insurance and financial
planning world, but found that he liked numbers
much less than working with human digits.

Intrigued, I asked to be a guinea pig and go through the testing. It really was
amazing. After standing in a set position on the device and taking several
walks across it, I got to see a detailed, three-dimensional representation of
my feet mapped out on the computer screen.
After seeing the pictures and having Mike explain the numbers, I learned
– thankfully – that my feet and walk are pretty normal and healthy. But
the wealth of information made me ask, “How much do you charge for the
diagnosis?” “The assessment we do is completely complimentary,” said Mike.
“The more we really know about your feet, motions, and lifestyle, the better
shoe or orthotic devices we can provide you.”
Dana added, “People are amazed when we sell them shoes that really fit!
They go from ‘It feels like there’s a lot of room’ or ‘That’s odd’ to ‘Wow, I
can’t believe how much better my feet feel!’ That’s because we’re fitting,
and sometimes actually creating, custom footwear that is specially made to
conform to their feet and the tortional stresses that their feet experience.”
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Many people think of such service providers as just for people who have
chronic foot, mobility, or back problems. Mike notes, “Indeed, if you do have
a problem, many times we can tell just by watching you walk in, or looking
at the assessment and saying, ‘Well, you’re favoring your right foot in a way
that you must be having back problems in your L4-L5 (lumbar) region.’ We
will give you the printout from our testing, and you can give that to your
doctor for further medical advice, but we’re not doctors and we don’t play
them on TV or in the store.“

We learned that our business is less dependent on
economic conditions than most, probably because our
market is really a unique niche that follows its own
needs, rather than economic ups and downs.
However, the proper care of the feet, and wearing shoes that are not only
fitted to the feet but fitted to the tasks our feet are being asked to do, are
clinically and medically proven to have health benefits. That is where Mike
and Dana Bell can help everyone. “We want to understand, structurally,
what are the needs of your body,” says Mike. Dana adds, “And what we carry
in the store is a ‘fitting inventory.’ If what you need isn’t here, we go to the
catalogues...Thirty percent of our business is special order.”
The motto of Foot Solutions is “Rejuvenate Your Sole.” And, one sole at a
time, Mike and Dana are making great strides toward creating a healthier,
happier Ann Arbor.
###

Column continued on page 22

Photographers Wanted
To take pictures for The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal. Moderate
pay, wonderful exposure. It’s also fun and interesting to meet the people
we take photos of: healers, authors, bodymind therapists, yoga teachers,
professors, holistic and spiritual types, and other fringe elements! For
more information, contact Bill Zirinsky at bill@crazywisdom.net.

FREEDOM
HAPPINESS
SOBRIETY
Addiction & Recovery
Counseling

INDIVIDUAL • MARITAL • FAMILY • ADOLESCENT
HELP WITH DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
PERSONAL AND CORPORATE INTERVENTIONS
SAVE A LIFE • SAVE A CAREER

734.994.8120
Bruce and Linda Thomson

www.ThomsonSolutionsLLC.com
bruce@ThomsonSolutionsLLC.com

RESTORE JOY AND BALANCE TO YOUR LIFE.
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Leaps of Faith: Tales of Newer Local Businesses

Emma Greenand and Analea Leffenberry
Emma believes strongly that all minds and bodies
are connected…[so RUB] offers a wide range of
services and therapies to reconnect minds and
bodies, to themselves and to “the collective.”

Larry Bynum, Massage Therapist,
Analea Leffenberry, Yoga Instructor, and
Emma Greene, Massage Therapist
and Co-Owner of RUB
Column continued from page 21

RUB Ann Arbor
Emma Greene, Brandon Baugh, Diane Wyatt,
and Ryan Wyatt, owners
RUB Ann Arbor, 214 S. Main Street, Suite 201, Ann Arbor 48104; (734) 2137600; email: info@rubannarbor.com; website: www.rubannarbor.com
The first thing that hits you when you walk into RUB is an overwhelming
sense of serenity. One would not necessarily expect such calm from one
of the city’s newest and hottest businesses, which overlooks Ann Arbor’s
busy Main Street from the second-floor space over Espresso Royale. Emma
Greene, one of RUB’s four co-owners, says, “That’s what we wanted for our
massage and yoga clients: a place that was quiet, serene, and inviting. And
we invested a lot of hard work in the renovation of the space to make it that
way.”
As they worked on that renovation, Emma recalls that she and her three
partners struggled with the thoughts that they were undertaking the project
at the wrong time and that it would never get off the ground. “The economy,
seeing businesses close all over town, and simply having a lot of competition
out there made us wonder about our sanity,” said Emma. “But we carried
on tearing out walls, laying flooring, and installing ceiling tiles – if I never
handle another one of those, I’ll be happy — while keeping our fingers
crossed and hoping for the best.”
Despite a few signage issues, RUB opened this summer and started inviting
clients into a very nice space that is making all their hard work worth it, as
well as making the leap of faith pay off.

“The economy, seeing businesses close all over town,
and simply having a lot of competition out
there made us wonder about our sanity.”
– Emma Greene, co-owner of RUB Ann Arbor
RUB, an acronym for Relaxation & Ultimate Bodywork, uses their serene
and tastefully under-decorated atmosphere to beckon clients to one of four
private rooms and to “create their own space.” “We ask clients to feel free to
bring in their own music, or whatever makes them feel more at home,” says
Emma, “to make their room their own place to escape.”
With or without such personal accoutrements, clients can feel comfortable in
any of their staff member’s hands. All of them have had extensive training in
massage therapy, including a lot of basic anatomy and physiology study, as
well as “hands-on” hours. But Emma notes, “For us, it’s really about making
a mind-body connection with people.”

“For many people,” Emma continues, “massage is considered a luxury, but I
try to tell people it’s a regular part of preventative care and a way to maintain
true homeostasis.” She explains that she was raised in Ann Arbor and steeped
in an eclectic upbringing. For instance, she believes strongly that all minds
and bodies are connected.
“A lot of people today are feeling very disconnected,” Emma says. “So
whether someone comes in with an acute issue, chronic pain, or just to relax
— if we can make that hour better, that day better, or that week better for
them, it’s an amazing thing, and I love it.”
In addition to regular massage therapy, co-partners Emma Greene, Brandon
Baugh, and sister and brother Diane Wyatt and Ryan Wyatt, plus their seven
additional massage therapists and three yoga instructors, offer a wide range
of services and therapies to reconnect minds and bodies, to themselves and to
“the collective.”
“We have several combinations of services that the other businesses in town
do not have,” says Emma, “like herbal poultice massage, bamboo massage,
hot Jade stone massage, prepartum/postpartum massage, deep tissue massage,
and even ‘yogassage,’ where your time is split between private yoga and
massage.”
In addition, RUB offers regular yoga classes, aromatherapy, and reflexology,
as well as training in core strengthening and guided meditation, all at fairly
reasonable prices.

“We have several combinations of services that
the other businesses in town do not have,” says
Emma… “[including] ‘yogassage,’ where your
time is split between private yoga and massage.”
“We began with the individual,” states the RUB brochure, “and then designed
therapies that would treat the entire person. Here at RUB, we call it integrated
care. By fully incorporating a wide array of wellness therapies, we treat the
mind, body, and soul.”
The staff delivers on that mission daily and, after checking with several
clients who have experienced RUB, we can attest that it is really working.
“They have a really unique thing going on there,” said Ted, a client, after
visiting RUB. “Emma is truly amazing the way she works with people and,
every time I see her, I feel this remarkably deep bond that reminds me what
it is to be human all over again. Her energy is unique and she really gets into
your head and body in way that I can’t explain.”
Others must be starting to catch on, because we noted a steady stream of
clients when we showed up twice to interview and take pictures at RUB.
Regardless, clients went to their private rooms, and the serenity and peace
returned to the space over Main Street all over again, as if to say, “The
collective is being healed — one mind, body, and soul at a time.” Thank you,
RUB.
###
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Ann Arbor 350:
Taking on Climate Change,
One Challenge at a Time
By Monica Patel
Most of us in Washtenaw County have experienced the effects of global warming in
the form of flooding from heavy rains and other strange weather patterns these last
two years. And we’re not alone. Just during October 2011, extreme weather affected
millions of people across the United States, as well as those in Pakistan, Russia,
Japan, Thailand, and more.
As many as 10 million people a year become “climate refugees,” displaced from their
homes due to climate-related disasters that include floods, wildfires, and tornadoes.
Extreme weather in the U.S. caused over $32 billion in damages by mid-June, at
which point the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration declared 2011 the
most extreme weather-related disaster year on record.
Here in Michigan, experts predict longer growing seasons due to climate change —
but we’ll also see more extreme heat, heavier and more frequent rainstorms, and
dramatic influxes of climate refugees, all of which will put pressure on our incredible
water resources.
Untold hardship and human suffering follows these natural disasters, and it’s
clear that the climate change problem needs to be addressed. The question then
becomes: Which small changes lead to the biggest impact?

Americans… [are] responsible for a whopping 20 tons
of carbon dioxide per person per year. Scientists have
calculated that we all need to lower our emissions to 2 tons
per capita, which means that we have got to get moving!
Globally, the actions of the average person emit 4.5 tons of carbon dioxide each year,
but Americans go above and beyond, responsible for a whopping 20 tons of carbon
dioxide per person per year. Scientists have calculated that we all need to lower our
emissions to 2 tons per capita, which means that we have got to get moving!
If those of us who live in resource-rich, water-abundant places start changing our
ways and reducing our carbon footprint now, we can help reduce the impact of
global warming, as well as heading off local ramifications.
While the U.S. Climate Bill languishes in Congress and climate deniers make a
mockery of science, folks on the ground are building an incredible grassroots
movement. One of these people is Bill McKibben, founder of 350.org. 350.org is an
international campaign to unite the world around solutions to the climate crisis. The
organization is named “350” because scientists say that 350 ppm (parts per million)
is the safe upper limit for carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

The 350 Climate Pledge lists a few easy household,
transportation, and food-related actions that have the potential
to make a huge difference… Just pick a few actions, write them
down, and send them to us. We’ll check in on you to help you
meet your goals, and we’ll also celebrate your accomplishments.
When McKibben came to Ann Arbor in 2009, he shared the successes of the
International Day of Climate Action, a day CNN called “the most widespread day
of political action in our planet's history.” McKibben’s inspiring visit sparked the
formation of Ann Arbor 350, an Ecology Center project that promotes local action to
help solve the global problem. For the past three years, Ann Arbor 350 has worked
with and inspired community members to minimize their own carbon footprint. For
our first action, the 10/10/10 Garden Challenge, we united to help our neighbors
grow more of their own food — and to make a statement in the process. Volunteers
visited local families, businesses, and organizations to help assemble raised garden
beds made by the Ypsilanti-based nonprofit, Growing Hope.
The food industry accounts for about 10 percent of fossil fuel use in the United
States, and about 40 percent of its carbon footprint is due to packaging, processing,
and transportation. To put it another way, studies estimate that processed food
in the United States travels over 1,300 miles, and fresh produce travels over
1,500 miles, before being consumed. By putting food gardens into front yards, we’re
teaching people where their food comes from and, as a happy byproduct, we enjoy a
simple, easy reduction in our own carbon footprint.
We’ve mapped nearly 200 visible, edible “350 Gardens” — and added even more to
front yards, schoolyards, and church grounds in the past two years. Many of these
gardens have either inspired others to start their own 350 Gardens, or sparked
conversation about local food or the 350 movement.
Throughout the past year, we promoted the Household Energy Challenge, the
Commuter Challenge, and the Mission Zero Fest — encouraging people to save
energy at home, to take a low-carbon commute, and to consider visionary, cleanenergy approaches for buildings. And in October, we added more gardens to the 350
Garden network to get a head start on next year’s growing season.

Gaia Kile participates in Ann Arbor 350

"For Ann Arbor 350’s first action, the 10/10/10 Garden
Challenge, we united to help our neighbors grow more
of their own food…[by visiting] local families, businesses,
and organizations to help assemble raised garden beds
made by the Ypsilanti-based nonprofit, Growing Hope."
What’s next? The 350 Climate Pledge. Sign up at www.aa350.org to take some
simple, fun steps to reduce your personal carbon footprint. The Pledge lists a few
easy household, transportation, and food-related actions that have the potential to
make a huge difference.
For instance, by installing a low-flow showerhead, you can save 105 pounds of
carbon dioxide (CO2) per month with no inconvenience to your lifestyle. Or you might
consider washing your clothes on the cold/cold washer settings and use only 13.5
pounds of carbon dioxide per month, instead of the 200 pounds of CO2 you waste
using hot/warm water. If one person completes all of the Climate Pledge actions for a
year, they will save 4.9 tons of carbon dioxide.
Just pick a few actions, write them on the Climate Pledge, and send them to us.
We'll check in on you to help you meet your goals, and we'll also celebrate your
accomplishments. To assist in achieving these important goals, we will also make
sure that we, as a community, are ready to rally together to add our voices to the
roar that will be needed to get the attention of our politicians.
Remember: It doesn’t end with the Climate Pledge, it starts there. This journey will
be more fun — and more fruitful — if we take it together.
For more information about the Climate Pledge or to register your 350 Garden, visit
www.aa350.org.
Monica Patel has been a policy specialist at the Ecology Center for over four years,
and part of Ann Arbor 350 since it started. She’s a newbie gardener, and an active
participant in The Agrarian Adventure, a nonprofit group that partners with K-12
schools to enrich students' connection between the foods they eat, their personal
health, and the health of their communities and the environment. Monica can be
reached at annarbor350@ecocenter.org.
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Sustainable Health

By Abbe Grossman

Rebel with a Cause:
The “Rebel Eater” and Its Contribution
to Compulsive Eating

If the problem with overeating were simply how to lose weight, the solution
would be simple: find the right diet for each person’s body and psyche. But
neither food nor weight is the true underlying problem for most compulsive
eaters. We don’t suffer from a paucity of diets or nutritional information. We
suffer because we cycle in and out of diets ranging from macrobiotics to Weight
Watchers. We practice that cycling as if we were training for an Olympic sport.
And for the life of us, we can’t understand why.
There is an unconscious condition that hardly anybody talks about — not Oprah,
Jenny Craig, or even your holistic family doctor. We’ll call it “food amnesia.” It’s
the temporary loss of consciousness that overtakes us between the time our hands
open the full bag of chips and when our eyes see the now-empty bottom. As we
sit on the coach, stuffed and stunned, we utter a soft, agonized moan of defeat.
“Oh my god, not again. How did this happen?”

…The rebel eater is that part our unconscious that refuses to
follow food rules…The restrictions imposed by diets, be they
based on whole grains or processed foods, may trigger rebellion.
One of the primary factors contributing to food amnesia is the presence of what
Francie White, master of science, registered dietitian and director of the Central
Coast Intensive Outpatient Eating Disorder Program, calls the “rebel eater.”
According to White, the rebel eater is that part our unconscious that refuses to
follow food rules. In psychological terms, the rebel eater is an unconscious ego
state, or part of the self. The restrictions imposed by diets, be they based on
whole grains or processed foods, may trigger rebellion. As author Geneen Roth
says, “For every diet, there is an equal and opposite binge.”
Let’s meet Sarah’s rebel eater, for example. After a day of raw carrot sticks and
dry chicken breasts, a bag of cookies stares her in the face upon arriving home
from work. Sarah thinks, “Look how fat you are. No cookies for you!” But
her rebel eater says, “Ah, forget it! Don’t tell me what to eat! I’m digging in!”
Suddenly, she’s eaten the whole bag and is mystified as to what happened. The
rebel eater just hijacked her body.
Why does the rebel eater get triggered? We are hardwired to aggressively,
sometimes violently, defend against those who would take our food. This
response dates back to our cave-dwelling ancestors who, after slaughtering a
mammoth, had to fend off marauding bandits intent on stealing their winter food
supply. Those who were successful survived and went on to become our genetic
ancestors. Those who weren’t successful died off. Therefore, “You take my food
away from me, and you die” is coded into our ancestral gene pool. Straight and
simple.

There is an unconscious condition that hardly anybody
talks about — not Oprah, Jenny Craig, or even your
holistic family doctor…“food amnesia.”
So while we politely ask the nutritional expert to assist us in losing weight, listen
responsibly, take notes, and pay the fee, the rebel eater is perched in the quiet
recesses of our mind, ready to defend our mammoth to the death.
This force of nature cannot be underestimated. “In my decades of working with
women,” says Francie White, “one thing I’ve learned is, don’t ever tell a woman
what to eat!” Doing so just triggers the rebel eater. Until this force of nature is
addressed, progress will be slow to none. This rebel has a cause — survival of
both the body and the psyche.
The energetic purpose of our core self, or “soul essence,” according to the Bio
Self-Emergence Institute (BSEI) in Southfield, Michigan, is to reserve its energy
so the soul can survive and experience itself. The rebel, understood from BSEI’s
energetic perspective on developmental stages, is not just a psychological defense
mechanism. If the core self is not energetically developed and organized, it must
rebel to save itself for its energetic purpose of soul survival and experience.
The “I am me” is the energetic core of who we are. Its purpose isn’t to follow
or defy rules. Its purpose is to survive and to experience itself. Psychologically,
we develop our “I am me” muscles with our “No!” We define and differentiate
ourselves by asserting, “Noooo! I do not want to give you this interesting, shiny
object you call a knife. Mine!” This particular bid for self-determination —
holding the knife — must be denied. But sometimes the denial goes too far.
Let’s say that Sarah was the child with the knife, and her “no” was punished.
She was yelled at, given the silent treatment, or labeled “selfish,” “willful,” or
“stubborn.” Her parents prohibited her ability to say “no” and controlled her

verbal behavior, but they can scarcely control everything she eats. “Aha,” notices
Sarah, “this battle, I can win. I will eat what I want to!” She wants to feel herself,
her “no,” her power.
Then Sarah puts on a few extra pounds. Her parents worry. They tell her, “Don’t
eat that cookie. You’ll gain weight.” Sarah’s “I am me” is threatened. The rebel
eater is born. It attempts to protect the child’s still fragile and growing sense of
self, her essence.

As one student of [the] non-diet approach aptly said, “If I can eat
anything I want, there’s nothing to rebel against.”
So what happens when Sarah grows up? She eats compulsively, desperately
seeking control and weight loss. Yet she pours her energy into defying deprivation
and rebelling against the professionals who advise food restrictions. With one
foot on the gas and one foot on the brakes, she is going nowhere fast.
If Sarah’s health professionals give her even the best of nutritional advice, it will
likely exacerbate her rebel’s overeating. How, then, to address the problem? As
one student of this non-diet approach aptly said, “If I can eat anything I want,
there’s nothing to rebel against.” With nothing to battle and no recriminations to
suffer, Sarah’s full energy and attention is freed up to notice just how much of
that organic, whole-grain bread slathered with butter her body really desires and
how much she eats out of defiance. What happens to the rebel’s overeating after
consistent practice of this non-diet philosophy?
Let’s take Rachel, for example, a diabetic who struggled with food obsession
and weight issues for decades. Each day began with a vow to follow the doctor’s
recommendations and ended with the rebel eater’s battle cry of, “Ah forget it!”
— followed by huge servings of pasta and, finally…dessert. Once again, Rachel
feels defeated, resigned, and depressed.
When Rachel began practicing mindful eating, however (noticing body sensations
when we eat), she was shocked one night to discover her body wanted those fresh
green beans from her garden, not pasta! She had never bothered to ask before.
Skeptical, but encouraged, she began asking herself, “How much body-hunger
do I have right now?” and “What kind of food would satisfy that hunger right
now?” She asked, “Will hot or cold, sweet or spicy, crunchy or smooth satisfy
me now? Am I slightly hungry, so hungry I could faint, neutral, satisfied, or full
right now?” She considered vegetables, protein, fruits and carbohydrates. She
committed to suspending judgment about her body size and food. The simple act
of paying attention to food choices, instead of judging them, changed how she felt
about herself and her measurements.

When Rachel began practicing mindful eating, however (noticing
body sensations when we eat), she was shocked one night to
discover her body wanted those fresh green beans from her
garden, not pasta! She had never bothered to ask before.
Rachel began to eat much less after 10 days. After eight months, she let go of
most desserts. Not because she was following the diabetic guidelines. She had
always rebelled against those. It was precisely the opposite. Her rebel eater had
calmed down. Why? Because there was nothing to rebel against. Food was not
restricted. She had the freedom to say “yes” without guilt to desserts. This earned
her the freedom to say “no” without rebellion or a feeling of deprivation.
Research suggests that dieting undermines our connection to our natural
mechanism for regulating food intake. This mechanism requires an internal focus
on the body’s hunger and satiety. We need that mechanism. Diets train us to focus
on external rules: what to eat and how much. That’s why retraining ourselves
to recognize hunger and satiety is a prerequisite to releasing the rebel eater’s
stronghold. Therein lies the hope for us to find balance and peace with food.
The rebel eater is just one of the players from our unconscious that contributes
to overeating. But understanding that often isn’t enough. Recovery requires
practicing mindful eating and releasing judgments again and again. This sounds
like a lot of work, because at first it is. It often requires a non-diet support group
or the guidance of a skilled professional. But the results are plentiful. We can
replace the diet-rebel rollercoaster with something far more substantial: peace
with ourselves and with our food.
###
Abbe J. Grossman, M.A., is an eating disorder coach with 18 years of experience.
She holds a master’s degree from the Michigan School for Professional
Psychology and incorporates energy work and mindfulness meditation in her
practice. She sees clients in Farmington Hills. For more information,
visit Abbe’s website at www.MakingPeaceWithFood.net or contact her
at grossmanabbejma@att.net or (248) 470-5738.
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Occupy Yourself
By Bronwen Gates
I spent a lot of time
out of my body as a
child. This was often
because my body
didn’t seem like a
safe and comfortable
place to be. But there
was also the choice
to spend time out
of body, visiting
the expanded world
I experienced in
the magical reality
reached through my
imagination, the
more-real world that
I longed to be able to
make others know and
see.

Bronwen Gates at
18 monts of age

I recall the time I
watched from above as my charred diapers and the burned skin on my legs
were removed after I sat on the fire. The story was that it was an accident, that I
walked over and sat on the open coal fire in the kitchen that was the heat source
in our home. But it has always been curious to me why I would ‘sit on the fire.’
How could something that was designed to be as wonderful and delicious as
embodiment have become such a painful and misunderstood experience?

How could something that was designed to be as wonderful and delicious as
embodiment have become such a painful and misunderstood experience?
I had never forgotten the pain when I came back into my body, just one of the
sources of the night terrors that plagued my childhood well into my twenties.
Now that I have reached the age of that Future Self, she who cradled this toddler
in love’s embrace during her out of body experience, there is a reconnection
through the continuum of time-space. All the pain my action caused me and my
parents is released, and the pain is done; the circle is complete. I had wanted to
return to my remembered home in Faerie through the fire’s portal, but the portal
was blocked, and fire was not the answer. Now I choose to let what happened be
indeed an ‘accident’ of profound design, to bring me home to myself.

I spent a lot of time out of my body as a child.
This is not, of course, the first time a Future Self has reconnected with a younger
self, nor will it be the last. Each encounter opens me to a depth of wisdom and
compassion that may have been glimpsed earlier, and can become the domain
of habitation in our elder years. Now after all these years of seeking answers,
I understand more of the ‘voices’ internal to myself. I understand the role that
shame can play, embedded as aberrant chemistry even before birth. In my
commitment to consciously confront the inner predator, I am able to offer maps
to others in their quest for freedom.
Now that I can easily visit my child’s world with her, I can show her all the gifts
she received and the fun she had, when previously the unhealed wounds overrode
all other memory. Such is the power of pain-accompanied memoir; if we can
detach the pain-imprint and restore flow to our energy system, we can remember
many individual and collective experiences of feeling pleasure and contentment,
and experience an unshakable sense of well-being that wells up like an eternal
spring. This to me is the Fountain of Youth.

Perhaps the movement we most need now is the
“Occupy Yourself” movement, when we truly
inhabit the magnificent interactive domain of
nature that is for each of us the body
Old age is not meant to be a reversion to the unmet needs of childhood, but a
re-opening to the wonder and pleasure that is present in every childhood and
available at deeper and deeper levels as we expand our reverence for the Gift of
Life. I am confident that as our perception and perspective expand, new ways of
being will emerge.
Perhaps the movement we most need now is the “Occupy Yourself” movement,
when we truly inhabit the magnificent interactive domain of nature that is for
each of us the body: a world of infinite mystery and delight when we learn to
parse its messages, and unlock the inner portals of profound change.
And so it is.
Bronwen Gates is a Joy Coach, committed to helping
people experience more joy in their lives.

JESSICA’S
SKIN & BODY
APOTHECARY
Organic & Pharmaceutical Grade Skin Care
Handmade Perfume Oils & Body Oils
Facial Treatments
Waxing
Mineral Makeup
Aromatherapy

www.jessicasapothecary.com
By appointment only
Online booking available

734.604.5971
A2 Yoga Building, 2030 Commerce Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

The best of
science & nature
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Questions for
Acupuncturist
Cynthia Esseichick
of Ann Arbor
Healing Arts
(Editors' Note: In the Fall 2011 Crazy Wisdom Community Journal we ran a
cover story called “Acupuncture Comes of Age in Ann Arbor.” We received an
unprecedented volume of comments from our readership about this feature. By
and large, readers were glad we were covering this important and relevant topic to
the holistic community, though many thought our coverage was not comprehensive
enough, and, in fact, left out local practitioners of prominence, including Connie
Sundrla of The Parkway Center and Cynthia Esseichick of Ann Arbor Healing Arts,
among others.
We apologize for this. Our coverage did fall short. While we knew our practitioner
list was not comprehensive, it was listed as if it were. We will be sensitive to such
representations in the future and have learned many lessons along the way. Among
them, that people are passionate about their practitioners and the wonderful
work they are doing, and that acupuncture is an important topic in Ann Arbor that
deserves further coverage.
To that aim, we are pleased to present an interview with Cynthia Esseichick,
acupuncturist, Chinese herbalist, massage therapist, founder of Ann Arbor Healing
Arts, and a long-time member of the Ann Arbor holistic community. Cynthia
graciously accepted our invitation to speak with her about her practice and
acupuncture’s coming of age in Ann Arbor. We thank you, Cynthia, for agreeing to
meet with us, and we thank all the readers who responded so passionately to our
acupuncture feature. This truly is a community journal and your opinions matter.)
***
Interviewed by Maureen McMahon
Photography by John Fredericks
I had the pleasure of meeting with Cynthia Esseichick, Dipl. OM, LAc, MSTOM, at
her beautiful office on Ann Arbor’s south side. While you enter what seems like a
standard office complex to get to her office, the setting of her Ann Arbor Healing
Arts business is stunning. Tucked into the bottom of 325 E Eisenhower, it features
floor to ceiling windows overlooking beautiful trees, a pond, and a waterfall, and is
filled with natural light. One is immediately aware that this is a space for healing.
Cynthia is gracious, intelligent, well-spoken, and humorous. I greatly enjoyed getting
to know her and learning about her background in massage, her experiences with
using acupuncture to treat cancer patients on Chicago’s south side, and her views on
Oriental Medicine and its place in Ann Arbor.
Maureen McMahon: Cynthia, you first founded Ann Arbor Healing Arts in 1990 in
a different location downtown. What part of downtown were you in and why did
you decide to have your business in this community? What was your focus then?
Cynthia Esseichick: I was in the heart of downtown, 4th & Washington. The openness
in our community toward healing, the environment, politics, spirituality, and the
supportive and generous attitude among healthcare practitioners (complementary,
alternative, mainstream) made Ann Arbor a delightful place to practice.
My focus then, as now, has always been to promote optimal health and wellness.
I began as a shiatsu practitioner, though I’ve never been attached to a particular
modality in and of itself. It’s an art to determine what might be the way in to healing.
And the way in, as I see it, is guided by the patient, and by listening, assessment, and
feedback. It’s situational. Am I welcome here? Is this work appropriate here, now, for
this individual? Intuition and tactile conversation are helpful tools. So is versatility.
Energy medicine is dynamic and personal — what is happening now, what is the
response now. It requires presence, being present — that’s what I love about it.
Maureen McMahon: What brought about your decision to train in Oriental
Medicine (OM)? Had you been exposed to acupuncture in the past? What drew
you to it?
Cynthia Esseichick: I wanted to deepen the scope of my holistic healthcare practice,
to offer more options to my patients. Dr. Jay Sandweiss has been a mentor to
me. Jay’s a phenomenal practitioner who artfully combines Eastern and Western
biomedicine. He encouraged me to pursue my studies, and welcomed me into the
fold. Jay inspired an appreciation for the science and the art of this medicine. (For
more on Dr. Jay Sandweiss, D.O., see the Crazy Wisdom Interview from Fall 2008 on
our online archive.)
As a teenager, in Southern California, I’d ride my bike to these little botanicas and
traditional oriental pharmacies and wander in to check out the multi-drawer herb

It’s an art to determine what might be the way in to healing.
And the way in, as I see it, is guided by the patient, and by
listening, assessment, and feedback. It’s situational.

Massage is probably the best pre-medical training
any aspiring healthcare practitioner could have. It
would be a fantastic pre-requisite for medical school.
It amazes me that many practitioners treat the
physical body yet rarely touch their patients.
cabinets, the brightly colored boxes of tinctures, the smell of camphor, licorice, and
incense. At that time, my best friend’s mother was studying OM. It was mysterious
and enchanting: piles of dank, smelly plant parts scattered about the kitchen table,
incredibly detailed anatomical maps of meridians and acupuncture points. Like
“Hogwarts,” though well before Harry Potter.
My personal experience receiving acupuncture was profound. I saw this in others,
too: amazing results. It was elegant and simple in its application, yet required
complex theoretical understanding and scientific knowledge. I was drawn to the
centuries of scholarship and history behind OM, to the fact that it worked, often
in situations in which nothing else had. It was helpful. It was gentle. And a little bit
magical.
Maureen McMahon: Where did you go to college, and where did you get your
acupuncture training? What did you specialize in during your training?
Cynthia Esseichick: I received a Bachelor of Arts from Cornell University in Ithaca,
NY, and a Master of Science in Oriental Medicine from the Pacific College of Oriental
Medicine (P.C.O.M.) in Chicago. During my clinical training I treated a wide variety
of issues: migraine, anxiety, allergies, insomnia. I also completed several specialized
internships in orthopedics (pain), oncology, and infertility.

My personal experience receiving acupuncture
was profound… It was elegant and simple in its
application, yet required complex theoretical
understanding and scientific knowledge.
MM: Did you feel that your background as a massage therapist influenced you
during your training in Chicago?
Cynthia Esseichick: Absolutely. Familiarity with internal and external anatomy, and
more specifically, years of hands-on experience working with the physical body
meant that palpation, one of the primary diagnostic tools in OM, and the ability
to sense point location for needle placement, came easily. It takes time to feel
comfortable with touch and to develop what I call “tactile vision.” From the start of
my clinical training in Chicago, I felt at ease with my patients; this was absolutely
due to the cumulative experience I had working as a massage therapist. Massage
is probably the best pre-medical training any aspiring healthcare practitioner could
have. It would be a fantastic pre-requisite for medical school. It amazes me that
many practitioners treat the physical body yet rarely touch their patients.
MM: Where was your Clinical Internship and how did that impact your thoughts
about access to care and the potential for acupuncture to benefit cancer patients?
Cynthia Esseichick: I spent 3 years in the P.C.O.M. clinic in Lakeview; a year and a
half in the Breast Care Center at Mercy Hospital on Chicago’s south side; and assisted
several of my professors in their private clinics, one of whom was a fertility specialist
in Evanston. My experience at Mercy Hospital was profound. Our patient population
was largely comprised of people who, due to socio-economic disparity, might not
know about alternative medicine, or who wouldn’t necessarily be able to afford
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it, if they had access to it. We provided acupuncture free of charge to any woman
being treated for breast cancer at Mercy. It was an amazing opportunity to educate
patients and physicians, to integrate acupuncture within a traditional, biomedical
setting, and to offer gentle, effective care to anyone who needed it. And we got
fantastic results. The oncologists and their patients loved what we were doing.

I was drawn to the centuries of scholarship and history
behind Oriental Medicine, to the fact that it worked,
often in situations in which nothing else had. It was
helpful. It was gentle. And a little bit magical.
MM: You have mentioned that in Eastern medicine there is a saying, “Diagnosis
as treatment; treatment as diagnosis.” What is meant by this? Do you incorporate
massage into your acupuncture treatments? Does this relate to treating the patient
constitutionally?
Cynthia Esseichick: In OM, techniques such as pulse reading, hara diagnosis
(abdominal palpation) or scanning the channels of the body for changes in
temperature, tone, or texture, all involve contact. Because of the dynamic nature of
touch, the body responds. If I’m palpating a point where I intend to insert a needle,
there may be a response to the pressure of my palpation, or the temperature of my
fingertips, and so, in the course of diagnostic assessment, treatment begins.
In instances where soft-tissue work makes sense, yes, massage may be used, as well
as other accessory techniques such as guasha, cupping, or electro-stimulation. It
really depends on the individual situation.
In OM, patients with similar issues, such as asthma, or migraine, might receive vastly
different treatments based on individual constitutional variation and the root cause
of their problem. There isn’t a set way to treat a specific issue; it varies from person
to person, and sometimes from session to session. A frail person will receive a less
vigorous treatment than someone more robust, and vice versa. This is real-time
medicine: treating what is happening today, for this person, in this particular way.
You can imagine why it has been so difficult to create proper clinical trials to assess
the efficacy of OM.
MM: What are your areas of specialization now? What are you commonly treating
people for?
Cynthia Esseichick: Infertility, women’s health, orthopedics/pain management,
digestive issues, migraine, anxiety — my work is quite varied, which I love. It’s a
tremendous amount of fun.
MM: Do you have patients of all ages, including children? Do you treat many
Chinese people and, if so, are they generally more knowledgeable about
acupuncture?
Cynthia Esseichick: I do. My patients include children, teenagers, adults, and seniors
well into their 80’s. I treat quite a few Chinese people, and yes, they are often very
familiar with acupuncture and Chinese herbs, as well as the nutritional concepts
important in OM. In Chinese culture there is great appreciation of the importance of
food as medicine.
MM: Do you treat Western medical doctors? Has anything surprised you about
working with M.D.s, as patients or as referring physicians?
Cynthia Esseichick: Yes. My patients include M.D.s and D.O.s, many of whom
are surprised by the extent of an acupuncturist’s education (P.C.O.M.’s program
is 4 years, full-time, and includes a substantial number of courses in Western
biomedicine). I’ve been pleasantly surprised by openness and recognition from
M.D.s, by their willingness to refer patients, and to work collectively on certain
issues. I’m even more surprised at how many come in for treatment because of what
they’ve heard from their patients.

There’s a Chinese saying, “the worse the herbs taste, the more
benefit they bestow.” That’s hard for some folks to swallow.
MM: In our discussion about the similarities between acupressure and
acupuncture, you mentioned a study published in Archives of Internal Medicine
(May 11, 2009) in which some patients with lower back pain were given traditional
acupuncture with needles, while others were given “sham” acupuncture, in which
toothpicks were housed in needle guide tubes so participants couldn’t spot the
sham. Both patient groups reported significant improvement in their disabilities
brought about by back pain. What conclusions do you draw from this and how has
this study been misinterpreted in your opinion?
Cynthia Esseichick: I love this study! One might conclude that there was no
appreciable difference using acupuncture or a toothpick, and therefore, acupuncture
is a sham, or certainly “no better than a toothpick.” In fact, the toothpicks are a
brilliant demonstration of how responsive acupuncture points are to stimulation of
any kind: acupressure, acupuncture, massage… Whether one received treatment
via a needle or a toothpick isn’t really the issue, what’s important is that when the
acupuncture points were stimulated, the response was “significant improvement” —
that’s wonderful!
MM: When you treat people, do certain points elicit the same response on
different people? If so, what would some examples be?

Cynthia Esseichick: I think what you’re referring to are unexpected responses,
outside the intended goal of the treatment. Examples are people seeing specific
colors or patterns or experiencing a fog lifting from their bodies. I find it curious
because I don’t set up expectations for such things, yet the reporting of these
phenomena tends to be fairly consistent with certain point prescriptions.
MM: Are your patients generally enthusiastic about taking herbs? Is there a fair
amount of education that you have to provide them about the herbs?
Cynthia Esseichick: In my experience, folks are very enthusiastic about the idea of
taking hand-crafted, centuries-old herbal formulas, tailor-made just for them. Then
they try one. Yes, it may have licorice or cinnamon or mint. But the truth is, Chinese
herbal formulas typically taste pretty intense. I try to explain the rationale, that it
may be unpleasant, but that the bitter or astringent or sour flavors are medicinal.
These formulas aren’t designed to taste good, they’re designed to effect positive
change. And they do — they work wonders. There’s a Chinese saying, “the worse the
herbs taste, the more benefit they bestow.” That’s hard for some folks to swallow.
MM: Do you think acupuncture has “come of age” in Ann Arbor? What are some of
the advances you’ve seen and what are some of the challenges to its growth?
Cynthia Esseichick: I do. I see collaboration among mainstream physicians and
alternative medicine practitioners, more integrative care for patients, which is
fantastic. Challenges include educating people about how acupuncture works, what
kinds of things can be treated, and overcoming the fear that it’s painful. Cost of care
is another limiting factor. Why isn’t acupuncture a covered healthcare benefit? It’s
effective, safe, and comparatively inexpensive.
MM: What are some of your interests outside of Oriental Medicine?
Cynthia Esseichick: I like to balance the quiet, intuitive, “yin” state of mind in which I
work, with expressive, creative, or “yang” pursuits such as art and music. I’m a visual
artist. I love opera. I spend time in nature. And I sing in the Ann Arbor-based band,
Waynesboro.
MM: Great, thanks, Cynthia. It’s been a pleasure meeting you.
###
Cynthia Esseichick, Dipl. OM, LAc, MSTOM, is Nationally Board Certified in
Acupuncture, Chinese Herbal Medicine, and Traditional Oriental Medicine. She
founded Ann Arbor Healing Arts, LLC, in 1990, and three years ago relocated it to 325
E Eisenhower Parkway, Suite 1, Ann Arbor, MI 48108. For more information about her
work, visit www.annarborhealingarts.com. To schedule an appointment, call (734)
761-5402 or email Cynthia Esseichick at a2healingarts@gmail.com.
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Allowing Your Best Self
to Shine Through:

Marc Lerner
on a Healthy
Way to be Sick

Marc Lerner has been living with Multiple Sclerosis for 30 years. Now a resident of Ann Arbor, he runs the non-profit Life Skills Institute.
“The reality is that this wisdom that can help people deal daily with chronic illness is the same wisdom that’s needed to be in love, to work,
and to manifest the lives we desire to live. We all have those answers right here inside us, we just need to learn how to access them.”
By Mary Runser
Photo by Joni Strickfaden
I was given the opportunity to interview Marc Lerner about the radio talk show he
hosted called “A Healthy Way to be Sick.” It ended up being less an interview and
more a conversation between two new friends. At 60 years of age, Marc has been
living with Multiple Sclerosis for 30 years. Now a resident of Ann Arbor, he runs
the non-profit Life Skills Institute, which he founded in 1982, and teaches people
experiencing health crises how to live happier and healthier lives. Our conversation
flowed easily and smoothly as Marc expounded on his belief in the healing and
transformative power of self-trust, a positive self-image, and self-love, even when our
life experiences have been less than positive.
Having had several not so positive and even traumatic experiences of my own, I
was fascinated by the ease with which Marc seemed to positively accept himself
and his experiences. The differences his beliefs have made to him were apparent; he
delights in his life. While our conversation focused on a healthier way of being sick
for people dealing with chronic health issues, I realized that I could use this same
approach, these very same ideas, and create a healthier way of living my own life.
I’d heard everything he’d said somewhere before, but for some reason his words and
his gentle nature reached into my heart, seizing on the truth that lay within. We both
hope that as you read, you, too, will experience and take hold of the positive energy
and acceptance that has the power to transform your thoughts and allow you to reimagine and rebuild your life.
***

"In a health crisis, it is important to take
control of the subconscious because it affects
the healing process so significantly."

Detroit native Marc Lerner is back in his home state of Michigan after decades away.
“I was born in Detroit, raised in Midland and managed to escape when I was about
20 years old. I lived in California mostly (and in some other parts of the country) for
35+ years, but came back here to the Ann Arbor area to be with my mother. Her time
is short and I couldn’t imagine anything more important than being with her, so I
moved back here three years ago.”
Marc was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis in March of 1981. “I totally freaked out
because of my sudden loss of vision and inability to walk. Loss of vision was my first
symptom, and amazingly, it was worse at that time than it is now. I’m legally blind,

so I don’t see things like most people do. I can see, but only very blurry images.” MS
forced him to look at the beauty of life through his spiritual eyes until his mental
image of himself and his difficulties wholly meshed with what he saw on a spiritual
level.
As a young man Marc began to seriously search, as many of us do, for that
connection to his deeper spiritual part. “Through all of my searching and meditation
— and I did it from my heart — nothing took me there or taught me how to
access that part of myself or allowed me to really ‘be in the moment’ like MS has.”
According to Marc, MS has forced him to go inside himself to find the reservoir
of strength and spirituality that not only gets him through the daily coping with a
chronic illness, but also allows him to thrive and enjoy a full life.
For the last 28 years Marc has been working with veterans, AIDS patients, and
those with physical disabilities and chronic diseases, teaching them how to use the
lessons he’s learned to find that spiritual connection and to live life in a way that is
full and complete, without being completely dependent upon outside sources. He
teaches that the strength and the answers we need are within each of us. Everybody
has them; it’s really a matter of some being able to access them more readily than
others. “Really, it’s very simple,” Marc said. “The key is to breathe into silence rather
than into your thoughts. We think that wisdom is in our thoughts, but really wisdom
is more of a heart thing. The wisdom of the body resides in the silence beyond your
thoughts.” Breath as your focus was a concept Marc learned while taking Karate
classes as a child. When you quiet the chatter within, move beyond your thoughts,
and breathe into that silence, you can access the wisdom stored within your body.
Marc believes that the body is a tremendous reservoir of strength, spirituality, and
wisdom, and within that reservoir are the answers to everything we need physically,
spiritually, and emotionally. All we have to do is learn to follow the path to that
wisdom. Sounds easy, doesn’t it? “It’s as easy as breathing,” Marc said. “The reality
is that this wisdom that can help people deal daily with chronic illness is the same
wisdom that’s needed to be in love, to work, and to manifest the lives we desire to
live. We all have those answers right here inside us, we just need to learn how to
access them.”

“At this point in my life, I would rather deal with
a chronic illness than not experience the quality
of life I’ve experienced through having MS.”
Marc’s first step was determining that he was not going to live his life with a victim
mentality or look outwardly for help. That decision forced him to look inside and
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change his inner environment, to clear the way through all the thoughts and clutter
that fills the mind. “You know, right now ‘the zone’ is a concept popularized through
sports, but there is a zone of healing, a zone of love, a zone of everything. Being in
‘the zone’ allows us to tap the inner resources we need to make change. We all have
them; we just don’t always use them.”
The second key is learning to move beyond our thoughts and negative self-images.
We’ve all learned to think negative self-thoughts and carry around negative selfimages. Often these thoughts and images are imposed upon us by parents, teachers,
ministers/religious leaders and other authority figures, until one day we simply begin
to believe them, adopt them as our own, and they become so deeply ingrained
within that we begin to live out those negative images in our everyday lives.
On the other side, there are also positive experiences and thoughts, things that
make us feel as though we can do anything, things that make us feel very good
and positive about ourselves. “We all have these, too. For some reason, though, as
humans we tend to cling to the more negative things even though they’re extremely
self-defeating. When I’m working with individuals, I teach them to look at both of
these experiences, recall how each one made them feel, and then give that feeling
a name. Later, when they realize they’re acting or reacting out of their negative
character, they can stop and begin to consciously act out of their positive character.
Just taking that moment to realize that we’re acting out of a negative self-image and
deciding instead to act from our positive self-image gets us immediately in ‘the zone,'
that space of silence beyond our thoughts. Once we are there, we can access our
more positive nature, which allows us to truly be in the moment in our lives and in a
particular situation where our very best self can begin to shine through and interact
with the world around us in a positive and healthy way.”
The proposition is that the unconscious mind is being consciously reprogrammed
to support the healing process. “Most people try to attain wellness when they’re
sick through the thinking mind,” Marc said. “The subconscious mind has a direct
influence on the healing process, where the intellect symbolically relates to that
process. Life skills such as our self-image, self-trust, and the way we relate to
negative thinking are significantly influenced subconsciously. These skills can
enhance or limit healing based on how they are conditioned. Normally they’re
conditioned through our past experiences, but they can be consciously reconditioned if we follow an experiential path and turn them into habits. We walk
through life focused on thinking and because of this we ignore the wisdom of the
body...In a health crisis, it is important to take control of the subconscious because
it affects the healing process so significantly. The focus of my work is to consciously
condition the subconscious mind on the level of life skills we learned as we grew up.”

Marc explained that it’s difficult for handicapped
people to date because the handicap is almost
always a glaring issue, but he and Amy have
never had that issue. He didn’t feel bad about
his handicap and she wasn’t put off by it. “When
we’re together, neither of us is handicapped and
it’s the most amazing thing.”
We’re creatures of habit, and creating a habit of stopping to reflect on how we’re
reacting or how we should react cultivates trust in ourselves, especially when the
outcomes are positive. This isn’t a one-stop shop technique to health and happiness,
but over the course of time, through repeated practice and repeated success, we
begin to trust ourselves on a deeper level. “When we begin trusting ourselves and
our positive nature that completely, it becomes so easy to move past all our thoughts
into that space of silence beyond, where we can hear that voice of wisdom and
knowledge in our bodies and begin to live healthier, happier lives, even when coping
with chronic pain or illness. Creating this habit of self-trust helps us to become better
partners with our physicians in an environment which allows us to speak openly and
freely about the things we’re experiencing, and then to decide together on a better
or more appropriate health management path.”
Turning patients into partners with their doctors is Marc’s ultimate goal for the
people with whom he works. Partnering with your doctor is about openly sharing
your health issues, concerns, and desires for living your life as fully, completely, and
happily as possible. These are the techniques that Marc has taught on his talk radio
show “A Healthy Way to be Sick” featured on World Talk Radio. The show is not
currently being broadcast, but all the segments are available on his website at www.
lifeskillsinc.com, along with numerous articles he’s written on a variety of health
topics and links to other health-related resources.
While Marc primarily works with those who cope with chronic and often debilitating
health issues, he’s not solely focused on people with health crises. “What I teach
these individuals can work for anyone,” he said, “although sometimes it may be
easier for those of us who are coping with serious health issues because we’re
already desperate to find something that works to help us feel less pain and help
us to feel better. Desperateness can be a valuable thing. When we really want
something, we have to be willing to let go of things that aren’t serving us well and
open up to something different. That’s the point where we begin to access the
wisdom of our bodies. That’s where we find the purest form of love and the best of
our creative abilities; that’s where the quality of life comes from. One of my favorite

quotes states that ‘the quality of life does not depend on the health of your body, it
depends on your focus,’ and that is so true.”
After having practiced this technique for 30 years, Marc is able to move into ‘the
moment’ or ‘the zone’ frequently and with ease. “In a way, it’s like being in a very
narrow corridor which is the path that leads me beyond my thoughts into that space
where the silence exists and my body’s wisdom can speak what it needs.”
Marc doesn’t offer this approach as a miraculous cure for the physical conditions
of the body. “Obviously, I still have MS and I have physical limitations. MS attacks
and damages the nervous system, so any area of the body that has nerves, which
is pretty much everything, can be affected and compromised. As I said earlier,
I’m legally blind, so I can’t see like other people do, but I can see. I can’t walk like
everyone else, but I can walk and exercise.”
Today, Marc is in a wheelchair unless he is exercising by walking up twelve flights
of stairs while holding on to the rail. He cannot read or make out faces, and he
admits to experiencing more pain since having brain surgery last year. “The last
year has definitely been more difficult,” Marc said. “It's been the first year that
I've experienced pain with MS. There is a benefit to that — you have to go deeper
to even cope with the pain, so when you find that depth, the pain seems to be a
little bit distant. It can still hurt, but it's tolerable...Sometimes I’m still trapped by
my thoughts, but if I can keep my focus on something attractive or pleasing to me,
that helps distract me from thoughts about what parts of my body don’t work very
well and helps me with the pain in a more positive way. At this point in my life,
I would rather deal with a chronic illness than not experience the quality of life
I’ve experienced through having MS. My physical vision is bad, but it gives me an
advantage in being able to practice inner reflection that many healthy individuals
have difficulty with.”
Recently, Marc joined with Amy Rosenberg in a commitment ceremony. Amy was
raised in Great Neck, New York, and has lived in southeastern Michigan for decades.
They met at a Passover dinner. Marc saw her walking with a cane and, since he
uses a wheelchair, decided they could become good friends. “Over 20 years ago,
when she was still quite young, she had a stroke which left her with some physical
difficulties.” Marc explained that it’s difficult for handicapped people to date because
the handicap is almost always a glaring issue, but he and Amy have never had that
issue. He didn’t feel bad about his handicap and she wasn’t put off by it. “When
we’re together, neither of us is handicapped and it’s the most amazing thing. It’s the
most comfortable and loving connection I’ve ever experienced and she’s the most
wonderful woman I’ve ever known.”
“I’ll say it again. This is something anyone can do. It’s simply a matter of letting go
of the negative thoughts and images that don’t serve you well, breathing into the
silence that exists beyond your thoughts, and then listening to the wisdom of your
body. It takes practice to create the habit of looking to your positive thoughts and
images, but once that habit is established, it becomes easier and easier to slip into
‘the moment’ and hear the wisdom that’s being spoken. That moment opens us up
to the deeper wisdom within, allowing us to live creatively, to love purely, and allows
our hearts to manifest. It’s a truly beautiful gift.”
Marc Lerner is the president of the non-profit Life Skills Institute. To view his work,
listen to archived radio shows, and discover the silence beyond thinking, visit www.
lifeskillsinc.com. On Wednesday, January 18, 2012, at X:XX x.m., he will conduct
a free tele-seminar that leads participants through his key techniques for learning
to change your inner reality and interpret your reality differently. To hear this teleseminar, call (218) 862-7200, then key in the Bridge Line, 736052.
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Drawing the Buddha’s Sublime Form
Buddhist Artist Rob Davis on Internalizing the Image of the Buddha in Tantric Art
Chenrezig,
Lord of Compassion

In the Vajrayana
lineages of
Buddhism it
is known that
images of
Buddhas, their
perfect, luminous,
and empty form,
contain the
wisdom of the
teachings.

While this practice
can lead to
the creation of
thangka paintings,
it is also an
active form of
contemplation
and meditation,
a cultivation
of awareness
centered in the
sublimity of the
Buddha’s
image.
Buddha Shakyamuni with proportional grid, ink

Buddha Shakyamuni in Robes in Pureland, ink
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By Rob Davis

Manjushri, Buddha of Wisdom

Since its founding in 1990, the
Tsogyelgar Dharma Center on
West Liberty has steadily become
a treasure to behold in Ann Arbor.
In our May thru August 2010
issue (available on our archive at
crazywisdom.net), we featured
the developments that were
transforming this Vajrayana
Buddhist community’s farm
property, including the construction
of amazing gardens, a mirror hut,
and tantric murals. Rob Davis is the
Buddhist artist who created those
spectacular murals. Here he shares
the conventions, artistry, and beauty
of his process.
In 2006, I had the great fortune to
meet Traktung Rinpoche in Ann
Arbor. I attended a retreat where
Rinpoche taught practices of the
Nyingma Lineage. These included
meditation on “deities,” such as
the image of the Buddha. In the
Vajrayana lineages of Buddhism it
is known that images of Buddhas,
their perfect, luminous, and empty
form, contain the wisdom of the
teachings. They are not signs. They
are living symbols, the teachings
in themselves. I was inspired as
an artist to serve the beauty of
Traktung Rinpoche’s teachings and
the place of art in these practices.
The principle practice of learning
to paint deities according to the
master thangka painter Pema Rinzin
is Drawing and Inking the Buddha. I
learned to draw and ink the Buddha
during a three-year period of
training with Mr. Rinzin in New York.
At that time, Mr. Rinzin was the first
Artist-in-Residence at the Rubin
Museum of Art.

and uncontrived, is the sign of
mastery. This is achieved by inking
numerous Buddhas. The cultivated
use of the brush in this manner
is tremendously rewarding and
joyful, creating a deep connection
between one’s perception and
one’s action. It is thus a practice of
mindfulness. The brush teaches one
to see how each moment requires
complete awareness and relaxation.
In inking the Buddha, one becomes
aware of the interrelatedness of
each element: the drawing, the
ink, the brush, and the work of
the hand. This observed practice
thus translates to all other creative
disciplines. It teaches the student
to become aware of every element
that is being utilized, including
one’s attention. It is thus universal
in its application. It is a form of
impersonal training and submission,
which, when mastered, allows the
artist to express specificity and
individuality.

The brush teaches
one to see how each
moment requires
complete awareness
and relaxation.

Prajnaparamita,
"Perfection of Wisdom,”
Mother of All Buddhas

The artist’s internalization
of the proportions of the
Buddha is thus only the
beginning of making art.
Learning to draw and ink the
Buddha is a practice given from
teacher to student. It is a living
lineage of artistic transmission.
While this practice can lead to the
creation of thangka paintings, it is
also an active form of contemplation
and meditation, a cultivation of
awareness centered in the sublimity
of the Buddha’s image.
What is Drawing the Buddha? The painting traditions from the Tibetan regions are
known for their use of ‘grids.’ These grids are guides to the proportions and contours
of the Buddhas. They are largely training guides for students. Thus, the presence of
the Buddha as the central proportion is the sacred origin of this art and the grid is a
tool through which we understand this. Like any other tradition of conventions, the
art does not achieve sacredness or beauty simply by following the grids. Conventions
are limitations as much as they are useful for learning. The artist’s internalization of
the proportions of the Buddha is thus only the beginning of making art.
The grid for Buddha Shakyamuni is based on the unit measurement of twelve. This
unit is the Buddha’s face proportion. All the other proportions are based in this
unit. To copy Buddha, one must pay close attention to the Buddha’s form within the
grid. The image one copies is Buddha Shakyamuni, the image of the Buddha at the
moment of enlightenment, painted by one’s teacher. His right hand is in the “earth
touch mudra” and his left holds a bowl of nectar. His eyes, deep in samadhi, express
the limitless compassion and indestructible wisdom of the enlightened state. Every
line in the image is essential, expressing delicacy and grace. The first image a student
begins is the Buddha without robes. This initial image is a harmonious simplicity that
becomes the basis of all forms in general and all male figures in particular. Tara is the
basis of all female forms. After drawings are made, one is ready to ink with a brush.
This is the formal basis of the thangka craft: the use of the brush.
“The mind is in the line,” Pema Rinzin once said, and much of the unique aesthetic
achievements of Tibetan art are found in its line use. Each form in a finished
thangka finds its completion with expressive outlines. The cultivation of line quality
is the student’s main task. To make a line fine and precise, while also being free

While the subtleties and disciplines
of Drawing the Buddha were given
by my painting teacher Pema Rinzin,
Traktung Rinpoche taught me the
implication and profundity of this
practice: “To contemplate the form
of the Buddha purifies negative
karmas of the senses and to draw
Buddha purifies similar karmas of
the hands.” According to Buddhism,
Buddha Nature, the awakened state,
is the natural state of every being.
Thus the image of the Buddha is the
image of every person’s true nature.
This was Buddha Shakyamuni’s
teaching at the moment of
enlightenment: “How amazing,
how marvelous that all beings have
been, since the beginning, Buddha.”
This moment is the image we draw
of the Buddha.
Rinpoche teaches that a human
being is composed of many organs
of knowledge, many centers of
perception, and that contemplation
of sublime forms such as Buddha,
particularly through aesthetic
creation, cultivates higher
impressions. These impressions
make integration of these ‘organs’
possible. The integration of organs
of knowledge into a single whole, deepened as they are by aesthetic beauty,
make meditation, and thus, true knowledge possible. To internalize the Buddha
through this work, then, is not simply a rote task for making paintings, but a form
of meditation that enriches our capacities as human beings to know ourselves. To
internalize the image of the Buddha, of Tara, of Manjushri, is thus to engage one’s
own true nature directly and to become sensitive to the ability to know this fact.
Not only do we train ourselves to make this image for others, we train ourselves in
the meditative ability to become the image of our own highest aspiration: wisdom
and compassion, the Buddha. In the simple practice of Drawing the Buddha, we
steep our minds in an image of enlightened qualities — qualities we intuit are
our actual natures. Drawing the Buddha also creates one other simple form of
enjoyment easily missed in our culture of action based on fun — pleasure — the
pleasure of aesthetic discipline. To find facility with the brush, making the sinuous
lines of the Buddha’s form, is pleasurable. I now teach this practice at venues in
Ann Arbor, including the University of Michigan Museum of Art. It is extremely
beneficial for all artists and equally beneficial for people who want to train in focus,
mindfulness and meditation.
Rob Davis is an artist and art teacher. In 2008, under the guidance of his teacher
Traktung Rinpoche, he painted the Tsogyelgar Murals in Ann Arbor, where he now
lives. Rob studied thankga painting with Mantang lineage master Pema Rinzin
in New York City. He can be reached at robbisabi@gmail.com. To learn more
about Tsogyelgar or to plan a trip to see the murals, visit tsogyelgar.org. For more
information on Rob Davis’s classes, visit the UMMA Workshops Calendar on www.
annarborartcenter.org.
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Siberian Buddhism,
Siberian Shamanism
and the Politics of
Memory —

Karl Pohrt
Interviews
Anthropologist/
Filmmaker
Anya Bernstein

U-M Assistant Professor of Anthropology Anya Bernstein
“For 70 years, during the Soviet era, religion and many of the traditional practices were suppressed in this region…They believed cultures and peoples
should have traditions, but not religions…And when the Soviet Union fell apart, people could remember again. But was there anything to remember?”

By Karl Pohrt
Photo by Susan Ayer
Anya Bernstein arrived in Ann Arbor a year and a half ago. She is a cultural
anthropologist and documentary filmmaker, and she teaches Anthropology and
Asian Cultures at the University of Michigan. She is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the
University of Michigan’s Society of Fellows and a U-M Assistant Professor of
Anthropology. She grew up in Russia, attended Moscow State University, received
an M.A. in Visual Anthropology from the University of Manchester and a Ph.D.
in Anthropology from New York University. She also holds an undergraduate
degree in Linguistics from Georgetown University. She has worked and studied
in Russia, England, France, India, and the U.S. while conducting multiple research
trips to both North and South Asia for her fieldwork and films. Her two films have
been screened at film festivals around the world. For information on her films,
see www.der.org/films/in-pursuit-of-siberian-shaman.html and www.der.org/
films/join-me-in-shambhala.html. This past fall she taught a course entitled “The
Anthropology of Death and the Afterlife.”
Karl Pohrt: You have made two films that explore religious behavior in the
Russian Republic of Buryatia, which borders on Lake Baikal in Southern Siberia.
Join Me In Shambhala (2002) is a film about Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche, a Tibetan
Lama who lives in Buryatia, and his attendant Tenzin Tsering. In Pursuit of
the Siberian Shaman (2006) is a documentary on Valentin Khagdaev, a Buryat
Shaman. Why did you pick these subjects? Do you have a personal interest in
these specific religious expressions?
Anya Bernstein: As an anthropologist I have a very broad interest in the human
condition and in the ways people make meaning in their lives. I’ve always
thought religion was an interesting avenue into that. I am interested in the
specific case of Buryatia and the issue of memory. Buryats are an indigenous
people who have lived in southern Siberia for many centuries. They have been
incorporated into various large state projects. Some of them were part of the
Mongolian Empire. Later they became part of the Russian Empire and more
recently the Soviet Union.
For 70 years, during the Soviet era, religion and many of the traditional practices
were suppressed in this region. A lot of Buryats — counter to what people might

imagine now — embraced Communist values. They embraced the Communist
ideology. There was a lot of social engineering done with memory. They were
first told to forget their culture. Then they were told to remember certain parts
of it but not others. The Soviets liked the idea of ethnic diversity. They believed
cultures and peoples should have traditions, but not religions. They suppressed
not just Shamanism and Buddhism, but also Russian Orthodoxy, Islam and
Judaism. Everything. And when the Soviet Union fell apart, people could
remember again. But was there anything to remember? I was really interested in
what happened to all of these pieces of shattered ideologies.
The indigenous Siberians in Buryatia are very different in northern and southern
Siberia. Northern groups are closer to Inuits, while in the south there live
Mongolian and Turkic groups. Buryats see themselves as part of this great
Mongolian civilization. And they have been Buddhists for a few centuries, which
is a source of pride. By the time I made these films they had experienced 70
years of socialism and then 10 years of capitalism. What happened to all these
ideologies? Obviously, religion was resurgent. I wanted to see how it all played
out. I was interested in how these people create meaning in their everyday lives,
in everything from financial to existential and personal issues.

"Even the highest incarnate Lamas have to recognize the local spirits.
He’s the highest Lama in Buryatia because he is a Tibetan incarnate
Lama, but if you can’t establish peaceful relationships with the local
spirits you don’t have legitimacy in Buryatia."
– Anya Bernstein on Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche and the
interconnectedness of Shamanism and Buddhism in Siberia
Karl Pohrt: Do you see Shamanism as a world religion? It seems to me that in
the West the public’s interest in Shamanism is connected to our sense that
something crucial is missing or broken in our relationship with the powers
inherent in the natural world. The problem — or at least I see it as a problem
— is that there isn’t a cultural context for Shamanism in the urban West.
Anya Bernstein: There are some Buryat Shamans who would like to say that
Shamanism is a world religion because this advances a certain political position.
Anthropologists usually don’t want to claim that Shamanism is a religion, but
that is a point of academic and semantic debate. Shamanism is a Siberian
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phenomenon. It has its roots in Paleolithic Siberian cultures, in hunting and
gathering societies, but it’s such a malleable practice. It has been transformed
and it’s evolved with every political, social, and cultural regime that’s swept
through this area.
Then there is Mircea Eliade’s famous definition that Shamanism is an archaic
technique of ecstasy. That’s a very narrow definition. Shamanism is much more
than that. Eliade wrote that Shamanism is characterized by flight to the spirit
worlds, that magical flight is a quintessential feature of Shamanism. However, it
has been shown in many cultures, including those in Buryatia, that it’s the spirits
that come to the people. I would prefer to define Shamanism very loosely. To
me, a Shaman is a person who communicates with the supernatural to benefit
the community. It’s very much a community phenomenon.
Right now Shamanism is embedded in the global forces of politics, tourism,
the media, and indigenous rights. If Shamans in Buryatia want to represent
Shamanism as a world religion, it is because it serves a very particular purpose
for them. They live in the contemporary world and if they want to be recognized,
they must have sacred sites. They need to form associations. It is said that in
ancient times Shamans used to engage in violent spiritual warfare with each
other, but now they form associations. They need to get some legal status if they
want to establish their legitimacy. They don’t have temples, so a lot of Shamans
would say, for example, “Look at this rock. This is our temple. We don’t go into a
church and desecrate it. You must help us protect this sacred rock.”
And Shamanism is also absolutely about
place. This is essential. Much more than
magic flying, Shamanism is about the
relationship with place and with the
local spirits. That’s why a lot of Shamans
have made such good allies with
environmentalists by joining the global
environmental movement.

I found this process structurally very similar to what happened in Tibet with the
Terma or Treasure Texts. As Don Lopez has said, when Tibetans were no longer
able to travel to India, they began to discover sacred texts buried in the local
soil. Donald Lopez has written about this in The Tibetan Book of the Dead: A
Biography.
What this means for a lot of Buryats is that Buddhism has really come back. It’s
found its place — like Shamanism, right? — in the land. Buryatia is not some
secondary site linked to India through Mongolia through Tibet. Now it’s actually
the center of the Buddhist world (or so the argument goes). Buddhism is being
revealed there right now. It’s a process of continuous revelation.
KP: In Join Me In Shambhala you show a connection between Shamanism and
Buddhism.
AB: Yes. Absolutely. They are very interconnected in Siberia, but especially in
Buryatia. Since Buddhism was introduced to Buryatia by Tibetan and Mongolian
Lamas in the late 17th century, relations have sometimes been hostile but
usually they have mutually pollinated each other. Buddhism incorporated the
local deities in Buryatia. The more orthodox Buddhists incorporated them into
the lower ranks of the Buddhist hierarchy. It’s the same thing that happened in
Tibet. The more orthodox Buddhists will tell you that they converted the local
spirits and made them into protectors of Buddhism. On the other hand, the local
deities are really central in the lives of
most people. It’s not the transcendent
ones that are central.

In traditional communities Shamanism
is essentially a public phenomenon. It’s
not about self transformation. It’s about
using supernatural forces for practical
goals, to help people. Shamans work as
psychotherapists, as family counselors,
and as healers among other things.
I’m not really keen on arguing about
definitions, but in the West what we call
Shamanism is something quite different.
Shamanism has become psychologized.
Whatever you call this phenomenon,
“Students were fascinated that Shamans are such a vital part of
it is a kind of psychology that deals
everyday life and that they are part of modernity…I think it took them
with self transformation. It’s much
a while to wrap their minds around it and view Shamanism not as
more of an individualistic enterprise.
something exotic and scholarly, but as something real and practical and
It’s about causing change in the self.
vital. I think they got it.”
So it’s interiorized in that sense.
It’s not a religion, but more like a
– Anya Bernstein on teaching Shamans, Nomads and Commissars:
psychology. It also has a certain view
Introduction to North Asia at University of Michigan
of politics because it assumes that by
inducing a change in the self, society will eventually be transformed.
I think that is what has happened in the West. In Siberia it’s more about
the community and meeting its specific and particular goals. For example,
local people who come to Shamanic séances aren’t interested in the trance
experience. A lot of Westerners are really interested in trance and don’t come
for the experience of community.
However, there is this robust feedback loop. Siberian Shamans traveled to the
U.S. to meet Native Americans and Western Shamans have traveled to Siberia.
Michael Harner, the famous Western Shaman, went to Tuva and trained some
Tuvan Shamans in the Western techniques and they enjoyed it. So there’s a lot of
cross-fertilization of ideas these days. It goes back and forth and there’s a lot of
imitation. I think that’s normal. That’s how culture is usually formed.
Karl Pohrt: You use the anthropological phrase local object ideology in a recent
essay. Could you talk about local object ideology — investing the natural world
or local objects with meaning — and Shamanism?
Anya Bernstein: I used the term in an article I wrote on Buryat Buddhism but
it is also true for Shamanism. I was writing that Buryats have specific beliefs
about sacred objects. They believe these objects have links to the intentions of
previous famous Lamas. They don’t just appear for no reason. Recently people
have been finding sacred objects in the ground. Who knows why they appear
where they do? There is no explanation except a magical one. They are always
linked to famous Lamas who either lived or meditated in the place where the
objects appear. Essentially this functions as a reconsecration of the landscape.
The landscape was neutral but now it is Buddhist because someone found
a so-called self-arisen image, a non-man-made image of a goddess or a god
on a stone. It just revealed itself because this famous Lama in a past century
meditated there and he actually planned it so the image would appear now.

I was very interested in this when I made
my first film with the Tibetan Lama in
Buryatia because you could see that
even the highest incarnate Lamas have
to recognize the local spirits. He’s the
highest Lama in Buryatia because he
is a Tibetan incarnate Lama, but if you
can’t establish peaceful relationships
with the local spirits you don’t have
legitimacy in Buryatia. There is a ritual
in the film where he makes an offering
to the water spirits. They read Tibetan
texts during the ritual because in Tibet
they have similar spirits, but these are
local Buryat spirits. They are not really
trying to pacify them, but they just want
to establish peaceful relations. They
believe that the spirits are mischievous.
These spirits can cause illness because
they’re not quite enlightened. They both
give and take. They can cause good or
bad things to happen.

Some of Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche’s root
teachers were Buryat Buddhists, which
means he has these quasi-kinship links
to his Buryat predecessors, because in
Tibetan Buddhism the master-disciple
relationship is often stronger than that between a father and son. So some
people feel that Rinpoche has a little bit of Buryat in him. This has given him a
certain legitimacy. Some Buryats believe that you really have to have some kind
of special connection to the place. Not just any Lama can deal with the local
spirits.
KP: Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche honors that special connection with the local spirits
and yet at the same time — at the end of the film — he talks about Emptiness.
I thought his speech is orthodox Mahayana Buddhism, straight out of the book.
It is a beautiful speech.
AB: Yes. It is right out of the book. I was very interested in these Buddhist texts
at the time I made the film. I prompted Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche to talk about
Emptiness and he used very classic Buddhist images like phantom, a dream and
a flash of lightning. These metaphors come from the Buddhist Sutras. Of course,
he knows all of them by heart, so it was very easy for him to speak about it.
KP: At the end of the film we see Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche meditating in a field.
Suddenly a train moves past, briefly interrupting our view of him.
AB: I was experimenting with montage techniques and juxtaposing the two
different realities. Trains always appeared during my journey. At the beginning
of my fieldwork, I took the famous Trans-Siberian train from Moscow to Siberia.
Yeshe Lodro Rinpoche and Tenzin Tsering were meditating on the train at the
start of the film. At the time, I thought it was strange that the Lamas were
meditating in their train compartment. This was because I was a newcomer
in the field ten years ago. I wanted Join Me In Shambhala to have a circular
structure with images of trains at the beginning and the end of the film.
Continued on page 34
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we got out of the car they would serve us a fermented milk drink that was
considered sacred food.
KP: You taught a course last winter at the University of Michigan called
Shamans, Nomads and Commissars: Introduction to North Asia. How did your
students respond to the material in the course?

KP: Recently you’ve written about Siberian Buddhism and necropolitics.
In 2002, Buryat Buddhist monks exhumed the body of the last head Lama
during the Russian Empire. According to witnesses, the Lama’s body had not
deteriorated and it was found sitting in a meditation position. This incident
reminded me of that moment in The Brothers Karamazov when the Russian
Orthodox monks speculate that Father Zosima’s body would not decay after
his death because he was so holy. It seems most religious cultures associate
holiness with the purity of the body. The use of dead bodies to legitimate
certain religious and political positions seems fairly universal.

AB: Students were fascinated that Shamans are such a vital part of everyday
life and that they are part of modernity. These people who are so remote
incorporate Shamanism as part of their everyday lives. I think it took them a
while to wrap their minds around it and view Shamanism not as something
exotic and scholarly, but as something real and practical and vital. I think they
got it.

AB: Of course, Buddhism has a very peculiar relationship with death. Death is
one of the four main forms of suffering in Buddhist thought, along with birth, old
age and sickness; and, therefore, one should aspire to overcome death. In the
specific case of that Lama there are multiple rival theories about what happened
to his body after his death. There is no consensus. Some people say he did not
die at all, that he conquered death. There is this motif in Buddhism that you can
conquer death. You can attain to the deathless, as they say. Some people believe
he achieved that. Others think that he’s in some kind of deep meditation state.
Yet others say no, of course he did die, but he was such an advanced practitioner
that he deliberately left his incorruptible body behind to benefit future
generations, to inspire faith in these difficult transition times when Buddhism is
being revived in Buryatia.

AB: I’ve lived most of my life in big cosmopolitan centers. I grew up in Moscow
and spent a couple of years in France and England before coming to the U.S. And
I lived in India and Siberia during my fieldwork. Ann Arbor is as cosmopolitan
as any of the other places I’ve lived, but it’s much smaller and that’s really
interesting to me. It’s very exotic in its own way.

KP: You are a documentary filmmaker and an anthropologist. How do these
very different vocations inform — or enrich — each other in your work?
AB: Well, I see the two as complementary. I actually started out as a visual
anthropologist. I did a special program that trained anthropologists in how to
make films because I was interested in combining both mediums. I see them
both as ways of transmitting anthropological knowledge. However, they are
very different mediums. They are complementary but each has its advantages
and disadvantages. I think the films I make have essentially the same themes as
my writing, but the films are much more narrative driven. They are much more
visceral. They provide a certain kind of synesthetic experience that you don’t get
from writing. On the other hand, films are also not without their disadvantages.
While they can show some of the non-verbal dynamics that don’t really come
through in a text, they can also be deceptive. A text is more analytic. You can
explain certain things that are taken for granted in a film. You can unpack certain
ideas in a text. Finally, of course, there is the question of audience. Academic
writing usually has a small readership, whereas my films have been circulated
pretty widely and that is very appealing to me.
The use of the camera in anthropological work has been really enriching for me.
I used the camera as a point of entry in the field when I first arrived there as a
student in visual anthropology. Everything I have done is contrary to the more
orthodox rules of visual anthropology. I was taught that the field worker, the
anthropologist, has to arrive in the field and spend many years with people, with
the ethnic groups. They have to get used to you before you pull out the camera.
Only then can you film.
Everything I have done — and a lot of people have done this recently — has
been completely the opposite. When I arrived in a community, I would pull out
the camera and this drew me into a chain of social relationships immediately.
When you’re holding a camera you are never a passive onlooker. Immediately
it drives you into a kind of reciprocity because people are interested in the
film. They might be able to use the film — which I encourage — for their own
purposes.

In 2002, Buryat Buddhist monks exhumed the body of the
last head Lama during the Russian Empire. According to
witnesses, the Lama’s body had not deteriorated and it was
found sitting in a meditation position.
KP: There is a scene in Join Me In Shambhala that you must have shot through
the front window of a car. We see horsemen racing in front of you. It’s a
beautiful moment, filled with kinetic excitement and great poetic energy. It
evoked in me a sense that human beings are simultaneously living in multiple
worlds at this moment in our history. This is the 21st century and here we
are arriving in a small village of recently nomadic people. I thought this was
something that couldn’t be described as effectively in a narrative text. This was
something a film could do much better.
AB: Exactly. It was just one of these serendipitous moments that you often
encounter when filming. I was riding in the car and I knew I had to film it. When
the Lama arrived in a village people wanted to honor the occasion so they would
send out teenagers on horseback. This is one of the traditional sources of pride.
Horse riding, archery and wrestling — these are called ‘the three manly sports.'
It was an impromptu ritual. They would send these horsemen to greet us. When

KP: You grew up in Moscow and you did graduate work in New York. What is
your sense of Ann Arbor?

Michigan, especially Northern Michigan, looks more like Europe and Central
Russia than anywhere else I’ve been in the U.S. I was really excited when I went
to Northern Michigan to see birch trees, because Russia is all about birch trees.
There are not as many of them in Ann Arbor, but here I can see trees and plants
that I recognize.
The only thing I knew about Ann Arbor before moving here was that it was the
center of Russian dissident publishing in the seventies. The Ardis Publishers
printed books by Brodsky and a lot of the exiled and dissident Russian writers.
This publisher had a great impact on my parents' generation. My mother and
father would read these books. Ardis Publishers and Ann Arbor were always
special for them.
KP: They read the Ardis books in Moscow? They didn’t have trouble getting
hold of these books?
AB: Ardis books were smuggled back into the Soviet Union, ironically, often by
Soviet diplomats. Most people read them in hand-made copies. It became part
of samizdat — illegal literature. A lot of stuff was banned, but people read it
anyway. It was somewhat difficult to get hold of, but illegal literature was always
circulated.
###
Anya Bernstein’s website is at: www.cinetrance.com.
The interviewer, Karl Pohrt, was the founder and long-time owner of Shaman
Drum Bookshop, an Ann Arbor literary institution for 29 years.

Further Reading on Siberia:
The Shaman’s Coat: A Native History of Siberia, Anna Reid
Walker & Co. $13.00
An overview of the last 400 years of Siberian history from the perspective
of the indigenous peoples of Siberia, with a chapter on the Buryat
people.
Dersu The Trapper, V.K. Arseniew
McPherson & Co. $16.00
A memoir by a Soviet geographer working in the Russian Far East in
1906-1908 of his friendship with a hunter from the Goldi tribe. In 1975,
the great Japanese director Akira Kurosawa teamed up with Soviet
filmmakers to make Dersu Uzala, a feature film from the book that won
an Academy Award.
The Reindeer People: Living With Animals and Spirits in Siberia, Piers
Vitebsky
Mariner $26.95
A memoir by an anthropologist who lived with Eveny Reindeer Herders
in northern Siberia during the late Soviet and post-Soviet eras. The term
Shaman comes from the language group (Tungus) of the Eveny people.
The Chukchi Bible, Yuri Rytkheu
Archipelago Books $16.00
The Chukchi live on the northern edge of the Bering Sea, and the Chukchi
author’s grandfather was the last Shaman in his village. The Chukchi
Bible, like Genesis, begins with the creation of the world, in this case
brought about by Raven.
These books are available through Crazy Wisdom Bookstore
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Sreyashi Dey,
Dancing with
Tradition

Ishika and Kritika Rajan, depicting Kalki avatar, from an expressional dance piece, Dasavatar
“For me dance is a prayer, a meditation and an offering to the divine spirit. More than literally identifying
with the gods and goddesses whose stories I am dancing, it is a personal connection with the divine principle.”

Recreating Ancient Indian Spiritual
Dances for Modern Audiences
By Sandor Slomovits
Sreyashi Dey is head of Marketing and Communications at the University of
Michigan’s North Campus Research Complex, but she is also a highly skilled
practitioner of Indian classical dance. With her dance company, Srishti Dances
of India, she has performed around the area and across the country. Sandor
Slomovits spoke with Sreyashi and her seventeen-year-old identical twin
daughters, Kritika and Ishika — who are fine dancers in their own right —
about this ancient art form and their personal connection to it.
Sreyashi Dey: The dance form that we perform is called Odissi, and it’s one
of eight styles of Indian classical dance. This dance style is from the eastern
part of India, from a state called Orissa. The origins of this style can be
traced back to two thousand years ago. That’s not to say that what we see
today is exactly how it was two thousand years ago. It’s undergone many
changes. Back then, it used to be performed in the temples, by women who
were dedicated to the temples, to just sing and dance for the gods. It was a
form of worship, and its roots were very deep, spiritual. There were rituals
associated with symbolically waking up the gods by singing, and then during
the meals that were offered, then during the evening worship, and finally at
night, almost like singing the gods to sleep.
In parallel to this, especially during the colonial time, which was about two
hundred years and ended in 1947, in that time these traditions came under
a lot of negative attention, and got a bad name. In parallel there was this
other tradition that came up, of young boys who dressed up as girls, and they
performed this very acrobatic form of dance, outside of the temples, in a
non-spiritual context.
Sandor Slomovits: As performance?
Sreyashi Dey: Yes, as performance.
Sandor Slomovits: Did the earlier form also have a performance aspect? Did
worshippers watch the dancers?
Sreyashi Dey: No, it was inside the temples and it wasn’t really for the public.
So there were these two traditions and, after India’s independence, the

teachers and dancers and scholars got together and wanted to cleanse the
form of all the different elements that had crept into it because of neglect,
and they wanted to recreate it and reconstruct it, based on the traditional
texts. So they looked at the traditional texts, they looked at the temple
sculptures and at the two remaining traditions, and they recreated the dance
form that you see today.
Indian classical dance is very regional, which means that even though all the
styles trace their origins to very ancient texts and techniques prescribed in
those texts, they all have a very regional flavor and they’re based on regional
literature and poetry and language. Even in the body language, there is a
very large variation in India from one region to another, and the regional
styles are reflective of the culture of that region. Even though some of the
mythology is common to all, and some of the older texts are common to
all, the lyrics would be sung in a regional style of music and the movements
would be reflective of the regional style.
In the 1950s, dance slowly became a performance art, it came more
to the proscenium stage, and it became suitable for an evening-length
performance.
Sandor Slomovits: Just women dancers, or women and men?
Sreyashi Dey: Women and men.
Sandor: Dancing together?
Sreyashi: Both. Dancing together and separately. More women than men,
but in the case of Odissi that is something that has changed. There are
more men in recent years, which is a very good trend because it used to be
very difficult for men to support themselves as performing artists only. The
teachers are almost always all men, but there was less support from the
audiences for men as dancers. They wanted to see more women. Now that
trend is changing. It’s not equal yet, but there are definitely more men now
who are dancers.
Initially, the whole repertoire was one long piece. In the 1950s, when it
was first developed, the whole repertoire was one hour-long piece. Then,
to accommodate the needs of the present times, and shorter audience
attention spans, it was broken into shorter pieces, while still keeping the

Continued on page 36
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Sreyashi Dey, Dancing with Tradition

Continued from page 35

Sreyashi
Dey, in a pure
dance/rhythmic
piece, Pallavi

worship for the gods. Elaborate temple rituals included dance as an offering
to the divine. The themes used in classical dance are derived from religious
and spiritual texts over the centuries. The lyrics for the songs that accompany
the dances are based on spiritual literature. The narrative for the dances, the
themes, the music and the movements all reflect spirituality, which can't be
separated from the dance.
For me dance is a prayer, a meditation and an offering to the divine spirit.
More than literally identifying with the gods and goddesses whose stories
I am dancing, it is a personal connection with the divine principle. After all
these years of immersion in dance, I cannot separate what is technique and
what is spiritual. It is all a part of a larger whole that is deeply beautiful and
joyous.
Sandor: You were born in India?
Sreyashi: Yes.
Sandor: And you learned this form as a child?
Sreyashi: I started when I was seven. I actually started with another form
of dance from Southern India and, when I was about seventeen, I switched
over to Odissi. Then, when I was twenty-one I came over to the U.S. for grad
school, but I continued studying, practicing, performing, and teaching.
Sandor: What did you study in grad school?
Sreyashi: I came to do my Ph.D. in economics.
Sandor: Here at the UM?
Sreyashi: No, it was at Purdue. I finished a master’s in economics there and
later I did an M.B.A. Instead of one Ph.D., I ended up with two graduate
degrees. (Laughter)

“The origins of [the Odissi dance] style can be traced
back to two thousand years ago… There were rituals
associated with symbolically waking up the gods by
singing, and then during the meals that were offered,
then during the evening worship, and finally at night,
almost like singing the gods to sleep.”
traditional elements. One kind of dance is more rhythmic — what they
call pure dance — which is based on the melody of the music, and is just
reflective of the joy of movement and follows the structure of the melody,
and the development of the song. The other kind is more storytelling,
through facial expressions.
Sandor: Is it accurate to say that Odissi still has a spiritual component?
Sreyashi: Oh, definitely, because the texts that are used are still very ancient
texts. One of the main texts that’s used in Odissi for the storytelling pieces
is from the twelfth century. The mythology is also very old. It’s entirely
spiritual.

Sandor: Was there a history of dance in your family? Did either of your
parents dance?
Sreyashi: No. I grew up in Delhi, and the kind of family background I came
from, and in my circle of friends and family, nobody is into dance or music
as a profession. I studied dance the way girls here would study ballet. Girls
would go to classes, moms would take them, and they would have recitals
every year.
Sandor: Did you ever have aspirations to be a dancer as your full-time work?
Sreyashi: Yes, I did actually. Around the time I was starting college, I was
seriously thinking about being a professional dancer. But my parents kind of
talked me out of that.

“…Even though all the styles trace their origins to very
ancient texts and techniques prescribed in those texts,
they all have a very regional flavor and they’re based on
regional literature and poetry and language.”

Sandor: How is spirituality integrated into the dances?
Sreyashi: Spirituality is an essential element in Indian classical dance. Born
out of spiritual impulses since ancient times, it was used as a means of

Ishika and Kritika
Rajan, depicting
Kurma avatar, from
an expressional
dance piece,
Dasavatar
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“One kind of dance is more rhythmic — what they
call pure dance — which is based on the melody
of the music, and is just reflective of the joy of
movement…The other kind is more storytelling,
through facial expressions.”
Sandor: That was going to be my next question. (Laughter)
Sreyashi: Yes, they said, “Oh, we think you need to go to college.” Not that I
wasn’t going to go to college. That was not an option, but they were talking
beyond that. They said it was going to be hard to be just a performing artist,
and why not think of it as a parallel thing that you do? I guess I let myself be
persuaded by that.
At this point in our conversation, Sreyashi’s seventeen-year-old identical twin
daughters, Kritika and Ishika, joined our conversation. They both graduated
from Pioneer High School in 2011 and are now attending the University of
Michigan.
Sandor: How long have you been dancing with your mom?
Kritika: (Addressing her mother) Since we were the same age you were, six or
seven?

BODY BALANCE
promoting body awareness and balance

Julie Jeffery Peale, CHP, SMS | www.bodybalance4u.net
Hellerwork and Structural Medicine are innovative tools to
work with some of the body’s most complex issues. Your work
with me will be a collaborative effort to discover and treat
the source of the pain and imbalance you’re experiencing. You’ll
come away with better posture and body awareness, reduced
pain and discomfort, increased flexibility and agility, and an
improved sense of well-being.

MENTION THIS AD TO
RECEIVE 50% OFF YOUR
FIRST TREATMENT!

Sandor: Is it just the three of you who dance together?
Sreyashi: No, I do have a couple of other students who perform with us
on a regular basis and we’ve also had visiting artists from India who I’ve
performed and toured with.
Sandor: Are either of you interested in pursuing this as seriously as your
mom has?
Kritika: It’s tough. I guess right now we want to pursue it as much as we can.
We’ll have to see as we go forward, though, how much school is going to get
in the way, or how jobs get in the way. But as of right now, we’re definitely
interested in keeping up with it as much as we can.
Sandor: Some twins never want to be apart, while others want as much
space as possible once they grow up. (Laughter) You see where I’m heading
with this, right?
Ishika: I think we’re pretty close. Like any siblings, we have our moments.
(Laughter)
Kritika: I think we’re both looking forward to college a little bit just because
we’ll be separated a little more than we are already. We spend a lot of time
together now and we both kind of want to see what it’s going to be like to
not be together, like every moment. But at the same time, because we’re
both going to the same school, the other person is still right there.
Sreyashi: They might actually end up being in the same dorm. But they won’t
be in the same room.
Sandor: Where do you give performances these days?
Sreyashi: Actually, more often outside of Ann Arbor than locally. I used to
have a pretty active touring schedule, performing all over the U.S. Every year
it would be about ten to fifteen cities, and then we’d also perform in India
and internationally, if not every year, then every other year.
The Ann Arbor community has great exposure to all kinds of art forms and
the audiences here are really wonderful. Before moving to Ann Arbor, we
lived in Pittsburgh and I had a more formal dance company, as a registered
nonprofit organization, and it was much easier to get grants and get private
foundation support and state support. That aspect pretty much went away
when we moved here, because the state of Michigan is not supporting the
arts anymore.
Sandor: How long have you lived in Ann Arbor?
Sreyashi: Since 2004.
Sandor: You didn’t come at a great time for Michigan. (Laughter)
Sreyashi: No. I think it’s difficult for a professional arts organization in

Continued on page 38

"Julie skillfully brings Hellerwork together with her knowledge of
anatomy to create a customized treatment for her clients. I have found
her work to be effective in helping some of my patients to experience
relief from pain or postural deviation in their bodies. I have personally
benefited from her outstanding work for many years."
-Dr. Jay Sandweiss, DO Ann Arbor

708 W. Huron St., Suite 3 Ann Arbor, MI 48103 p. 734-395-6776
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Dancing with
Tradition
Continued from page 37

Ann Arbor. There’s this
two-fold aspect. The
audiences are great,
they’re very interested,
and a lot of people are
very knowledgeable not
just about the art form,
but also about the cultural
context, because they’re
into different religions
and spirituality, and yoga.
I’m not talking just about
India; it’s that way with
other cultures as well, with
similar levels of interest and
exposure. The audiences
are very welcoming, so that
aspect is great. At the same
time, there isn’t enough
support. Especially after
having moved to Ann Arbor,
I’m very glad that this is not
the only thing I do. Because
if I was hoping to support
myself or my organization
through external support
like that, it would be
difficult here. Lately,
rather than just traditional
straight-up performances,
I’m doing more work
with other artists, with
photographers and writers,
in venues that are not just
large theaters, such as the
UM Museum of Art and
the UM Lydia Mendelssohn
Theater.

Sreyashi Dey in a rhythmic or pure dance piece called
Pallavi. There is no story interpreted through this dance.
However, the joy of movements and the accompanying
music is apparent. Unfolding at a slower pace, it builds
up to a fast paced climax at the end.

Ishika: Dancing is definitely
the biggest part of Indian
culture we were immersed
in, the biggest part of Indian

Sandor: So if they said to
you, “We want to dance
professionally,” what would
you say? (Laughter)
Ishika: You would actually
say the same thing your
parents did.
Sreyashi: Yes, I would say
the same thing. (Laughter)
Kritika: But, I think if I
wanted to take a year off
and go to India and study
and perform, you’d be OK
with that.
Sreyashi: I’d be very happy
with that.
###
Sreyashi Dey, with Ishika
and Kritika Rajan and
Debnita Talapatra,
will present the dance
performance “Language
of Mudra” as part of
the U-M LSA Language
theme semester at the
U-M Residential College’s
Keene Theatre on Tuesday,
January 10, 2012;
it starts at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
For more information, go to
www.srishtidances.com.
The website for the
performance is:
http://language.lsa.umich.
edu/event/language-ofmudra/

Sandor: You still have family
in India.
Sreyashi: Yes. We’ve gone
to India, if not every year,
then every other year, for
sure. My daughters have
also studied dance in India.
There’s always been that
connection.

culture that we’ve been a
part of.

“…After India’s independence, the teachers and dancers and scholars
got together and wanted to cleanse the form of all the different
elements that had crept into it because of neglect, and they wanted
to recreate it and reconstruct it, based on the traditional texts.”
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Music Reviews
By Sarah Newland

Songs from Before cd
By Fionnuala Sherry

Return of the Tiger cd
By James Asher

This cd is a new recording from the
violinist of the band Secret Garden.
Her hope was to create a tribute to
traditional Irish song, and includes
many beautiful old airs – one dating
from the 13th century. She worked
with producer Kjetil Bjerkestrand to
reflect the new and modern Ireland.
While recording these songs, she
discovered her grandfather was also
a violinist and her mother still had
copies of Irish folk tunes belonging
to him. It is a lovely Celtic recording, primarily instrumental with some vocals.

Asher returns with a wonderfully
dynamic new drumming cd featuring
rhythms of energy and celebration.
Unifying these ten tracks is the power of
the drum, creating a spiritual force and
emotional depth – an intensity Asher has
created in all his cds since being first
produced by Pete Townshend in 1979.
This music is a journey inviting trance
and connection and includes didgeridoo,
bells, acoustic guitar, and keyboards.
$16.98

Shelved with Drumming Music.

Healing Sound Journey cd
By Terry Oldfield
and Soraya Saraswati
This cd is a magical journey of healing
sound and music. It is a rich tapestry with
flute, crystal bowls, strings, symphonic
gongs, percussion, and voice that is
deeply relaxing and peaceful. Oldfield
is well-known for his nature recordings,
featured in this composition to give a
deep and profound sense of connection
to the planet. These musicians travel the
world to offer Healing Sound Journey
workshops. Guests are invited to lie
down and close their eyes, relax, and listen, experiencing directly the vibration of the
music in a space of deep peace and relaxation. This form of music and sound healing
is known to increase immune system activity, ease pain, lower blood pressure, reduce
stress, and promote healing.
$16.98

$16.98

Shelved with Celtic Music.

Reiki Om cd
By Dean and Dudley Evenson
Eastern musical flavors soothe the soul
and create a sacred ambience for energy
healing. Chinese zither, tamboura, and
Tibetan singing bowls blend with Dean
Evenson’s signature flutes and keyboard
orchestrations. Harp, viola, and soft
bass rhythms enhance the healing mood
and resonate with recurring, soft tones
of Om. During meditation, we chant
Om to attune ourselves with the cosmic
vibration to connect with the Universal
Oneness of all life. This cd is a wonderful background to any Reiki treatment.
$15.98

Shelved with Reiki Music.

Shelved in Meditation Music.

A3 Radio hosts Folkit!
A radio broadcast LIVE from
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore and Tea Room

Every Sunday
in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
from 6:00 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
Songs, stories and good vibes abound each Sunday when
the talented musicians of A3 radio step up to the microphone.
Grab your favorite tea or coffee and join Little Tommy
Saunders and the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room staff as they fill
your Sunday evenings full of live music; featuring award
winning songwriters who spin tales and sing tunes that speak
to the past, present and future of folk in an environment
that can only be described as unique and welcoming.
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Bearing Witness –
The Story of a Holocaust
Survivor’s Journey from Escape
to Being a Forensic Psychiatrist
Specializing in Homicide

Emanuel Tanay, M.D., is the author of Passport to Life: Autobiographical Reflections
on the Holocaust and Legal Injustice: Behind the Scenes with an Expert Witnes
I do not use the word “evil” because it contains too much religious zeal and because it interferes with having
empathy, even for one’s enemies, that might allow us to understand them and be ourselves survivors.
Interviewed by Richard Gull, Ph.D.
Photos by Joni Strickfaden
(Editors’ Note: As we move further away from the mid 20th century, the
history of the Holocaust may feel distant from our Ann Arbor lives. Yet we
still have survivors of the Holocaust in our midst, and it remains powerful
and affecting to hear from them — to hear their stories, and imbibe their
wisdom. We were approached a few months ago by Richard Gull, Professor
Emeritus of Philosophy, University of Michigan, because he wanted to
interview Dr. Emanuel Tanay for the Crazy Wisdom Journal. Knowing Richard
Gull and having heard about Emanuel Tanay, we readily agreed.)
Dr. Emanuel Tanay (his nickname is Emek) was born into a middle class Jewish
family in a small town in Poland in 1928. Nazi Germany invaded Poland in
1939 and the extermination of the Jews began in 1942. His father procured
a birth certificate giving Emek a non-Jewish name and allowing him to
enter a Catholic monastery as a novitiate. After a year, one of his teachers
strongly suspected that Emek was really a Jew, so he quickly left. He helped
his mother, sister, and girlfriend escape from Poland to Hungary through Nazi
occupied Europe. After the liberation, he returned to his hometown in Poland.
He discovered that his father had been executed for hiding a Jew by Amon
Goeth, head of the Plaszov labor camp (Goeth is portrayed in Schindler’s List
by Ralph Fiennes). Returning to Budapest, the family then went to Munich for
six years. Emek received a medical degree and the family came to America.
He tells this story in Passport to Life: Autobiographical Reflections on the
Holocaust (2004). He then became a psychiatrist and an expert witness in
murder trials. In a recent book, American Legal Injustice: Behind the Scenes
with an Expert Witness (2010), he discusses his work on and views of high
profile cases like Ted Bundy, Sam Sheppard, Jack Ruby, and John Hinckley.
In spite of his experiences in the Holocaust, Emek is optimistic about
the future. He says: “Every survivor is a hero. Every survivor needed
resourcefulness and the courage to endure. These attributes made them
successful after the war.” Yet he warns of religions and ideologies that lead
to hatred and genocidal killing. Why tell this story? To quote Eli Wiesel (from
his book, And the Sea is Never Full): “Long ago, over there, far from the
living, we told ourselves over and over that if we were to come out alive, we
would devote every moment of our lives to denouncing by word and deed the
cynicism and silence of mankind toward victims past and future.”

Richard Gull: You are a survivor of the Holocaust. You tell your story in your
2004 book Passport to Life: Autobiographical Reflections on the Holocaust.
You have also had a long and successful career as a forensic psychiatrist
and expert witness in murder trials. You tell that story in your 2010 book
American Legal Injustice: Behind the Scenes with an Expert Witness. You
write: “My professional life was, for the most part, devoted to the study of
people who killed someone; people who wanted to kill me dominated the
early part of my life.”
Dr. Emanuel Tanay: That is correct, I am a survivor of the Holocaust. And
maybe one should add that I am from Poland, because Poland was the killing
grounds of Nazi Germany. In Eastern Europe that's where the Germans
behaved without any kind of restraints.
Richard Gull: Wasn’t there a greater percentage of the Jewish population
wiped out in Poland than in Germany itself?
Dr. Emanuel Tanay: In Germany, itself, the percentage of German Jews killed
was a proportionally small fraction of what happened in Poland. First of all,
Poland had the largest number of Jews in the world, i.e., three and a half
million. Germany at the highest point had maybe six hundred thousand
Jews in a country of 60 million. Hitler encouraged emigration, so that by
1939, when the war started, there were only 200,000 Jews in Germany. By
comparison, out of thirty-some million Poles, you had three and a half million
Jews, more than ten percent of the population.

It took a teenager to take risks and do certain
things that an adult was not up to. I arranged
through various contacts for us to escape from
occupied Poland to Hungary.
Richard Gull: You come from a small town in Poland named Miechow and
your family was middle class.
Dr. Emanuel Tanay: My father was a dentist and my mother was a physician
dentist. There was a distinction in Poland.
RG: September 1939 is when the Nazis came into Poland. What happened to
you then?
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ET: On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland and within two
weeks Poland was defeated. Most Jews attempted to flee, to go east, and my
parents did, too. But the German army came from two directions. We had to
return to our town. The extermination process did not begin until about late
1941.
RG: How did you become separated from your parents? How old were you?
ET: I was 14 years old when my mother, through an acquaintance, arranged
for me to be accepted at a well-known monastery in Krakow, not as a Jew,
but as a Pole. Polish Jews were not assimilated, unlike the German Jews,
so it was very difficult for a Jew to pretend that he wasn't a Jew. But I came
from an assimilated family, which meant that I spoke perfect Polish. It was
the only language I knew at the time. I was already somewhat familiar with
the Catholic practices. My father secured a birth certificate from a priest
who was his patient. The birth certificate was in the name of Janek Wojcik. I
entered the monastery under that name and studied for the priesthood.
RG: So what was that experience like for you?
ET: It was extremely difficult. I didn't know the prayers so I had to learn
them. I was assigned to a choir but didn't know the songs, so I pretended
by lip-syncing. Due to the constant danger of betrayal, my motivation to
learn was quite high. I learned prayers in Latin, the history of the Church,
and the Saints, and so on. But posing as another person was tricky. The birth
certificate my father got was of a peasant boy my age who was born in a
village. In Poland peasants spoke a peasant idiom, but I came from a cultured
family and spoke a
Polish that didn't
go with my name.
A good friend
of mine in the
monastery, about
my age, was, like
me, named Janek
(John in English).
In Poland you
didn’t celebrate
birthdays. Instead
you celebrated
Name’s Day, the
celebration day of
the saint who is
your namesake. I
made the mistake
one time of
assuming that my
Name’s Day was
when John the
Baptist's day was
celebrated (my
friend’s namesake),
whereas John
Chrysostom (my
namesake) is a
different date. I did not know that my patron saint was John Chrysostom. This
confusion nearly revealed my true identity. Ironically, I now know more about
Catholicism than Judaism.
RG: How did your time in the monastery end?
ET: One of my teachers in the monastery, a really dedicated anti-Semite,
preached often how wonderful it was that the Germans were getting rid
of our Jews. After a year in the monastery (it was 1943), he approached
me and asked me some questions and then corrected my pronunciation.
And that was like a siren going off: he suspected, or knew, that I was a Jew.
That very night I was afraid to sleep in my room, so I hid in the big bellows
of the church organ. Incidentally, that whole episode was depicted in a
documentary called Courage to Care, which was nominated for an Oscar. I
escaped from the monastery and then lived on the run. I helped my mother,
little sister, and my girlfriend, Gina (who now lives in Israel), escape from
Poland. It took a teenager to take risks and do certain things that an adult
was not up to. I arranged through various contacts for us to escape from
occupied Poland to Hungary.
RG: So your family saved you by getting you into the monastery and now you
are the one helping family members and your girlfriend to escape. But in the
meantime what happened to your father?
ET: My father was educated in Vienna and spoke perfect German. He was
placed in a labor camp located at the Nazi Air Force base. He had a dental
office in the labor camp and treated not only the Poles who worked there but
also the Germans. This was contrary to Nazi principles: a Jew was forbidden

bodily contact with an Aryan. It was called Rassenschande, meaning race
contamination. But they had no choice since they didn't have a dentist. For a
Jew to be touching a German and working on his teeth was unheard of.

I am not religious, nor were my parents
religious. Even when I was in great danger,
I did not turn to a higher power.
My father had a dental assistant named Leon Storch. Leon developed typhus.
A Jew who suffered typhus was “treated” by a bullet to the head. So my
father hid Leon in his office and didn't report his illness. A Gestapo man,
Amon Goeth (portrayed in Schindler’s List by Ralph Fiennes), was in charge of
all the Jews in the Krakow area. When Goeth discovered that Leon suffered
typhus, he shot him on the spot. He then wanted to kill my father, but the
head of the Air Force base, who had the rank of Major, ordered Goeth, who
was a Captain, to leave my father alone. When this Major went on vacation,
Amon Goeth came to the Air Force base, picked up my father, and took him
to the Plaszow labor camp. He executed my father in front of the whole
camp.
RG: So you went with your mother, sister, and girlfriend Gina from Poland to
Hungary? What was the journey like?
ET: It was a real exploit. We had to cross the Tatra Mountains. As I said
before, it took
a teenager to
function under these
circumstances. At
one point we had
to cross a road
and encountered a
German patrol with
dogs. Our guides,
who were mountain
people, escaped
“Emek” Tanay quickly. It seemed
we had no chance
and his wife,
of escape, but I
Sandra, have
noticed a ravine with
been married
a stream. I quickly
for 41 years.
pushed mother, sister,
and Gina into the
stream. Because I had
read Karl May, who
wrote about American
Indians, I knew that
walking upstream
would prevent the
dogs from finding us.
The mountain people
were conscientious
enough to return the
next day searching for
us. To make a long story short, we made it to Hungary. That is where we were
ultimately liberated in January 1945. Hungary at that time was like a paradise
for Jews until March 1944 when the Germans occupied Hungary.

Continued on page 42
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Bearing
Witness –
Continued from page 41
RG: After the liberation you returned to
your home in Poland seeking your father.
What was the journey back to Poland
like?

Forensic Psychiatrist
Emanuel Tanay and
Philosophy Professor
Richard Gull.

ET: Yes, I returned to my hometown.
I rode on roofs of freight cars by tying
myself to protrusions. I came searching
for my father. I didn’t know that he
had been murdered until I returned.
People who knew didn’t tell me right
away. Returning to Poland after the war
was dangerous for a Jew. You have to
keep in mind that in Poland there was
tremendous anti-Semitism. The hatred of
the Jews was so intense that it is difficult
for an American to imagine. For example,
when I was on false papers in Poland,
a German couldn't distinguish me from
a Pole. But a Pole might. When I came
I’m 83 years old and I have cancer. Reaching old age and dying of it is an
back to my hometown, our neighbor,
achievement of which I am proud; it is achieved, not bestowed.
Mrs. Wroblewska, begged me not to stay
overnight, because they would kill me if
I did. Many Jews were killed when they went back. This hatred of the Jews
RG: Your book is in one sense a call to recognize the reality of mental illness
continued into the post-war communist era in Poland. Before the war, Jews
and take it seriously in the law in a way it has not been. For example, the
were often accused of being communists; in the communist era, they were
so-called insanity defense has virtually disappeared since the John Hinckley
often accused of being capitalist sympathizers and were expelled. I resumed
case, the would-be assassin of President Reagan. That Hinckley was sent to a
my false identity. I pretended not to be a Jew again. I returned to Budapest.
mental institution was widely considered a failure of our justice system. But
you defend the verdict in the Hinckley case.
RG: So you were liberated in Budapest. Where did you go after you were
liberated?
ET: There is no doubt that the verdict was fully justified. The jury did what
a jury is supposed to do, namely, they applied the law. The insanity defense
exists on paper, in the textbooks of law, but in reality it is nonexistent. It
The turning point in my forensic career came when
doesn't matter how psychotic a person may be. Andrea Yates drowned her
I was asked to be an expert in the Jack Ruby case
five children and then called the police and told them that Satan told her
on a retrial (Ruby murdered Lee Harvey Oswald).
to do it. If she was not insane, then who is? Yet the prosecution saw to it
that she was declared sane. I stopped accepting insanity cases because I
said it was taking money under false pretenses. The outcome, no matter
ET: I heard that in the occupied Germany there was now American zone,
how meritorious the case, no matter how effective I would be as an expert
French zone, English zone. The American zone of Germany was the biggest.
witness, would be a rejection of the insanity defense.
We went to Munich. It is bizarre, but we were perfectly safe in Germany and
were given a place to live right away. There were displaced person camps,
RG: Yet many people in prison are mentally ill.
but my mother, sister, and I were not in one. The point is that no country
wanted us. You couldn't go to United States; you couldn't go anyplace.
ET: Not far from where we are now was Ypsilanti State Hospital where I
Ironically, there was a Polish quota that was not oversubscribed. For the
worked for a while. It had 4,000 patients. You know what's on the grounds of
next six years we lived in Germany. I learned German. Eventually I attended
the state hospital now? There is a “correctional” institution otherwise known
medical school. I graduated from medical school and then we came to
as a prison. At one time, there were 600,000 psychotics in state hospitals.
the United States because there was a new law passed called Displaced
At this time, there are virtually no state hospitals, no mental institutions. All
Persons Act allowing us to come to the United States. That's where I got my
you have is psychiatric hospitals where a psychotic can be admitted for days,
internship and psychiatric residency.
maybe weeks. It’s not unusual for a psychotic to have been admitted 12, 14
times. Until he or she commits a crime and ends up in jail.
RG: How did you become a well-known expert witness in murder trials?
ET: While I was a psychiatric resident in Elgin State Hospital in Illinois in 1954,
I had a patient named Alice, a teenager who was schizophrenic. She drowned
a four-year-old boy. Because she was poor, the lawyer who defended her had
no choice but to rely upon me as an expert witness. I knew very little about
psychiatry at that time and my English was rudimentary. I began to study
the subject and was successful in persuading the judge that she was insane.
Lawyers came with other cases, even though I wasn’t yet a full-fledged
psychiatrist. The turning point in my forensic career came when I was asked
to be an expert in the Jack Ruby case on a retrial (Ruby murdered Lee Harvey
Oswald). Then I became well known.

Half of the prison population suffers from mental illness. So what has
happened? We closed the state hospitals and replaced them by prisons.
This is dreadful from a humanitarian point of view and ridiculous from a
fiscal point of view. A psychotic person in prison cost $30-40,000 a year. The
mental institutions were communities for the mentally ill. Patients worked
there and had a setting suited to their needs.

RG: In your recent book about your career as a forensic psychiatrist and an
expert witness, American Legal Injustice, you discuss the Jack Ruby case.
Besides Ruby, you've been involved in a number of high profile cases like
Ted Bundy, John Hinckley, Sam Sheppard, and Andrea Yates. In the case
of Ted Bundy, you make the point that, unlike these others, Bundy was a
psychopathic serial killer, which is rare.

ET: At the end of the Vietnam War, there were these idealistic liberals who,
together with fiscal conservatives, got together and abolished the system.
There was a lack of comprehension of what psychosis is. We have no cure
for schizophrenia. The medications don't cure and don't even significantly
change it.

ET: Ted Bundy was a psychopathic serial killer who ultimately confessed to
murdering 30 women. He may have killed as many as a hundred women. But
these cases are very rare. Yet the more crime declines, the more people fear
crime because television feeds this fear night after night.

RG: Why do you think these mental institutions were done away with? They
got a bad name as reflected in the 1976 movie One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest.

R.G.: You contributed a system of classifications of homicides to the
psychiatric literature.
E.T.: I proposed a classification of homicides based on personality structure.
According to Freud, the anatomy of personality consists of the ego or self;
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the id or the unconscious; and the superego or conscience. Behavior
consistent with one’s personality is egosyntonic; behavior that is contrary
to one’s self-image is egodystonic. Behavior caused by psychosis is
psychotic; a psychotic killing is motivated by delusions. A homicide (every
killing of human by a human is a homicide) is egosyntonic when carried
out in accordance with the conscious wishes of the actor. Examples would
be a policeman killing a fleeing criminal or a soldier killing the enemy in
war. An impulsive killing is usually egodystonic, contrary to the wishes
of the individual. Most homicides are impulsive (or egodystonic in my
terminology) and committed not by criminals but by people who know
each other.
R.G.: You argue in your book that Jack Ruby’s killing of Oswald was
impulsive. They did not know each other. Would you explain that?
E.T.: There is convincing evidence that Ruby did not plan to be in the
basement of the Dallas Police Department Headquarters contrary to the
conspiracy theory that Ruby was part of a plot to silence Oswald. Ruby just
happened along when the transfer of Oswald to the county jail was taking
place. He had been running errands and had left his beloved dog Sheba in
his car, which he would not have done knowing that he would be going to
jail. And he always carried the concealed weapon that he used on Oswald.
The famous elevator door opens and Ruby fires the fatal shot. Ruby’s killing
of Oswald was impulsive or egodystonic.

Yoga For EveryBody
Small Classes
Individualized Instruction

RG: So both your early life and later life brought you into contact with
killers. In your later life, you arrive at an analysis of acts of killing, like
whether they are impulsive (or egodystonic) or the act of a sadistic
psychopath, while in your early life you experienced first-hand another
type of killing resulting from genocidal ideology. Was Amon Goeth, who
murdered your father and many others, a psychopathic serial killer?
E.T.: No, Amon Goeth, like most perpetrators of genocide, thought of
himself as doing “God’s” work. Genocides are always carried out in the
name of a “good” or “holy” cause. Goeth’s killings were egosyntonic for
him.
R.G.: But Goeth had the wrong God. His religion was Nazi ideology. Do you
consider yourself to be a religious person? Are you a spiritual person? If
one and not the other, how do you distinguish between the two in your
own mind?
E.T.: I am not religious, nor were my parents religious. Even when I was
in great danger, I did not turn to a higher power. After the war, some
orthodox Jews argued that non-orthodox Jews brought about the
Holocaust. I find this perplexing. Being an amateur student of religion, I
think that many bad things have been brought about by religion. Religion
and ideology have inspired genocidal hatred.

If you did something to annoy me, I could express my
anger directly to you and resolve the matter. But if your
priest or rabbi tells you that you are not measuring
up, you cannot express your anger directly because
your religion cannot be the object of your anger. So
this anger is suppressed and becomes rage. If rage,
which must be expressed by some means, is suppressed,
it comes out as hatred. Oppressed people need hated
scapegoats as objects for their suppressed rage.
In 1915, in the Ottoman Empire, Armenian Christians became victims of
genocide. It takes hatred to perpetrate genocide because genocide is killing
people for no other reason than their identity. Nazi ideology declared
that the lives of Jews are “life unworthy of living.” When the Israelites
went to Canaan, the Canaanites did not just pick up and leave — they
had to be killed. Most theologians agree that historically Christianity laid
the foundations for the Holocaust starting in the 3rd century A.D. when
Christianity became the official religion of Rome. Christianity laid the
foundations for the Holocaust by propagating a hatred for and persecution
of the Jews. In November 1938, on Kristallnacht, Jewish shops were
attacked in a pogrom in Germany and Austria and a hundred Jews were
killed. It was a harbinger of things to come.
The September 11 attacks may similarly be a harbinger of something
larger — at worst a humanicide. But I remain an optimist, perhaps because
of my experience of the Holocaust. I do not use the word “evil” because
it contains too much religious zeal and because it interferes with having
empathy, even for one’s enemies, that might allow us to understand them
and be ourselves survivors.

Continued on page 44
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Bearing Witness –
Continued from page 43

R.G.: Would you say that you are a spiritual person?
E.T.: I’m not sure what is meant by spiritual. Obviously, I am a person who
pays attention to human feelings and intellectual reflections. I am interested
in philosophical issues. In spite of my experience of the Holocaust, I am
optimistic about the future. If you call that spiritual, then I am spiritual.
R.G.: You have said that you don’t like calling the perpetrators of genocides
evil? What would you call that other side, that dark side, if not the force of
evil?
E.T.: I would call it a combination of oppression and hatred. Some religions
and ideologies suppress rage and create hatred. If you are an orthodox Jew,
your religion tells you which foot you are to put on the ground first when you
wake up in the morning. If you are a devout Catholic, you don’t engage in
contraception. The most oppressive religions and ideologies control your life
from A to Z.

Another consequence of being a survivor is
that I never read fiction.
Many people willingly subject themselves to these rules because that is their
religion or ideology. Yet they can never live up to the expectations. You are a
sinner; you are unworthy. Or if you are a communist, you are never quite a
totally good communist. If you did something to annoy me, I could express
my anger directly to you and resolve the matter. But if your priest or rabbi
tells you that you are not measuring up, you cannot express your anger
directly because your religion cannot be the object of your anger. So this
anger is suppressed and becomes rage. If rage, which must be expressed by
some means, is suppressed, it comes out as hatred. Oppressed people need
hated scapegoats as objects for their suppressed rage.
RG: The song from South Pacific says that we have to be “carefully taught to
hate all the people our relatives hate.” But your view is the opposite.
ET: Yes, the opposite. You have to be carefully taught not to hate because
you don't have to teach a child to project his or her rage. A little child runs
into a table. Who does he blame? His mother. When he becomes an adult,
if he hasn't really matured, he might now blame the Jews. So I say that
anybody who has been an infant has the potential to be an anti-Semite, a
hater. Certain religions and ideologies are breeding grounds of hate when
they declare certain kinds of people to be unfit for living. Every genocide is
committed in the name of a “good” cause. Hitler said he was protecting the
Aryan race, whatever that is, from destruction by the Jews. Every genocide
is presented as self-defense, because hated qualities are projected onto the
groups that are its victims out of hatred.
RG: As you look back on the events of 70 years ago, at the Holocaust, what
are your current day thoughts and insights about that time in your life? Have
there been any “gifts” that have emanated from that experience?
ET: My friend Elie Wiesel, a well-known survivor, has said that he did nothing
to survive. But I disagree with him. Every survivor is a hero. Every survivor
needed resourcefulness and the courage to endure. These attributes made
them successful in life after the war. It is true that we all suffered from what
we now call post-traumatic stress syndrome.
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For myself, I have found that I have the ability to make good judgments
about my family, my friends, my employees, my patients. I think my early
experiences gave me an intuitive feel for people. I developed an intuitive
sense of who to trust. Once, during that time, I had to entrust myself and
members of my family to a Gestapo man who claimed to be a Serb in order
to escape.
Another gift is gratitude. Cicero said that gratitude is not only a virtue, it
is the greatest of the virtues. I am grateful for all of the many people who
helped me survive. Another attribute of survivors is that they are not haters.
Hate was characteristic of the perpetrators, but not the survivors. My analyst
thought it odd that I did not hate the Germans after the war. I explained to
him that hatred would not have been useful for survival.
Another consequence of being a survivor is that I never read fiction. In
Germany, I once read an article in which the author wrote that my ability to
empathize often fails me at the doorstep of my next-door neighbor, and yet
fiction asks me to shed crocodile tears about some imaginary disasters.
R.G.: Are there ironies and lessons from having worked professionally with
forensic psychiatry after the murderous insanity that you witnessed firsthand on a societal scale?
E.T.: I discovered studying homicides that they are perpetrated either by
criminals or by people acting impulsively. There is a vast difference between
the two groups. The people who were out to kill me were, they thought,
acting in a noble cause. Most people are basically good, but one wouldn’t
know that by watching crimes enacted on television or in the movies. I
believe in the goodness of human beings in spite of the fact of our history
of slavery, genocide, and so on. The fact is that the civilization we have
is based on cooperation. We all cooperate with each other. We focus on
the “evil” deeds, but we would not be where we are without helpfulness,
cooperativeness, call it love or anything you want.
So there is this struggle between those two forces. I believe that the force of
cooperation we observe in the animal kingdom has been perfected in homo
sapiens and our civilization is based upon it. People who claim that some
invisible hand of the market will make everything right are mistaken. It takes
people who get together and form a community and a government, who are
people of good will, for society to survive.
R.G.: You came of age in a cruel, inhuman, and dark world. What is your view
of Ann Arbor, where you now live?
E.T: I was in Ann Arbor in the 50s in a post-graduate program while I worked
at Ypsilanti State Hospital. I loved Ann Arbor then. So, when I retired 10 years
ago, I decided to come back. I call it a mini-New York. It has some of the
advantages of New York without many of the disadvantages. There are so
many young people here who are enthusiastic. It is so encouraging to walk
the streets and see the energy, the interest, and the future of this country.
I inherited my optimism from my parents. My optimism, I believe, was
necessary for my survival. And it is necessary for our survival as a civilization.
I’m 83 years old and I have cancer. Reaching old age and dying of it is an
achievement of which I am proud; it is achieved, not bestowed. In spite
of the early misery inflicted on me, I have had a good life. I have had
three children and have six grandchildren. My children are successful and
optimistic, and I like to think I’ve passed that on to them. I’ve been happily
married to my wife Sandra for 41 years. She was raised in Traverse City and
had a rather strict Lutheran upbringing. She has, however, mastered the art
of Jewish cooking.
The interviewer, Richard Gull, can be contacted at: rgull@umich.edu.
Emanuel Tanay can be reached at: drtanay@umich.edu.
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Drop the Knife:
A Memoir in Song –
Ann Arbor Peace Activist and
Musician Jeanne Mackey
Creates a Performance Piece
on the Occasion of Turning 60,
and her Musician Friends
Laz Slomovits, Lori Fithian
and Eric Fithian
Help Make It Happen
Photography by Rachael Waring

Lori Fithian, Laz Slomovits, Jeanne Mackey and Eric Fithian
What follows is her story of returning to the small town
of her youth to sing her life song. And we’ve also asked
Laz, Lori, and Eric to reflect on collaborating with Jeanne
Mackey and what it means to “come home.”
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Bringing It All Back Home
An Ann Arbor Songwriter, Musician, and
Community-Builder Returns to the Small
Town of Her Youth to Sing Her Life Song
By Jeanne Mackey
This is how it feels when worlds collide. I’m in Oxford, Ohio, my hometown, rolling
down High Street in a minivan with my life partner, Pattie, my 91-year-old mother,
Marge, and three intrepid Ann Arbor musicians — Laz Slomovits, Lori Fithian, and
her brother Eric. We picked up Mom from the assisted living apartment where
she has lived since Dad died in 2002 and are headed for dinner at Kona‘s, the only
restaurant in town that serves fresh, local cuisine. Mom’s in the front seat chatting
with Pattie, her walker stashed in the back of the van.
During dinner Marge is uncharacteristically quiet. Her aging brain, slowed by the
progression of dementia, can’t track the lively conversation. Afterward, she confides
to Pattie about the band — ”I don’t know who those people are, but they’re really
nice.” Pattie gently reminds her that we’re all in town for my performance the next
day. We pick up a copy of The Oxford Press to see their write-up of the show. Oxford
Press articles from years past flash through my mind. Me with my brownie troop
roasting a marshmallow over a fake campfire. Mom on the front page as Citizen of
the Year. Brother Dave marching in the high school band. My toothy smile when I
sold enough newspaper subscriptions to win a transistor radio. Actually, Mom sold
most of the subs, secretly hoping that owning a radio would make me appear to be a
normal teen.
***

In Stacie’s What’s the Story workshop, she
managed to shake something loose by challenging
me to go off and “write a bad song.” I came back
with a doozy and shared it with the story circle
— a process that somehow opened my secret
passageway to songwriting.
I decided a few years ago that I needed to create a performance piece to usher
me through the threshold of turning 60 in 2010. I’ve got a good track record for
dreaming up events and making them happen — benefit concerts, rites of passage

ceremonies, creative play days, workshops. This 60th birthday big idea was a little
riskier than most, however, because I had declared to friends and family that it
would be a performance of all-original songs and stories. In the 50+ years I’d been
playing music, I had written maybe two songs that I’d ever want to hear again. When
I tried to write, I’d just hear snippets of other people’s songs and would quickly get
disgusted with myself and give up.
The songwriting block is just a variation on a lifelong theme. I’m prone to lose touch
with my own true impulses and ideas. I got the message early on that it was safer
to let the grown-ups tell me how I should be feeling and acting. It was the 50s, after
all. I really wanted to be a good girl — it felt like a matter of survival. And I had a
primal yearning to be true to myself. My unsuccessful efforts to do both resulted in
an awkward, tense, and timid demeanor in social settings. When I look at photos of
my mom around the same age, she looks pretty gawky and shy herself — which is
probably what made her so determined to have a socially successful daughter. But
her efforts tended to backfire. I felt her lack of confidence in me (and herself) long
before I could put it into words.

Photo by Rachael Waring
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Jeanne Mackey and her band — Laz Slomovits,
Lori Fithian, and Eric Fithian — will perform
Drop the Knife: A Memoir-in-Song at Washtenaw
Community College’s College Theatre in Ann
Arbor at 7:30 p.m., Saturday, April 21, 2012.
Afterward, people line up to hug and congratulate me and the band. Mom comes
wheeling up from behind. “I’m so proud of you!“ she says. “You made me laugh and
cry. That was just terrific!” She delivers the punch line with a grin: “I didn’t know you
had it in you.” So quintessentially Marge, with a level of honesty made possible only
by her current level of dementia. “I know you didn’t, Mom.” I feel her fragility as we
embrace. The old lady is loath to get sentimental, but there’s a catch in her voice as
she tells me, “I’m glad I lived to see this.

Jeanne Mackey is a lifelong musician, community-builder, and
change-maker. The CD of Drop the Knife is available at Crazy
Wisdom Bookstore. For more information, or to reach Jeanne, email
jmackey50@gmail.com or visit www.umich.edu/~mackeyj.
Photo by Rachael Waring

Drop the Knife

Once a young woman asked the 14th century Sufi mystic and
poet, Hafiz, “What is the sign of someone knowing God?”
Hafiz remained silent for a few moments and looked deep
into the young person’s eyes, then said, “Dear, they have
dropped the knife. They have dropped the cruel knife so
often used upon their tender self and others.”
I had to leave home to find my own way. And when I did, it was in the context of the
social justice movements of the 60s and 70s. My friends and I were the good guys,
fighting the evil establishment. It was glorious! Mom took it even harder than Dad
when I revealed my disdain for their basic values. I tried to engage her in principled
debates, but she was crafty when threatened. If I started to win the argument, she’d
inevitably burst into tears, and that was the end of the conversation.
But I was wrong about my parents’ values. Turns out they cared more about staying
connected than being right. Both raised as conservative Republicans, they were
willing to re-examine their beliefs, given half a chance. My dad, a Miami University
professor, became an advocate for affirmative action and women’s equality on
campus. Mom joined Planned Parenthood and began speaking in college dorms,
gleefully passing around multi-colored birth control devices (she has always enjoyed
shocking people). An avid miniaturist, she coped with her kids’ lifestyle choices by
creating a tiny hippie pad, complete with bongs, a waterbed, beaded curtains, and
Nixon’s picture on the little toilet seat. Her resilience was impressive — and she
would need it even more in a few years when I started seeing a psychotherapist
and decided that all my insecurities were Mom’s fault. When she found out I was a
lesbian, she told me tearfully, “If you have decided that you hate men, I don’t even
want to hear it!” But I hadn’t. And in 1990 when I married Pattie, my soul mate,
Mom and Dad wholeheartedly welcomed her into the family.

“But I was wrong about my parents’ values.
Turns out they cared more about staying
connected than being right.”
***
After dinner, we drop Mom off at her apartment and prepare to rehearse for the
next evening’s show at the Oxford Community Arts Center. I have successfully
created a performance piece of original songs and stories, expertly coached
throughout the process by my old friend Stacie Chaiken, an actor, playwright, and
teacher who lived in a feminist group house with me back in college. In Stacie’s
What’s the Story workshop, she managed to shake something loose by challenging
me to go off and “write a bad song.” I came back with a doozy and shared it with the
story circle — a process that somehow opened my secret passageway to songwriting.
The song arrangements blossomed in collaboration with Laz, Lori, and Eric. I
recorded most of the tunes in Eric’s Electric Farm Studio in Dexter (complete with
crowing rooster on the final track) and released a CD. After we premiered the show
in Ann Arbor last November, I knew the next stop would be the old hometown.
But now that the show is only a day away, I’m feeling queasy. “You’ll pull it off
just fine,” Pattie reassures me. “You’ve never been one to sabotage yourself.” But
she didn’t know me when I lived in this town. The many times I backed myself
into a corner. The social situations where I tried to converse with somebody who
intimidated me — which included almost everyone — and watched their facial
expression morph from confusion to disinterest. I know myself to be capable of
clutching on stage.
That evening, I peek from behind the curtains as the audience members come into
the theatre and take their seats: Jan, my best friend from high school; the Trumps,
our across-the-street neighbors of fifty years; another friend of the family whom I
last saw at one of my parents’ bridge parties in the 70s. Mom rolls in with her walker,
accompanied by my brother, sister-in-law, niece, and nephew.
The lights go down, Pattie introduces me, and I walk out on stage. My frightened
14-year-old self is whispering frantically, “You can’t do this; you don’t know how!”
But I know something that she, frozen in time, will never learn. I’ve grown up! I
have the chops, the will, the heart, and the inner resources to deliver the goods,
to put the show across and make it sing. And I do: “There’s no time to hesitate,
contemplate, meditate. Tell my tale, it’s getting late!”
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Three Ann Arbor Musicians — Laz Slomovits, Lori Fithian,
and Eric Fithian— on Collaborating with Jeanne Mackey
and What It Means to “Come Home”
Laz Slomovits Reflects on his
Early Years in Hungary, and the
Meaning of “Coming Home”
As a collaborating musician on Jeanne Mackey’s performance piece
“Drop the Knife,” you’ve had to consider what it means to “come
home.” What speaks to you in this piece and in Jeanne Mackey's
“Bringing It All Back Home” essay? As you've been working with
Jeanne on “Drop the Knife,” what's been stirred up for you?
Laz Slomovits: There is a story in "Drop the Knife" where Jeanne tells
of burying a hatchet on her ancestral land in Ireland, as a way of lifting a
curse and making peace in her family. This is something she actually did
a number of years ago, and she told me about it just before I was about
to take a trip to my ancestral home in Hungary. I found the image very
powerful, and though I did not use that specific way of resolving old issues
in my ancestry, it helped me find my own way. In general, I've long admired
Jeanne's courage in looking to find a way to live a meaningful, conscious
life — and "Drop the Knife," and the insights into her life which she talks
about in her essay, feel like she's reached a new high point in honesty,
clarity, and self-acceptance. Working with her on the performance piece has
inspired me to continue going deeper in my understanding of my own life.
Where were you raised? Did you like being raised in that town or city?
Do you remember your childhood fondly? Do you ever go back to that
place?
Laz Slomovits: I was born in Budapest, Hungary, to parents who had both
been through the Holocaust, had lost many family members, met after the
war and tried to start a new life. When my twin brother and I were eight
years old, we left Hungary with our parents during the 1956 Revolution.
This was just 11 years after World War II, and they saw more of the same
coming. I have mostly pleasant memories of growing up in Budapest, and
even the Revolution, terrifying to my parents, seemed like some kind of war
game to my brother and me.
What was not pleasant was the day a Russian official came into our 2nd
grade classroom and asked the teacher "Who are those monkeys with the
beanies?" (My brother and I wore yarmulkes, skull caps, to school — our
father was a Cantor in several Budapest synagogues.) The teacher answered,
"They are among my best students." The official responded, "Flunk them."
(To her credit, our teacher did not do that — she gave us B's and tearfully told
our mother that she was very sorry she had to do that.) In addition to this, my
father saw not only his livelihood, but his whole way of life threatened once
again, and so our family left with two suitcases. Looking back, and how my
life has been able to unfold in America, I feel that was a bargain.
My brother and I didn't go back to Budapest until both our parents had
passed away, just a few years ago, more than 50 years after we left Hungary.
We found the apartment complex where we'd lived as children, went to the
synagogues where our father had sung (one of them, the Dohány Templom,
is the largest synagogue in Europe, where we remember playing in the organ
loft while our father sang below), visited some of my mother's favorite places
(she'd grown up in Budapest, and the week before we left, she took us to these
places saying, "I want you to remember these because we may not be back for
a long time."), the cemeteries where my mother's parents were buried, and the
small town where my father lived with his first family before the war. It was
obviously a very emotional visit on many levels — I wanted to find a way to
connect to my family roots, but also to make peace within myself with the
Hungarians who had stood by or actively helped the Nazis during the war.
This is where having the image and ritual of Jeanne "burying the hatchet" was
very helpful. I knew my way would have something to do with music, but I
didn't know how.

We realized we were within a few blocks, on the same
street, where our mother had been held in the ghetto
before being deported to Ravensbruck, the concentration
camp where she spent the rest of the war.
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My father saw not only his livelihood, but his whole way
of life threatened once again, and so our family left with
two suitcases. Looking back, and how my life has been
able to unfold in America, I feel that was a bargain.
My brother and I had made our hotel reservation based on two factors: that
it'd be near the heart of Budapest (so we wouldn't have to spend a lot of time
traveling to visit sites important to our family) and that it'd be very affordable.
Later we realized that the hotel we were staying in was in the old Jewish
Quarter of the city, which had been turned into the Jewish ghetto during the
war. Part way into our visit, looking at maps of the city as it had been during
the war, we realized we were within a few blocks, on the same street, where
our mother had been held in the ghetto before being deported to Ravensbruck,
the concentration camp where she spent the rest of the war. In fact, that street
marked the edge of the ghetto — barricaded, with signs saying that no one
could enter or leave on pain of death. I stood on this street and thought about
my mother held captive in that building, while across the street people were
free to come and go as they pleased. I tasted the bitterness of that in my
mouth — and knew that I did not want to hold on to that any longer — not for
myself, not for my mother, not for anyone on either side of that street, living
or dead.
The only instrument I had brought with me on the trip was a small wooden
flute, a Hungarian furulya. On the day before we were to return from
Budapest, I stood in a corner of the building, with traffic flowing by me on
the street and on the sidewalk, and started to play a tune that I made up as I
went along. I tried to allow all the feelings that were welling up to come into
the melody — the terror, the rage, the hatred, the grief — and to ask that they
be transformed into forgiveness and peace. I can't explain what happened as
I played, but I knew as I started to cry that somehow, somewhere, this tiny
offering was being heard and accepted.
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I have since found that what happened in those few minutes was a beginning.
I am still learning to release old grievances and fears. But it was a beginning.
And I'm committed to continuing.
Do you go to high school reunions? How have they been for you? Have
you been surprised in any way by encountering your past? If you haven't
gone, why not?
Laz Slomovits: After we left Hungary in early 1957, we lived in Israel for
three years before we moved to the United States. I grew up in Kingston, New
York, went to school at the University of Rochester in upstate New York, met
Helen who was to become my wife when I was a senior, and a year later we
moved to Ann Arbor so Helen could go to graduate school here. We thought
we'd be here a year or two — and have never left. In a very real sense, I feel
like my life started when I met Helen and I found home and community when
we moved to Ann Arbor.
So, this may seem like a long preamble to answering the question, but no, I
have not been to either high school or college reunions. Although I had a few
good friends in both high school and college, I feel like I did not really start
waking up and living the life I felt was mine until I after I left those places —
and the connections to the old friendships did not feel possible to maintain in
any deep way.
Are you at all in touch with people from the part of your childhood
that you spent in the United States, and if so, do you like that sense of
connection with your roots?
Laz Slomovits: I have some wonderful memories and a great deal of
gratitude for some of my teachers and coaches, both in high school and in
college, almost all of whom have passed away, as have most of the members
of my childhood family. There is one quite elderly Hungarian couple who
still lives in Kingston who became my parents' best friends when we arrived
in this country. They were very helpful and kind to us then, and we've
maintained a sweet phone connection on a regular basis. In a sense, they are
my only link to my "old life" and I enjoy talking to them as I might to the
grandparents I never knew.

I can’t explain what happened as I played, but I knew
as I started to cry that somehow, somewhere, this tiny
offering was being heard and accepted.

What does it mean to you to "come home”?
Laz Slomovits: I am very grateful to Ann Arbor — the various communities
I am part of, and everything the city has to offer. This has been home for most
of my adult life, where I've been supported, nourished, and stimulated in my
work and in my spiritual seeking. I have a dear wife and son that I cherish,
a brother with whom I've played music all these years and still consider my
best friend, his wife and daughter who I feel closer to than I felt to my blood
family growing up — I couldn't possibly ask for more from a family. I have
some wonderful friends, especially in music (like Jeanne, Lori, and Eric) that
I feel close to. To me, all of this adds up to "coming home."
And yet, in a very real sense, all of this means "home" because of what I
started to glimpse in my early twenties — that there was a "home" that was
within me — and everything else on the "outside" followed from that. I am
still learning what it means to come home — but I know more and more that
for me it happens on the inside, and then is reflected in the place where I live,
the people I connect to, the work that I do. And while it's not always easy
— the distractions and wanderings are many — I can come back to this true
home any time, all the time.
Laz Slomovits is one of the twin brothers in Ann Arbor's nationally
known family folk music duo, Gemini. In addition to his award-winning
music for children, Laz has also set to music and recorded the poetry
of Rumi and Hafiz, 13th and 14th century Sufi mystics, in translations
by Coleman Barks and Daniel Ladinsky. For more information, visit
PoetryIntoSong.com and GeminiChildrensMusic.com.

crazywisdom.net
Email Service
Crazy Wisdom’s Email Service is a great way to
showcase yourself, your business and your services!
This service is a cost effective method of reaching
a targeted audience without the need for investment
in costly hardware and mail related software!
• Send out a listing of your upcoming classes, workshops,
and events
• This is a great way to reach the more than 3000 people
who currently subscribe to our Email Subscriber List
and are looking for Body, Mind and Spirit Resources!
We offer 2 levels of Email Service...
Level 1 - text only email • $89.00
Level 2 - Graphic email • $139.00
If you missed getting your listing into the current issue
of The Crazy Wisdom Journal, our email service is an
excellent way to still reach many people who might be
interested in what you’re offering!
Email Service ads must be mail-ready and emailed to Carol.
For more information contact Carol at carol@crazywisdom.net
or visit www.crazywisdom.net
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Crazy Wisdom Bookstore and Tea Room
114 South Main Street, Ann Arbor
734.665.2757 • www.crazywisdom.net
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Three Ann Arbor Musicians — Laz Slomovits, Lori Fithian,
and Eric Fithian — on Collaborating with Jeanne Mackey
and What It Means to “Come Home”
Drummer Lori Fithian
As a collaborating musician on Jeanne Mackey’s performance piece
“Drop the Knife,” you’ve had to consider what it means to “come home.”
What speaks to you in this piece and in Jeanne Mackey's “Bringing It All
Back Home” essay? As you've been working with Jeanne on “Drop the
Knife,” what's been stirred up for you?
Lori Fithian: I'm really impressed with Jeanne's creativity. The songs are just
amazing — I keep wanting to ask her "how did you come up with that tune?"
Her clever lyrics and the amazing storytelling really make for a wonderful
musical evening — a deep personal journey woven together with great music
that's fun to play. It's been great to see and hear the audience reacting. The
process of shaping the raw songs with "the band" was also lots of fun, and
a good challenge. I thought it would be like painting on somebody else's
painting, but Jeanne welcomed our ideas, suggestions, and changes, and it
was truly a collaborative process with all four of us contributing. I think it's
stirred up a little more creative juice in me — she is very inspiring!
Where were you raised? Did you like being raised in that town? Do you
remember your childhood fondly? Do you ever go back to that place?
Lori Fithian: I was actually born here in A2, in what's now called the North
Ingalls Building — it 's the old "St. Joe's" hospital, so I'm definitely a native
and a townie. Ann Arbor is a great place to grow up, and, yes, I have lots of
fond memories. We lived on the edge of Thurston Pond, on the north end of
town, and we often go over there to take a walk in the woods, see how the
pond has changed, peer over the fence at the pool where we spent most of our
summer days, and swing in the old swing set at the school.
Do you go to high school reunions? If you haven't gone, why not?
Lori Fithian: Haven't been to any of those. I'm pretty out of touch with
anyone from high school, even though I was pretty involved in the band/
orchestra community. I was actually pretty shy and awkward back then,
probably a bit like Jeanne.
Are you at all in touch with people from your childhood — your
childhood friends, your close relatives, neighbors, teachers, coaches —
and if so, do you like that sense of connection with your roots — your
childhood and young adulthood?
Lori Fithian: Well, since I live here, I do run into folks from the old
neighborhood, especially during art fair. But I wouldn't say I'm close to
anyone from back then. My one friend who goes back to 2nd grade, Vera, lives
out in Oregon now, and I keep in touch with her over email and visit with her

I think I feel most like I’ve “come home” when I’m with
my chosen and original family, when we have reunions,
just being in that “nest” of people who love me.

Raw Food
& Yoga
Retreats, Classes
Healthy Lifestyle
Coaching

Discover a new vibrant you!
Ellen Livingston 734.222.3634

LivingYogaNow.com
photo by strickfadenphoto.com
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I thought it would be like painting on somebody else's
painting, but Jeanne welcomed our ideas, suggestions,
and changes – Lori Fithian on contributing to “Drop the
Knife”
when she comes back. I have more a sense of connection with the "place," not
so much the people. I suppose if I was on Facebook I might know more about
all those high school people.

It’s been great to see and hear the audience reacting.
What does it mean to you to "come home”?
Lori Fithian: I think I feel most like I've "come home" when I'm with my
chosen and original family, when we have reunions, just being in that "nest”
of people who love me. It doesn't really matter where we are. It seems pretty
different from most of the folks I know, who've left their hometowns and still
have a place to go back to, like Jeanne.
Lori Fithian has been facilitating drum circles and rhythm workshops
since 1998 and offers her "Drummunity" program all over the Great
Lakes region. Lori is a full time freelance musician, leading programs and
workshops, teaching lessons, as well as accompanying singer-songwriters
on stage and in the recording studio. Her website is www.drummunity.com.
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Musician Eric Fithian
As a collaborating musician on Jeanne Mackey’s performance piece
“Drop the Knife,” you’ve had to consider what it means to “come
home.” What speaks to you in this piece and in Jeanne Mackey's
“Bringing It All Back Home” essay? As you've been working with
Jeanne on “Drop the Knife,” what's been stirred up for you?
Eric Fithian: I have only known Jeanne for the past few years, having
been introduced at one of my sister Lori’s house jams. In that time I
have come to really admire her for her talent and determination in
doing all this. It's one thing to write a couple of songs about some
personal history, but this show! This show really takes the audience
(including the band members!) on an amazing trip through life as seen
through Jeanne's eyes and heart. What speaks to me, in particular,
is Jeanne's writing: very literal verses and choruses, put together,
not simply poetically for the sake of the song, but also in a way that
really explains things clearly. The story pieces are particularly engaging.
While the band is working on the "mood" and setting the scenes with
music, she sets a visual scene in the imagination.
Having worked with Jeanne on the CD production, learning how to
get the best from each other, good days and not so good, pulling and
pushing for just the right sound and mood, we got to know each other
better and were able to really work together creatively to put these
wonderful show pieces into an arrangement that could be enjoyed
whenever, not just on the stage.

What was "stirred up" is a realization that life can be so much more
than we usually make it. Sometimes getting caught up in day-to-day
survival, we lose some perspective. Jeanne's words and music about
her searches for who she is reminds us that it is a big world out there,
full of answers to our questions of who we are individually, historically,
socially, and so on. Her stories tell us to get out there and find them.

Where were you raised? Did you like being raised in that town? Do you
remember your childhood fondly? Do you ever go back to that place?
Eric Fithian: My family finally settled in 1964 at the northeast corner
of Ann Arbor, in a newly developed subdivision. I could not have
imagined a better childhood for anyone! We had free rein of the whole
area; things seemed so safe and free. A big pond with tons of frogs,
turtles, and fish, with a large wooded area right in our back yard! And,
of course, many new construction sites to go to and get into trouble
with our friends. I go back and visit "the woods" when I can, venturing
around the pond, trying to remember our trails and landmarks from 40+
years ago! A lot has evolved since that simple time.
Do you go to high school reunions? How have they been for you? If
you have gone, what has been most meaningful for you about being
there? What has been hardest? Have you been surprised in any way by
encountering your past? If you haven't gone, why not?

What was most meaningful was seeing people that I did
not really hang with back in high school and being able to
strike up new connections…just enjoying them as peers, not
worrying about cliques or other factors that used to block me
from engaging socially. Eric Fithian on high school reunions
Eric Fithian: I went to the 20, 25 and 30th Huron High School class
reunions for the Class of '78. Had a blast, laughed a lot, caught up a bit,
then went home. There are some special friends I like to see at the events,
but we don't really stay in contact. What was most meaningful was seeing
people that I did not really hang with back in high school and being able
to strike up new connections, reminiscing, getting little bits of gossip here
and there, but mostly just enjoying them as peers, not worrying about
cliques or other factors that used to block me from engaging socially.
Seeing those that seemed to have it all back then now struggling with
serious issues like addiction, illnesses, and so on, is the hardest part of
going.

I’m not so surprised at encountering my past, but I enjoy the surprise of
how many people from that past remember me so well!

I go back and visit “the woods” when I can,
venturing around the pond, trying to remember
our trails and landmarks from 40+ years ago!
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What speaks to me, in particular, is Jeanne’s writing: very
literal verses and choruses, put together, not simply poetically
for the sake of the song, but also in a way that really explains
things clearly. The story pieces are particularly engaging.
Are you at all in touch with people from your childhood — your
childhood friends, your close relatives, neighbors, teachers, coaches —
and if so, do you like that sense of connection with your roots — your
childhood and young adulthood?
Eric Fithian: Actually, not so much. I often think about my friends
growing up on Bluett Road, or former band mates and musician friends,
but have never really tried to get together or really communicate. Maybe
sometime, when the 'day-to-day' slows down a bit!
What does it mean to you to "come home”?

Eric Fithian: I think just what Jeanne said, to bring your
accomplishments and successes, struggles, trials and tribulations, back
to the place and people who knew you "when." Maybe they had an idea of
who you were, what you could do. Maybe they thought you couldn't, who
knows? But you bring it back to show 'em: "You had it in you." Know what
I mean, Jeanne?!!
Eric Fithian lives north of Dexter with his family on a small farm with
mules, donkeys, goats and a bunch of other critters. Electric Farm
Studio is his studio where he works with area musicians on various
projects from songwriting collaboration to demo and CD production. He
has been in the Ann Arbor area for all but his first year.
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All creatures great and small
There is little question that dogs can survive eating
only dried kibble. But these dogs probably do not have
great energy, healthy coats, good disease resistance,
and low incidence of chronic diseases, such as
allergies, recurrent ear infections, immune mediated
diseases, and cancer. Many people accept these as
the “normal” condition of today’s pets, and bring out
the antibiotics and steroids when there is a flare up.
Still, many others have seen for themselves the huge
difference that better nutrition makes, seeing changes
such as renewed vigor, better breath, and even natural
resistance to fleas.

Deconstructing
“Dog Food”
Why Pets Crave Variety in their Diets
as much as Humans Do

You’ll find that the best foods come from
companies you’ve never heard of.
All pet foods are not created equal. While you can
be pretty sure cheap food will be of poor quality, you
cannot be sure that expensive foods are of higher
quality. “Premium” and “natural” are marketing
slogans and bear no relation to the product’s contents.
Healthy-sounding names or pictures of fruits and
vegetables on the package reflect marketing, not
nutrition. Some very recognizable, high priced socalled “premium brands” are anything but.

Alice Liberson is a Certified Veterinary
Acupuncturist. She is also the
owner of Dogma Catmantoo.
She is shown here with her dog Satchel.
By Alice Liberson
What would you think if your doctor said you should be eating “People Chow”?
The doctor explained that People Chow was a complete and balanced food, with all
the nutrients you or any person needed. And it was cheaper and more convenient
than real food! People Chow should be eaten for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. You
shouldn’t eat anything else, and if you did, it might cause a problem.
You probably would not follow this advice. What we choose to eat can reflect our
nutritional, environmental, and other personal values. How and what we eat is also
based on our available time, interests, and resources. We also choose food based
on cravings. When we feel like we “need” an orange or ice cream, we can eat an
orange or some ice cream. We like food and want to enjoy the tastes and textures
of different foods. We know that fresh food is better than processed food. We know
that every meal we eat is not perfectly balanced, but hope that overall we will come
close to having a balanced diet. We may also take supplements to ensure we are
getting everything we need.

While you can be pretty sure cheap food will be of poor quality,
you cannot be sure that expensive foods are of higher quality.
So how do we make food decisions for our dogs and other pets? Most people simply
reach for a bag of dog kibble off the grocery store shelf. We have been programmed
to believe that “dog food” is not just the best thing for our pets to eat; it’s the only
thing they should eat. Variety and “people food” are not simply unnecessary; they
are “bad” and possibly dangerous. Because we love our dogs and want to do what is
best for them, we follow this advice.
Until relatively recently, dogs ate only “people food,” or what is generally known
simply as food! After World War II, companies realized they could make use of
waste products from the human food industry to make commercial pet food. Grain
dealers found a market for moldy, contaminated products. Slaughterhouses were
able to sell their “4-D” animals: those that are dead, dying, diseased, or disabled,
and other animals unacceptable for human consumption. Many of these animals had
been given drugs, including antibiotics, hormones, and even euthanasia solution.
These raw materials were just the starting point. In much of commercial pet food
production, high temperatures required for rendering, baking, and other processing
denatures and depletes most of any whole food nutrients initially present, while,
unfortunately, many drugs and other toxins can survive these conditions. Synthetic
vitamins and minerals are then added to make the diet complete. Manufacturers
acknowledged that fresh, real food was better for dogs, but had shown dogs would
eat and could live on commercial food. The advantages of these new commercial
foods were touted as cost and convenience.
A perfect storm of rapid growth in the agribusiness, food processing, and advertising
industries following WWII contributed to the pet food industry gaining control of
how we thought about our pet’s nutritional needs. Originally sold as cheap and
convenient, we were now told this was the best and healthiest way to feed our dogs.

We have been programmed to believe that “dog food” is not just the
best thing for our pets to eat; it’s the only thing they should eat.

Fortunately, there are a number of good brands that
use human quality raw ingredients. You’ll find that the
best foods come from companies you’ve never heard
of; companies that do not advertise in mainstream
media and are not found in grocery or big box stores.
Beware of anyone who tells you what the “best” food
is, because what may work best for one dog is not necessarily the best for another.
Smaller independent pet stores or specialty health food stores are a good resource
for information. Go online. Add some canned food, which is less heavily processed.
Consider using dehydrated foods, which are dried at lower temperatures and
preserve more whole nutrients. You might also try feeding some fresh vegetables —
a lot of dogs love carrots! Or, you might use a combination of high quality pet food
and fresh, whole foods. Switch up the commercial food, brands, and flavors. Variety
is good for nutrition and makes our pets’ lives more interesting. You may want to
add a supplement, preferably one that is whole food based. Use common sense.
Remember that dogs should not be fed grapes, raisins, macadamia nuts, caffeine or
chocolate. Dark, higher quality European chocolate is most dangerous.
Many people have decided to prepare their own dog food. If you do decide to be
responsible for more of your dog’s diet, do a little research (I would not recommend
making food for a puppy unless you are willing to do a lot of research). Remember
that while every meal does not need to be balanced, the overall diet does. Use a
good supplement. There are many books and websites dedicated to canine nutrition.
I recommend starting with Dr. Susan Wynn (susanwynn.com) and Dr. Richard Pitcairn
(drpitcairn.com).
Adding variety and fresh foods to your dog’s diet will bring better health to them and
much joy to both of you. Remember to think about this the next time someone tells
you to feed a family member nothing but “Chow.”
Alice Liberson, D.V.M., is a Certified Veteriary Acupuncturist. She is also the owner
of Dogma Catmantoo, an Ann Arbor pet boutique that carries only top quality foods
and treats. (Although she wants you to buy less and make more.) They also carry a
wide range of U.S. made collars, toys, beds, and other supplies. Dogma Catmantoo is
located at 208 N. 4th Avenue, just a few doors down from People’s Food Co-op. Find
out more at www.dogmacatmantoo.com or call 734-929-0022.

A neighborhood store for dogs, cats & people who love them.
established
2001

• Superior Products
• Personalized Service
• Competitive Pricing
When we opened our doors, a lot of people thought we were nuts. How could this small, neighborhood shop - dedicated to the
values and aesthetics of pet lovers looking for healthy, quality and affordable products - make it through the year? A community
focused place that went beyond the basics: a resource for products, ideas and information that help enrich the life of your pet.
As we enter our 10th year, I am proud of our place in the local business and pet communities. Our knowledgeable, experienced
staff—Allison, Susan and of course, Jake—offer advice you can trust and amazing service. And yes, we are affordable (best
poop bag prices in town!). If you're already a customer, you know. And if you haven't shopped with us, please come and visit,
and you'll see why we're THE LEADER OF THE PACK!

Alice Liberson, DVM, Diplomate ACVP, CVA
208 North 4th Ave. Ann Arbor, MI 48104 • (734) 929-0022 • www.dogmacatmantoo.com
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Lunch and Learn
Seminars!
The doctors of WVH lead
discussion on a variety of topics
relating to canine and feline
health
Check our website for dates
and details

2729 Packard Road
Ann Arbor, MI
(734)971-5800

www.washtenawveterinaryhospital.com

Experience a Higher Level of Pet Care
with Enhanced Treatment Options!
“Listening to your body’s

communications to ﬁnd supportive,
non-invasive, and non-toxic
solutions to your health problems.”

Our services include:
•
•
•

• Nutrition Programs • Individualized Supplement Protocols
• Raindrop Essential Oil Therapy
• Detoxiﬁcation
• Far Infrared Sauna

•

Acupuncture
Chinese Herbology
Nutritional Therapies
Wellness exams, diagnostic
services, advanced dental

Dr. Monica Turenne

Washtenaw Veterinary Hospital

Where East Meets West in Veterinary Medicine

Judy Stone, CN, MSW

www.CenterForFunctionalNutrition.com • 734-994-5549

Call (734)971-5800 for an appointment today and
come experience the best of both worlds!
www.washtenawveterinaryhospital.com
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The Crazy Wisdom
Kids Section

Great kid-relevant articles, reviews of books,
music and dvds, and listings for upcoming events for kids.
Children’s Book and Media Reviews
By Sarah Newland, mother of two (ages five and thirteen), devoted parent of Waldorf education,
and Senior Manager and Buyer at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
Children’s Animal Spirit Cards
By Steven Farmer, with illustrations by Pamela Anzalotti
These simple, age-appropriate cards feature 24 spirit animals with corresponding messages
that will provide easy to use guidance in your child’s passage through childhood. The vivid
images and profound messages offer daily teaching and comfort for children of all ages,
but especially for kids ages six and above. The paintings are colorful and inviting, and the
messages are succinct and inspirational; for example, the cougar card reads, “You can do it!”
and the butterfly card reads, “Get ready for big changes.” These words are simple messages
kids can take in, and remind me of the best-selling Angel Cards, but with more words. A
booklet for parents or older children comes with the deck. $14.99

World Music for Little Ears cd: Authentic Lullabies from Around the World
Presented by Ellipsis Arts
This collection of lullabies from around the world will ease your little ones to sleep with
gentle lyrics sung in the native tongues of Ireland, Brazil, Wales, Africa, Nova Scotia, Cuba,
and more. It is a musical welcome to a world in which the sweetness of a parent’s love is
universal. The selections on this recording were gathered from the award-winning lullaby
series produced by Ellipsis Arts, including Latin Lullaby, African Lullaby, Celtic Lullaby,
and Brazilian Lullaby. $12.98
Cozy cd: Radiant Child Music
By Shakta Kaur Khalsa
For 30 years, Shakta collected and composed songs in her various roles with children – as
a mother, Montessori teacher, and founder of Radiant Child Yoga. These loving songs have
been joyfully crafted to speak to children on every level – body, mind, and spirit. Many
of the chants are from the Kundalini Yoga tradition, with newly added words children can
relate to. Other songs are traditional American folk tunes, with children sometimes singing
along. Cozy is an accompaniment to her other children’s cd, Happy. $17.99

Magic Island Relaxation for Kids cd
This cd teaches children how to relax. Beginning with a playful tension-release exercise
that loosens tight muscles and relieves physical stress, Magic Island directly engages
the listener. With a background of peaceful music, the storyteller takes your child on an
imaginary journey by hot air balloon to a magic island. Your child is encouraged to breathe
deeply and quiet their mind, while emotions are soothed and imagination and creativity are
expanded. 52 minutes. For ages 4 and up. $16.95

The Pocket Guide to Boy Stuff
By Bart King
This small book is super fun and enjoyable to read – even for parents! Written by a teacher whose
goal it is to interest even the child who doesn’t like to read, he includes experiments, activities,
explosions, weapons, and gross stuff (my 12-year-old daughter went right to that section). Each
entry isn’t too long, and it’s filled with great things to do. One hilarious thing I learned from this
book: George Bush Sr. threw up on the lap of a Japanese prime minister in a Tokyo restaurant in
1992 – on television camera. The Japanese created a new word to honor the moment: bushuru – to
vomit in a public place. $9.99
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Children’s Book and Media Reviews
Since 1990

Emily Windsnap’s Fintastic Friendship Book
By Liz Kessler
Emily Windsnap and her best friend, Shona
Silkfin, take you deeper into their world of
mermaids and sea creatures, and offer tips
and tidbits about their friendship. Based on
the New York Times bestselling series, this is
an activity book full of fin-tastic fun. From
games and fill-in quizzes to crafts and stories,
this book is packed full of pages to share
with your best friend, including handwriting
analysis, lists of favorite things, and how
to make a friendship mobile. One thing I learned from this book: the
Japanese believe mermaids cry pearls instead of wet, salty tears. $5.99
The Land of Long Ago
By Elsa Beskow
This is a delightful fairy tale from
pioneering author and illustrator Elsa
Beskow of Sweden. Central themes in
Beskow’s books are the relationships
between children and adults, and
children’s independent initiative. Her
books are continually reprinted and
are well-loved especially by Waldorf
families. In this book, Kelly and Kai
love to play around their favorite old tree. One day, a mischievous
gnome brings the trunk to life, and the children are whisked off to
the Land of Long Ago on the back of the old tree dragon, meeting a
princess, knights, and the troll king along the way. $17.95
101 Ways You Can Help Save the
Planet Before You’re 12!
By Joanne O’Sullivan
This book is wonderfully photographed
with short entries on how to help make
the planet thrive. It includes simple
things all of us can do, such as litterless lunches, green games, saving
paper, eco-trips, saving energy, and
helping animals. I think the book would
be best for pre-teens and teens with a
commitment to living eco-consciously.
One thing I learned from this book: use dryer lint as mulch in your
garden! $14.95
The Barefoot Book of Mother &
Daughter Tales
Retold by Jospehine Evetts-Secker
with illustrations by Helen Cann
Meet mothers and daughters from
different traditions around the world.
These stories deal with themes that
challenge and guide girls on their
passage to womanhood. Drawing
on the collective wisdom of many
generations, this is a book for mothers
and daughters to share and celebrate.
Evetts-Secker doesn’t shy away from
challenging issues, such as anger, jealousy, and hatred. Her goal is
to help girls prepare and ready themselves for union with, and unity
within, the cosmos. They also offer a global view of the planet, with
tales from Greece, China, Germany, Russia, and Native cultures.
Beautifully illustrated as Barefoot Books always are. $21.99

More Than a Class

Research based program
nourishes your child’s brain
& affects total development.

Instrument Exploration

Mixed Age Classes
Birth – 5

$30 Discount
For New Families
Baby and You

A Special Class for Baby
and the Grown-Ups
Who Love Them...
A warm, gentle, nurturing
environment of
activities to support your
daily routine.
Together we will bounce,
play instruments,
listen, rock, folk dance,
share hugs & laughter.

The More We Get Together
Nurturing Relationships Through
Music, Play, Books & Art
A Resource & Activity Guide

Staff Development
Concerts and Assemblies
Pre-K – 2rd Grade

Gari Stein

garistein@aol.com
www.little-folks-music.com
ph/fax 734-741-1510

Tea with the Fairies
at Crazy Wisdom
Thursday, February 23 with
1:00 and 4:00 p.m. seatings.
Mother’s Day Fairy Tea
Sunday, May 13 at 1:00 -

Children and their families are welcome for tea and
petits fours served by real-life fairies! Celebrate with
our magical fairies as they serve tea, treats, and magic.
There will be storytime from books available from
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Fairy attire is encouraged.
Be creative! $11 per person. Tickets are available by
stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to event.
Babies 18 months and younger free. For information,
call 665-2757; christina@crazywisdom.net
or crazywisdom.net.
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Conscious Parenting

Sweet Journeys and the Grocery Checkout
By Bernadette S. Kovach, Ph.D.
A mother and her toddler began
their journey through the market
around the same time as I did. I
was immediately impressed at the
mother’s ability to negotiate the
competing needs of her toddler’s
wish for attention and the task of
shopping as they walked up and down
the aisles. The mother talked to her
toddler, pointing out the various labels and reading the ingredients in
such a compelling way that I found myself interested in what she was
reading. What seemed like a wonderful solution was the beginning of
an interaction we have all seen or taken part in.
Nearing the third or fourth aisle, the toddler’s interest in the boxes
began to oscillate rapidly between disinterest and a desire to hold
the objects. “Have that?” was a frequent refrain to which the mother
answered, “No, we don’t need that.” The mother, beginning to look a
little frazzled, offered her child a toy and some snacks, redirecting the
toddler’s attention to what they had with them. For a time, the offers
of toys and snacks contained the emotional overload, and mother and
child marshaled on. As I continued my shopping, I occasionally heard
the mother directing her child to notice something on one of the
shelves by inquiring if her toddler could find the red can or the blue
box.
As luck would have it, they completed their journey around the same
time as I did. It was at the checkout that the now fatigued mother and
child began an easily recognizable interaction. The toddler wanted
candy and, by this point, had become loud and insistent that her
demands be met. Leaning toward the candy counter, she was able
to snag one of the chocolate bars, and so took matters into her own
hands. She wanted something and at that moment the something she
wanted looked like candy. The toddler could no longer look at all the
shelves of colorful items without taking action.
The mother, looking more frazzled and slightly embarrassed, asked the
toddler to give up the candy, reminding her they have candy at home
and snacks with them. Holding tight to the candy, the toddler insisted
that she found what she wanted and became even more distraught
when her mother put the candy back.

Remembering how it felt when you were little
can help bring the focus back to what you want to
offer your child and what works for both of you.
In retrospect, it appears the mother’s desire to complete her own task
left her vulnerable to forgetting that her method would set up a desire
in the toddler to have what she saw. It is easy in shopping centers
or groceries for both adults and children to become overwhelmed
and feel needy because everything in the store is set up to entice.
Although the mother read the labels with enthusiasm to entertain her
child, it likely increased the toddler’s desire to have what was outside
of the cart. Then in the checkout line, when the toddler asserted an
independent and creative solution to wanting something outside of
what she and her mother could supply, the mother was unable to
empathize with her daughter’s solution. I also wondered if the toddler
wanted to shop and put things in the basket, as mommy had.
Watching the interaction, I was reminded of news articles I have read
debating if grocery stores should remove candy from the checkout
counters or place the candy at a level not visible to a child in a

shopping cart. While these can be valuable solutions that take into
consideration how difficult it is for children to see something and not
touch, it is also worth considering what the child and mother are really
in need of, desiring, and what has led up to it.
We can all identify with a parent who wants a few more minutes
to finish a task. A parent’s competing desires can result in an over
estimation of what can be emotionally tolerated by a child at any age.
In this, and similar instances, remembering the child’s capacity to wait,
the stimulation of a grocery store, particularly a store that sells items
other than groceries, and the number of invitations to reach out and
explore are important considerations to keep in mind when embarking
on the adventure. Remembering that toddlers and even older children
enjoy exploring their world through tactile means, as well as moving
about freely and being part of the excitement, can help us consider
ways to make shopping adventures remain fun.
Remembering how it felt when you were little can help bring the
focus back to what you want to offer your child and what works for
both of you. Sometimes taking a few minutes to play with a familiar
toy or redirecting the child’s attention to his or her own pretty clothes
or something they share with you can help decrease the external
stimulation. Asking the toddler to help you place items in the basket
keeps them engaged while satisfying the need to touch. Taking a few
moments to rest or ending the trip before you would like can also be
a good enough solution. It may also be in the best interest of both
mother and child for mother to take a shopping trip alone. This gives
both mother and child a time to do something different and come
back together with renewed enthusiasm.

The toddler could no longer look at all the shelves
of colorful items without taking action.

Even with planning, it is at times impossible to predict how your
child might react on any given day. A child’s capacity to self-soothe
or be soothed depends on many factors related to the child’s
changing developmental capacities and your own emotional state
and awareness. The parent’s ability to maintain a sense of calm and
use a child’s actions as a form of communication is influenced and
complicated by how the parent was parented. Recalling how our
parents handled these situations is part of remembering what led up
to our solutions and our automatic responses.
Some parents are also more prone to becoming anxious or angry
when they feel helpless or incapable of helping their child. Talking with
friends, being involved with toddler groups and caring preschools, or
seeking an outside consultation can assist parents in becoming more
aware and accepting of the constitutional and historical factors that
will help make the adventures of parenting sweeter for everyone.
Bernadette S. Kovach, Ph.D., is a Fully Licensed Clinical Psychologist,
Adult Psychoanalyst, and Advanced Child Candidate at the Michigan
Psychoanalytic Institute. Dr. Kovach is affiliated with Allen Creek
Preschool, Wayne State University, University of Detroit-Mercy, and
Madonna University. Her clinical practice serving all age groups is
located in Plymouth, Michigan. Dr. Kovach can be reached at 734-8121157 or by email at bkovach@sbcglobal.net.
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Music and
Parenting:
Somewhat Like
A Symphony
By Gari Stein
Photos by Susan Ayer
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Music and Parenting:
Somewhat Like A Symphony

Gari Stein of
Music For Little Folks

Space is always found for newcomers who are welcomed with open arms.
Resources to introduce them to the community are gladly provided. My little
music school became a safe, warm environment, inviting friendships and
playgroups to form.

Support and networking play a big role in our time together. Folks return with
2nd, 3rd and even more siblings. When the time comes to move on, there are
tears and heartfelt sadness from the children and the adults. “An important
event of community," "Our time together reminds me that there is still peace
and calm in the world” – I love the sound of these comments from two
moms.

“Music can be your best friend. A simple song can
help slow things down, bring everyone together,
and give your children a gift of lifelong memories.”
By Gari Stein
Photos by Susan Ayer
Music For Little Folks, founded in 1993, is a community music school, based
in traditional music, for children birth through 5 years old and the grownups who love them. Working at a local pre-school, I saw the power of music
go way beyond the fun factor. With a wish and a prayer, I ventured out on
my own to take music into early childhood settings throughout Washtenaw
County.

“Accepting children where they are
developmentally and not comparing them
to other children will go a long way.”

Branching out to provide family classes, I observed much more happening
when singing and dancing than the music. Not just with the children, but
with the grown-ups, too. Big toes were tapping next to little toes. Folks were
smiling and relaxing. Alongside the music making, I found myself conducting
a symphony of parenting.

“With parents being their child’s first
and favorite toy, making music together
is a are
time
to be
enjoyed”
Class time aside, articles
shared
andfully
impromptu
discussions spring up.

Families from many backgrounds arrive with their own style of parenting.
Some folks hover and fret. Introverts are coaxed out, while extroverts are
reigned in. Some folks are laid back, giving children space, letting them be.
Often adults label their child as shy, while I prefer slow to warm up. Some
folks seem less secure in their parenting roles, having high expectations of
behavior or performance. Some are just simply uncomfortable with the idea
of movement.
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The first rule is to
always be prepared
for the unexpected.
First timers are given a
handout of helpful hints
and tips to enable the
flow of the class. I instill
a sense of silence in
between activities. This
gives the children time
to process what they
have just heard and
make the transitions
calm and productive.
Children come away
confident, with new
musical and social skills
— turn taking, being
part of a group, and
having a safe vehicle for
self-expression.
Participation is a hot
topic. Most children are
kinesthetic learners.
Some learn by doing,
some by watching. I
have to remind the
adults that observation
is a valid form of
participation. Often
parents want to see
results with the child
doing, doing, doing. I
find the child that sits
and just watches, taking
it all in, may get more
out of the program than
the child that is doing,
doing, doing. Children
should be able to join
in when they are ready.
I gently encourage but
never push.

If I see an adult struggling, I will take them aside
and offer some suggestions to make the time
together more enjoyable. I emphasize that they
are the parent, but this is my experience and
perhaps they might give it a try. Some are able,
some simply cannot, and the beat goes on. Often
there are cultural mores that affect the way the
parent interacts.
What is the main goal of the program? Fun, of
course, but this is serious music making. The fun
can’t happen if the adults are chit chatting with
each other. The children can’t listen to me or
to the music if their adult is talking to them. To
help with this listening process, we put on our
listening ears, and zip zip zip our lips.
Listening skills are critical for learning and
even the babies learn to listen. Our society has
become very visually oriented, with babies being
put in front of computers younger and younger.
Research tells us this is not good for brain or
visual development.
Making music requires no expense and can
transform cranky to calm in an instant, helping
parents get through challenging situations.
Everyone is busy. Music can be your best friend.
A simple song can help slow things down, bring
everyone together, and give your children a gift
of lifelong memories.

Accepting children where they are developmentally and not comparing
them to other children will go a long way. As a young parent, I realized I
had to accept my children for what they were not, as much as for what
they were. This breakthrough, while they were still young, saved us all a
lot of therapy.
As an educator and grandmother, I have a lot of opinions on parenting.
With parents being their child’s first and favorite toy, making music
together is a time to be fully enjoyed. I ask my families, for 60 minutes a
week, to leave their expectations at the back door, to let their children be
and experience the music in their own way and on their own time frame.
Sounds simple, but this can be difficult, especially with so much pressure
and hype from the media to make our children smarter and faster. It
helps to remember that these children are only 1-2-3-4-5 years old.

So, when all else fails, try singing and dancing. It really works!
Put on a waltz and bring out the scarves.
Share laughter, hugs and more.
###
Shouldn’t“Shouldn’t
childhood be childhood
a journey, notbe
a race?
What’s the
hurry?
Over the
a journey,
not
a race?
years, folks have thanked me
for
lightening
their
load
by
giving
them
some
What’s the hurry?”
easy and effective parenting tools.

Gari Stein is the founder and director of Music For Little Folks (little-folksmusic.com) in Ann Arbor and has 30 years of experience with early childhood
education. She is the author of Sing With Me: A Music Curriculum and The
More We Get Together: Nurturing Relationships Through Music, Play, Books
and Art. She can be reached at garistein@aol.com or 734-741-1510.
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Storyteller
Laura
Pershin
Raynor ~
A Gift
to the
Community
By Karen Foulke Larson

Storyteller and librarian Laura
Pershin Raynor has a talent for
captivating audiences of all ages.

Laura says that, after being in school all day, the kids wanted to play and
not sit still. So she had them act out stories, put on finger plays,
and even repeat silly back-and-forth rhymes.

It is 10:45 on a Wednesday morning, and kids and their grown-ups are
streaming into the downtown branch of the Ann Arbor District Library.
Some children arrive
in strollers or in their
mothers’ arms. Others
are walking, and a few
are even running toward
the cheerful story corner
of the youth department.
By 11:00 a.m. the crowd
of toddlers, infants,
parents, grandparents,
and daycare providers
has grown to over 60
people who are eagerly
anticipating Preschool
Storytime.
Laura welcomes the
crowd with her smile,
friendly greetings, and
the warmth in her voice.
Some of them are visiting
for the first time, but
most are return visitors,
with high expectations
for the stories and songs.
The enthusiasm is visible
in their faces as children
and adults greet “Miss
Laura.” Miss Laura is
Laura Pershin Raynor,
a nationally known
storyteller and a youth
librarian at the Ann Arbor
District Library.

Years after Ann Arbor’s young people have outgrown
Storytime, they still remember Laura…One young
man in a Pioneer High School letter jacket saw
her and shouted, “Story Lady!” Laura laughs, “For
a second, he forgets that he is cool, and the wall
comes down. Then he looks around, embarrassed.”
Parental Approval
Betsy Beckerman is one of
the musicians who provide
music for Storytime. She first
met Laura when she started
bringing her own kids to the
library 15 years ago. Betsy
says, “She is still riveting for my
kids!”

Photo by Ken Raynor

Laura Pershin Raynor
Laura Pershin Raynor performs at storytelling festivals across the country, but
her biggest impact may be in Ann Arbor where she has been a positive literary
influence on thousands of Ann Arbor youth with her work as a librarian.

Storytime begins and
a roomful of children and grown-ups become the rain (“pitta-patta, pittapatta”) and the wind (following Laura’s arm movements). They sew with
words and movements (“snip, snip, snip” and “stitch, stitch, stitch”) following
Laura’s melodic voice.
For this session, Laura leads all the songs and the dances, and gives kids the
opportunity to move around in between the stories. Other days, Storytime
includes the accompaniment of professional musicians.

When she’s playing the music,
Betsy has a front-row view
of the performance and the
audience’s reactions to Laura’s
storytelling. She describes
how Laura “has a dynamic
range and a variety of different
voices. She also uses her body
with great success.” Whether
Laura is a bumbling bear or a
fairy princess, it is not just her
voice, but also her body, that
transforms.

The co-artistic director of the
Wild Swan Theater, Sandy
Ryder, has known Laura for
approximately 20 years. Sandy says, “Laura is an amazing person and an
incredible storyteller. She can bring puppets to life in a way that no one else
can.” Sandy adds that Laura “gets inside the story with her voice, with her
smile, with her presence,” which keeps the audience hooked.
Rohit Setty and his seven-year-old daughter, Shalini, started attending Laura’s
Storytimes when Shalini was 18 months old. He says, “Both Shalini and I are
still captivated by each and every story that Laura tells and the way she tells
them.”
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Inspiring Family Tradition
Storytelling has always been part of Laura’s family traditions. Starting as a
young girl, she attentively listened to her Grandma Dinah tell stories about
coming to the United States from Russia at the age of 17. Laura says, “Her
stories were my fairy tales.”
Another favorite part of Laura’s childhood was the weekly trips to the library
with her dad. One of Laura’s earliest memories of her dad is when he was
telling stories at a family gathering, surrounded by his male cousins. “I truly
believed that every family was filled with storytelling moments,” Laura says.
She didn’t realize until she
was in college that her
friends didn’t know their
families’ pasts like she knew
her own.
Library Outreach
As an undergraduate
student at Michigan State
University, Laura discovered
a little public library on
Abbot Road in East Lansing,
Michigan. She made it a
habit to go once a week and
was struck by the variety of
ages there, which made it
like a community. Parents
were coming in with tots
for story time, while elders
were spending hours reading
every newspaper in the
library.

It was at that library that Laura found a co-worker and friend who shared her
passion for storytelling, Ellen Block. Laura recounts, “I was fortunate that a
storytelling revival was occurring in New England and around the country.
Ellen and I traveled through Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire
together, telling stories at schools, libraries, and festivals.” They also began
teaching workshops for teachers and at library conferences and elder hostels.
During their years in Boston, Laura’s daughters, Molly and Emma, were
born. A decade later, Laura and her family moved back to Ann Arbor. Laura
returned to working at what is now called the Ann Arbor District Library.
Photo by Lisa Zeldes

Laura is part of a team of
librarians who, she says,
“are amazing. We all have
different styles, and we learn
from each other.” She also
appreciates how “Ann Arbor
parents understand the
importance of imagination
and are not afraid to be
silly,” and adds, “Ann Arbor
spoils me rotten!”

Whether Laura is a
bumbling bear or a
fairy princess, it is not
just her voice, but
also her body, that
transforms.

What’s Your Story?
“I saw the children's librarian
taking the kids on a little
Laura got permission
musical parade around the
from her family members
circulation desk. The children
to fictionalize their tales
had shakers they had made
in order to make them
Laura with her daughters
out of paper plates and
universal, and recorded
Storytelling is a family tradition for Laura Pershin Raynor (center) and her daughters them on two CDs for young
beans," Laura remembers.
Emma (left), a photographer, and Molly (right), a poet.
Her visits to that library
adults and adults. Both “All
helped her decide that she
Dressed Up” and “A Wellwanted to be a children’s librarian. She graduated from Michigan State in
Kept Secret” (which won a Parents’ Choice Award from the Parents’ Choice
1976 with a bachelor of arts and an A.M.L.S. degree (master of arts in library Foundation) include Laura’s sense of humor.
science) and a K-12 teaching certificate.
Laura’s storytelling takes her across the country to perform. For 15 years, she
In 1975, Laura worked part-time doing outreach for the Ann Arbor Public
has been a storyteller at the Celebration of Light Festival in Midland, Texas.
Library. Her job included visiting Peace Neighborhood Center after school.
Laura performed at the National Storytelling Festival in 2004; then in 2005,
Laura says that, after being in school all day, the kids wanted to play and not
she was part of the Teller-in-Residence Program, both in Jonesborough,
sit still. So she had them act out stories, put on finger plays, and even repeat
Tennessee. She has also performed at festivals in Utah, California, and
silly back-and-forth rhymes. She recalls that it was such a “joyous” time,
Virginia.
incorporating stories and play into learning. Laura also began telling stories
for adults as well as children, and searching for places to do it.
In 2009, Laura and her husband, Ken, spent a week with professional
storyteller Donald Davis on North Carolina’s Ocracoke Island. They were part
A National Pastime
of a group of 14 people from across the country who took a workshop with
Davis on finding and telling their unique stories. PBS aired a television series
In 1980, Laura and her husband moved to Boston, where he started a graphic called “What’s Your Story?” with footage from that week, and a DVD of the
design studio. Boston provided many professional opportunities for Laura.
series will be released in 2012.
She got a job as an outreach librarian, at the library that her successor in Ann
Continued on page 62
Arbor had left!

We pay writers
We are looking for good articles about the
holistic scene…reportage, personal journaling
and essays, profiles, interviews, journalistic
explorations, and other feature writing.
For more info, be in touch with
bill@crazywisdom.net
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Storyteller Laura Pershin Raynor
Continued from page 61
Award-Winning Talent
Laura’s talents have been widely recognized. The Creative Arts Institute of
America honored Laura as National Storyteller of the Year in 1997. In 2006,
she received the Michigan Library Association’s Children’s Services Award
of Merit, which is granted to a librarian who has made an outstanding
contribution to library service to children and young people in Michigan.
In 2011, the Ann Arbor Book Festival honored Laura as a Leader in the
Literary Arts. The festival’s program director, Jeff Kass, teaches creative
writing at Pioneer High School and is the creative arts director at The Neutral
Zone, a teen center in Ann Arbor. In Jeff’s introduction of Laura at the
awards ceremony, he mentioned the thousands of children whom Laura has
influenced over the last 20 years and that, for a lot of kids in Ann Arbor, Laura
is their introduction to literature.

Years after Ann Arbor’s young people have outgrown Storytime, they still
remember Laura. She tells a story about waiting in line behind a bunch of
teenagers at a bagel shop on Main Street. Suddenly, one young man in a
Pioneer High School letter jacket saw her and shouted, “Story Lady!” Laura
laughs, “For a second, he forgets that he is cool, and the wall comes down.
Then he looks around, embarrassed.”
Laura’s favorite part of her job is the sense of community created by parents,
grandparents, caregivers, and kids all “meeting in a magical place for a few
minutes.”
As the hands of the clock in the youth department move toward 11:30 a.m.,
the crowd is still in a magical place and the young audience is oblivious of
time. There are whispers of delight as Laura takes out the limberjack toys
(wooden dolls with moveable limbs) that always dance with her last song.
Once Storytime ends, the crowd disperses to various parts of the youth
section to browse the shelves, find a couch and read a stack of books, then
take their selections to the self-check-out. The 30-minute Storytime has
ended for the day, but parents like Betsy Beckerman, Rohit Setty, and Jeff
Kass can tell you that the impact is ongoing.

Jeff uses his own kids as an example of Laura’s influence. Even as toddlers,
they learned to sit and “pay very close attention” to Laura’s stories. “She
makes stories really come alive,” says Jeff.

Laura Pershin Raynor’s storytelling inspires children and adults to love the art
of storytelling, to love books, and to love visiting the library. As Sandy Ryder
says, “Ann Arbor is so lucky to have Laura as a storyteller and as a person.
She is a real gift to the community.”

Erin Helmrich, teen services librarian at the Ann Arbor District Library, has
worked with Laura for eight years. Erin says, “Laura is a completely positive,
open, and giving person whose lightness and positivity are contagious, and
the parents and kids respond to that. Not to mention that so many of them
are genuinely entertained by her amazing storytelling talent.”

Visit the Ann Arbor District Library’s website at aadl.org to see the list of
Storytimes. To read more about Laura Pershin Raynor, go to her page at
the National Storytellers Network website: http://www.storynet.org/teller/
directory.php?ID=148. Laura may be contacted by email at lpraynor@gmail.
com.

Lasting Impact
With over 20 years of working with Ann Arbor’s youth, Laura has enjoyed
the opportunity to “meet them as beginning readers, moving from red
dot [books] to green dot” ‑ and again as teens, when they still trust her to
recommend books in the teen room.

Ann Arbor
Holistic Resource Guide
Comprehensive. Useful.
Trusted. Accurate. Online.
Over 450 listings in 160+ categories.
The place to go for information about
holistic practitioners in southeastern Michigan.
And if you are a practitioner, please join in.
It’s easy to get listed - just register and you can
include photos and multiple category listings.
And it’s free.

www.annarborholistic.com

Laura Pershin Raynor’s award-winning first CD,
“A Well-Kept Secret,” is out of print. Her second CD, for
young adults and adults, “All Dressed Up,” is available
exclusively at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
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The Power of Movement
Katy Held’s
quest to
help her son
inspired her
to teach body
and brain
integration
programs
that reduce
stress while
enhancing
brain
function.

Photo by Dwight Cendrowski

By Karen Foulke Larson
Photography by Dwight Cendrowski and Doug Russell
Katy Held loves life. Katy and her husband Woody have a gregarious 14-year-old
son, Oscar, and Katy works as a consultant, teaching people of all ages about the
benefits of movement. She is devoted to her family and passionate about learning
and teaching.
Katy is a Licensed Brain Gym Instructor/Consultant and a Sanctioned Bal-A-Vis-X
Instructor/Consultant. Her business is called Learning from the Heart, which seems
appropriate for a mom who has spent the last fourteen years finding information to
benefit her son Oscar, and, in the process, has helped children, parents, teachers,
and health care professionals.

Inspiration
Oscar was born in 1997, and, although the Helds actively sought answers and help
for their baby boy, it took eight months of doctor appointments and tests before it
was confirmed that Oscar had experienced a significant stroke as a newborn that
affected his right side.
Katy says the news of the stroke was “pretty devastating” but it “started me on my
quest” for helping Oscar. Online support groups provided valuable information. Katy
first learned about Brain Gym from a posting by another mother.
Brain Gym is a system of movements that reduce stress naturally and quickly
enhance brain function. It is suitable for all ages. The program has existed for
more than 30 years and it’s estimated to be used by well over 10,000 schools in 88
countries around the world.
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In 2001, Katy signed up for her first Brain Gym class. It
was a four-day Brain Gym 101 for Special Education in
Farmington Hills. She says that class was “one of the most
life changing experiences I ever had.”
The class was taught by Cecilia Koester, who has become
both a friend and mentor to Katy. Ten years later, Katy can
still describe in great detail the immediate benefits of Brain
Gym for the kids who participated in the class. One boy,
who initially had trouble even holding his pencil, wrote
clearly after his Brain Gym exercises, and then proudly
showed his work to the group. Katy says, “I still get goose
bumps every time I tell that story.”

“As the parent of a child with
physical and learning challenges,
I know the stress that other
parents feel, and how that
transfers to their children.”
– Katy Held

Katy’s response to the Brain Gym class was, “That’s what
I’m meant to do!” That feeling was reinforced when she
saw how these exercises benefitted Oscar.
During that class, Cecilia also provided Katy’s introduction
to Bal-A-Vis-X (BAVX), a brain integration program
that integrates the senses of BALance, Auditory and
VISion using rhythmic eXercises done with beanbags or
racquetballs. Katy laughs as she recalls being “so bad” at
her first attempts at BAVX. She says she was over-focused
and bouncing the balls at her partners’ feet.

Sue adds that last summer
Lauren and Ella did BAVX
before their tennis lessons
and their grandma, Eleanor
Bresky, was amazed at the
improvement in their rhythm,
hand-eye coordination,
and fluidity in their overall
movements. Eleanor now uses
some of the same exercises
before she goes golfing.
Sue works as an Occupational
Therapist in a K-8 school
and in an outpatient office
treating adults with acquired
mild traumatic brain injuries.
She has seen BAVX help
both groups. Sue says, “The
students show improved focus
and better behavior… and my
patients with brain injuries
also benefit from improved
attention and awareness
of timing.” Sue adds, “Both
groups also demonstrate
improved ocular motor skills
for tracking/reading, etc.
Better yet – both kids and
adults enjoy BAVX.”

Three years later, in 2004, Bill Hubert, the man who
developed BAVX, taught a workshop in Westland, Michigan.
Since many of the exercises require two hands, Katy wasn’t
sure how well they would work for Oscar, whose right hand
still wasn’t very functional. After reading Bill’s book, she
decided to sign up for the class and asked Bill if he would
be willing to work one-on-one with Oscar.
Oscar was a happy seven year old, but he did have some
physical issues, attention issues, and difficulty holding his
head still and tracking with his eyes. After ten to fifteen
minutes of bouncing balls and Oscar rocking on a balance
board, there was a dramatic difference in Oscar’s ability to
track with his eyes!
The Teacher
It only takes a few minutes of talking to Katy to understand
why she teaches. She is passionate about what she does
and she loves helping people.

Using a combination of
approaches including BAVX,
Brain Gym, and Rhythm
Movement Therapy, Katy
has helped improve their
attention, motor planning, and
visual tracking. Sue says, “As a
parent, I can’t ask for anything
more.”
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Katy has logged over 1,300 hours
of coursework. She says, “The
more I learn, the more I want
to learn. I never get bored.”
Melissa Gallagher’s son
Carson does Rhythmic
Movement Therapy with
Katy. Melissa says, “Katy is
wonderful! She explains things
very clearly and has always been
very friendly, patient, and easily
approachable.”
Sue Bresky describes
Katy as “really
incredible”
and says her
daughters,
Lauren
and Ella,
love Katy
and ask
to do
BAVX.

Pat Hansel teaches in a crosscategorical classroom in
Canton that includes students
with emotional impairments
and cognitive impairments.
She uses BAVX with her
students daily. Pat says, “Katy is my hero because she has changed the way I evaluate
my students’ needs and then the way I approach teaching. She has shown me how
important movement is in a child's ability to learn, especially the struggling learner.
I have seen wonderful results now that I look at children's foundational skills first
— their auditory, visual, motor, and sensory skills. Katy has shown me techniques
to use to improve those foundational skills so that I can see improvement in their
formal learning: reading, writing, and math.”
Pat describes Katy as “selfless” because of her positive, caring teaching style. She
says Katy is a “great teacher” because of “Katy’s knowledge of the brain and the
body and the importance of them to be fully integrated and her passion to share it
in understandable terms.” Katy has taught these programs at Detroit Country Day,
Oakland County ISD, Children's Hospital, University of Michigan Hospital, as well as in
the Chelsea, Dexter, Whitmore Lake, Ann Arbor, Brighton, Livonia, Novi, Farmington
Hills, Rochester and Northville school districts. Her sessions usually include
occupational therapists, physical therapists, social workers, teachers, and parents.
Karen Koets, a first grade teacher in Gull Lake, Michigan, heard about BAVX and Katy
Held from a colleague. When she saw that Katy was teaching BAVX as part of an
early childhood seminar in the fall of 2010, she signed up just to take Katy’s session.
She says the training was interesting and informative and adds, “Katy has a way of
bringing what you need to make it easy to take back to our classrooms.”
Koets includes Bal-A-Vis-X as part of a “Read and Ride” summer camp, which
includes children reading to therapy dogs and therapeutic horseback riding. She says,
after only one week of camp, there is a dramatic increase in their reading scores,
which she attributes to BAVX.
Life in Balance
Katy finds that helping parents also benefits their kids. She knows that when parents
are doing BAVX and Brain Gym and reducing their stress, their kids benefit. After a
child has taken a few sessions, she offers a free session to either parent.
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Katy attributes the delay in finding out that Oscar had a stroke
to the fact that, “So many doctors don’t know that kids can have
strokes.” According to the Children’s Hemiplegia and Stroke
Association, strokes occur in infants who are younger than 1
month old in approximately 1 in 4,000 live births. For children
1 to 18 years old, strokes occur in 11 out of 100,000 children.

Katy says, “I don’t charge much. I’d rather be accessible.” She speaks from the
experience of a mom who tried so many types of therapy (some at great cost) to
help Oscar. Even her website includes a list of mainstream and alternative therapies
that she is “glad to share any information about to interested parents.”
As a student in one of Katy Held’s classes, it is hard to picture the stressed, overfocused mom that Katy describes herself to have been back when Oscar was little.
She has positive energy, a friendly manner, and a sense of humor that puts everyone
at ease. Koets says Katy’s sessions are “relaxed and comfortable.”
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The Power of Movement
Continued from page____.

It is easy to see how much she loves what
she does. Katy says, “I feel grateful. I can’t
imagine anything I can do [that would be]
more fulfilling. It is complete satisfaction
and joy to see kids say, ‘I can do this now,’
and parents say, ‘look what they can do.’”

“I have seen wonderful
results now that I look at
children's foundational
skills first — their auditory,
visual, motor, and sensory
skills. Katy has shown
me techniques to use to
improve those foundational
skills so that I can see
improvement in their
formal learning: reading,
writing, and math.”

After years of learning BAVX and Brain Gym,
Oscar assists his mom with Bal-A-Vis-X
trainings. He is very proud of being “wholebrained” and like his mom constantly has
a smile on his face and a friendly, helpful
attitude.
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– Canton Teacher
Pat Hensel

“One boy, who initially had
trouble even holding his pencil,
wrote clearly after his Brain
Gym exercises, and then proudly
showed his work to the group.”
– Katy Held describing the first
Brain Gym class she attended

Katy Held’s journey to help others began
with her own son Oscar, but what she has
learned has now benefitted so many other
people. She says, “My intention for working
with children and adults is to create a
safe place for them, where they come to
feel honored just as they are. Through
our movement sessions, be it Brain Gym,
Bal-A-Vis-X, reflex integration movements,
or some combination of these, we create
a space for higher functioning to occur
naturally. As the parent of a child with
physical and learning challenges, I know the
stress that other parents feel, and how that
transfers to their children. I come to this
practice from my heart, to help children
and their parents lower their stress levels,
grow closer and be the best they can be.”
Find out more about Bal-A-Vis-X®, Brain
Gym®, and other services provided by
Katy Held at the Learning from the Heart
website: www.learningheart.com.
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Katy Held's Tips to Maximize Brain Function
By Katy Held
1. Hydrate. Our brain is 75-85% water. Water is an element of our body. One of the best
things you can do for your brain is to sip water constantly throughout the day. Encourage your
children to sip water often. Get them their own "brain juice" bottle. Drink extra water when
you are under stress. For every cup of coffee, which is a diuretic, drink an extra glass of water.
For every glass of alcohol, drink two extra glasses of water.
2. Limit flat screen time. Flat screens include TV, computers, Gameboys or Nintendo DS, cell
phones, and so on. Flat screens are two-dimensional, but our eyes are made for looking at
three-dimensional objects. Too much flat screen time weakens eye muscles and tracking issues
can result. For every 30 minutes of flat screen time, balance it with playing outside whenever
possible or just take a flat screen break. Look away from the computer screen every 10-15
minutes to give your eyes a chance to refocus in 3D.
3. Do some cross-lateral movement every day. Walking is great for the brain, especially when
your arms swing. Moving your left arm activates your brain’s right hemisphere and moving
your right leg activates your brain's left hemisphere. So, when you swing your arms as you
walk, you activate both hemispheres simultaneously, which makes it easier to think. If you
walk and don’t swing your arms, you are only activating one hemisphere at a time.
4. Practice Cross Crawls. If you're a parent of a child at least 5-years-old, see if they can do
this movement pattern easily: Touch one hand to their opposite knee, then touch their other
hand to the opposite knee. The child can start out seated, but ideally they should be able to
do this standing. If they have trouble reaching across to their opposite knee, or naturally touch
the knee on the same side, you can put a sticker on the R hand and L knee (or vice versa) and
have them match the stickers. When your child can effortlessly cross the midline — which
in Brain Gym is called the Cross Crawl — for about a minute every day, life will be easier, as
they will now be able to access both hemispheres at the same time. Just before it's time to do
homework, put on some fun music and do some Cross Crawls for at least a minute. Homework
should be easier afterwards.
5. Get up, stand up. Nature designed us to be moving, not sitting still at desks or on couches.
After we sit for 15 minutes, the blood starts pooling in our legs and our brains get sluggish.
So a good rule of thumb is to get up and move every 15 minutes, even if it's only to do a big
stretch. It will keep our brains more active if we move our bodies.
6. Exercise your eye muscles. Eye tracking is critical for reading. If your child struggles with
reading, check their eye tracking. Simple things like playing catch or bouncing a ball back and
forth are excellent for exercising eye muscles, which will help with eye tracking. If a child can't
track an object through space easily, reading will likely be a challenge. It may also be difficult
to pay attention in school if eye tracking is poor. To quote Bill Hubert: “Where the eyes go,
attention follows.”
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“Through our movement sessions, be it Brain Gym, Bal-A-Vis-X,
reflex integration movements, or some combination of these, we
create a space for higher functioning to occur naturally.”
– Katy Held
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Barb Christensen, Breaking Barriers (and Boards) in Karate

How one of the first female black belts in Shimabukuro karate went on to lead her own club in Ann Arbor
Interviewed by Bill Zirinsky
Photos by Joni Strickfaden
Barb Christensen was the first woman in her karate school to reach black belt
and one of the first women in the entire style to do so. She helped found the
National Women’s Martial Arts Federation and was one of the first women to
run a local martial arts studio here in Ann Arbor. She is the head instructor at
the Okinawan Karate Club of Ann Arbor and a 7th-degree black belt in Shorin
Ryu karate. I sat down with her at her sunny and well cared for home on the
west side of Ann Arbor, and she talked about her path to becoming a female
karate instructor, the emphases of her karate program for kids, and the
rewards of being a martial artist.
Bill Zirinsky: Barb, where were you raised, and how long have you lived in
the Ann Arbor area?
Barb Christensen: I grew up in the Toledo area and I have spent my adult life
in Ann Arbor.
Bill Zirinsky: When did you begin in martial arts? And what drew you in,
initially?
Barb Christensen: When I was a freshman in college, I took a self-defense
course. After it ended, some of us began attending Tae Kwon Do classes with
the instructor. The self-defense class wasn’t real interesting, but I loved the
athleticism of the martial arts classes. We were taught and pushed to do a
lot of new things. That made it both interesting intellectually and challenging
physically.
Bill Zirinsky: You practice Shorin Ryu karate, is that correct? Have you been
doing that since the beginning and, if not, what caused you to change to that
style of karate?
Barb Christensen: I started out in Tae Kwon Do, which is a Korean form with
the same roots as karate. After a few years, I migrated to Shorin Ryu because
I liked the completeness of the style. In addition to the empty hand aspects,
the Shorin Ryu school also taught five weapons, which was unusual at the
time.
BZ: When did you get your black belt? And what level are you at now?
Barb: I earned 1st-degree black belt in 1978 and I now hold the rank of 7thdegree black belt.
BZ: When you started, were there lots of girls and women in the martial arts?
What was it like back then for females?
Barb: I was the first female at my dojo [school] to reach black belt and I
believe the third in the entire style of Grandmaster Shimabukuro. There were
not many women in the martial arts at all. But, the seventies were a very
energetic and enthusiastic time for young women to try “men’s” activities.
We were pushing against all kinds of barriers in sports and in the work world.
So young women were becoming interested in martial arts and were joining
area clubs. That met with some interesting dynamics, as virtually all of the
instructors and top students were male, and women wanted to take their
place in the programs.

Barb Christensen is the founder and long-time head
instructor of the Okinawan Karate Club of Ann Arbor.
BZ: Are there a lot of women now at the higher levels in karate, and what
about years ago?
Barb: There were very few women black belts then. The martial arts in
general were much younger here in the states and for women – we were just
getting started. Now, there are many high-ranking women. In my style, one
woman has a 9th-degree black belt, which is as high as anyone can go, other
than the Grandmaster.
BZ: You were one of the founders of the National Women’s Martial Arts
Federation. What were its origins? How big was it originally, and how big is it
today?
Barb: In the seventies and eighties, a lot of female martial artists were
getting together for conferences and trainings in order to share expertise,
support each other, and socialize. There were many very talented women
who were training around the U.S. and in Canada, and we eventually created
a formal organization that still exists today. There is a five-day training every
summer that is attended by women from all over the U.S. and also from
Canada and Europe. The trainings are smaller now, but the skill level of the
instructors is very high and there is great camaraderie and exchange of ideas
and training methods.
BZ: Where is Shorin Ryu based? Can you briefly tell us the story of its roots,
and also trace its emigration to the U.S.?
Barb: Shorin Ryu is a popular style with three main branches, all coming
from Okinawa, Japan. Our organization is headed by Grandmaster Eizo
Shimabukuro, tenth dan [rank]. In general, Chinese fighting arts mixed with
indigenous arts in Okinawa to create systems of karate. Shotokan is a very
well-known Japanese style that came from Shorin Ryu, and Tae Kwon Do is
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a well-known Korean style that also came from Shorin Ryu. After World War
II, there were a lot of military bases on Okinawa and Americans stationed
there studied with local masters. When they returned to the U.S., some of
them began teaching karate. Karate has spread and grown over the decades,
with Americans continuing to travel to Okinawa and Japan for training, and
Masters from there coming here.
BZ: Approximately how many Shorin Ryu martial arts clubs are there now in
the U.S.?
Barb: I don’t know. Way too many to count and many different branches.
BZ: And are they all
associated with the same
Grandmaster? If so, is it a
close association, or more
varied? Are others of the
clubs led by women?
Barb: There are several
Shorin Ryu Grandmasters
and quite a few associations
here of various sizes. Some
schools are independent and
others are closely associated
with their roots. There are
many schools and clubs
that are headed by women,
or headed by women in
partnership with men.
BZ: Overall, can you
describe the changes in the
atmosphere for women in
martial arts over these 35
years?

Barb: At this point, I am the head instructor overall. But I handle the
children’s program and my student, Missy Siudara, handles the adult
program. Some of the adults have children that joined and then the parents
followed. Likewise, the adults have enrolled their children in the kids’ classes
and many of them help teach. We have about thirty kids from age four to
14. We focus on traditional karate technique and personal development in
the area of leadership. The students who continue in the program receive
instruction in teaching and leading classes and exercises. The school is small
enough that everyone is my student and I teach all of the classes at this
point.
BZ: I know that different martial arts studios have varying emphases: selfdefense, character and self-esteem, competition, etc. Where does your
studio fit on that continuum?
Barb: Everyone who teaches
imparts some of their values
through whatever they are
teaching. For some kids,
it is very hard to manage
their behavior to be the
kind of example to younger
kids that we want them to
be. For others, it is hard to
get up in front and speak
up and demonstrate with
confidence. So along with
physical karate technique,
this is what I work with the
students on. It is great for
adults as well as kids. If you
can teach a class, you can
run a meeting. It is very
useful training.
BZ: You told me you focus
on “leadership.” Please
elaborate.

Barb: The changes are so
“I loved the athleticism of the martial arts classes. We were
drastic it is hard to describe.
Barb: A few years ago,
I would never have imagined
taught and pushed to do a lot of new things. That made it both
I started a program for
the success that women
interesting intellectually and challenging physically.”
intermediate/advanced
have had in the martial
students called the Black
arts. When I was training in the seventies, there was a fair amount of open
Belt
Club.
It
is
a
leadership
group
that
I
work
with
in teaching and leading
hostility towards women. We were pushing for acceptance and respect and,
exercises.
I
teach
them
about
the
history
and
tradition
of karate and the nuts
as a result, many of us were booted out of the schools we attended. There
and
bolts
of
teaching.
They
work
on
using
a
commanding
voice, keeping a
was a serious glass ceiling and, in fact, Judo had a formal policy that women
steady
pace,
and
thinking
on
their
feet.
The
kids
lead
warm-up
exercises,
could only go as high as 5th degree, while men could go to 10th.
model techniques, and help the lower-ranking students. They eventually
BZ: You said to me that, on a local level, you knew everybody here in town in work their way up to teaching a class on their own when they are black belts.
In the high schools in Ann Arbor, there are many opportunities for leadership
the martial arts 25 years ago. Tell us about the “scene” then, and about the
in the different after-school activities. This program helps prepare kids to be
“scene” now?
ready to take their place in high school, college, and the workplace.
Barb: Martial arts in the U.S. has grown tremendously and is now a very
BZ: When did you begin your program for Little Dragons?
popular activity for children as well as adults. Previously, in Ann Arbor, many
of the clubs were associated with the University on some level. At that time,
Barb: We started Little Dragons about eight years ago. The idea is to give a
anyone could use the U of M gyms. So there were formal student clubs as
separate environment for the under-seven-year-old group, as their needs
well as clubs for a combination of students and community members. We
are much different than the nine-, ten-, and 11-year-olds. It has been a
used to train at the Intramural Building and at the old Waterman Gym. Now
most of the schools are commercial or clubs associated with the Y or Rec and wonderful and fun program and I have had several students who started in
Little Dragons and stayed to earn their black belt.
Ed. Our club rents space and meets a few times a week. I know many of the
long-time instructors here, but there are a lot that I don’t know at all now.
BZ: You told me that in your program, every kid gets her/his turn, everybody
Ann Arbor is a popular place to locate a school.
wins…please explain.
BZ: You said to me that you’re “very earthbound, very grounded” and that
Barb: Yes, my class is not based on competition. There are many competitive
you want to talk about concrete things, that you’re perhaps less inclined to
sports available and I wanted a more inclusive atmosphere for kids. I was a
talk about martial arts philosophy than instructors in other schools. Can you
very good athlete, but I always enjoyed the practices more than the games.
say more (or less) about that?
The stress of competing was a de-motivator for me. I love the athleticism and
focus on improvement in the martial arts, and I try to create an environment
Barb: Well, activities lend themselves to personalities that mesh with their
where there are unlimited opportunities to expand, improve, and grow.
philosophy. I think there is a perception that martial arts people sit and
Every student participates fully in the classes and advances through the belt
meditate for hours and read people’s minds. There are some people who
system. Class attendance is the most important factor.
emphasize that, but most of us are very ordinary people with ordinary
families and lives. Karate has low stances and is grounded and stable. It also
BZ: How long does it take to get a black belt in your program?
has a lot of sharp, staccato movements. We start on time and end on time
and don’t spend much time philosophizing about it. We just do it.
Barb: For an adult, four to five years. For a child, five or six years.

“My class is not based on competition. There
are many competitive sports available and I
wanted a more inclusive atmosphere for kids…”
BZ: Tell us about your program…how many kids and how many adults, what
do you focus on, what are the strengths of your program?

BZ: You said that karate has been called “moving zen.” Why?
Barb: There is nothing like the feeling one has after a great practice. The
mind is calm and happy, as well as the body.
BZ: Can you get kids to do “moving zen”? Kids are pretty active, aren’t they?
Continued on page 68
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Barb Christensen, Breaking Barriers
(and Boards) in Karate

Barb: Karate is very challenging intellectually and this is what attracts a lot of
people. Many sports are focused on winning, so they only work on strategies
that will help them win. But, we have a
Continued from page
huge variety of material that we cover.
There is a lot of memorization, and
also a lot of patterns and sequencing.
Barb: Yes, well that varies. We have
But, unlike [academic] school,
fairly rowdy times and we have quiet
everything we do is in the context of
and focused times. Of course, the
practice and perfecting and moving
older and more advanced students are
up — trying to get it right. Since the
better about this than the young ones.
students want to earn the next belt,
But, many parents are surprised by the
they are very willing to do the work.
focus the kids have in class.
Physically, we practice a wide variety
of motor skills, more than any sport
BZ: How might parents best determine
I have ever seen. So, the brain is
the right martial arts school for their
working to get the body to be able to
child?
perform the tasks stronger, faster, and
more accurately. The physical is in the
Barb: The best thing to do is go watch
context of learning and memorizing
or even have their child participate
exercises, so many brain functions
in a class. See how comfortable it
“The seventies were a very energetic and
are working at the same time.
feels. The students have to enjoy it
enthusiastic time for young women to try “men’s”
Schools seem to be standardizing and
or they won’t continue long enough
activities.
We
were
pushing
against
all
kinds
of
narrowing the kinds of learning they
to benefit. Some places are very
emphasize and there seems to be a lot
barriers in sports and in the work world.”
structured, others more flexible.
of memorization taken out of context.
Some are competitive and attend
So,
it
is
important
to
participate
in
activities
that cover a broader range of
tournaments. There is a lot of variety and many different arts and styles.
kinds of learning.

“[Karate is great for brain development because]
we have a huge variety of material that we cover.
There is a lot of memorization, and also a lot of
patterns and sequencing… Physically, we practice
a wide variety of motor skills, more than any sport
I have ever seen. So, the brain is working to get
the body to be able to perform the tasks stronger,
faster, and more accurately.”
BZ: You said to me that karate is great for brain development. Please tell us
about the ways that skills are built, and what martial arts activities in your
program enhance overall development.

“Boys tend to be willing to lead, even when
they are not totally confident that they know
what they are doing. Girls want to make sure
they are doing things correctly before they will
get up in front. So I try to be mindful of this
and provide settings for girls to gain confidence
in ways that they are comfortable.”
BZ: Do you have kids in your programs with learning issues or attention
issues, and how does your program help them?
Barb: We have a whole range of students and our program helps all of them.
There are about 30 students at any one time, and many of them stay for
years, so the instructors know the kids pretty well. We focus on helping each
student move forward. There is no one absolute standard that everyone has
to meet. It is flexible.
BZ: As a woman martial arts instructor, you can be an important role model
for girls. Can you speak to that?
Barb: Obviously, the world is wide open to both girls and boys today.
There are unlimited opportunities for both. This is a generalization, but my
observation is that around age eight or nine, boys become more outgoing
and confident and girls start pulling back. I think that boys’ culture is more
hierarchical and focused on moving up and being better than someone else.
Girls tend to work on perfecting their own skills but are not necessarily
driven to beat someone else. For instance, in sparring, a boy may be trying
to win, while a girl may be trying to survive. Also, boys tend to be willing to
lead, even when they are not totally confident that they know what they are
doing. Girls want to make sure they are doing things correctly before they
will get up in front. So I try to be mindful of this and provide settings for girls
to gain confidence in ways that they are comfortable. Today, parents want
their girls to be prepared to take leadership positions just as much as their
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boys. I don’t think it is as much role modeling as that atmosphere. The trick
is to help all students meet challenges without feeling defeated. It is a hard
balance to achieve. There are many boys who are also not confident. I never
criticize or embarrass anyone who gets up in front. I simply thank them and
give corrections at another time.
BZ: You mentioned to me that you “look out for your girls.” And that karate is
confrontational, that girls quit in environments where they’re overpowered.
Would you explain these issues for our readers, and also talk about “boy
culture” versus “girl culture”?
Barb: I think it is cooler for a boy to know karate than it is for a girl. So there
are more rewards [for boys], because being tough is a lot more important
in boy culture than it is in girl culture. But, parents want their daughters to
be very competent and confident, so they really want them in activities like
martial arts. The challenge is to provide a great atmosphere for everyone. We
practice everything from rolling and falling to board breaking and sparring.
I talk about that and remind students that there will be parts that are easy
and comfortable, and there will be parts that are difficult and make them
feel incompetent. The variety is a big strength of Shorin Ryu. I have seen
many females quit martial arts throughout the years because they feel beat
up physically and emotionally. Sparring is always optional and sometimes
the girls opt out and practice something else or they might want to just spar
with other girls their size. This can also be true for boys. Mostly kids really
challenge themselves and get out there and practice and improve.
BZ: You said to me that moms and dads want their girls to be able to have a
combination of emotional and physical safety. Please elaborate.
Barb: Obviously physical safety is a huge concern for parents of girls. I do not
teach “self defense” and it is not my focus. However, the principles of karate
are self-protection. Surprisingly, awareness, eye contact, and confidence can
be more important than how hard someone can hit.
BZ: You have two daughters. What ages are they and what are they into? Did
they study martial arts and, if so, did they like it?

BZ: You said that it’s hard to keep a martial arts school alive without another
job or other work. What is your background outside of the martial arts, and
what have been your other occupations?
Barb: It is possible to make a living teaching martial arts today, because of
the popularity with children. But, I never wanted my hobby to be my job.
It is a labor of love for me and if I had to bring in students to pay the rent, I
always thought the enjoyment would be gone. I am trained as an electrician
and I worked in that trade in construction and in management at the U of M
for many years. At this point, I am self-employed as a rental property owner
and manager.
BZ: Over these many years of being into the martial arts, what’s been most
challenging about it for you? And what have you liked least about it, as a
martial artist, and as a teacher of the martial arts?
Barb: The hard part is to balance teaching and learning. There is a saying
that when you teach, you become a very good green belt. That means that
we keep teaching the same basic material over and over and have little time
to get our own training or to develop the advanced material. I have had the
good fortune of always having students who are there to learn from me.
Who can say no when there are 20 kids lining up and staring at you? It is
very inspiring and energizing. I love teaching kids. It doesn’t seem like work.
I am always thinking about the next class, the next test, the next activity to
introduce. I don’t have the constraints of school; everyone is there because
they want to be, and I have a great group of adult assistants. So there is not
much that I don’t like.
BZ: What have you most loved about being a karate practitioner, and what
have you loved most about being a karate instructor?
Barb: What I like about the martial arts is the unlimitedness of it. There is
always more to learn, more people to train with, more ways to practice. It is
a wide-open sport.
###

Barb: I have two daughters, both in high school. They both trained in my
class and earned black belts. They are very busy with school and sports
activities, so they don’t participate regularly in the club at this point. Do they
like karate? Good question. I think they had a lot of fun and enjoyed it, but at
the same time it was the obligatory “piano lessons” of our household.

The educational foundation at The Rudolf Steiner
School of Ann Arbor is built on the premise that
knowledge is more than facts. The schoolÕs
thoughtfully constructed curriculum is designed to
support children through all stages of development.

Classes for adults and children at the Okinawan Karate Club of Ann Arbor
are held at the Dakota Building at 1785 W. Stadium, inside
the Mind, Body, Spirit Academy. Barb Christensen may be
contacted at SenseiBarb@KarateAnnArbor.com or 734-678-3882.

Experience The Rudolf Steiner School
of Ann Arbor
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New, Fun, and Just Plain Cool

Crazy Wisdom Kids in the Community
By Karen L. Totten
If you’d like to be considered for inclusion in the next Crazy Wisdom Kids
column, please contact our columnist at: cwkidscolumn@crazywisdom.net.
The deadline for submissions for the May thru August 2012 issue is March 1,
2012.
The Progressive Education Consortium (PEC) is a Washtenaw County group
of individuals interested in alternative/progressive forms of education, who
come together on a monthly basis to discuss how better to represent the
schools they serve.
The consortium, which had its initial meeting in March of 2011, is a
collaboration among local learning communities and alternative schools,
including Clonlara School, New Point Learning Center, Ann Arbor Academy,
Little Lake Learning Community, and Rudolf Steiner School. The consortium
formed as a result of networking between two of the current members
during an education conference early in 2010.
One problem for alternative school personnel is finding like-minded
individuals with whom to troubleshoot, discuss problems and issues, and
share ideas for finding those populations of school children who are a
good fit for alternative programs. In the consortium, members can serve as
resources for each other and as sounding boards. As Martha Rhodes, Campus
Coordinator at Clonlara Campus School and PEC member, says, “If a student
is not a good fit for Clonlara, I can recommend them to one or several of the
other schools that I know might better suit his or her needs.”
Another major function of the consortium is reaching out to the public
through lecture series and other public events that showcase alternative
approaches to education. Two lectures will be forthcoming in 2012: One
at the Ann Arbor Academy (topic TBA) in January and another in March at
Clonlara School.

One problem for alternative school personnel
is finding like-minded individuals with whom to
troubleshoot, discuss problems and issues, and
share ideas for finding those populations of school
children who are a good fit for alternative programs.
Additionally, the PEC is hosting a screening of the film Play Again, about the
importance for children to have outdoor play and engage with nature. The
movie explores the changing balance between “virtual” and “natural” worlds
of six teenagers who, like the average American child, spend 5 to 15 hours a
day behind screens (TV, computer, and otherwise). The film asks, “What are
the consequences of childhood removed from nature?” Showtime is March
1, 2012, at 6:30 p.m. at Clonlara School. Donations will be used to help send
students from the various PEC schools to a three-day April conference of
the National Coalition of Alternative and Community Schools at The Farm in
Tennessee.
While the consortium began as a vehicle for school administrators, Rhodes
notes that participation is no longer confined to members exclusively

Dr. Diane Babalas and Abby
from those realms. The PEC members have begun reaching out to persons
interested in alternative education, from business and community leaders to
anyone committed to the ideas behind progressive educational programs.
For further information on the PEC, contact Martha Rhodes at 734-926-4617.
“I have always loved working with children,” says Diane Babalas, doctor
of chiropractic, “because their systems have so much adaptability and are
so open to change that miracles are commonplace.” Babalas is speaking of
the change that can occur in children whose nervous systems are affected by
stress. Her practice utilizes an approach to chiropractic called Bio Geometric
Integration (BMI), which emphasizes light touch and breath work to release
tension from all parts of the body.
The gentleness of BGI makes it a great choice for children, says Babalas.
Although children often have trouble remaining still, she says that work
can still be done on them. Additionally, the treatment is not loud, scary, or
painful. BGI deals with alignment, like traditional chiropractic, but also looks
at the whole body, to take input from all tissues to help a patient relax.
Behind the practice of Bio Geometric Integration is a philosophy that our
bodies are intelligent and know how to heal themselves. Symptoms of stress
arise as a signal that we are unable to integrate and release stress from the
body. The more stress accumulates, the more we have symptoms.
Stress can be physical, chemical, or emotional in nature, says Babalas, and
indicators of problems include physical symptoms. She has treated children
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with gait problems and those injured in falls, and well as cases of torticollis
(inability to straighten the neck).
Signs that a child might be suffering chemical stresses include frequent
illnesses, allergies and asthma, ADD, and seizures. She has had great results
with children suffering from epilepsy staying seizure-free after several
adjustments.
One of those miracles Babalas referred to involves a girl who at six months
old was a lively child but whose neck was stuck to one side (torticollis). Her
parents were considering surgery, but Dr. Babalas was able to relieve the
neck spasm causing the misalignment of the bones, and thus the little girl
was able to move her neck freely without requiring surgery.
Babalas found her way to chiropractic after years of performance in clarinet
during undergraduate school led her to suffer a serious case of tendonitis.
She couldn’t wash her hair or brush her teeth due to the condition. After
some time spent in the “medical model” of care, Babalas found chiropractic.
Since it helped her so much, she decided to use her biology minor to pursue
a four-year program in chiropractic school. She has been in practice in Ann
Arbor for 11 years and using BGI for the last 10 years.
You can learn more about Dr. Babalas, her practice, and BGI at her website,
gatewaychiropracticbgi.com, or by calling 734-239-6060. Her practice is
located at 210 Collingwood, Suite 100, Ann Arbor, 48103.
Directed by Melissa Palma, the Little Lake Learning Community of Ann
Arbor is a green-based democratic education environment for children. The
program opened in 2010 and now hosts 14 students ages 4-13. Little Lake
Learning Community is child oriented; a place where a child can explore his/
her passions and interests, be they trains, sharks, art, or fort building. As
Palma says, the role of the advisor (teacher) is to support each child on his or
her educational, emotional, physical, and social journey.

Bio Geometric Integration (BMI)…emphasizes light
touch and breath work to release tension from all parts
of the body. The gentleness of BGI makes it a great
choice for children, says Diane Babalas.

Little Lake
Learning Community

At Little Lake, children are free to learn what they like, though not to do so
without direction. “It’s not in a child’s nature to do nothing,” says Palma. She
finds that students are eager to learn when adults provide the opportunities
and support, and step out of the way to let it happen.
Skill sharing is very valued by the program and an effort is made to welcome
adults to bring their talents into the program. Palma’s, mother, for instance,
comes in on a weekly basis for physical education. In addition, Little Lake
students go out into the larger community to explore, via weekly Wednesday
field trips to various locations around the area.
In recent months, the group visited the Arb; traveled to the Heidelberg
Project and the Dossin Great Lakes Museum on Belle Isle in Detroit; drew
pictures at the University of Michigan Art Museum, explored the HandsOn Museum, and made use of local public libraries. Palma says, “If you are
riding a public bus in Ann Arbor on a Wednesday and see a gaggle of kids, it’s
probably us!”

“When students are motivated by passion or interest,
then they learn more efficiently and authentically,” says
Melissa Palma. This is, in effect, the guiding principle of
democratically based educational programs.
The program takes on a theme area of study each semester. In fall 2011,
the theme was water. Students explored the subject in their own ways,
brainstorming to come up with sub-topics of interest and ways to approach
them. The underlying assumption is that advisors don’t have all the answers;
and in this way co-learning can take place, with all participants engaged
in discovery of the subjects. “When students are motivated by passion or
interest, then they learn more efficiently and authentically,” says Palma.
This is, in effect, the guiding principle of democratically based educational
programs.
There are no grade levels at LLLC. The children are grouped loosely according
to age: 4- to 7-year-olds and 8- to 13-year-olds. The groups work both
independently and in concert, sharing group activities such as art or science
projects, then breaking apart for other age-oriented studies. On the day I
visited, a more structured period of English and math for 4- to 7-year-olds
was followed by a group art activity for all the students, where they created
holiday ornaments to sell at a school fundraiser.

Continued on page 72
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Continued from page 71
There are rules to follow, as with any environment, but the community
of Little Lake has a strong commitment to a group-based approach to
governance. Children, parents, and advisors are welcome to attend the
weekly All-School Meeting, where the agenda is open to anyone who would
like to add a topic of discussion. Everyone has an equal vote and equal say in
determining the community’s rules. When a change is proposed, consensus
is used to make decisions.
This spirit of community extends to conflict resolution as well. Tensions that
arise are handled by non-violent communication and peer mediation. Time is
spent helping children learn to solve their problems with each other, rather
than being told what to do. Palma says, “The role of the community is to
help all members address their emotions in a healthy way, which leads to
healthier people.”
Little Lake Learning Community is open for additional enrollment. “We
want to stay small,” says Palma, “but we have room for about 30 [total].”
To contact the school, call Palma at 734-218-4877or visit their website are
littlelakelearningcommunity.org. The school is located at The Episcopal
Church of Incarnation, 3257 Lohr Road, Ann Arbor, 48104.

“Children are able to sign much earlier than they
can speak,” says Stephannie Moore. She leads
them to make signs for key things like hunger, for
example, and focuses on nouns and verbs.

Imagine being able to communicate with your pre-verbal toddler without
resorting to guessing games. That’s what Stephannie Moore helps parents
and children accomplish through a program called Baby Signing Time, an
interactive method that teaches American Sign Language through song and
play.

Not only does the system lead to fewer tantrums from frustrated children,
but there are other benefits as well. According to Moore, research in the
field supports the idea that babies who are taught symbolic language tend to
have more developed vocabularies as they age. In addition, the interaction
between parent and child develops their relationship and enhances bonding.

Designed for hearing babies between 6 months and 36 months, the program
teaches children basic signs for everyday events and emotions. “Children are
able to sign much earlier than they can speak,” says Moore. She leads them
to make signs for key things like hunger, for example, and focuses on nouns
and verbs, not the syntax or grammar of ASL.

Moore’s own interest in baby signing began after adopting an infant son in
2010 whose biological brother was most likely autistic. She wanted to ensure
that her son was equipped with every communication tool at his disposal.
The baby signing program was developed by a singer/musician whose
12-month-old daughter was discovered to be deaf. He wrote the songs used
in Baby Signing to help teach ASL to others, so that the world would be more
accessible to his daughter. Because the signs in the program are ASL-based,
once children or adults learn them, they can be used for children of all ages
and abilities to interact.
Moore is not a newcomer to the wonders of music. She grew up playing
eight instruments and studied in the University of Michigan’s music school.
She was headed for a degree in opera at Northwestern when she changed
direction and began to explore other options.
For the last 15 years, Moore has been a teacher of private instruction in
voice and piano. Her Dynamic Expressions Studio teaches voice and piano
to individuals ages five to adult, including special needs and hearing/
speech-impaired students. She loves working with children. “They spark
my creativity,” she says, adding, “The energy of children brings an ability to
communicate joy in all sorts of eclectic ways.”
For more information about Baby Signing classes, contact Stephannie Moore
at Dynamic Expressions Studio. The phone number is 734-417-0760 or you
can e-mail her at stephannie@dynamicexpressionsstudio.com. You can also
visit the website at www.dynamicexpressionsstudio.com.
###

Correction
In the CW Kids Column of our September-December 2011 issue, the
Natural Balance Wellness Medical Center was incorrectly identified as
“New Balance.” We apologize for this error. Natural Balance Wellness
Medical Center is located at 1310 S. Main Street in Ann Arbor and can be
reached at 734-929-2696 or nbwellness.com.

Photographers Wanted
To take pictures for The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal. Moderate
pay, wonderful exposure. It’s also fun and interesting to meet the people
we take photos of: healers, authors, bodymind therapists, yoga teachers,
professors, holistic and spiritual types, and other fringe elements! For
more information, contact Bill Zirinsky at bill@crazywisdom.net.
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The Crazy Wisdom
Community Journal
Events Calendar
for Kids
January through
April 2012
Fairy Teas at Crazy Wisdom • Feb. 23 with 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings;
May 13, 1 p.m. Mother’s Day Fairy Tea • Children and their families are
welcome for tea and petit fours served by real fairies! Celebrate with our
magical fairies as they serve tea, treats, and magic. There will be story time
with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Fairy attire is encouraged. Be creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger free. Tickets are available by stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to the
event. For information call, 734-66-2757 or email jerri@crazywisdom.net or
crazywisdom.net.
Sing With Me! with Gari Stein • Jan. 10-April 11: Tuesday or Wednesday,
9:15 or 10:45 a.m. • Traditional music enrichment and instrument exploration for children birth to five and the grown-ups who love them. Together,
we sing, chant, bounce, folk dance, play instruments, share hugs, laugh, and
more. A research-based program that enhances development, learning, listening, literacy, and provides resources for grown-ups. $224 includes four cds.
Financial assistance available. Call 741-1510; little-folks-music.com.
Baby and You - Sing with Me with Gari Stein • Jan.-April: Wednesday
afternoons • A special program of traditional music and movement for babies
and the grown-ups who love them, with time to share resources and support.
A research-based, warm, gentle, nurturing environment to learn methods and
activities for everyday routines. Help nourish brain and total development,
turn cranky to calm, and enhance the adultchild bond. $160 includes two cds. Financial
assistance available. Call 741-1510; littlefolks-music.com.
Dancing Babies with Gari Stein and Ann
Arbor District Library • Jan. 14, 11 a.m.
at Pittsfield Branch or April 28, 11 a.m. at
Pittsfield Branch • Sing and Dance Along
based on traditional folk music for infants to
5s and the grown-ups who love them. Nurture
development and enjoy simple activities to do
together at home. Share hugs, laughter, and
more. Free. Call 741-1510; little-folks-music.
com or aadl.org.
Kinder Concerts: Music and Motion with
Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra and
Guest Musicians Gari Stein • Feb. 17
Downtown and Feb. 20 Whittaker, 9:30
and 10:30 a.m.; Feb. 18 Dexter, 10 a.m. •
This classical concert, featuring the Oboe, for 2-6 year olds to listen, watch,
dance with snowflakes and scarves and participate in a 30 minute program,
up close and personal, in a library setting: Ann Arbor Downtown, Dexter, and
Whittaker libraries. Free. Call 741-1510; little-folks-music.com or a2so.com.
Play Again Film Screening sponsored by Progressive Education Consortium • March 1, 6-8:30 p.m. • Join us for the screening and discussion
about, Play Again from Bullfrog Communities. Arrival/tours at 6pm, film
begins promptly at 6:30pm followed by discussion. Screening will be held at
Clonlara School. Free. Call Martha 926-4617; martha@clonlara.org or sites.
google.com/site/progressiveedconsortium/.
F.A.S.T. Reading Program for Dyslexics of All Ages with Susan Major •
every Tuesday evening Jan-April, 7:30-9 p.m. • Introduction to F.A.S.T.
Reading Program, which incorporated the integration of the latest brain research and how it applies to jump-starting higher brain functioning for people
who have difficulty reading. Free. Call Susan 996-0702; samajor@comcast.
net.
Clonlara School Open House • Feb. 16, 6-7:30 p.m. • Join us to learn
program details about home based education and our K-12 campus programs (everything from full time, to blended schedules, to independent study

programs), tour our facility and meet with campus teachers and academic advisors. Plus...view the visual arts on
display. Free. Call Martha 926-4617; martha@clonlara.org
or clonlara.org.
Movement Matters: An Introduction to Brain Gym &
Bal-A-Vis-X with Katy Held • Jan. 21, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.;
Jan. 25, 6-8 p.m.; Jan. 26, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.; Feb. 9, 6-8
p.m.; Feb. 10, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.; March 7, 6-8 p.m.; March
9, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. • Introduction to movement-based learning. Geared for parents, educators and other professionals
who are interested in reducing stress and enhancing learning potential. $20/ 2 hrs; $30/ 3 hrs; $50/ 5 hrs. Call Katy
649-7457; ktheld@me.com or learningheart.com.
Bal-A-Vis-X: Levels 1, 2 & Adaptive Modifications with
Bill Hubert • March 23-25, Friday 6-9 p.m., Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sunday 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Balance/Auditory/Vision exercises which are deeply rooted
in rhythm which enables the whole mind-body system to
experience the natural symmetrical flow of a pendulum.
$245. Call Katy 649-7457; ktheld@me.com or learningheart.com.
Stroller Strides at Gallup Park • Mondays, 9-10 a.m. • A
total body workout moms can do with their babies and toddlers, taught by certified instructors. First class free. Call
717-8744; strollerstrides.net.
Stroller Strides at Briarwood Mall • Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays, 9-10 a.m. • A total body workout
moms can do with their babies and toddlers, taught by certified instructors. First class free. Call 717-7844; strollerstrides.net.
Super Saturday Storytime at Ypsilanti
Library • Saturdays,
10:30 a.m. • Stories,
songs, and a simple craft
for preschoolers and older
children. Free. Call 4824110; ypsilibrary.org.
Storytime at Nicola’s
Books • Saturdays, 11
a.m. • Stories for children
ages seven and under.
Free. Contact nicolasbooks.com.
Performances with Wild
Swan Theater • Ticket
prices start at $6.40 for
children. Call 995-0530;
wildswantheater.org.
Jan. 26-28 • Under the African Sky
Feb. 7-8 • The Spirit of Harriet Tubman
March 14-18 • Shipwrecked!
March 22-24 • Strega Nona and the Magic Pasta Pot
Performances with Not Just For Kids: Family-Friendly
Professional Theater • For tickets, call Michigan Theater
at 668-8397; michtheater.org.
Feb. 12, 1:30 p.m. • Ramona Quimby
March 18, 1:30 p.m. • The House at Pooh Corner
Tai Chi for Ages 10-14 with Wasentha Young • Fridays
Jan. 13 - March 2, 4:30-5:30 p.m. • Students will learn
a modified section of the Tai Chi Sword, Tai Chi playful
and safe interactive principles, create an animal form, learn
meditation and self-acupressure points to maintain healthy
joints and muscles. $80. Call 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Continued on page 74
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The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal
Events Calendar for Kids
continued from page 73
Hip Hop for Kids (age 9-12) with Ziva Gibbs • Mondays Jan. 9 - March
12, 5-6 p.m. • Students will learn fundamental movements of East and West
Coast Hip Hop, basic isolations, top rock, drops, downrock and freezes associated with breakdancing. Other movements will include the sharp isolations
of popping and the gesture locking from the West coast. $12 drop-in/$100 for
10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Hand Drumming for Kids with Sundance DiDomenico • Tuesdays, Jan.
10 - March 13, 4-5 p.m. • Students will learn traditional world drum rhythms,
as well as how to listen and improvise within the structure created. Drumming
helps develop skills in teamwork, playing music, improvising with a structure,
building a community and expressing oneself. The class will create “original
arrangements.” $12 drop-in/$100 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Belly Dance for Kids (age 8-12) with Ziva Gibbs • Tuesdays Jan. 9 March 13, 5-6 p.m. • Students will learn the history of Raks Sharqi and Raks
Beledi. Fun was to stretch and strengthen the body will be taught to enable
students to execute basic isolations of belly dance and then transfer those
moves to fun contemporary choreography. $12 drop-in/$100 for 10 weeks.
Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Jazz 2/3 (age 9-12) with Jenabah Giacomelli • Thursdays Jan. 12 - March
15, 5-6 p.m. • This class is intended for young dancers who have had previous training in jazz and/or ballet. Students will further their technique though
more advanced combinations and across the floor movements while working
with more difficult turns, higher leaps and fancy footwork. $12 drop-in/$100
for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Shamanism for Children with Kate Durda • Jan. 29, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. •
Ages 6-9. We will draw, sing songs and dance to become more familiar with
our animal friends, and the wonderful plants on the earth, using rattles and
drums. We will discover which animals may be our special helpers, using the
drum to ‘journey’ in the ancient method of Shamanism. $15 one child/one
parent. Call 517-667-0694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Shamanism for Teens: Power Animals & Self with Kate Durda • Jan. 29,
1:30-3 p.m. • Ages 10-15. Class will introduce participants to Shamanism,
an easily accessed ancient spiritual practice that addresses our connectedness
to ALL life. Participants will experience the shamanic journey to meet their
personal power animal. This will foster self-confidence, personal power, increased creativity, improved decision-making and helps us live a positive life.
$20. Call 517-667-0694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum • Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and
Sunday, Noon-5 p.m. • Your kids can create tornadoes, learn more about
their bodies, and figure out how things work while going through the 250+
interactive exhibits. $9 ages two and up. Call 995-5437; aahom.org.
Exhibit Museum of Natural History • Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
and Sunday, Noon-5 p.m. • Kids can check out fossils from an allosaurus or
spy a stegosaurus. Other finds your kids might enjoy: rocks, minerals, mammals, and many more natural history displays. Call 764-0478; lsa.umich.edu/
exhibitmuseum.
Leslie Science and Nature Center • Open daily dawn to dusk • Spend a
day venturing through this 50-acre property including grassy fields, forests,
and ponds. Free. Call 997-1553; lesliesnc.org.
Matthaei Botanical Gardens and Nichols Arboretum • Open daily, sunrise to sunset • Enjoy looking at native Michigan plants along with varieties
from around the world at this 123-acre arboretum, with indoor and outdoor
sections. Indoor conservatory hours vary, and include an entrance fee. Call
647-7600; mbgna.umich.edu.
Plymouth Ice Festival • Jan. 20-22 • Over 100 ice sculptures are on display,
live music and entertainment are here and the dueling chainsaws speed-carving show returns. Call 248-960-0700, ext. 103 or plymouthicefestival.org.

Chillin’ at the Mills Winter Festival • Jan. 29, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. • Enjoy
a host of outdoor activities like cross-country skiing, snow shoeing and a
winter-themed scavenger hunt. Call 426-8211 or metroparks.com.
University of Michigan Museum of Art • Industrial steel, documentary-style
photographers and blurred lines between life and art. Call 764-0395; umma.
umich.edu.
Cobblestone Farm Museum • 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. • Mid-nineteenth century
living: 1840s farm house, homes and history aplenty. Spring on the farm in
April. Call 794-6230; cobblestonefarm.org.
All Sewn Up? Sewing School • The place to go to learn to sew. Ages 6 adult. Machines and equipment provided. Beginner & intermediate skills. Call
975-8717; allsewnupbyanne.com.
Festifools • April 1 begins at 4 p.m. • Features dozens of original universityand community-made giant “puppets,” all dancing to the backbeat of drum
impresarios in downtown Ann Arbor. Call 763-7550; festifools.org.
Storytelling Festival at the Ark • Feb. 19 at 1 p.m. • Geared toward the
whole family. Call 761-1800; theark.org.
Lactation Consultation with Shin Ai Shyn • 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Available
for advice, bra fitting and general information about breast and bottle feeding.
By appointment. Free. Call 994-3628; myurbantoddler.com.
Mothering Arts - Toddler Group at the Center for the Childbearing Year
• 10 - 11:30 a.m. • If your baby can crawl, toddle or run and jump, this group
is for you. Discussion topics and play times each week. $2. center5cby.
Nursing Cafe at Indigo Forest • 2-3 p.m. • Join other breastfeeding moms
and enjoy a pot of nursing tea, with professional support on hand for questions and help. visitindigo.com.
Parent Toddler Group • 9:15-10:45 a.m. • This is a unique opportunity for
children (12-36 months) and their special adult to spend quality time together
playing, wokring on simple art projets and having a snack. lamazefamilycenter.org.
Breastfeeding Cafe • 10-11:30 a.m. • A support group for breastfeeding
mothers and their babies. Free. Call 663-1523; center4cby.com.
Dinosaur Tour • 2 p.m. • 30 minute docent-led tours of the dinosaur exhibits.
Free. Call 764-0478; las.umich.edu/exhibitmuseum
Dance for Mother Earth Pow Wow in Saline • March/April (TBA) • Celebrate Native American heritage at this 40th annual event with dances, regalia
and drum rituals, food and wares. umich.edu/~powwow.
Foolmoon • March 30-April 1 • Hundreds of community-made illminated
“lanterns” descend upon Washington Street for revelry, dancing, goodies and
libations. Call 763-7550.
Children’s Theatre Network • All performances are followed by a milk and
cookies reception. Call 663-0681; performancenetwork.org.
March 17 • Jamie and Jordan
April 21 • Fabliscious
Jan. 21 and May 19 • Wolverine Will
Youth Dance Theatre of Michigan • Presents full-length timeless ballets,
including Swan Lake April 28-29. Call 475-3070; youthdancetheatre.org.
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Musician Laz Slomovits
on Page 48

Karate Instructor Barb Christensen
on Page 66

Katy Held and her son, Oscar,
on Page 63

Author Marc Lerner on Page 28

Pharmacist Sahar Swidan on Page 13
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Abundance
& Prosperity
Abundance and Prosperity with Karen Greenberg • Feb. 27 and
April 30, 6-10 p.m. • Define your relationship with money, including what you were taught by family, culture, race, religion
and gender. Identify low vibrational emotions such as
shame, guilt and fear that could be limiting your cash
flow. Examine worthiness and sabotaging patterns, learn
spiritual principles to enhance prosperity. $75. Call 417-9511;
krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.

Acupressure, Shiatsu
& Reflexology
Ohashiatsu Beginning I with Frances Farmer • Sundays,
Jan. 8, 15, 22, Feb. 5, 12 at 10 a.m.-5 p.m. • Ohashiatsu is a
unique method of healing touch, meditation and self-improvement which takes shiatsu/acupressure to a different level. An
energizing dance combines hands-on touch, limb rotation and
stretches in a seamless flow of movement. This experiential
learning was developed to improve health and well-being
of the giver and receiver through lecture, exercises, meditation, and hands-on training. $450. Call 417-9038; ohashiatsuannarbor@gmail.com or shiatsuannarbor.com/.

Acupuncture
Acupressure’s Lift for Your Face • March 1, 6-8:55 p.m. • Traditional Chinese Medicine’s approach to health, well being and beauty. With the self-administered, gentle
acupressure facelift you preserve and restore the muscle tone and circulation in the tissue
of your face and neck. Complemented by ear acupressure which helps you relax. $29.
Call LifeLong Learning 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelonglearning/.

Animals & Pets
Exploring Intuitive Communication with our Animal Friends with Elizabeth Adams
• April 21, 1-3:55 p.m. • Did you ever wonder what your pet is really thinking or how
to connect on a deeper level with your animal companion? Discover exercises to raise
your intuition when communicating with animals...and bring a sense of the wonder of the
animal psyche and your innate ability to connect with this psyche. $39. Call LifeLong
Learning 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
PetMassage TM 4-Day Foundation Workshop with Distance Learning Courses in
Canine Anatomy and Business Marketing with Jonathan Rudinger • Feb, 17-20,
March 16-19, April 13-16, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • You will understand the roadmap to creating
and marketing your canine massage business; the theory, techniques, vocabulary, culture
and vision of PetMassge; become aware of body mechanics; learn to understand and
provide for diverse canine needs; learn various complementary bodywork techniques; and
understand basic dog anatomy and physiology as it applies to canine massage. $1400. Call
Anastasia 800-779-1001; workshops@petmassage.com or petmassage.com.
PetMassage TM 6-Day Advanced Workshop with Jonathan Rudinger • April 23-28,
9 a.m.-4 p.m. • This workshop will reinforce and expand on Foundation theory and
applications; provide additional training in body mechanics, energy practices, TCM,
canine anatomy, physiology and pathology; expand interspecies language; refine business
plans; help student qualify and prepare for the NBCAAM test for National Certification;
100 hours toward your 200 contact hour requirement; and track toward you becoming a
Licensed PetMassage Instructor at your own regional school. $1400. Call Anastasia 800779-1001; workshops@petmassage.com or petmassage.com.

If you are interested in obtaining some biographical information
about the teachers, lecturers, and workshop leaders whose classes,
talks and events are listed in this Calendar, please look in the
section which follows the Calendar, which is called "Background
Information" and which starts on page 101.

illustration by Terri Myers

Aromatherapy & Essential Oils
Young Living Essential Oils Education Series with Nancy Harknett through Indigo
Forest • Free. Call 649-7076; nanharknett@gmail.com.
NingXia Red: learn about the delicious fruit infusion with the highest antioxidant rating
known • January 17, 7-9 p.m.
Ancient Oils of Scripture: learn the history & original uses of essential oils for anointing
and healing, experience through inhalation • March 23, 7-9 p.m.
Intro to Raindrop Technique: learn the extraordinary benefits of receiving this treatment, one attendee will receive a full treatment • April 27, 7-9 p.m.

Art & Craft
Second Annual Spring Equinox Craft and Psychic Faire at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • March 24, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. • Come to Crazy Wisdom to help us celebrate
the welcome arrival of Spring! Shop directly from local crafters in our Community Room
Artisan Market upstairs, and receive a psychic/tarot reading from local intuitives set up
throughout the store. Admission is free with readings for $1 per minute. No appointment
necessary. Snacks will be available. For more information, contact Sarah at sarah@crazywisdom.net or Carol at carol@crazywisdom.net, or phone 665-2757; crazywisdom.net.
Lampworking Glass Beads with Barb Yearce • Thursdays, Jan. 19 to Feb. 9, 6:308:25 p.m. • Learn the amazing properties of torch-worked beads. Explore bead shapes like
barrel, bicone, and flat beads and learn techniques such as dots, wrap, twists, and millefiori. All supplies and tools included. $99. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu
or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Primitive Rug Hooking I • Saturdays, Jan. 21 and Feb. 11, 1-3:55 p.m. • Primitive rug
hooking dates back many hundreds and perhaps even thousands of years. Learn key terms,
materials, tools, history and finishing techniques and create a project to keep. $55. Call
677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Seed Beading Classes & Jewelry Making Assistance • Tuesday-Saturday, 11 a.m.-6
p.m. • Classes are on a drop in basis. No set schedule. Pick out your project and we will
teach you at no cost for the lesson. Your cost is the supplies you will need. Call Marc or
Marie 433-0595; shopthemiddlebead@yahoo.com or shopthemiddlebead.com.

Astrology
Drop-In Astrology Readings with Richard Weber in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room •
Second and Fourth Sundays, 12-3 p.m. • Richard has studied astrology for over 20 years
and given readings for more than six - this is a work of love for him and a tool he uses to
help him understand himself, relationships and life events. His experience with astrology
has given him the ability to give insightful advice about relationships and life changing
events. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call Richard 434-0804; richardmweber@sbcglobal.net.
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Intro to Astrology with Beverly Fish • Saturdays, March 24 and 31, 10-11:55 a.m. •
Learn about the twelve signs of the zodiac and their planetary rulers. Students are welcome to bring their own charts to help them understand how astrology works for them.
$39. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Lecture - The Year of Prophecy: An Astrological Perspective with Chrissie Blaze •
Feb. 17, 7:30-9 p.m. • We are now in the year of prophecy; the end of the Mayan Calendar; the rare Venus transit, and some extremely powerful planetary configurations. People
are questioning whether this is the end of the world, or the beginning of a new millennium. Learn the truth about this year from the perspective of Western astrologer, author
and international speaker. $5. Call 248-588-0290; michigan.aetherius@gmail.com or
aetheriusmi.org.
Pythagorean Astrology and Harmonics with Geoff Hoebbel and Phil Mead • Feb. 19,
2-4:30 p.m. • God geometrizes and beautiful number patterns unfold in the astrological
framework we use today. Using symbols, diagrams and ancient stories, Geoff and Phil
will explore the mysteries of Harmonics and Pythagorean history, along with the planetary
signatures for plagues. $12 for member, $14 non-members. Call Pam Wenzel 788-0186;
magnum1593@gmail.com.

Auras
Aura Photos and Class with Jack and Susan Lewis • Feb. 4, 3 p.m. class, 3:30 p.m.
photos • Learn how the Aura affects the body, what the colors mean, what the position of
the colors tell you and some things that affect the Aura and how to increase your vibration.
The class is free. If you choose you can then receive an aura photo, a special color card
and special interpretative reading of your aura. $30 for aura photo and interpretation, class
is free. Call Pat Krajovic 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com

Author Events
Booksigning and Talk with Barbara Brodsky, Author of The Aaron/Q’uo Dialogues:
An Extraordinary Conversation Between Two Spiritual Guides • April 17, 7 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom • Brodsky will tell us a little about how her newest book came to be, and
will read from and discuss some of the contents. Who are we? Why are we here in these
human forms? How do we do the work we came to the incarnation to do? If our intention
is to be more loving, how do we handle negative emotions and thoughts? Aaron, channeled by Barbara, may also speak in response to questions. She will also sign books. Free.
Call Rachel at 665-2757; rachel@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.
What If I’m Right? “Making the Connection” with Carla Wilson • April 21, 2-4:30
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • What If I’m Right? is a gift of practical wisdom. Never before
has a Correction Officer shared so much truth about herself, the inmates, and the system,
all shaped by years of frontline experience. This seminar is sure to engage, equip, and
empower audience members by providing the tools necessary for personal success. Free.
Call Carla 660-4355; fisherdancer@yahoo.com or carlawilson.net.
Learning to Breathe: My Yearlong Quest to Bring Calm to My Life by Priscilla Warner • Feb. 9, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • Priscilla Warner will speak candidly about her
experience healing from a panic disorder. She spent a year seeking out skilled therapists,
Buddhist teachers and healers who helped her learn to meditate, self-regulate and thrive.
Free. Call Rachel 665-2757; rachel@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.
Sacred Marching Orders: Igniting the Solar Feminine at the Dawn of the New Age by
Patricia Fero • March 27, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • Patricia will speak about the crucial role of the “solar feminine” at this time of transition on the planet. She will describe
what the “solar feminine” is and why it is needed now. Men are welcome as the role of the
“lunar masculine” is vital as well. Free. Call Rachel 665-2757; rachel@crazywisdom.net
or crazywisdom.net.
Dragonfly Dialogues: Memories of an Awakening Spirit by Lorna Brown • April 3, 7
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • In sharing her personal story, Lorna hopes to inspire others to
recognize the unique part each of us plays on this journey called life. Join us for a time
of sharing, inspiration, questions and a special meditation. Free. Call Rachel 665-2757;
rachel@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.
Breaking Free: How Forgiveness and A Course in Miracles Can Set You Free by Lorri
Coburn • April 24, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • Local author Lorri Coburn discusses the
principles of A Course in Miracles as they relate to her newly published book, Breaking
Free. The book contains numerous stories from Lorri’s psychotherapy practice that simplify the deep, philosophical ideas of A Course in Miracles. Free. Call Rachel 665-2757;
rachel@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.
Children of the Greatest Generation with Fred Lauck • Jan. 28, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy
Wisdom • Book signing, reading and discussion. Free. Call Fred 248-535-0012; flauck@
comcast.net or fredlauck.com.
The Sacred Work of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren with Elaine Williams •
Sunday, January 8, at 2 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom • Book signing, reading and discussion.
Free. The author can be reached at 248-396-5735 or at: elainekwilliams@aol.com.

Bodywork
MNRI Visual and Auditory Reflexes Integration with Dr. Svetlana Masgutova • Feb
1-3 in Brighton • Professionals, parents, and caregivers working with clients or children
facing visual and auditory challenges are encouraged to attend. The course explores in
great detail the physiology and psychology of the visual and auditory systems, the developmental effects of hyper- and hypo-sensitive challenges, and the important role the visual
and auditory systems play in the integration of all motor reflex movements and patterns.
$570, or $342 if you are a reviewer of the course. Call Jacquelin Kilburn 810-231-9042;
info@jump-in-products.com or masgutovamethod.com.

Book Discussion Groups
Crazy Wisdom Monthly Book Discussion • Feb. 17, Mar. 23, April 13; 7 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore • Come in and buy the featured month’s title and receive 30%
off! Discussion is free. No registration necessary. Feel welcome to just come! For more
information, call Rachel at 665-2757; rachel@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.
Feb. 17 • The 22 Non-Negotiable Laws of Wellness: Feel, Think, and Live Better Than
You Ever Thought Possible by Frank Anderson, hosted by Rachel Pastiva. Everything
we think, say, feel, and do has a direct impact on our physical and emotional health. And
yet we overlook this fundamental truth every day. A solution exists. This book advocates a
holistic non-nonsense approach to health.
Mar. 23 • The Best Spiritual Writing 2012 edited by Philip Zaleski, hosted by Bill
Zirinsky. Culled from a wide range of American journals, these spiritual perspectives are
expressed in splendid pieces as diverse as the sources from which they come, offering all
readers a unique opportunity to explore the world of faith and spirituality.
April 13 • The Holographic Universe by Michael Talbot hosted by Jerri Dodge. A classic in the field of science, reality, and spirituality, this book is one of the more easily read,
understood, and discussed in the genre. The book draws connections from the varied range
of subjects such as quantum-theory physics, paranormal and mystical experiences and
neurophysiology in surprisingly readable and enjoyable format.
The Artist’s Way by Julia Cameron Series hosted by Heather Glidden • Eight Tuesdays, 6-8 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Calling anyone (not just artists)
who is interest in leading a more creative or spiritual life? This workshop is a guided
exploration of The Artist’s Way and includes mediation, life coaching inquiry, and time
to work through exercises in the book. Free/donations welcome. Call Heather 709-1464;
heather.glidden@gmail.com.
Feb. 21 • The Artist’s Way, week #1: Recovering a Sense of Safety
Feb. 28 • The Artist’s Way, week #2: Recovering a Sense of Identity
March 6 • The Artist’s Way, week #3: Recovering a Sense of Power
March 20 • The Artist’s Way, week #4: Recovering a Sense of Integrity
March 27 • The Artist’s Way, week #5: Recovering a Sense of Possibility
April 3 • The Artist’s Way, week #6: Recovering a Sense of Abundance
April 17 • The Artist’s Way, week #7: Recovering a Sense of Connection
April 24 • The Artist’s Way, week #8: Recovering a Sense of Strength
Alone Together, Why We Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other by
Sherry Turkle hosted by Carole Kirby • March 4, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Digital technology is a blessing in so many ways, yet it has its upside and
downside. Sherry Turkle’s book explores the impact of technology of our relationships,
privacy and community. Carole will share some insights and information from the book.
Come participate in a discussion about her message and concerns. Free. Call Carole at
424-2797; carole777@aol.com or therapy4couples.com.
Jewel Heart Readers • Jan. 10, Feb. 14, March 13 & April 10; 7-8:30 p.m. • Enjoy
lively discussion on monthly dharma-related book selections with fellow sangha. Free
with donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Lighthouse Book Club • Every Tuesday hosted by Nirmala Hanke; 7:30-9 p.m. •
Exploring the lives of spiritual masters. All are welcome. $15 building fee per book. Call
Prachi Patricia Thiel 449-4381; thielp17@yahoo.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Jan. 10-31 • Buddha by Deepak Chopra
Feb. 7-28 • Jesus by Deepak Chopra
March 6-27 • Mohammed by Deepak Chopra
April 3-24 • Mohavir by Shri Chandanaji
Book Study hosted by Marina Sionov • Monthly, every second Monday • 7-9 p.m. •
The Divine Plan was written in the form of a commentary on H.P. Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine expressly for the purpose of those who wish to read and gain a deeper understanding
of the Secret Doctrine --- presenting an exposition of the Doctrines of Esoteric Philosophy.
Call Marina 248-545-8553; lotus711@yahoo.com or tsdetroit.org.
Secret Doctrine Study Group hosted by Mara Radzvickas • every Tuesday, 7-9 p.m. •
A serious, in-depth study of the Secret Doctrine, drawing on various resources, including
video and books of commentary (including Man the Measure of all Things). Free. Call
Mara 248-545-1961; lotus711@yahoo.com or tsdetroit.org.
“Faces of Faith:...(library program) hosted by The Interfaith Round Table of Washtenaw County • Jan. 15; 2-4 p.m. • 20-25 people on different spiritual paths and from our
own community will offer short summaries of their own beliefs and practices. Attendees
will be able to sit one on one with up to three “books” and gain a deeper appreciation for
our local religious diversity. Free. Call George 424-1535; gbrides@umich.edu or irtwc.
org.
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Breathwork
Ongoing Transformational Breathwork Class with Frank Levey • Tuesdays, 9:30-11
a.m. or 7-8:30 p.m. • Each class will offer an opportunity to unblock restricted breathing
patterns, a brief instructions for beginners, and an hour-long facilitated breath session with
integration. Re-teaching our bodies to breathe in the manner in which they were designed
brings great ease and well-being to all of our levels of being. $15-$25. Call Frank 6578742; frank@awakenedbreath.net or awakenedbreath.net.
Introduction to Better Breathing With Yoga with Jody Tull • Feb. 10, 6-7:30 p.m.
• Reduce the impact of breathing conditions such as asthma and allergies by learning
techniques for shifting body chemistry to minimize reactivity and inflammation. $30. To
register or for information call Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.
com.
Group Breath Session with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Jan. 11, Feb. 6, March 7, April
2, May 9, June 4, 6:30-8:00 p.m. • This class is for experienced breathers who want to
deepen the benefits of conscious breathing by developing a consistent breath practice. The
workshop will consist of intention setting, a facilitated breath session closing with sharing
and integration. You must have previously attended at least three Transformational Breathing Introductory Workshops. $25. Call Pat 416-5200; inspire@globalbreathinstitute.com.
Prana of Breath - Intro with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Jan. 29, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.;
March 19, 7-9:30 p.m.; May 12, 4:30-7 p.m. • Learn what the breath can do for you, not
just to restore health but to bring a renewed sense of vitality, optimism and joy to your
life. Sooth your Soul and free your Spirit with a powerful breath session. $50. Call Pat
416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
The Prana of Forgiveness with Dave and Pat Krajovic • March 25, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. •
Experience the joy of letting go of old wounds and burden of guilt. Learn to find strength
within to break the pattern of victimhood. Gain the power and freedom that comes from
understanding our power as creators. Includes the work of Transformational Breathing,
Colin Tipping’s Radical Forgiveness as well as elements of Pranic Healing. $139. Call
Dave 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
The Presence Process Work Group with Pat and Dave Krajovic • every Tuesday
April 17 thru June 19 • Let go of the drama in your life. Facilitation through Michael
Brown’s best seller, The Presence Process. Ten facilitated breath sessions. $222 via
conference call (repeaters $111). Call 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or
bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Effective Stress Relieving Strategies for Modern Living with Dave and Pat Krajovic
• April 25, 7-9 p.m.; June 3, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. • Learn effective tools that you can use to
clear away stress energies, help you sleep better and renew your energy level. We will
teach you the master tool that Andrew Weil, MD, says is the most important thing you can
do for optimum health. $33. Call Pat 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or
bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Buddhism

Spring Yongmaeng Jeongjin at the Zen Buddhist Temple • March 29, 7 p.m. through
April 1, 8 a.m. • Conducted by Ven. Haju Sunim, resident priest at the Temple in Ann
Arbor. This retreat is an intensive period of zen practice geared toward the experienced
student. $60 per day or $50 for members. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.
org.
Odyssey to Freedom - section 5 (continued) and section 6 with Jewel Heart Instructors • Wednesdays, Jan. 4, 11, 25, Feb. 1, 8, 15, March 7 &14, 7-8:30 p.m. • Gelek
Rimpoche created Odyssey to Freedom as an accessible and concise Lam Rim, encompassing the stages on the spiritual path from our current situation, as it is, through to full
enlightenment. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
White Tara Meditation Sessions with Jewel Heart Instructors • Sundays, Jan. 8, 15,
22, 29, Feb. 5, 12, 19, March 11, 18, 25; 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. • Tara is the mother
goddess of Tibetan Buddhism, known for her quick and compassionate activity. She is
particularly associated with healing and long life. Join us for a guided meditation using
visualization techniques to overcome physical, mental, and emotional suffering. Free with
donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

“To be nobody but yourself in a world which is doing
its best, night and day, to make you everybody else,
means to fight the hardest battle which any human
being can fight; and never stop fighting.”
				
~ e.e. cummings
Lama Chopa with Jewel Heart Instructors • Mondays, Jan. 9, 23, Feb. 6, 20, March
12, 26, April 9, 23; 7-8:30 p.m. • Lama Chopa is a complete guru yoga practice integrating aspects of sutra and tantra into a common framework, based on Gelek Rimpoche’s
commentary Guru Devotion: Integrating the Primordial Mind. Also available as an online
offering. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
The Four Noble Truths with Jewel Heart Instructors • Thursdays, Jan. 26, Feb. 9.
16, 23, March 8, 15, 22, 29; 7-8:30 p.m. • This course introduces Buddha’s revolutionary
message that suffering can come to an end through one’s own efforts. Following Gelek
Rimpoche’s transcript Four Noble Truths, participants rely on readings, discussion and
mediation. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Creating Space: Clarity and Insight Through Meditation with Jewel Heart Instructors • Mondays, Jan. 23, 30, Feb. 6, 13, 30, March 5, 12, 19; 7-8:30 p.m. • Meditation
provides us with a clear stable mind, necessary for a happy life and the foundation for
deepening our spiritual journey. This course offers hands-on experience with the basic
elements of meditation using breath, posture and techniques for coping with distraction
and laxity of the mind. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or
jewelheart.org.

Introductory Zen Meditation Course at the Zen Buddhist Temple • Five Thursdays
starting Jan. 12 and March 8; 6:15-8:30 p.m. • The viewpoint of Zen is that life lived
fully in each moment is the end and purpose in itself, and not the means for something
else. Held in the Temple’s meditation hall, the course includes simple stretching exercises,
work with the breath, meditation postures, concentration, and mindfulness practice. $160
or $120 unwaged. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.

Synopsis of Guide to Bodhisattva’s Way of Life with Jewel Heart Instructors •
Wednesdays, March 21, 28, April 4, 11, 18, 25, May 2, 9 16, 23, 30, June 6, 13, 20, 27;
7-8:30 p.m. • This course, a synopsis of the activities of a bodhisattva and based upon the
writings of the Indian saint and scholar Shantideva, is offered in preparation for the 2012
Summer Retreat held from July 5-15. This course is open to all. $150 non-members. Call
994-3387; programs jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

Introduction to Buddhism Seminar at the Zen Buddhist Temple • Five Thursdays
starting Jan. 12 and March 8; 6:30-8:30 p.m. • This five-session class is not a lecture,
but a participatory seminar and group study. Participants should be able to dedicate two
hours weekly to studying the assigned topic. $60 or $50 members. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.

GOM Practice Weekend with Jewel Heart Instructors • March 23-25; Friday 7-9
p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. - 8:30 p.m., Sunday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • GOM, or concentrated
meditation, is an essential tool the helps develop peace and joy as well as the power to
deeply understand wisdom. This meditation weekend intensive, offered according to the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition, will include practice sessions with light guidance. Silence will
be maintained between sessions. Practice sessions will include sitting and walking meditations. Donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

One-Day Zen Meditation Retreat at Zen Buddhist Temple • Feb. 11 and April 14,
9-5 p.m. • Sitting and walking meditation, simple manual work, vegetarian meals, and
rest - an interval of deepening, of slowing down, silence, and mindfulness. $50 includes a
vegetarian meal. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Overnight Introductory Meditation Course at the Zen Buddhist Temple • March 9,
7 p.m. to March 10, Noon • This format is primarily for out-of-towners, but local people
who cannot attend the Thursday evening course or who prefer the overnight retreat are
also welcome. $160 includes accommodation and vegetarian breakfast. Call 761-6520;
annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Two Ongoing Sunday Services at the Zen Buddhist Temple • 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. •
Morning meditation service consists of two periods of meditation and a talk. Afternoon
dharma service has two shorter periods of sitting meditation, sometimes walking meditation, reflection, chanting, a short talk, and a question and answer session. You can sit on a
mat and cushion or on a chair. Everyone welcome. There is also a Children’s Service on
the second and fourth Sundays of each month. By donation. Call 761-6520; annarbor@
zenbuddhisttemple.org.

Sunday Morning Talks with Gelek Rimpoche or Jewel Heart Instructors • Sundays,
10-11 a.m. Talk and 11-11:30 a.m. Tea and Cookies • Join us for a taste of Buddhism
through introductory talks on contemporary issues followed by tea and cookies. January
1 thru March 31, except Feb. 26. Special event on March 4 - Je Tsong Khapa Longevity
Empowerment. Open to all. Free with donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@
jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Je Tsong Khapa Longevity Empowerment with Gelek Rimpoche • March 4, 10
a.m.-12:30 p.m. • Open to all. Free with donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@
jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
A Conversation with Philip Glass • Jan. 17, 7-9 p.m. • In Ann Arbor for his worldrenowned opera, Einstein on the Beach, Philip Glass will give a public talk at the Jewel
Heart Center. $15-$30. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
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Tibetan Buddhism in the West: Enlightenment on Mainstreet with Glenn Mullin • Feb. 3, 7-9 p.m. • This talk looks at the unfolding of the enlightenment tradition
as prophesied by Buddha himself and at how you can be part of the fulfillment of that
prophecy. $10 donation. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

KEEPING THE SPIRT OF SUNDANCE
ALIVE ALL YEAR ROUND

Chakchen De-nga: The Five Sides of Mahamudra Training with Glenn Mullin •
Feb. 4, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 2-5 p.m. • Lama Tsongkhapa studied extensively in the
Drikung Kargyu monastery. One of the lineages he received is that known as Chakchen
De-nga, or The Five Sides of Mahamudra, referring to the simultaneous experience of
bliss and void. It also refers to “ordinary enlightenment,” the special lineage of cultivating awareness of emptiness and seemingness. $30-60, sliding scale. Call 994-3387;
programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Public Talk with Glenn Mullin • Feb. 5, 6:30-9 p.m., reception 6:30-7:30 p.m. followed by a talk • Glenn Mullin studied in Dharamsala for 12 years. Donation. Call
994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

Ceremonies, Celebrations & Festivals
Second Annual Spring Equinox Craft and Psychic Faire at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • March 24, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. • Come to Crazy Wisdom to help us
celebrate the welcome arrival of Spring! Shop directly from local crafters in our Community Room Artisan Market upstairs, and receive a psychic/tarot reading from local
intuitives set up throughout the store. Admission is free with readings for $1 per minute.
No appointment necessary. Snacks will be available. For more information, contact
Sarah at sarah@crazywisdom.net or Carol at carol@crazywisdom.net, or phone 6652757; crazywisdom.net.
Candlelight Meditation & Healing at Lighthouse Center • Sundays, 5-6:15 p.m. until daylight savings begins then 6-7:15 p.m. • Begin the new week by renewing your
spirit with chanting, meditation, prayer, visualization and a healing circle. Reiki healing
available. By love donation. Call Prachi Patricia Thiel at 449-4381; thielp17@yahoo.co
or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Easter Meditation Gathering with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
April 8, 10:15 a.m. • We warmly welcome you to join us; if possible, please let us know
you are coming. We will share in song-chants, inspired thoughts, and a recorded message from Mata Yoganandaji, followed by silent prayer and pure meditation for as long
as you wish. People of all faiths, meditation practices, and traditions welcome. Free Call
517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Imbolc Ritual with Shining Lakes Grove, ADF • Feb. 5, 2-5 p.m. • Join us as we
honor Brid, the Irish goddess of the hearth, inspiration and many other things. Ritual
will be held at the ICC Ed Center. Free. Call Rev. Rob Henderson 277-1897; robh@
shininglakes.org or shininglakes.org.
Spring Equinox Ritual with Shining Lakes Grove, ADF • March 18, 2-5 p.m. • Join
us as we honor Ana, our Grove’s goddess of the Huron River and celebrate the coming
of spring. Ritual will be held at the ICC Ed Center. Free. Call Rev. Rob Henderson 2771897; robh@shininglakes.org or shininglakes.org.
New Year’s Day Service at Zen Buddhist Temple • Jan. 1, 11:30 a.m. • Come join
us as we begin 2012 with contemplation. Free. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Earth Day Celebration for All Ages at Zen Buddhist Temple • April 15, 9:30-11:30
a.m. • Service 9:30-11:30, followed by celebration and garden planting. Free. Call 7616520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Full Moon Potluck & Bonfire at Strawbale Studio • Jan. 9, Feb. 7, March 8, April
6; 5 p.m. • Tour the Strawbale Studio & other natural buildings, share delicious food &
hang out at the bonfire or woodstove. Learn about upcoming workshops & internships.
Details on website calendar. Free and donations welcome. Call Deanne 248-628-1887;
ecoartdb@gmail.com or strawbalestudio.org.

Channeling
Evenings with Aaron with Barbara Brodsky and Aaron • March 16, April 13 &
May 25; 7-9:30 p.m. • An open session with Aaron and Barbara. Aaron’s talks will
cover spiritual practices including Vipassana and Pure Awareness Meditation, Working
with Inner Guidance, and Supporting Changes in our physical/spiritual bodies through
the work with body energy, the elements, sound and Open Heart. Talk is followed by
Q&A. By donation. Call Deep Spring at 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.
org.

Chant
Community Hu Chant • Every Friday, 6:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community
Room • Singing Hu is a great way to tune into spiritual currents and initiate profound
spiritual experiences. We sing Hu for 20 minutes, followed by silent contemplation.
Free. Call John Zissis 320-2010; meetup.com/spiritual-growthmeetup.
Ann Arbor Kirtan • Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 23, April 13; 7:30-9:30 p.m. • Come
join us for an informal evening of yogic and Sanskrit chanting. Kirtan is a participatory
call and response, cross-cultural music experience that incorporates the audience into
the performance. $5 donation, if possible. Call Karen at 645-8904; krlevin@comcast.net
or kirtanannarbor.org.

ANN ARBOR’S DOWNTOWN CENTER FOR
FINE FILM AND THE PERFORMING ARTS
603 E. LIBERTY ST. • (734) 668-TIME • MICHTHEATER.ORG

Where Do We Distribute
The Crazy Wisdom
Community Journal?
10,000 copies of The Crazy Wisdom Community
Journal are distributed to more than 180 locations
in theAnn Arbor area, including Crazy Wisdom
Bookstore, Whole Foods, Plum Market, Castle
Remedies at the Parkway Center, the Food Co-op,
Kerrytown, Nicola’s, the Zen Temple, Sweetwaters,
Pharmacy Solutions, Michigan Union, the Better
Health Store, the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy, North Campus Commons, Arbor Farms,
the Center for Sacred Living, Complete Chiropractic,
the Lotus Center, Organic Bliss, the Lighthouse
Center, Jewel Heart, Tsogyelgar, the Aprill Wellness
Center, Yoga Space, Michigan Theater,
Deep Spring Center, and the Weber Center.
We also distribute to the offices of dozens of doctors,
holistic health care providers and therapists.

If you’d like us to bring copies of
The CW Community Journal to your office, studio
or center, please call us at 734-665-2757
or email: bill@crazywisdom.net.
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Birth Story Nights:
Honoring All Experiences from All Mothers
By Kate Stroud
The women sit in a circle. The lights are low. The energy in
the room is that of calm, loving acceptance of all that will
be shared within these four walls. Sometimes the room is
filled with tears and sometimes there are fits of laughter.
As the stories are shared throughout the evening, we all
cannot help but be affected by them and see threads of
other women’s stories in our own experiences.

We honor all experiences from all mothers,
young and old, single or partnered, lesbian
or straight, of all classes and races, and all
different ways of birthing.

Our default is to hear difficult stories without comment
because too often women face a sort of inquisition when
they tell the stories of difficult births. Often they are asked:
Did you try this? Why did you go to the hospital so early?
Why did you let them induce you so early? Why didn’t you
keep trying? Why didn’t you pick a different provider?

Photo by Tyler Habrecht

Birth Story Nights are a place that mothers — all mothers
— can come and share their journey through birth. We
are open to listening to women recount all paths that they
have had to walk to get where they are. Sometimes the
stories are joyful and triumphant and sometimes the stories
are filled with grief and disappointment. In this space we
do not judge or try to solve; we listen and hold the space
for a mother to speak and be heard.

Kate Stroud leads monthly Personal Renewal Groups for Mothers and hosts Birth
Story Nights seasonally. The next one will be on March 15th. She has a massage
therapy practice, teaches Birth Doula Trainings, and also offers private childbirth
education classes.

Still other times, women come to the Birth Story Night hungry for feedback
and validation and we will give it when asked. Often some of the greatest
healing can come after telling a horrible story and hearing someone across
the room speak quietly and say, “I remember when I felt like that” or “I am so
sorry. Nobody deserves that.”
We honor all experiences from all mothers, young and old, single or
partnered, lesbian or straight, of all classes and races, and all different ways
of birthing. The evenings are set up with guidelines shared at the beginning of
the night, among them a request that the storyteller’s privacy be respected and
that the stories shared that night stay in the room and don’t travel out into the
greater community.
These evenings can be very helpful to women by creating a safe place for
them to share as much or as little as they choose of their birth in a nonjudgmental space. Women can also hear the journeys other women have had
into motherhood, which is often beneficial to the listener in processing her
own birth or planning future births.
We learn from these evenings of sharing that we should never make
assumptions regarding how a mother emotionally processes her birth. A
very straightforward, uncomplicated vaginal delivery, which the mother had
wanted, still has the potential to be a traumatic experience. Maybe it didn’t
match her original expectations, was far more painful than she expected,
or she felt lost, confused, or out of control. Conversely, a long labor with
many interventions that ends in a caesarean section has the potential to be
a positive experience for the mother, especially if she felt she was part of the
decision making process and felt heard and respected through her birth. Each
woman has her own way of experiencing and processing the events around
her birth. It is important that others respect her experience and that she feels
heard when speaking.
Often these words are spoken: “You and your baby are healthy and that is
what is important.” This empathetic comment is well intentioned but it can
also make it seem as if simply coming out of the experience alive is a good
outcome. Any mother who feels disappointed or traumatized by her birth or

upset about short-term or long-term impacts on her body can be made to feel
like she is weak, whiny, or selfish. This is in part why we work on recognizing
that a birth can have long lasting effects both negative and positive.
With the Birth Story Nights we create a safe space for a mother to express
her feelings about her birth the way she experiences them. There are times
that a mother just needs the space to be angry about her experience and is
not looking for someone to help her feel better. The feelings that women have
about their stories will sometimes evolve over time, too, and women might
attend more than one Birth Story Night and share how time has changed her
feelings about what has happened to her.
Birth Story Nights are not only for women who have a traumatic or negative
story to tell. We also hold the space for mothers who want to tell their

We learn from these evenings of sharing that we
should never make assumptions regarding how a
mother emotionally processes her birth.
positive stories. Women who have an empowering, happy birth can feel bad
about sharing their stories in a community where a lot of women have very
different histories. Women with positive experiences also need space to share
without feeling guilty; the Birth Story Nights allow for that, encouraging them
to speak up and contribute to a rich and varied history. Together, our stories
empower us, offering hope, healing, and community.
Kate Stroud, C.D. (DONA), C.C.E., M.T., is a mother of two. Along with her massage
therapy practice, she teaches DONA Birth Doula Trainings, private childbirth education
classes, and facilitates a Personal Renewal Group for Mothers once a month at her office
in Ypsilanti. The next Birth Story Night will be held on Thursday, March 15, from
7:00-9:00 p.m. at Trillium Collective, 300 N. Huron, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197. For
more information, call 734-395-6900 or email info@katestroud.com.
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Chant (continued)
World Peace Chanting Service at Zen Buddhist Temple • Jan. 23 - 28, 6:30 a.m. every
day, and 7 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday • A week-long kido
chanting and purification service for repentance, peace of the world and happiness for all
beings. Open to all. Free. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.

Childbirth
Professional Education in Breastfeeding with Barbara Robertson through Center for
Childbearing Year • Part I: March 10 , 9 a.m.-2 p.m.; Part II: March 16 1:30-6 p.m.
• This workshop provides a grounding in the fundamentals of breastfeeding and will educate professionals who work with women postpartum in the counseling skills necessary
to assess and correct breastfeeding problems. $85 for Part I or $150 for both with early
registration discount offered. Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
DONA International Birth Doula Workshop with Patty Brennan through Center for
the Childbearing Year • Feb. 11-12 or April 20-21: 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. each day or every
Wednesday April 25 - May 23: 6-9:30 p.m. • Are you interested in a career working with
moms and babies? Become a professional birth doula! This training teaches you the skills
necessary to provide emotional, physical, and informational support to expectant mothers
and their families. You do not need to be a mother yourself nor have a medical background
to become a doula - just a passion for birth and the desire to be a support role for other
moms. Class leads to professional certification through DONA International. $385 with
advanced discounts available. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
DONA International Postpartum Doula Workshop with Patty Brennan through
Center for the Childbearing Year • March 15-18: Thursday, 1:30-7:15 p.m., Friday
and Saturday, 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. and Sunday, 8:30 a.m.-3:15 p.m. • Turn your passion
for helping moms, babies, and new families into a profitable career. Become a professional birth doula! This course prepares you to provide excellent in-home care to families
in the postpartum period. Topics include the multifaceted role of the postpartum doula,
significance of the birth experience and implications for postpartum recovery, normal
physiologic recovery for the mother and holistic support measures, newborn care, baby
calming techniques, baby wearing, support strategies for families with multiples, the latest
breastfeeding information and how to troubleshoot common concerns, help for depressed
moms, client contracts, and how to establish your business. Class leads to professional
certification through DONA International. $435 with advanced discounts available. Call
663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Introduction to Childbirth for Doulas with Patty Brennan through Center for the
Childbearing Year • Feb 10 or April 20, 10-6:30 p.m. • Want to become a doula and
wondering where to start? Get grounded in the basics of childbirth education. Learn how
to facilitate informed decision making for your clients with up-to-date information on the
benefits, risks, and alternatives to medical interventions in the birth process and with the
newborn. Topics include anatomy and physiology of pregnancy, labor, birth, nutrition, and
more. $125 with early registration discount available. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.
com or center4cby.com.
Breastfeeding Basics with Barbara Robertson through Center for the Childbearing
Year • March 13 and 20, 6:30-8:45 p.m.; Feb 4 or April 28, 12:30-5 p.m. • We want to
help your breastfeeding experience be satisfying, joyful, and pain-free! This class prepares
the mother-to-be for a successful breastfeeding experience. Topics include latching and
positioning the baby, overcoming common obstacles, learning your baby’s hunger cues,
and more. $65 per couple. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Care for Your Newborn with Center for the Childbearing Year • Feb 18, 12:30-5 p.m.
or March 27 & April 3, 6:30-8:45 p.m. • We share practical insights and identify supportive resources for new parents. What about diapering, bathing, and calming the baby?
How much stuff do you really need? Learn how to read your baby’s cues. $65 per couple.
Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Childbirth Preparation: Everything You Need to Know with Center for the Childbearing Year • Seven Tuesdays: Jan. 17 - Feb. 28 or Seven Wednesdays: March
7 - April 18; 6:30-8:45 p.m. • Birth is normal and you can do it! This series provides a
community of expectant parents who come together to learn about childbirth and explore
related topics in preparation for giving birth. Emphasis is placed on developing confidence
in a woman’s natural capacity to birth, comfort measures and labor support techniques,
alternatives to drugs, cesarean prevention, and the baby’s needs. $240 per couple. Call
663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Childbirth Preparation: Focus on Labor and Birth - Condensed Series with Center
for the Childbearing Year • Jan. 21 and 28, 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m. or March 24 and 31,
1-4:30 p.m. • The two-session condensed series is designed for folks with busy schedules
who cannot accommodate a longer series, couples seeking a refresher class for a second
(or more!) baby or couples planning a homebirth. We’ll focus on just the basics: the process of labor and birth, coping with pain, support techniques and comfort measures, and
the postpartum recovery period. $170 per couple. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com
or center4cby.com.
Seven Top Questions about Becoming a Doula with Patty Brennan through the
Center for Childbearing Year • Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 2, 8-9 p.m. • Monthly
live Teleseminar designed to explore the whether or not becoming a doula is right for you.
Doula business expert and author of The Doula Business Guide: Creating a Successful
MotherBaby Business will host a free seminar with a Q&A session. She will cover training, career paths, the “on-call” lifestyle, blending doula work and family life, the viability
of doula business and more. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.

Meet the Midwives with New Moon Midwifery • second Monday of each month at
6:30 p.m. • Considering homebirth? Join us to learn about New Moon Midwifery services,
homebirth, waterbirth, doula services and options in childbirth. Free. Call Anna 424-0220;
info@newmoonmidwifery.com or newmoonmidwifery.com.
Homebirth Circle • Second Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. • A social gathering
and discussion group for families who are considering homebirth, planning a homebirth
or have birthed at home. Free. Call Anna 424-0220; info@newmoonmidwifery.com or
newmoonmidwifery.com.
Birth and the First Three Months with Deb Rhizal • Thursdays Jan. 5 - Feb. 9 or
Feb. 16 - March 22; Mondays Jan. 30 - March 5 or March 19 - April 23 • Comprehensive childbirth and newborn class emphasizing attachment, personal wellbeing and strong
families. $235. Call Deb 926-5566; contact@debrhizal.com or pregnancyarts.com.
Lamaze Childbirth Class with Lamaze Family Center Ann Arbor • Mondays: Jan.
23 - Feb.13 or Feb. 27 - March 19 or April 9 - April 30, Tuesdays: Jan. 17. - Feb. 7
or Feb. 28 - March 20 or April 3 - April 24, Thursdays: Jan. 5 - Jan. 26 or Feb. 16 March 8 or March 22 - April 12 • Prepare for your baby’s birth with a comprehensive,
evidence-based 12-hour childbirth class with a free 2-hour breastfeeding class. $175. Call
Meredith 973-1014; meredith@lamazefamilycenter.org or lamazefamilycenter.org.
Childbirth Related Classes with Indigo Forest • For more information on the following
classes, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
Understanding Your Newborn Baby with Rebecca Morris • One Saturday afternoon
per month • $60 per couple.
Working and Breastfeeding Guidance with Keleigh Lee • One Sunday per month, 1-3
p.m. • $30.
Special Breastfeeding Topics with Keleigh Lee • Two Wednesdays per month, 6:308:30 • $20.
Beginning Breastfeeding Guidance with Keleigh Lee • Two Wednesdays per month,
6:30-8:30 • $60.
When Fertility is Challenging with Juliana Sanchez • April 28, 10-11 a.m. • $15.
Birthing Again with Krista Dragun • Four-week series • $200.
VBACs: Having a Vaginal Birth After a Cesarean with Beth Barbeau • Feb. 11 or
April 21, 1-4 p.m. • $50/couple.
Birth Story Circle with Krista Dragun • Sundays • $60.
Strategies for Natural Birthing in the Hospital with Beth Barbeau • Jan. 21, 1-4:30
p.m.
Holistic Childbirth Education with Beth Barbeau • Seven Saturdays, Feb. 25-April 7;
9:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m. • $210/couple.

Children & Young Adults
Complete listings for children are found in the
Children’s Section of this Journal, devoted to events
and classes for children, young adults, and families.
Fairy Teas at Crazy Wisdom • Feb. 23 with 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings; May 13, 1
p.m. Mother’s Day Fairy Tea • Children and their families are welcome for tea and petit
fours served by real fairies! Celebrate with our magical fairies as they serve tea, treats,
and magic. There will be story time with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
Fairy attire is encouraged. Be creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger
free. Tickets are available by stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to the
event. For information call, 734-66-2757 or email jerri@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.

A Course in Miracles
The Basic Principles of A Course in Miracles with Lorri Coburn at Crazy Wisdom
Community Room • April 28, 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • You will gain an intellectual and
experiential understanding of the basic principles of A Course in Miracles, as found in
Lorri Coburn’s book, Breaking Free: How Forgiveness and A Course in Miracles Can Set
You Free. $75. Call Lorri 646-6585; lorricassie@sbcglobal.net or lorricoburn.com.
A Course in Miracles Study Group with Interfaith Center • Mondays, 6:45-8:30 p.m.
• Join us as we read aloud the popular Foundation for Inner Peace metaphysical book, A
Course in Miracles. Donations welcome. Call Rev. Dave Bell 327-0270; dave@interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.
A Course in Miracles Workbook Study Group with Interfaith Center • Thursdays,
12-1:30 p.m. • All welcome to study the workbook lessons of A Course in Miracles,
focusing on a non-dualistic interpretation. Donations welcome. Call Rev. Dave Bell 3270270; dave@interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.

Crystals
Chakra Healing Class with Maret Johnson • first Thursday every month, 12-2 p.m.,
third Tuesday every month, 6-8 p.m. or by special arrangement • Create a unique
bracelet using healing stones as we explore their healing properties. $35 includes supplies,
early registration discount. Call 481-9981; gail@worldofrocks.com or worldofrocks.com.
Adult Star Crystal Group with Carol Clarke • third Thursday every month, 7-8:30
p.m. • This is a recurring monthly discussion group focusing on the use of different crystals/minerals each month. Includes meditation and worksheets. $20. Call Carol 416-5200;
cclarke2005@hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
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Readers & Massage at
Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
Tarot • Psychic • Intuitive •
Numerology • Astrology •
Cosmo • Palmistry • Seated Massage

No appointment needed;
Readings & Massage $1 per minute
Thursdays
Seated Massage with Mary Ledvina, NCBTMB
4:00 - 7:00 p.m. A Healthy Happy Hour
734-646-9161; maryledvina@earthlink.net
Tarot Readings with Rebecca Williams
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
734-660-9680; rebeccawilliams999@comcast.net
Fridays
Tarot Readings with Jenna Harbin
1st and 3rd Friday, 2:00 - 5:00 and
2nd and 4th Saturday, 10:30 - 1:30
503-267-6002; Jennaharbin@gmail.com
Intuitive Readings with Irena Nagler
2nd & 4th Fridays, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
734-996-1772; birena@umich.edu
Intuitive/Psychic Readings with Marcella Fox
1st & 3rd Fridays, 7:00 – 10:00 p.m.
734-717-8513
Saturdays
COSMO Readings with John Fredericks
1st & 3rd Saturdays, 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
734-368-1780; jfreder8@emich.edu
Intuitive/Psychic Readings with Diane Evans
1st & 3rd Saturdays, 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
734-327-9568; in-genius@comcast.net
Intuitive/Psychic Readings with Amy Garber
2nd & 4th Saturdays, 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
734-358-0218; metafizzy@gmail.com
Tarot Readings with Randy Weiser
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
734-482-9874; randy_weiser@yahoo.com
Sundays
Intuitive Astrology Readings with Richard Weber
2nd & 4th Sundays, 12:00 - 3:00 p.m.
734-434-0804; richardmweber@sbcglobal.net
Palmistry Readings with Vijayalaxmi Shinde
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
734-222-9160; vijaya_laxmi@comcast.net

Crazy Wisdom Bookstore and Tea Room
114 S. Main Street, Ann Arbor
734-665-2757 • www.crazywisdom.net

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Dance & Movement
Dances of Universal Peace with Judy Lee Trautman • Jan. 6, Feb. 3, March 2, &
April 6 • Dances of Universal Peace were originated in the 60’s in San Francisco by Sufi
teacher Samuel Lewis to celebrate the world’s religions through simple folk dance steps.
The dances, a form of moving meditation, require no partner or experience. $5 donation.
Call Judy Lee 419-475-6535; jltrautman@sbcglobal.net or peacedance.multifaithjourneys.
org.
The Pilates Method of Body Conditioning with Michelle Millman • Wednesdays at
noon • The Pilates Method is a system of restorative floor exercise that works the body
within its natural limits without stressing joints/muscles. It strengthens the abdomen and
torso. Students gain an understanding of how to move efficiently without pain gaining energy, grace and control. $60 for 5 classes. Call Collette 302-3502; owner@kenvillestudios.
com or kenvillestudios.com.
Winter Session at Tree of Life • Jan. 9 thru March 17 • Check out the exciting variety
of classes at treeoflifestudio.org. Costs vary, depending on class. Call 433-0697; info@
treeoflifestudio.org.
Spring Session at Tree of Life • April 9 thru beginning of June • Check out the exciting
variety of classes at treeoflifestudio.org. Costs vary, depending on class. Call 433-0697;
info@treeoflifestudio.org.
Hip Hop with Ziva Gibbs • Mondays, Jan. 9 thru March 12, 6-7 p.m. • Learn fundamental movements of East and West Coast Hip Hop including basic isolation, top rock,
drops, downrock, and freezes associated with breakdancing. Plus the West coast sharp
isolation of popping and comical gesturing. Styles will be combined to perform complex
cyphers with fun choreography. $12 drop in / $100 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@
treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
African Dance with Jenabah Giacomelli • Mondays, Jan. 9 thru March 12, 7-8:30
p.m. • Let the beat of the drums move your body and soul! This class offers a rich taste of
African culture and provides an amazing, full body workout. Get ready to sweat and have
fun! All levels welcome. $15 drop-in or $130 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudios.org.
Oula with Katie Capaldi • Wednesdays, Jan. 11 thru March 14, 6-7 p.m. • Oula offers
balance between the hip and the hippy, with its structured but easy and fun choreography,
while encouraging self-expression and freedom of movement. Easy to learn through repetitive sequences. $12 drop in / $100 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.
org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Zumba with Jane Helzer • Saturdays, Jan. 14 thru March 17, 10-11 a.m. • Zumba
fuses Latin and world rhythms into easy to follow moves that create a dynamic fitness
class. Using interval-training sessions where fast and slow rhythms and resistance training
are combined to tone and sculpt the body while burning fat. $12 drop in / $100 for 10
weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Tribal Style Belly: Basics, Concepts & Combos with Cheri Sing • Thursdays, Jan.
12 thru March 15, 6-7 p.m. • Class will begin with a warm up that includes stretches,
strengthening and postural drills, followed by basic movements, combos and cues. Student
will learn vocabulary and technique, and practice concepts of Tribal Style bellydance. $12
drop in / $100 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.
org.
Tribal Style Belly: Conditioning & Choreography with Mylitta Benjamin • Thursdays, Jan. 12 thru March 15, 7-8 p.m. • Develop your strength, length and presence as
you practice your tribal techniques. You will train, refine and embody the grace of this art
form. Fun, energetic way to condition the body and practice the skills within tribal fusion
choreography. Previous belly dancing class recommended. $12 drop in / $100 for 10
weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Tribal Style Belly: Formations, Drills & Zills with Jenabah Giacomelli • Thursdays,
Jan. 12 thru March 15, 8-9 p.m. • Broaden your existing knowledge through new combinations and formation, and build confidence while dancing with zills. Refining techniques,
reviewing vocabulary and drilling our group improvisation will help prepare dancers for
performing. One year of belly dancing experience or permission required. $12 drop in /
$100 for 10 weeks. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.

Divorce Support
Cultivating Peace During and After Divorce with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 17, Noon1:30 • Cultivate your innate peace during and after divorce through a process that focuses
on the gifts in any situation. Find the hidden blessings and move into joyful power. $30.
Call Melanie 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online starting
January 1, 2012 at crazywisdom.net.
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Dreamwork
Dreaming with the Archangels with Deb Foggio • Saturdays, Feb. 11 thru March 10,
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Journey with the four Archangels through the spiritual realm of your
dream world. With their guidance you will discover eternal wisdom and truth, uncover
your life’s mission, tap into past lifetimes or dream of future events. You will learn specific techniques to perform and each evening of the journey you will review special dream
topics to stimulate specific dream experiences. Using dream analysis you will decode
messages delivered in your dreams. $185. Call Deb 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.
net or integrativewellbeing.com.
The Power of Dreams: A Creative Approach to Dream Interpretation • Saturdays,
Feb. 4 thru Feb. 18, 10-11:55 a.m. • Learn various creative methods for interpreting your
dreams and about the multiple meanings and elements of dreams; how to improve recall
and how to recognize dream feedback for problem solving and positive life change. $49.
Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Drumming
Drummunity Circles hosted by Lori Fithian • Jan. 17, Feb. 16, March 14, April 19;
7-9 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Get your hands on a drum and add
your sound and spirit to the community groove. All are welcome to join in the circle. No
experience necessary. Drums available. Free. Call 426-7818; lorifithian@mac.com or
drummunity.com.
Drum 4 Wellness Circle with Interfaith Center • Jan. 7, Feb. 4, March 3, April 7;
7:30-9 p.m. • Facilitated community drum circle. Bring your own or use a drum provided.
$5 suggested donation. Call Don 480-1219; don@drum4wellness.net or interfaithspirit.
org.
Drum 4 Wellness Healing Circle with Don Allen • Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 16, April
20; 7-8:30 p.m. • Experience creating Heartsong in a community circle and new levels
of connection through drumming. Discovering our heart song as an individual and as
a group expands the experience into receiving spiritual wisdom and healing. We will
explore Shamanic ceremonial traditions to open channels for creativity in everyday living.
No experience necessary. $15. Call Deb at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or
integrativewellbeing.com.
Community Drum Jam • Jan. 27, Feb. 24, March 23, April 27; 8-11 p.m. • A monthly
drum circle for all! Feel the pulse at Tree of Life while we build community through
rhythm, song, and dance. All ages welcome. Bring any rhythm instrument or use one of
ours. Free. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Sacred Drumming for Beginners with Carol Clarke • Jan. 26, 7-9 p.m. • This class
bring Native American drumming alive. Through sacred drumming techniques we will
drive away negative feelings and bring your own rhythms to the surface. $25 (bring your
own drum). Call Carol 416-5200; cclarke2005@hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.
com.

Energy Healing
Healing With Meditation with Barry Lipscomb • Jan. 9 & 23, Feb. 6 & 20, March 5
& 19, April 2 & 16: 7:30-9 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Reduce stress,
focus attention, keep you grounded, help maintain clarity of purpose, clear barriers to
goals and connect you will a deeper awareness of your own being. Sessions include explanation before guiding you through an experience of your own energy body and followed
by guided healing meditation. $10 per session. Pre-register at 917-587-3775; barry@barrylipscomb.com or barrylipscomb.com.
Introduction to Alternative Healing Methods with Susana Stoica • March 10, 10:30
a.m. - 3:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Experience several alternative
healing methods and gain an understanding of the types of options alternative medicine
has to offer, when and how are they best used. $80. Call Susana 248-615-1387; susanacwpres@aol.com or stoica.com.
Learn the Emotional Freedom Technique with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan.19, Noon-1:30
• Learn a powerful tool you can use anytime to improve your health, career, abundance,
relationships, retirement, and more. It has unlimited potential to release what is not life
enhancing (fears, emotions, trauma, depression, negativity, disease) and increase whatever
you choose to add joy to your life. As you experience reduced internal conflict, you can
reduce your suffering and increase your peace. $30. Call Melanie 668-2733; mfuscaldo@
gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Harmony of Energy I - Circling Energy with Wasentha Young • Jan. 28, 5:30-7:30
p.m. • We will connect with earth, universal and personal chi through circular movement.
Harnessing these energies in a healing way, you being to understand how to cultivate raw
chi for the health of your mind, body and spirit. $30. Call Wasentha 741-0695; info@
peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Harmony of Energy II - Harmonizing Your Energy Centers with Wasentha Young
• Feb. 11, 5:30-7:30 p.m. • Through visualization, touch and breath this session will
introduce the fundamental qualities of your centers, and bring into harmony the essential
energy flow that connects them. $30. Call Wasentha 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.

Fundamentals of Energy Work with Wasentha Young • Thursdays, Jan. 12 thru April
5, 6-7:15 p.m.• Explore the basic techniques used in mind/body practices including: meditation, stretching, overview of the body’s energy system, and the Reeling of Silk. $180.
Call Wasentha 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Healing Circles with Glenn Pailthorp • Jan. 29, Feb. 19, March 18 and April 15 • Using guided meditations, we will explore healing the body, aura and spirit. Topics include:
chakras, kundalini, shamanic journeys, out-of-body practice, spirit communication, past
life regression and other intuition building exercises. $10 per session. Call Glenn 4178682; glenn@pailthorp.com or pailthorp.com.
Spiraling Into Infinity with Karen Greenberg • Jan. 30, 6-10 p.m. • Receive the training to be able to perform this energy work on clients. Spiraling Into Infinity assists clients
in identifying with and expanding into their limitless, spiritual selves, where anything and
everything is possible. $350. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.
Healer & Ascension Certification Course with Eve Wilson • alternate Wednesdays,
starting Jan. 18 and running 13 months, 7-10 p.m. • Legal UCM Healer Practioner
Certification good in the USA and Canada. Accredited NCBTMB for Continuing Ed. Massage Therapists. Many techniques taught, 5 private healing sessions, and class materials
included. $2750 paid in full or $2900 pay as you go. Call Eve 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.

“A man travels the world over in search of what
he needs and returns home to find it.”
				
~George Moore
The Healer Development 101 with Eve Wilson • six Tuesdays starting March 6,
7-9:30 p.m. 8 Intuition Development/Self Healing/Essential Foundations. Many topics
covered. $280 paid in full or $300 pay as you go. Call Eve 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Advanced Healing Techniques with Karlta Zarley • May 19-20, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • For
those who are already doing energy healing, we will discuss repairing the energy field
after trauma, removing foreign objects, vowlocks, booby-traps & curses, balancing the
limbic system, plus much more. With time to practice. Bring a bag lunch. $250. Pre-register with a $100 deposit by calling Kaltra 433-9333; kzarley@att.net or karltazarley.com.
Energy Balancing Bodywork Workshop through Naturopathic School of the Healing
Arts • April 12-15, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • The essential aspects of our being expressed
as Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether - participants in this continuing education energy
medicine training will experience, practice and integrate specific bodywork sessions designed to entrain the subtle energy and nervous system pathways with vitality for all body
systems. $600 for 4 day, $450 for 2 days. Call 769-7794; naturopathicschool@gmail.com
or naturopathicschoolofannarbor.net.
Energy Body Hygiene: Preventing Illness Before It Appears In Your Physical Body
with Dave and Pat Krajovic • March 14, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • Everything is energy and our
mind influences how matter behaves. Esoteric teachings reveal that all illness and pain resides first in the energy body then manifests later in the physical body. Learn how to keep
your energy body clean of dirty and diseased energy. Restore your health, gain energy,
relax and feel renewed. $37. Call Dave 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or
bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Enneagram
Michigan Enneagram Study Group with Ronda Diegel and JoAnn Weber • Jan. 10
and 24, Feb. 21, March 27, April 24, 7-9 p.m. • “Befriending Your Type” is this year’s
theme. Each meeting we will explore a different Enneagram type through meditation,
panel interview, and community sharing. $10. Call Ronda 248-730-0597; drrondadiegel@
comcast.net or drrondadiegel.com.
Michigan Enneagram Sangha with Ronda Pretzlaff Diegel • Jan. 17, Feb. 7, April
10, May 1 • Working through the 4 Foundations of Mindfulness, this group integrates the
mindfulness meditation with an exploration of Enneagram personality types. $10. Call
Ronda 248-730-0597; drrondadiegel@comcast.net or drrondadiegel.com.

Exercise & Fitness
Finding Relief from Chronic Pain with Ann-Margaret Giovino • Jan. 7, Feb. 4,
March 3, April 7; 10:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • You
will learn where and how the pain cycle begins and leave with a personal home program
to reduce or eliminate pain. Most repetitive injury and chronic pain being with postural
misalignments. Through the class and workbook, “Painfree: A Revolutionary Method for
Stopping Chronic Pain” by Pete Egoscue, you will have a better understanding of your
body and what contributes to your pain. $30 plus the workbook. Call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
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Exercise & Fitness (continued)
Resolve Carpel Tunnel Syndrome with Ann-Margaret Giovino • Jan. 19, 7-8 p.m. •
Repetitive movements aren’t the cause. Come find out what causes the injury and how to
resolve the root cause using postural analysis and a crazy-simple exercise program that
can be easily added to your day. Free. Call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or
gymgiovino.com.
Restoring Your Feet’s Function and Flexibility with Ann-Margaret Giovino • Jan.
25, 10:30 - 11:30 a.m. or 7-8 p.m. • Sore feet, fallen arches, toes problems? Where do
we begin to find relief? We have the power to change our circumstances and, if we take
responsibility, can do it ourselves through exercise. Free. To reserve a spot call 276-7769;
ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
Sciatica and Vertebral Disk Issues with Ann-Margaret Giovino • Feb. 16, 7-8 p.m. •
Bulging, herniated discs, sciatica, scoliosis, kyphosis, lordosis......come find out the root
cause of these and other back/spine issues. Resolve them by using postural analysis and a
personalized exercise program that can be easily added to your day. Free. Call 276-7769;
ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
Weak Ankles? Learn Why & How to Make Them Strong with Ann-Margaret Giovino • Feb. 22, 10:30 - 11:30 a.m. or 7-8 p.m. • Sports and accidents don’t weaken or
damage ankles, but misalignment does. Unravel the problem and find the key to understanding this perfectly evolved mechanism for bipedel motion. Free. To reserve a spot call
276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
Resolve Arthritis, Tendonitis, Bursitis with Ann-Margaret Giovino • March 15, 7-8
p.m. • These are all symptoms of a greater problem. Come find out what that root cause
is and how to resolve it using postural analysis and a personalized exercise program that
can be easily added to your day. Free. Call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or
gymgiovino.com.
Reversing the Cycle of Knee Pain/Injury with Ann-Margaret Giovino • March 28,
10:30-11:30 a.m. or 7-8 p.m. • Get the real deal on patellofemoral disease, meniscitis,
prepatellar bursitis, knee osteoarthritis, chondromalacia patellae, and locked knees. Find
out how what is happening in other joints are relating directly to your knees. Free. To
reserve a spot call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
Athletes: Take It To the Next Level with Ann-Margaret Giovino • April 19, 7-8 p.m.
• You’re good, but you want to be better. You work drills, put in extra time on cardio,
and are faithful to visualization. But do you know that bad posture affects body balance?
This talk will cover the body’s design, how we deviate from it, and what we can do to fix
it using postural analysis and a simple exercise program that can be easily added to your
workout. Free. Call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
Hips! Those Magnificent Joints! with Ann-Margaret Giovino • April 25, 10:30-11:30
a.m. or 7-8 p.m. • A change of course could reduce hip pain and/or replacement. Learn
what has happened to your hips and why - either to avoid hip surgery or make sure you
never have it done again. Free. To reserve a spot call 276-7769; ann-margaret@gymgiovino.com or gymgiovino.com.
“It’s a New Day” Intelligent Exercise, LLC Open House with Melissa Francis • Jan.
28, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. • Learn about Pilates for Osteoporosis, Thai Massage, Naturopathy,
Nutrition and Muscle Activation Technique during our open house presentations. Dance
and musical artists will also perform. Free. Call Melissa 994-9970; melissa@intelligentexercise.net or intelligentexercise.net.
Anatomy for Movers with Lindy Royer • Feb. 11-12, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Experientially
based so that anatomical theory can be applied to movement and movement analysis.
Great for any person interested in learning more about their own anatomy and relationships of anatomy to movement. Appropriate for all levels and is a Balanced Body approved course for ACE and PMA CECs. $450 includes manual. Call Melissa 994-9970;
melissa@intelligentexercise.net or intelligentexercise.net.
Exercise & Fitness (continued)
Rites of Rejuvenation - The Fountain of Youth with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Feb. 9,
6:30-8 p.m. • From the monks of Tibet, these five ancient but simple exercises will help
build strength and flexibility. The 5 Tibetan Rites of Rejuvenation will help balance your
endocrine system, restore energy levels, expel negative energy, balance your chakras, improve your attitude, ease sleep, instill harmony, and more. $37. Call Pat 416-5200; relax@
bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Qigong with Erin Reas • every Tuesday, 10 a.m. • Qigong is one of the pillars of
Chinese medicine and has a long history with many who practice. Qigong cultivates and
refines life force, triggers natural healing resources and balances the body. Experience
Qigong through the core practices of gentle movement, breathing techniques, self-massage
and meditation. $15 drop in or $40 for 4 classes. Call Deb 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online
starting January 1, 2012 at crazywisdom.net.

Film
Free Films and Discussion at Jewel Heart • Fridays, 7 p.m. • Bring your friends and
enjoy a free film and discussion about dharma and the film. Concessions are available.
Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Jan. 27 • Enlightenment Guaranteed (2001) German
Feb. 17 • Buck (2011) hosted by Janis Paul
March 30 • Why Has Bodhi-Dharma Left for the East (1989) Korean with English
subtitles
April 27 • Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter and Spring (2004) Korean with English subtitles
Play Again Film Screening sponsored by Progressive Education Consortium • March
1, 6-8:30 p.m. • Join us for the screening and discussion about, Play Again from Bullfrog
Communities. Arrival/tours at 6pm, film begins promptly at 6:30pm followed by discussion. Screening will be held at Clonlara School. Free. Call Martha 926-4617; martha@
clonlara.org or sites.google.com/site/progressiveedconsortium/.
Great Freedom Balanced View Community Video Meeting at Interfaith Center for
Spiritual Growth • Mondays, 7-9 p.m. • Balanced View Video meeting 7 p.m., immediately followed by a Clarity Call at 8 p.m. For more info visit greatfreedom.org. Donation.
Call Rob 255-0163; michalowski529@comcast.net or interfaithspirit.org.
Spiritual Cinema at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Jan. 21, Feb. 18, March
17, April 21; 8-10 p.m.. • Join us for a monthly screening of spiritually-themed cinema.
Check our website for upcoming showings. $5 donation. Call Rev. Dave Bell 327-0270;
dave@interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.

Fundraisers
PEC Garage Sale • Feb. 11, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. • Our members have gathered all types of
items to sell at our garage sale. This event is a fundraiser to help the student members of
the Progressive Education Consortium attend a field trip together or travel to the NCACS
conference. Sale will be held at Clonlara School. Free. Call Martha 926-4617; martha@
clonlara.org or sites.google.com/site/progressiveedconsortium/.

Healing
Introduction to Alternative Healing with Susana Stoica • March 10, 10:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • If you ever wondered which of the many
alternative approaches to healing is best for you and how to combine alternatives and
traditional medicine treatments, this class is for you. Each attendee receives a copy of
“Healing with the Loving Heart.” $60. Call Susana 248-895-5784; susanacwpres@aol.
com or stoica.com.
Healthy Living Series at Crazy Wisdom Community Room, sponsored by People’s
Food Co-op • 7-8:30 p.m. • Free. Call Caitlin Joseph at 994-4589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
Feb. 9 • Tools for Healing Depression and Anxiety with Rev. Lela Iduna • Discover the
root cause of depression and anxiety and learn practical and inspirational ways to overcome them.
Transformational Healing Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
Jan. 27-29, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the 29th • This retreat includes a private appointment to receive natural spiritual healing and learn a healing breath, a group transformation
hatha yoga class for all levels and abilities, time for meditation together or on your own,
and plenty of free time to rest, read, contemplate, walk in nature or whatever else your
heart calls you to do. $240 includes shared lodging and home-cooked meals. Call 517641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Healing Circle with Deep Spring Center • Tuesdays, Noon-1 • All are welcome! No
experience necessary. We circle together to join our energies to support each other and to
request support for others. We take turns sharing and receiving the healing energies of love
through touch and intentional presence. By donation. Call 477-5848; om@deepspring.org
or deepspring.org.
Pranic Healing Clinic with Dave and Pat Krajovic • third Wednesday every month,
7-8 p.m. • Dissolve and disintegrate dirty energy and blocked energy. Pranic Healing is
effective with many illnesses and diseases. Other Pranic Healing Practitioners welcome.
Love donation. Call Pat 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Drawing, Dreaming and Healing with Glenn Pailthorp • Jan. 24, Feb. 7, March 6,
April 10, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • Bring paper, crayons and colored pencils to record experiences
during the guided meditations, shamanic journeys and lucid dreams. Explore the archetypes, images and themes to our inner lives. $10. Call Glenn 417-8682; glenn@pailthorp.
com or pailthorp.com.

Remote Healing Practices with Glenn Pailthorp • Jan. 8, Feb. 5, March 4, April 1,
9:05 p.m. • We practice guided meditation and healing practices for ourselves and those
around us. The purpose is to encourage each other and develop the daily spiritual practice
of meditation and distance healing work. Free. Call Glenn 417-8682; glenn@pailthorp.
com or pailthorp.com.
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One-Day Spiritual Healing Workshop with Bonnie Watson • Jan. 14, 9:30 a.m. - 5
p.m. • The powerful healing King Technique was devised by Yoga Master, Dr. George
King over 40 years ago and has been taught to thousands. Learn to heal using this safe, effective and power technique. Ideal for complete novices, as well as experienced. $95. Call
Chrissie 248-588-0290; michigan.aetherius@gmail.com or aetheriusmi.org.

Herbs, Plants & the Garden
Healthy Living Series at Crazy Wisdom Community Room, sponsored by People’s
Food Co-op • 7-8:30 p.m. • Free. Call Caitlin Joseph at 994-4589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
Jan. 26 • Herbal Wisdom - The Myth of Fasting: Using Herbs for Nourishment, Not
Punishment with Linda Diane Feldt • Learn about how wonderfully the body works,
what it needs to work well, and the use of herbs for nourishment.
Feb. 23 • Herbal Wisdom - At the Beginning of Life with Linda Diane Feldt • Learn
about herbs for fertility, pregnancy, labor, delivery and post-partum. Find out what is safe,
what is common and what to avoid.
March 22 • Herbal Wisdom - Herbal Allies for Men with Linda Diane Feldt • Inspire
and inform men of simple ways to be healthier and happier. Topics include prostate health,
heart and cancer health, nutrition and special herb allies for men.
April 26 • Herbal Wisdom - Herbal First Aid with Linda Diane Feldt • Learn to
assemble and use a simple “holistic” first aid kit. Suggestion on what to collect, how to
preserve, and how to use.
Medicinal Herbal Studies Program through Naturopathic School of the Healing Arts
• begins April 28 • Gaia Center offers the ideal foundation and introduction to medicinal
herbal use, study, practice and education, integrated with Naturopathic School as the first
segment of the country’s first MASTER HERBALIST diploma program. $2400 (due by
April 10). Call Dorothy 769-7794; naturopathicschool@gmail.com or gaiaherbalstudies.
net.
All About Lavender with Madolyn Kaminski • April 2, 7 p.m. • Presentation concerning the best Lavenders to grow in Zone 5, the uses of Lavender and recipes. Free (metered
parking). Call Madolyn 647-7600; m.kaminski@comcast.net or mbgna.umich.edu.
Starting Herbs From Seeds with Madolyn Kaminski • March 5, 7 p.m. • This meeting
provides small packets of seeds given free and how to grow herbs from seeds. Free (metered parking). Call Madolyn 647-7600; m.kaminski@comcast.net or mbgna.umich.edu.
Composting: The Ultimate Recycling with Monica Milla • April 19, 6:30-8:55 p.m.
• Discover the simple yet intensive methods, look at techniques for maximizing quality,
identify remedies for common problems, and learn about compost’s role in soil and plant
improvement. $35. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelonglearning/.
Introduction to Organic Gardening with Erica Kempter • Jan 24, 3-5:25 p.m. or
6:30-8:55 p.m. • Understand the fundamentals of organic gardening from an ecological
perspective, beginning with its environmental benefits. Review key principals of biology,
botany and ecology and how they apply to gardening. $29. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Organic Gardening: Soils, Compost & Fertility with Erica Kempter • Thursdays and
Tuesday, Jan. 26 thru Feb. 2, 3-4:55 p.m. or 6:30-8:25 p.m. • Explore important physical and biological properties of the soil, learn soil evaluation and site assessment skills,
discover the benefits of compost and various compost making techniques, gain practical soil improvement techniques. $69. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or
wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Organic Gardening: Organic Vegetable Gardening with Erica Kempter • Tuesdays
and Thursday, Feb. 7 thru Feb. 14, 3-4:55 p.m. or 6:30-8:25 p.m. • Learn organic
vegetable garden design and planning, including site selection, bed layout, crop rotation
and plant spacing. Get detailed information on local planting dates, seed starting, recommended varieties, cultural requirements and harvesting tips. $69. Call 677-5060; lifelonglearning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Holistic Health
Healthy Living Series at Crazy Wisdom Community Room, sponsored by People’s
Food Co-op • 7-8:30 p.m. • Free. Call Caitlin Joseph at 994-4589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
March 15 • Heal Your Digestive System, Heal Your Life with Gary Merel • Find out
why “you are what you absorb.” Explore strategies for healing our digestive and immune
systems to deal with a host of issues.
Holistic Strategies for High Blood Pressure with Sandy Baumann • March 14, 6-8:25
p.m. • Uncontrolled, high blood pressure can lead to many serious health problems. Why
not combine easy lifestyle approaches with healthy food choices and low-cost vitamins,
minerals, and supplements? Stir in everyday soothing strategies and simple support
systems. The results? A scientifically proven, all-natural recipe for healthy blood pressure.
$23. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Waking Your Vital Energy • April 19 & 26, 6-7:55 p.m. • Explore and practice the ancient energy techniques of Chi Gung, Lotus meditation, Do-In self massage and Guasha.
Practice stimulating acupoints to experience optimal personal energy and restoration of
stamina. $45. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Organic Gardening: Organic Lawn Care with Erica Kempter • March 8, 3-4:55
p.m. or 6:30-8:25 p.m. • Look at turf grass from an ecological perspective, learning how
to cultivate a lawn “ecosystem” that supports strong and healthy grass that resists pests,
diseases and weeds. Topics include: grass biology, selecting species, maintenance, and organic weed, pest and disease management. $29. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.
edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Feed Your Face: Natural Skincare from the Kitchen with Esther Morton-McCormick
• March 22, 6-8:55 p.m. • Learn how to replace your chemical based facial care products
with natural ones you make yourself. The knowledge you take home from this class can
make a difference in your wallet and on your face. $29. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@
wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Organic Gardening: Easy Organic Fruit Growing with Erica Kempter • Tuesdays
and Thursday March 13 thru March 20, 3-4:55 p.m. or 6:30-8:25 p.m. • An overview
of how to incorporate easy-to-grow fruiting plants such as berries, vines, shrubs, fruit trees
and lesser known fruiting plants into your home landscape. $69. Call 677-5060; lifelonglearning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Life Skills and Relaxation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
Feb. 11, 3-4 p.m. • Learning more about the Mind-Body connection and how to apply the
practical energy care tools in your everyday life at school, work, home and play will help
with the problems and challenges you face - no matter how difficult. $30 If you cannot
afford the fee, please contact us. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
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Holistic Health (continued)
Fundamentals of Muscle Testing with Marc Terebelo • Jan. 19 and 26, Feb. 9 and
16, March 1, 8 and 15, 7-10 p.m. • A hands on course to learn how to determine the
source of common ailments and conditions by determining what the body needs to be well
through the holistic tool of muscle testing. $299. Call Marc 248-645-6070; drterebelo@
birminghamwellness.com or birminghamwellness.com.
Radiant Health Lecture with Dr. Diane Babalas • Jan. 14 and March 10 • Interactive
talk explaining and demonstrating Bio-Geometric Integration, a chiropractic approach
utilizing sacred geometry. Participants receive a gift certificate towards initial evaluation.
Free. Call Diane 239-6060; babalasdc@yahoo.com or gatewaychiropracticbgi.com.
Healing in 3D with Greg Knollmeyer • Jan. 24, 6 p.m. or March 10, 2 p.m. • Discover
a unique way of simultaneously working with physical, emotional and energetic aspects
of your being. Harness your whole being’s potential to heal. Free. Call Greg 678-9508;
gregspiral@gmail.com or healing.gregknollmeyer.com.
Wellness Orientation Workshop with Dr. Jonathan Lazar & Dr. Joshua Stockwell •
Jan. 11, Jan. 25, Feb. 8, Feb. 22, March 7, March 21, April 4, April 18; 6:15-7:30 p.m.
• Forget what you thought you knew about “health care.” Dr. Lazar and Dr. Stockwell will
W.O.W. you. They are going to spill the beans about how you can easily keep yourself and
your family healthy. Refreshments. Free. Call Jen 274-5107; care@lazarspinalcare.com or
lazarspinalcare.com.
Indigo Forest’s Health Club Series with Juliana Sanchez • Jan. 28 and Mar. 31 • For
more information, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
Jan. 28, 10-11:30 a.m. • Our Emotional Health: Nurturing Joy and Lessening Anxiety/Depression Naturopathically! • $15 pre-registered or $20 at the door.
Mar. 31, 10-11 a.m. • Ever Hear “It Might Be Your Thyroid”? • $10 pre-registered or
$15 at the door.

Homeopathy
Castle Remedies Homeopathic Kit: What It Is and How to Use It with Mary Tillinghast • Jan. 4, 21 & 31, Feb. 11, 14 & 29, March 10, 12 & 28, April 14, 17 & 25; weekday classes 7:30-9:30 p.m. and Saturday classes 2-4 p.m.. • The Kit is a practical class
that covers choosing homeopathic remedies for home care. Our main focus will be putting
our knowledge of homeopathy into practice for loved ones. We will learn the process of
choosing remedies and how to administer them. $55 for one session. Call 973-8990; castleremedies@gmail.com or castleremedies.com.

Hypnosis
Tools for Change: An Intro to Hypnosis with Christine Allyson • Feb. 6, March 5 and
April 2 • You will learn how to replace the fear of change with the love of growth using
a series of specific tools and principles to successfully facilitate your growth and enhance
your life. Each class will feature a specific, experiential tool/technique. $20. Call Deb 248702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.

Intuitive & Psychic Development
Drop-In Intuitive/Psychic Readings with Diane Evans in the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • First and Third Saturdays, 2-5 p.m. • Diane believes we all have the answers to
the questions and concerns within us. Sometimes we just need a little help finding them.
Diane’s intention is to help you find the oracle that resides within you as she shares impressions, metaphors, and messages to be utilized as tools for self-insight. $1 per minute.
No appointment necessary. Call 327-9568, in-genius@comcast.net.
Drop-In Intuitive/Psychic Readings with Marcella Fox in the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • First and Third Fridays of each month, 7-10 p.m. • Marcella offers guidance
and healing using a variety of techniques ranging from intuitive readings to Tarot to Mana
Card readings. Readings may include channeling on special issues, Reiki, past life readings, chakra balancing, and journeying. She also offers readings on pets involving remote
viewing (your pet need not be present). $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call
717-8513 or mpfox@umich.edu.
Drop-In Intuitive Readings with Irena Nagler in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room •
Second and Fourth Fridays of each month, 6:30-9:30 p.m. • Participate in a shared,
interactive dream, allowing the soul to release energy, flow, and insight. Irena can use card
decks or other objects to focus or simply tune in with the intention to help activate the
client’s own powers of discernment, creativity, and confidence in choosing the adventures
that call to them. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 996-1772; birena@
umich.edu.

Drop-In Intuitive Readings with Amy Garber in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Second and Fourth Saturdays, 2-5 p.m. • Amy is a medium, psychic, and channel who aids
you on your path by consulting with your spirit guides, illuminating past lives, and connecting with loved ones who have passed on, as appropriate. Clients may receive exercises
to aid them with life lessons and to practice accessing their own guidance. $1 per minute.
No appointment necessary. For more information, call 358-0218; metafizzy@gmail.com.
“Intuitives Interactive” Group with Amy Garber • first Thursday of the month,
6:30-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • For Intuitives, Indigos and others
wishing to explore and share their experiences with like-minded individuals. Listen and
share, discuss/learn and practice. $5 donation. Call Amy 358-0218; metafizzy@gmail.
com.
Intro to Psychic Meditation and Clairvoyant Reading with Glenn Pailthorp & Tiffany Mazurek • March 15, 6:30-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room •
Learn the basics of a meditative system that clears and balances your aura for grounded
living. $10. Call Glenn 417-8682; glenn@pailthorp.com or pailthorp.com.
Everyday Intuition with Robin Brophy • Feb. 24, 7-8 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Intuition is a natural gift and this class offers tools on how to recognize and
move with our own intuitive wisdom through deepening our relationship to life. $10. Call
Robin 303-525-6478; lollylolipop@yahoo.com.
Living With the Dead with Michelle Belanger & Jackie Williams • March 10, 4 p.m.
at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Meet these two spirit mediums to learn how
to successfully live with spirits, how to help your children deal with spirits, and how to
protect yourself and defend your family from dangerous and unwanted guests. Free. Call
Rachel 665-2757; spiralingfire@gmail.com or spiralfirestudio.com or michellebelanger.
com.
The Watcher Angel Tarot: Myth, Meaning and Creation with Michelle Belanger &
Jackie Williams • March 11, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Join
the creators of the Watcher Angel Tarot for a discussion of the concept and design of this
new deck. Learn about how the myth of the Watcher angels is wedded to the symbolism of
the Tarot in this deck and discover how to use the Tarot as a tool for exploring your own
personal narrative. $10. Call Jackie 218-3069; spiralingfire@gmail.com or spiralfirestudio.
com or michellebelanger.com.
Ghosthunting 101 with Beverly Fish • March 31, 1-3:55 p.m. • Explore the paranormal
with this one-day course that teaches you how to set up an investigation and use of equipment to help give evidence of energy fields and EVPs, learn what to be aware of, when to
call in an expert, and what to avoid when “hunting” ghosts. $25. Call 677-5060; lifelonglearning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Heart Based Intuitive Development with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 24, Noon-1:30 •
Develop your intuition with heart based techniques to discover information about relationship, health, and spiritual goals. Explore inner purpose and career path. $30. Call 6682733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Psychic Development 1 with Deb Foggio • Four Thursdays: Jan. 12-Feb. 2, 7-9:30
p.m. • Students are guided through the process of connecting with and developing their
psychic ability. The class helps awaken your awareness, then stimulates psychic development by teaching the fundamentals required to develop and use this skill in everyday life
and more. No experience necessary. $130. Call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Psychic Development 2 with Deb Foggio • Four Thursdays: Feb. 9-March 1, 7-9:30
p.m. • Students are guided through the study and history of different modalities used to
connect with and express psychic energies and talents. More hands-on experiential work is
emphasized to help expand and understand unique gifts and expression as well as to learn
the technical aspects of the work. Students will experience a deeper understanding of how
the physical and spiritual are integrated. $130. For times, call Deb Foggio at 248-7027064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Psychic Development Work Circle with Deb Foggio • every Wednesday, 7-9:30 p.m. •
A circle where individuals who have developed their psychic abilities can come and work
to perfect their abilities. One modality will be studied per month. $20 per wk. Call Deb
Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Foundations in Psychic Development I: How to Perceive Your Aura and Chakras in
Meditation with Violeta Viviano • Jan. 21 or March 10, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • We each have a
bubble of spiritual energy surrounding us called the aura. Using our own perceptive skills,
we learn two easy yet powerful techniques from which the other foundation classes build
upon. These techniques help us find our own psychic energy, clear blockages, and repair
our chakras and aura. This is a basic class in John Friedlander’s system. $99. Call 6772761; violetaviviano@ameritech.net or psychicdevelopment.cc.

If you are interested in obtaining some biographical information about the teachers, lecturers, and workshop leaders
whose classes, talks and events are listed in this Calendar, please look in the section which follows the Calendar,
which is called "Background Information" and which starts on page 101.
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An Excerpt from Lorri Coburn’s
Breaking Free: How Forgiveness
and A Course in Miracles Can Set You Free
Local interfaith minister, psychotherapist
and spiritual teacher Lorri Coburn, M.S.W.,
released her new book Breaking Free in
August of 2011. For the past six years, Lorri
has been writing and teaching on the popular
metaphysical text A Course in Miracles that
first found a wide audience when it was
published in the 1970s. In Breaking Free,
she explores the main ideas of A Course in
Miracles and relates its lessons of forgiveness
to her life and the stories she has encountered
in her practice.

Chapter Three: The Dream
There is no world!
This is the central thought the Course
attempts to teach (W-p.I.132.6:2-3).

You are at home in God, dreaming of exile but perfectly
capable of awakening to reality. Is it your decision to do
so? You recognize from your own experience that what
you see in dreams you think is real while you are asleep.
Yet the instant you waken you realize that everything that
seemed to happen in the dream did not happen at all.
You do not think this strange, even though all the laws
of what you awaken to were violated while you slept. Is
it not possible that you merely shifted from one dream to
another, without really waking? (T-10.I.2:1-6) The choice
is not between which dreams to keep, but only if you want
to live in dreams or to awaken from them (T-29.IV.1:5).
Notice the above comment that we do not think nighttime
dreams are strange. This is because we see them as normal.
Likewise, we see our so-called waking lives as normal,
when in reality they are as ephemeral as our dreams at
night. God made us with all the creative powers of Himself,
and we have free will to do whatever we want with that
creativity. Because our imaginations are so creative and
powerful, we made this incredible world with its array
of fascinating delights and horrors. If we want to keep
dreaming of exile, we can do that. If we want to wake up
and realize our true nature, we can do that as well.

There Is No Death
I was at a coffee shop with my sixteen-year-old
niece Catherine. One of Catherine’s friends
Death is the central dream from which all illusions stem.
died of cancer at age fifteen, and Catherine’s
reaction was, “I hate God!” Catherine suffers
Is it not madness
terribly from migraines, and she has had a
constant headache for over a year. She has
to think of life as being born, aging, losing vitality,
missed a lot of school, as she is unable to get
up in the morning because of her excruciating
Lorri Coburn will talk about her new book, and
and dying in the end?
pain. She was hospitalized for several weeks in
answer
questions,
at
the
Crazy
Wisdom
Tea
a head pain clinic, but she still did not improve.
Without the idea of death there is no world.
Room on Tuesday, April 24th, at 7pm, as part of
She cannot understand why God allows her
to suffer so. I explained the concept that this
our winter/spring Local Authors' Nights. She is
All dreams will end with this one
world is a dream, but that we still seem to
a psychotherapist and interfaith minister.
suffer within the dream. She surprised me by
(M-27.1:1-2; 6:3-4).
saying that she and her boyfriend had just been
discussing the dream idea. She said, “What if we just think we’re living this life,
It is said that there are no atheists in foxholes. Certainly war provokes terror, as
but we’re really only having a dream? Wouldn’t that be weird?” I complimented
fear of death and bodily destruction are at their peak. Soldiers pray for safety and
her for thinking outside the box and told her that her inner wisdom was revealing
loved ones at home pray for their safe return. Impending death brings to many
the truth to her.
a sense of aloneness and panic. However, we can connect with a power of love
greater than us, which allows us to find our way to peace. Feeling this connection
While the dream concept may seem foreign to many Westerners, the idea has been has brought peace to many in the midst of war. There is a sense of gentle calm that
around a long time in the East. The Hindus call this world “Maya,” which means
things are okay no matter what happens.
“illusion.” The Gnostics and many early Christians also believed that the world
was a dream. Buddhism perceives this world as an illusion as well. When I first
One of my clients, John, found peace during the Vietnam War by carrying the
heard the idea that this world is an illusion, it was in a book about Hinduism. The
Prayer of St. Joseph with him. He carries it with him to this day, grateful for how
author was asking God why people have to suffer, and God’s answer was to not
worry about it since it was only a dream. This author implied that God created this
earth, and placed us here to experience the dream. This angered me. I hollered at
God, “I don’t care if it’s simply a dream; I’m still here and I don’t like where You
We are asleep, dreaming this world, but our experience is
put me!”
that it is real. In order to change the experience, we need to
This issue of whether God created this world and sent us here is the question A
Course in Miracles answers clearly. God neither created this earth, nor did He put
us here. We are not really here; we are just imagining that we are. We are asleep,
dreaming this world, but our experience is that it is real. In order to change the
experience, we need to awaken from the dream. The first step in awakening is to
allow the idea that this is a dream, and not resist this concept. We have a choice
about whether to wake up, and we need to make a decision to do so for awakening
to occur.
The world you see is an illusion of a world.
God did not create it . . . (C-4.1:1-2).
My client Gary is a passionate musician, full of life, emotional, and charismatic.
Gary raises an objection to the term “illusion.” He makes a good point that simply
calling this life an illusion seems to invalidate our experiences. He recently met
a woman who appears to be his soul mate. They met at a music festival far from
their respective homes, and the energy, love, and acceptance between them is
mesmerizing. How could this not be real? Gary’s right — it is real. In fact, love is
the only thing that is real and never dies. It is their separate physical bodies that
aren’t real. Physical bodies always decay and die, but the spiritual love between
them remains. That’s why this love feels so profound, so otherworldly, because
it is a symbol of the oneness we have with God. It is the belief in separation, the
belief that love can possibly die, that is the illusion.

awaken from the dream.

it helped him. John describes an intriguing incident when his buddy Dan was
severely wounded by shrapnel in his leg. Dan went into shock and asked John
if the bees were still around. Puzzled, John said, “Bees, what bees?” “The bees
that stung my leg,” Dan replied. John saw shrapnel holes, while Dan saw bee
stings. John was awed by the power of the mind to trick itself. As he read The
Disappearance of the Universe, he kept recalling Dan’s illusory bee stings. This
helped John understand how we fool ourselves by believing our dreams.
Whether the problem is war or something seemingly less serious, the answer is
the same. When we remember our oneness with God, the problem will no longer
be a problem. When we remember it is a dream, we can no longer be upset with
it. The more we remember that we are at home in heaven now, the more we will
experience serenity.
Lorri Coburn, M.S.W., worked as a psychotherapist for 25 years and is now an
interfaith minister who has been writing and teaching on A Course in Miracles for
six years. Her book, Breaking Free: How Forgiveness and A Course in Miracles
Can Set You Free, published in August 2011, is available through her website:
www.lorricoburn.com. She can be reached at 734-646-6585 or at: lorricassie@
sbcglobal.net.
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Intuitive & Psychic Development (continued)
Seven Planes of Consciousness Practice Sessions with John Friedlander by Teleconference • Jan. 18, Feb. 15, March 21 and April 18; 8-9 p.m. • Continued exploration of
the 49 specific energies of the seven planes, each with seven sub-planes as described in the
Theosophical literature of the early 1900s. Level I and Seven Planes Class prerequisite.
$12.50. Call Violeta Viviano at 677-2761; violetaviviano@ameritech.net or psychicdevelopment.cc.
Focused Mind Meditation Practice Sessions with John Friedlander by Teleconference • Jan. 1, Feb. 5, March 4 and April 1; 10-Noon • The development of sustained
focused meditation makes it easy to develop a whole new magnitude of psychic skill
and healing ability, as well as a whole new level of mental clarity and spiritual openness.
Each participant will leap ahead with his/her spiritual abilities and also make an excellent
start in developing sustained focused attention so valuable in developing both abilities
and character. $15. Call Violeta Viviano at 677-2761; violetaviviano@ameritech.net or
psychicdevelopment.cc.
Etheric Energy: The Deep Structure of Health and Magic with John Friedlander •
Feb. 11, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. and Feb. 12, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. • The clairvoyant exploration of the
etheric body together with powerful techniques of etheric transformation. Prerequisite
required. $225 by Feb. 4 and $250 thereafter. Call Gloria Choudury at 677-2761; hemsherglo1@yahoo.com or psychicdevelopment.cc.
Spring Intensive 2012 with John Friedlander • April 20, 7-9 p.m., April 21, 9 a.m. - 6
p.m. and April 22, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. • Delve into newer meditative areas as proposed by his
guides and explores topics outside of our core curriculum. Prerequisite required. $250 by
April 1 and $275 thereafter. Call Violeta Viviano at 677-2761; violetaviviano@ameritech.
net or psychicdevelopment.cc.
The 12 Imaginings of the Twisted Hairs Tradition with Debbie Mast & Kalli Ball •
first Monday every month, 7-9 p.m. • The Grandmothers of the Twisted Hairs have a
vision of how people can live together in harmony. Each month discuss one imagining
and walk it out into the world and see what comes back. Free. Call Debbie 248-414-5376;
ftreelodge@aol.com or tsdetroit.org.
Face Reading For Fun • March 8 & 15, 6-7:55 p.m. • Discover the ancient discipline
of face reading, your (and others) strengths and weaknesses to maximize your potential
for health and success. $39. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/
lifelong-learning/.
Psychic Meditation Workshop with Tiffany Mazurek & Glenn Pailthorp • March
24 & 25, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • This workshop teaches you a meditation system that develops your psychic abilities while you explore and heal your aura and body. Emphasis on
clearing the etheric, astral and spiritual bodies. This is the prerequisite for the Clairvoyant
Reading as Spiritual Practice workshop. $175. Call Tiffany 709-2096; tiffany@sacredhealing.com or sacred-healing.com.
Clairvoyant Reading as Spiritual Practice Workshop with Glenn Pailthorp • April 28
& 29, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • When giving readings, the “readee” becomes the mirror for your
own emotional, physical and spiritual healing. After completing this workshop, regular
reading practices will encourage an on-going spiritual practice of bringing your psychic
awareness into everyday life. $175, discounts available. Call Glenn 417-8682; glenn@
pailthorp.com or pailthorp.com.

Kabbalah
Practical Application of Kabbalah: Transformational Year-Long Journey through
the Tree of Life with Karen Greenberg • Class meets once monthly for 12 months
starting Jan. 27, 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.; or Jan. 11, 7-10 p.m. or Jan. 24, 7-10 p.m. •
Learn how to identify your soul’s purpose and how to financially support yourself living
it. Learn how to develop a personal relationship with the Creator/Higher Power, how to
identify, express healthily, and clear low vibrational emotions, limiting thought beliefs,
and patterns, how to work toward optimal health and relationships, and how to organize
your life and living conditions. $137 per month. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or
clair-ascension.com.

Love & Relationships
Opening Doors to Love, a Relationship Workshop with Carole Kirby • Jan. 29,
2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This workshop will help you
understand the challenges and potential in committed love relationships. It will help you
discover what’s beneath your longstanding issues & what you can do differently. Carole
will demonstrate a way of talking and listening that can help you keep each of you and
your relationship safe. Free. Call 424-2797; carole777@aol.com or therapy4couples.com.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online
starting January 1, 2012 at crazywisdom.net.

Give Your Relationship an Early Valentine’s Present with Carole Kirby • Feb. 12,
2-5:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • You will discover each other’s
primary “love language.” When a couple’s emotional “love tank” is full, they can discuss
differences, resolve conflicts and truly enjoy each other. Five Love Languages by Gary
Chapman is one of the resources used. $50 per couple. Call 424-2797; carole777@aol.
com or therapy4couples.com.
Boundaries of the Self, Learn Ways to Strengthen & Regulate Your Boundaries with
Carole Kirby • April 15, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Discover
your own boundary challenges and appropriate ways to strengthen and regulate them.
Know this will help you interpret and regulate your interactions with the world. Free. Call
424-2797; carole777@aol.com or therapy4couples.com.

“It's not what you look at that matters,
it's what you see.”
				
~Henry David Thoreau

Magnetizing Your Ideal Mate with Karen Greenberg • March 28, 6-10 p.m. or April
22, 1-5 p.m. • Identify your ideal mate’s characteristics. Learn specific ceremonies and
techniques to facilitate magnetizing your ideal mate. $75. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@
gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.
A Day for Partners of People with ADHD with Joya D’Cruz • Jan. 22, 1-5 p.m. • It
can be lonely, trying and exhausting relating with a loved one’s ADHD symptoms. With
the right understanding, support and compassion for yourself and for your partner, you
can experience abundant life, love and joy in your relationship. $30. Call Joya 219-2555;
dcruzjoya@gmail.com or joyadcruz.com.
Applying Focusing Skills to Relating with Joya D’Cruz • April 7, 14, 21 & 28, 3-6
p.m. • This course is for people who have done some Focusing training. Deep listening
to oneself helps deep listening to others and can transform relating. We will cover how
to make space to listen, how to safely take in what is being communicated, non-violent
responses, blocks to listening and how to work with them. $120. Call

Massage
Drop-In Seated Massage with Mary Ledvina • Thursdays, 4-7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom
Bookstore • Walk in, relax, and restore. Mary offers her Human Touch Chair Massage
Menu with options focusing on shoulders, neck, hands, arms, cranial comfort, chakra balancing or “the works”. Come in for a healthy happy hour. $1 per minute. No appointment
necessary. Call 646-9161; maryledvina@earthlink.net.
Neuromuscular Therapy II with Jocelyn Granger at the Ann Arbor Institute of
Massage Therapy • Jan. 6-8, 9-5 p.m. • This workshop teaches how to free and relieve
chronically tense, contracted and painful tissues through the use of precise, skilled palpation. Treatment of the Shoulder, Arm and Hand, and Lower Leg and Foot are the areas of
focus for this workshop. $350. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Neuromuscular Therapy III with Jocelyn Granger at the Ann Arbor Institute of
Massage Therapy • Jan. 20-22, 9-5 p.m. • This workshop teaches how to free and relieve
chronically tense, contracted and painful tissues through the use of precise, skilled palpation. Treatment of the Abdomen, Head, TMJ, Medial and Anterior Thigh are the areas of
focus for this workshop. $350. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Neuromuscular Therapy IV with Jocelyn Granger at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage Therapy • March 17-18, 9-5 p.m. • Must attend NMT I-III first. Learn more about
the treatment of TMJ Dysfunction, additional positions for many of the techniques previously learned, pelvic stabilization and self-care. $285. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@
aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Sports Massage I with Jocelyn Granger at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • April 21-22, 9-5 p.m. • A combination of specialized techniques is used to
prevent sports injuries, boost athletic endurance and performance, and accelerate recovery
from injury or fatigue. The principles and techniques include the physiology of the injury
and repair process, pre- and post-event work, maintenance, and injury assessment and
treatment. $250. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Myofascial Therapy I with Christia West at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • Feb. 17-19, 9-5 p.m. • An effective form of deep tissue massage that addresses
postural distortions and chronic myofascial patterns of strain. We are treating the core
muscles. We learn to correct dysfunction due to muscular imbalances in the core area.
$350. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
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Myofascial Therapy II with Christia West at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • March 9-11, 9-5 p.m. • An effective form of deep tissue massage that addresses postural distortions and chronic myofascial patterns of strain. We are treating the
core muscles. We learn to correct dysfunction due to muscular imbalances in the core area.
$350. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Myofascial Therapy III with Christia West at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • March 30 - April 1, 9-5 p.m. • An effective form of deep tissue massage that
addresses postural distortions and chronic myofascial patterns of strain. We are treating
the core muscles. We learn to correct dysfunction due to muscular imbalances in the core
area. $350. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Seated Massage with Amber Riddle at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage Therapy •
March 24, 9-5 p.m. • This course concentrates on teaching a therapeutic routine that can
be adapted to different situations. Use of body mechanics to produce maximum results
with minimum effort are taught. $150. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.
edu.

Cosmic Healing I and II with Barbara Brodsky, Anna Marie Henrich, and Aaron
of Deep Spring Center • Session I: Mondays, Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 2 & 23,
May 21, 9:30 a.m. - noon; Wednesdays, Jan. 25, Feb. 22, March 21, April 18, May 9,
June 6, 7-9:30 p.m. • Session II: Wednesdays, Jan. 11 & 25, Feb. 8 & 22, March 7 &
21, April 4, 18 & 25, May 9 & 23, June 6, 7-9:30 p.m. Using Barbara’s book, Cosmic
Healing, as a guide, we will begin to explore a variety of spiritual practices to enable us
to let go of blockages and distortions in experiencing our spiritual essence, and to open to
deeper levels of awareness, open heart, and wisdom. Practices include vipassana and pure
awareness meditation, working with inner guidance, and supporting changes in our physical/spiritual bodies through work with body energy, the elements, sound, and open heart.
$96 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to teacher. Call 477-5848; info@
deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Beginning Meditation with Mary Grannan of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 10, 17, 24,
31, Feb. 7, 14; 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Learn to calm your mind and lead you to new ways of
experiencing your life. $48 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to teacher.
For complete description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Spa Therapies with Jocelyn Granger at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage Therapy
• Feb. 4, 9-5 p.m. • Open only to massage therapists. Learn to do therapeutic bodywraps
and spa facials, products to use to re-mineralize or detox the body, firming and soothing
techniques, and nutrition. $250, 7 CE credits. Call Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or
aaimt.edu..

Six Months to Live with Mary Grannan & Dorothy Ann Coyne of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 21, Feb. 11, March 3 & 17, April 7 & 21, May 5 & 12, June 2, 9 & 16; 10
a.m. - 12 p.m. • Discovery how you can befriend your fears of death and live with greater
joy and presence in your life. $88 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to
teacher. For complete description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Reflexology with Prema Lindsay Smith at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • April 14-15, 9-5 p.m. • Explore the history, research and clinical significance
of treating the whole body using the reflexes on the feet. $250, 14 CE credits. Call Vickie
at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.

Cultivating a Daily Practice with Lisa Zucker of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 8 - 14, see
website for time schedule • A week long retreat that offers practice in group practices,
focus on mindfulness and other practices during the day, check in daily with a partner
and sitting on your own in the evening. Opportunity to donate to teacher. For complete
description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Quantum Touch with Cathleen Francois at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • Feb. 11-12, 9-6 p.m. • Quantum Touch provides healing bioenergy for the
practitioner to use on burn victims, cancer patients, the elderly, infants and more. Rooted
in energy work and can be combined with any modality. $345, 14 CE credits. Call Vickie
at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Introduction to Thai Massage with Jennifer Giacomelli at the Ann Arbor Institute
of Massage Therapy • April 27-29, 9-5 p.m. • Thai massage combines Ayurveda, Yoga,
Buddism and Thai healing techniques that greatly affects muscle flexibility utilizing
stretching movements and pressure on energy points. $465, 28 CE credits. Call Vickie at
677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Anatomy and Palpation with Christia West at the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy • Jan. 27-29, 9-5 p.m. • This workshop will expand the student’s ability to palpate body landmarks, muscles and structures with an emphasis on anatomy, body mechanics, exercises for increasing sensory awareness and self care. $350, 21 CE credits. Call
Vickie at 677-4430; info@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Thai Yoga Massage for You and a Friend with Jody Tull • Feb. 11, 2-5 p.m. • Learn
the essentials of Thai Yoga Massage. $60 per person. Call Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.

Meditation
Mastering Meditation with Kapila Castoldi • Feb. 4, 11 & 18 or March 25, April 1
& 8; 3-5 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Introductory meditation program.
Topics include concentration, relaxation, and meditation techniques; exploring a meditative lifestyle; self-awareness through meditation; and the role of a spiritual teacher. Free.
Call 994-7114; castoldi@oakland.edu or srichinmoycentre.org.
Learn to Meditate with Nirmala Nancy Hanke of Lighthouse Center • Jan. 27, Feb.
24, March 30, April 27 • Introduction to meditation. Learn how all meditations are good
and how your thoughts are an essential part of the process. Talk followed by a 20 minute
meditation experience with a mantra. $35, $25 students, $15 repeat. For times, call Prachi
Patricia Thiel at 734-449-4381; thielp17@yahoo.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Intensive Meditation with Lighthouse Center • First and Third Friday of each
month, 7-10 p.m. • Mantra meditation, 20 minutes on each of the seven chakra centers.
By love offering. Call Prachi Patricia Thiel at 734-449-4381; thielp17@yahoo.com or
lighthousecenterinc.org.
Chakra Meditation Class with Nirmala Nancy Hanke of Lighthouse Center • Eight
Thursdays: April 20-June 7, 7:30-9:30 p.m. • Introduction to the seven chakra energy
centers with empowerment of the mantra for each chakra. Prerequisite required. $85 or
$75 members. Call Prachi Patricia Thiel at 734-449-4381; thielp17@yahoo.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Heart Sounds: Music and Meditation for the Soul with Andrew Rogers • Jan. 18,
Feb. 15, March 21, April 18; 7:30 p.m. • This is a night of meditation with angelic
energy. Andrew plays live music channeled by the angels that raises the vibration within
each participant, enabling them to have a profound and revealing meditation of peace and
healing unique to their needs. $15. Call Deb at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or
integrativewellbeing.com.
Introduction to Meditation Workshop with Deep Spring Center instructors • Feb. 11,
1-4 p.m., April 14, 9 a.m. - noon, May 12, 1-4 p.m. • An introduction to insight meditation. No experience necessary. Wear comfortable clothes. Cushions and chairs provided.
$24 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to teacher. Call 477-5848; info@
deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Spring Vipassana Basics Retreat with Dorothy Ann Coyne and other DSC instructors
of Deep Spring Center • March 16-18 • Silent retreat especially for first-time retreatants,
beginners and anyone wanting the basics. $190 private room, $165 shared room, $140 for
commuters and preregistration discount available. For complete description, call 4775848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
No-Frills Vipassana Retreat at Howell Nature Center with no instructors sponsored
by Deep Spring Center • April 13-15 • Silent retreat in a lovely retreat center. Retreatants
share responsibility for meals and arrangements. Retreatants must have a stable practice
and have attended at least three teacher lead residential retreats or permission. $145 plus
meal expense. For complete description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

“Always be a little kinder than necessary.”
		
~ James M. Barrie
Practice Intensive with Susan and Lou Weir of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 12 & 19,
Feb. 2 & 16, March 1, 15 & 29, April 12 & 26, May 10 & 24, June 7; 7-9 p.m. • This
is the start of a three-year series of gatherings. As acknowledged hungry ghosts, we will
practice learning how to answer our spiritual questions in the lowest ways, without trying
to transcend our experience. $96 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to
teacher. For complete description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
The Hungry Ghost Cafe with David Lawson of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 12 & 19,
Feb. 2 & 16, March 1, 15 & 29, April 12 & 26, May 10 & 24, June 7; 7-9 p.m. • This
is the start of a three-year series of gatherings. As acknowledged hungry ghosts, we will
practice learning how to answer our spiritual questions in the lowest ways, without trying
to transcend our experience. $96 building fee per session, with opportunity to donate to
teacher. For complete description, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Ongoing Group Meditations at Deep Spring Center • All are welcome. Donations to
Deep Spring deeply appreciated. Call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Tuesdays, 6:30-7:15 a.m. • Sitting meditation to start the day. Please enter and depart in
silence (no instruction provided).
Sundays, 10-11:30 a.m. • Sitting meditation from 10-11 a.m., followed by mindful sharing.
Ann Arbor Open Meditation with Libby Robinson, Becky Freligh, Frank Anderson,
Brodie Burris, Diana Gonzalez, and Frank Levey • Thursdays, 7:30-8:30 p.m. • Dropin meditation sessions open to all with or without experience. Two 20-minute sittings - the
first guided, the second silent. Meditations are secular (not religious), primarily mindfulness with some loving kindness. Donations requested. Call Libby at 426-3070; libbyrobinson7@gmail.com.
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction with Libby Robinson • Winter class: Mondays,
Jan. 16-March 12, 7-9 p.m. and includes March 4th retreat. Spring class: Mondays,
March 26-May 21, 7-9 p.m. and includes May 13 retreat • An accessible and secular
meditation class developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn that fosters non-judgmental awareness of
the present moment. A significant body of research documents MBSR’s effects on stress,
pain, anxiety, depression, and ordinary human suffering. Class includes cds with guided
meditations, a one-day retreat, and handouts. Sept. 19 is a free session. $350 - negotiable
with low income. Call Libby at 426-3070; libbyrobinson7@gmail.com.
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Meditation (continued)
Pure Meditation Foundation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre
• Jan. 2, Feb. 25, April 21, 3-5 p.m. • Conquer stress, improve concentration, find inner
peace. Of value in all walks of life, this training, which includes the meditative peace
breath, helps you be in charge of how you feel physically, mentally, and emotionally. It
takes only a few minutes to practice each day. $40. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Pure Meditation Course including Raja~Kriya Yoga with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • March 11-17 • Find the peace that passes all understanding with
pure meditation. Learn tools to relax, focus, and regain mastery of your mind to ease away
layers of ego, revealing your true self, lasting joy, and more. $765 includes shared room
lodging and home-cooked vegetarian meals. If you cannot afford the fee, call 517-6416201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Open Meditations with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Every day
Monday - Saturday, 8:30 p.m. and Sunday 7:30 p.m. • Centre is open daily for quiet
reflection, silent prayer and Pure Meditations. All are welcome. The Winged Prayer for
healing is said daily at 9 p.m.. Free. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or
selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Engaging with Your Meditation Practice with Joya D’Cruz • 5 Mondays starting Feb.
6, 7-8:30 p.m. • Discuss issues that arise in and around our mediation practice: apply the
gentle principles of Focusing to explore our individual mediation needs, listen to difficult
emotions and physical sensations that arise and make our practice meaningful. $15 per
session, $60 for series. Call Joya 219-2555; dcruzjoya@gmail.com or joyadcruz.com.
Balancing Compassion and Wisdom Retreat with Carol Blotter • April 27-29 • A
silent insight meditation retreat to focus on developing the capacity to experience and
express loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity. $100-$200, plus
donation to teacher. Call Carol 475-0942; cb.meditate@gmail.com or chelseameditation.
com.
Cultivating Joy: Music Meditation with Melanie Fuscaldo & Dawn Swartz Feb. 3,
12-1:30 p.m. • Joy is always here, in every moment, for everyone. Are you experiencing
as much as you’d like? $30. Call Melanie 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Meditation in the Tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh with Huron River Sangha • most
Sunday evenings, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • Sitting and walking meditation and Dharma sharing
in the tradition of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh. All are welcome. Donations. Call Joe
Reilly 846-2848; joereillymusic@gmail.com or huronriversangha.org.
Saturday Morning Meditation with the Be In Awe Yoga Center Team Member • most
Saturdays 8-9 a.m. • Basic brief guidance provided at the start of each session. All are
welcome. Register at beinaweyoga.com. Free. Call Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.
com.
Harmony of Energy 3 - Expanding Into Meditation with Wasentha Young • Feb.
11, 5:30-7:30 p.m. • You will leave with a sense of clarity, calm and quietude after you
explore the fundamental techniques used in Buddhist and Taoist styles of meditation. $30.
Call Wasentha 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Meditation Practice with Dan Sarasin • every Thursday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. • The meditator’s support circle emphasizes meditation as a way to be with Spirit and in Spirit. Free.
Call Dan 248-765-8887; lotus711@yahoo.com or tsdetroit.org.

Thermography is:


100% Safe



No Radiation



Painless



No contact
with the body



FDA Certified

734-845-4294
www.greenthermography.com

Song of the Morning Meditation Retreat Day • first Saturday each month Jan - April
• Engage in a day long spiritual practice at a yoga retreat center in the beautiful Pigeon
River Forest. Includes hatha yoga, pranayam, spiritual discussions and a three-hour
meditation. Vegetarian meals available for purchase. Donations. Call Jim 989-983-4107;
office@songofthemorning.org or songofthemorning.org.
Meditation Sessions at Jewel Heart with Jewel Heart Instructors • Jan. 8, 15, 22, 29,
Feb. 5, 12, 19, March 11, 18, 25, 8:45-9:45 a.m. • Concentration meditation session.
Help yourself through meditation. Facilitators provide basic guidance with multiple concentration meditation session using the breath as the point of focus. All are welcome. Free/
donations. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Meditation Made Easy with Dave and Pat Krajovic • March 9, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • This
practical class will help you bring the benefits of meditation into your life. Learn the
physiological benefits, its history, basic postures, breathing patterns, pitfalls and you will
be lead in a guided meditation. $37. Call Dave to register 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Music, Sound & Voice
Alexander Technique and Voice with Kathy Moore • Mondays, 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.
and Wednesdays, 12:30 - 1:45 p.m. • This class connects your voice to its fullness and
authenticity through Alexander mind-body awareness and re-education. Free session by
signing up for the series. Call 668-8146; kathy@kathymoorevoice.com or moorevoice.
com.
Flamenco: The Music and Dance of Spain with Companeros De Flamenco • Feb. 19,
3 p.m. • Performance of the dance and music of Spain. The colorful costumes, compelling
music and the intricate footwork tell the story of Spain’s multicultural heritage. Free. Call
Michelle 248-489-9082; mmjjmillman@yahoo.com.
Drop the Knife: A Memoir-in-Song with Jeanne Mackey & friends • April 21, 7:30
p.m. • Jeanne shares a musical chronicle of her search for personal and ancestral healing,
from the high desert of the Eastern Sierras to the Irish country side. $15, $10 students/seniors. Call Jeanne 763-7201; jmackey60@gmail.com or umich.edu/~mackeyj.
Singing in Circle: An Evening of Rounds with Jeanne Mackey • April 18, 7-8 p.m •
We’ll sing in multi-part rounds both familiar and obscure, silly and profound pieces. All
are welcome. Free. Call Rebecca 846-8024; jmackey60@gmail.com or a2reskill.blogspot.
com.
Creole du Nord Performance with Creole du Nord • Jan. 21, 7-11:30 p.m. • Stomp in
the swamp and savor some musical jambalaya from N’Orleans. Evening of cajun, creole,
zydeco and swing rhythms. Dance instruction 7-8 p.m.; live music from 8-11:30 p.m. Cost
TBD. Call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Threshold Choir New Singer Orientation with Tammy Renner • Jan. 10, 12-3 p.m.
• The Threshold Choir honors the ancient tradition of women singing at the bedsides of
people who are struggling, some with living and some with dying. Free. Call Tammy 7863991; tcorwin-renner@comcast.net or thresholdchoirofannarbor.org.
Cafe 704 Coffee House and Concert Series • Jan. 14, Feb. 11, March 10, April 14;
doors open at 7:30 p.m., show at 8 p.m. • Sam Clark and Friends, Dorkestra, John
Latini, Michael Weiss respectively. Cafe 704 is a smoke- and alcohol-free venue with free
parking held monthly at the Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth. Refreshments available
for sale. $8, $15 couple. Call Rev. Dave Bell 327-0270; cafe704@gmail.com or interfaithspirit.org.
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Ann Arbor Folk Festival • Jan. 27-28, 6:30 p.m. • Tune in to some of the finest in
traditional and contemporary artists. Folk and roots music are featured. Each night mixes a
blend of renowned and up-and-coming performers. All funds benefit the Ark, Ann Arbor’s
nonprofit home for folk, roots and ethnic music. Visit theark.org.

Native Spirituality
Praying in a Native Way with Alan Boyce • Feb. 4, 11, 18, 25; 10-Noon • This four-part
workshop promotes connection to a living, earth-centered spiritual tradition. Learn about
sweat lodge, sun dance, vision quest, pipe, song, prayer, and animal and spirit helpers.
$80. Call 734-426-4140.

Naturopathy
Naturally Healthy Families of Southeast Michigan with Tricia Bellew and Alycia
Schoof • Jan. 9, Feb. 13, March 12, April 9, 10 a.m. • A series of health talks and local
family playgroups of naturally-minded families in the Detroit area. New topic each month;
plus yoga, crafts and games for the kids, healthy snacks and more. Free. Call Alycia 248763-8837; livingbettermichigan@gmail.com or livingbettermichigan.com.
Retreat Day - A Day of Personal Rejuvenation • April 21, 9 a.m. • A day to rejuvenate
through connection to yourself, learning, deep peaceful downtime, 2.5 hours of rejuvenating bodywork, nourishment with whole foods, juices and teas. $90. Advanced registration
required, 769-7794; naturopathicschool@gmail.com or naturopathicschoolofannarbor.net.
Student Clinic - All Winter Long • select weekend and by appointment on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Traditional Naturopathy Services include
massage therapy, various energy balancing methods, digestive castor oil packs, Reflexology, Iris Analysis, Herbal medicine and general health consults. $25 body/energy work,
some services at no charge. Call 769-7794; naturopathicschool@gmail.com or naturopathicschoolofannarbor.net.
Immunize and Vaccinate: Beyond Just Following the Schedule with Juliana Sanchez
of Indigo Forest • Feb. 25, 10-11 a.m. • $10 pre-registered or $15 at the door. For more
information, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.

Nutrition & Food Medicine
Healthy Living Series at Crazy Wisdom Community Room, sponsored by People’s
Food Co-op • 7-8:30 p.m. • Free. Call Caitlin Joseph at 994-4589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
Jan. 10 • Raw Foods: The Whole Truth about Whole Grains with Ellen Livingston
• Find out the Raw Food perspective on whole grains in your diet and how you can be
healthy without them.
Feb. 14 • Raw Foods: Attain Your Ideal Weight Naturally with Raw Foods with Ellen
Livingston • The right raw food approach will bring you the long-term health you seek.
March 13 • Raw Foods: Spring Detox with Raw Foods with Ellen Livingston • Discover the detox diet you can happily stay on forever. Wouldn’t you love to have a body
that’s clean and vibrant every day?
April 10 • Raw Foods: Simple ‘n Healthy Raw Vegan Cuisine with Ellen Livingston •
Find out the secrets to a vibrantly healthy body and mind. Learn the healthiest of the raw
vegan diets.
Health Force Research Center “Saturday Night Live” Vegetarian Potluck/Dinner/
Lecture • last Saturday each month, dinner at 6:30 p.m., lecture at 8 p.m. • New
speaker each month on various health, body/mind/spirit, success, spiritual money topics,
meditation, yoga, chi kung and more. Vegetarian/vegan home prepared food to share. $3
with food, $5 without. Call Bob Lewanski 248-680-8688; healthforcecenter@gmail.com
or healthforcecenter.com.

Eastern Sun
Shiatsu
w Cynthia Conklin

call 734-417-9714
info@easternsunshiatsu.com
1 or 1.5 hour shiatsu sessions
trial 1-hour session $40
meridian stretch classes
do-it-yourself shiatsu classes
downtown Ann Arbor
eastern sun shiatsu

Pagan Spirituality
Witches’ Night Out at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Jan. 10, Feb. 14, March 13, April
10; 7 p.m. • Come join us for tea and networking on Witches’ Night Out. It is a chance to
meet others of like mind, drink Witch Brew tea, and have a great time. No cover. $3.75 for
a pot of tea with free refills. No meeting in October. For more information, call Carol at
665-2757; info@crazywisdom.net or www.crazywisdom.net.

Palmistry
Drop-In Palmistry Readings with Vijayalaxmi Shinde at the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • Sundays, 3-6 p.m. • $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 222-9160;
vijaya_laxmi@comcast.net.

Parenting
The Breastfeeding Cafe with Barbara Robertson of Center for Childbearing Year
• Fridays, 10-11:30 a.m. • Come and meet other women who are breastfeeding their
babies! This free drop-in group focuses on supporting the new breastfeeding pair. We will
provide a combination of a nurturing environment and accurate, up-to-date information.
Time is set aside to address each individual mother’s concerns. Moms and babies can
come for as many weeks as they need. Bring your baby and breastfeeding questions. Free.
Call 973-6534; barbara@bfcaa.com or bfcaa.com.
La Leche League of the Center for Childbearing Year • first Thursday of each month,
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Drop-in support group for breastfeeding mothers and their children.
Pregnant women and toddlers welcome. Free. Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or
center4cby.com.
Clonlara School Open House • Feb. 16, 6-7:30 p.m. • Join us to learn program details
about home based education and our K-12 campus programs (everything from full time,
to blended schedules, to independent study programs), tour our facility and meet with
campus teachers and academic advisors. Plus...view the visual arts on display. Free. Call
Martha 926-4617; martha@clonlara.org or clonlara.org.
Movement Matters: An Introduction to Brain Gym & Bal-A-Vis-X with Katy Held •
Jan. 21, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.; Jan. 25, 6-8 p.m.; Jan. 26, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.; Feb. 9, 6-8 p.m.;
Feb. 10, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.; March 7, 6-8 p.m.; March 9, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. • Introduction to
movement-based learning. Geared for parents, educators and other professionals who are
interested in reducing stress and enhancing learning potential. $20/ 2 hrs; $30/ 3 hrs; $50/
5 hrs. Call Katy 649-7457; ktheld@me.com or learningheart.com.
F.A.S.T. Reading Program for Dyslexics of All Ages with Susan Major • every Tuesday evening Jan-April, 7:30-9 p.m. • Introduction to F.A.S.T. Reading Program, which
incorporated the integration of the latest brain research and how it applies to jump-starting
higher brain functioning for people who have difficulty reading. Free. Call Susan 9960702; samajor@comcast.net.
PEC Lecture Series: Interactive Metronome Enhancing Focus • March 14, 6-8
p.m. • Please join the Progressive Education Consortium in learning how the Interactive
Metronome can enhance your students performance and overcome focus issues. Paul from
MP3 will be here to talk about the research based interactive metronome works and the
research/results that are impacting students lives. Free. Call Martha 926-4617; martha@
clonlara.org or sites.google.com/site/progressiveedconsortium.
Mama Circle with Jahmanna Selassie through Indigo Forest • Most Thursdays, 9:3011 a.m. • Free. For more information, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
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Peace
Peace and Quiet Weekend with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Feb. 24,
11:30 a.m. - Feb. 26, 1:30 p.m. • Spend some time in peace and quiet, with lots of free
time and a silent Sunday morning. Includes accommodation and home-cooked vegetarian meals. An optional pure meditation foundation class is available. $75. If you cannot
afford the fee, please call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
4th Annual International Conference on Religion, Conflict and Peace: Walking the
Talk to Compassion and Harmony • March 23-25 • Inclusive, interactive public dialogue promoting Inter-religious and Intra-religious dialogue to explore the challenges of
Extremism, Social Paranoia, Intolerance, Negative Stereotypes, Scapegoating, and fear of
“the Other.” For fees, see website. Call Steve Olweean 269-665-9393; solweean@aol.com
or cbiworld.org/pages/conferences_rcp.htm.
Prayers for World Peace at the Center of Light Ann Arbor • Jan. 4, Feb. 1, March 7,
April 4, 7:30 p.m. • Come offer your prayer for peace in place of conflict, hunger, disasters, whatever moves your heart. Hands on blessings send the energy out in a powerful
way. Free. Call Rev. Lela Iduna 864-2017; annarbor@centersoflight.com or centersoflight.
org/annarbor.
24-Hour Peace Generator at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Jan. 20, 6 p.m.
to Jan. 21, 6 p.m. • Join in silent prayer or focused meditation on inner/outer healing,
love, harmony, peace, understanding, cooperation, and joy for your family, the world, and
for yourself. Reserve a time slot or drop-in. Refreshments provided. Donations. Call Craig
971-8576; dave@interfaithspirit.org or peacegenerator.org.
Peace Generator Silent Meditation and Prayer at Interfaith Center for Spiritual
Growth • Feb. 17, March 16, April 20, 7-9 p.m. • All invited to join a silent meditation
on world peace and individual (inner) peace. Donations. Call Craig 971-8576; dave@
interfaithspirit.org or peacegenerator.org.

Personal Growth
Sacred Marching Orders with Patricia Fero • March 31, 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This workshop is designed to assist participants
in finding their unique offerings to the planet at this unprecedented time. Receive support in uncovering your gifts you came to the planet to give. $35. Call Patricia 973-0817;
pat_fero@yahoo.com or patriciafero.com.
Gifts of the Spirit with Karen Greenberg • March 4, 11, 18 & 25, 1-5:30 p.m. or
March 6, 12, 20 & 27, 10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. • Learn how to create a sacred space in which
to receive spiritual guidance, distinguish between answers your personality was hoping to
hear versus information from your higher self, learn you power time of day, season and
more spiritual tools. $75 each session. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clairascension.com.
Eating for Emotional Reasons and How to Do it Differently with Karen Greenberg •
Jan. 21 or April 23, 6-10 p.m. • Learn how to embrace rather than avoid your emotions,
how to identify, feel and express all sorts of emotions in a healthy manner, how to have
intimacy with yourself versus food. $75. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clairascension.com.
Healthy Boundaries with Karen Greenberg • April 25, 6-10 p.m. • Learn how to clarify
within yourself how to set and enforce healthy boundaries in a variety of situations - with
children, spouses, parents, siblings, friends, neighbors, business associates, and with yourself. $75. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.
Soul Essence Evolving: Revelations for Your Spiritual, Mental, Emotional, and
Physical Essences with Deb Foggio and Jane McLaren • Jan. 13 & 27, Feb. 10 & 24,
March 9 & 23, April 13 & 27; 7-10 p.m. • Systemic Constellations work reveals what is
hidden in the unconscious that impacts how the four bodies create life in conjunction with
your conscious mind. It uses the wisdom of the knowing field to reveal what cannot be
seen to facilitate healing on multiple levels. $25 each session. Call Deb at 248-705-1111;
avastarinc@comcast.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Relaxation for Body, Mind & Spirit Day with Self Realization Meditation Healing
Centre • Jan. 2 and April 21, 11 a.m.-5 p.m with option to stay overnight • Includes
relaxing yoga, delicious meals, quiet time for our Spirit, and an optional Pure Meditation
Foundation class. $39 for workshop; $126 with overnight option. Call 517-641-6201;
SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Pure Meditation Foundation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
Jan. 21 3-5 p.m • Training includes the Meditative Peace Breath. $40. Call 517-641-6201;
SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Discover the Power and Joy in Your Life Transitions with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb.
10, Noon-1:30 • If you or a loved one is anticipating or experiencing a life transition in
career, retirement, health or relationship this workshop will support you in opening your
heart, body and mind to the spiritual purpose in the transition. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

Learn and Practice the Work of Byron Katie with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 27, Noon1:30 • Learn how four questions can transform your life. Release stressful thoughts and
emotions and live with more peace and joy. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or
melaniefuscaldo.com.
Creating Internal Resources with Cam Vozar • Jan. 18, 6:30 p.m. • Create internal
resources to cope with stress and increase well-being. Learn to connect to spiritual, nurturing, and protective resources. $10. Call 747-9073; cam.vozar@gmail.com.
Earth Changes & 2012 with Elizabeth Adams • March 24, 1-2:55 p.m. • This class will
address the nature of Earth changes, the many ways to view and experience them, how
the ‘end of time’ scenarios have developed historically, metaphysically and spiritually. We
will focus on how to move out of fear based relationships with the future. $29. Call 6775060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
The Stories We Tell Ourselves with Jeane Mackey • Feb. 15, 7-8:30 p.m. • Learn a few
tools to identify what stories we’re living and how to make conscious choices. Free. Call
Rebecca 846-8024; jmackey60@gmail.com or a2reskill.blogspot.com.
Introduction to Archetypes with Paula Neys • Jan. 20, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • Identifying and
working with your archetypes will assist you to make destiny choices instead of choices of
fate. Pre-registration fee $15. Call Paula 248-982-5971; pneys@wideopenwest.com.
New Women’s Group with Kristin Pearce • Saturdays beginning Jan. 7, 10-11:15
a.m. • Join with other women who have a desire to achieve a life that is positive, fulfilling,
peaceful and healthy in mind, body and spirit. Group focus will be on Improving Relationships, Health, Spiritual Growth and Living your Dreams. $15 per session. Call Kristin
945-7076; kpearce310@aol.com.
“Tantric Energy Touch” Workshop with Leslie Blackburn • Jan. 15. 6-8 p.m. •
Guided practice to explore energy through breath, sound, touch and movement. All are
welcome. $30 for individual, $50 for couples. Call Leslie 313-269-6719; dakini@mysteryschoolofthetemplearts.com or mysterschoolofthetemplearts.com.
Bal-A-Vis-X: Levels 1, 2 & Adaptive Modifications with Bill Hubert • March 23-25,
Friday 6-9 p.m., Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sunday 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Balance/
Auditory/Vision exercises which are deeply rooted in rhythm which enables the whole
mind-body system to experience the natural symmetrical flow of a pendulum. $245. Call
Katy 649-7457; ktheld@me.com or learningheart.com.
Shamanic Constellation SoulWork: Opening to a New Perspective & New Vibrant
Relationship with Ourselves with Dale & Christine Wright-Lonheim • March 23, 7-9
p.m., March 24 and 25, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Powerful Systemic Constellation work
that provides a new sense of centeredness and spiritual wholeness. $25 for Friday, $95 for
each Saturday and Sunday, early registration discounts available. Call Jane 248-705-1111;
avastarinc@comcast.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Giving Witness to the Risen One: Living a Healthy Adult Spirituality with Melanie
Svoboda • April 23, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • This workshop explores some of the signs of
a healthy adult spirituality; friendships, love of nature, prayer, the balancing of work and
leisure, and the ability to live graciously with a certain amount of ambiguity and adversity.
Scripture, music, stories, poetry and humor will be used. $30 includes lunch. Call 2405494; riverhouse@ihmsisters.org or ihmsisters.org.
Purify Your Body and Transform Your Life with Carol Clarke • Jan. 7, 12 p.m. • This
class focuses on informing you of how to rid your body of chemical and environmental
stresses that have accumulated over the years. Free. Call Carol 416-5200; cclarke2005@
hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Poetry
An Evening of Poetry and Written Word hosted by Crazy Wisdom Tearoom and
Phat Salmon • Second and Fourth Wednesday of each month, 7-9 p.m. • Join us for
tea and creativity. Free. For information, call 734-665-2757 or crazywisdom.net.
Second Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Open Mic Poetry at Crazy Wisdom Tearoom hosted by
David Mann and Phat Salmon. All writers welcome to share their poetry or short stories.
Sing up begins at 6:45 p.m.
Fourth Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Open Mic Poetry Reading and Writing Workshop at
Crazy Wisdom Tearoom hosted by David Mann and Phat Salmon. All writers welcome
to share their poetry or short stories. Writing workshop to follow, where writers can learn
from other writers and share their own writing skills. Sign up begins at 6:45 p.m.

Reiki
Introduction to Reiki Talk with Nancy Harknett through Indigo Forest • Jan. 27,
Feb. 17, March 23, April 27, 7-9 p.m. • Join in an exploration of this wonderful and
sometimes misunderstood self-healing modality. Presentation followed by questions and
answers. RSVP. Free. Call 649-7076; nanharknett@gmail.com.

Reiki First Degree with Nancy
Harknett through Indigo Forest
• Feb. 13, 14, 16; or March 12,
13, 15; or April 16, 17, 19; 6-10
p.m. each night • This class will
introduce and empower you to
affect your own self-healing. You
will also be empowered to help
others with their self-healing.
Four personal initiations. No
experience needed. RSVP $200.
Call 649-7076; nanharknett@
gmail.com.
Reiki Second Degree with
Nancy Harknett through Indigo
Forest • Jan. 19 AND Jan. 20,
both meeting required • This
class takes you deeper into your
own self-healing. You also learn
to use Reiki at a distance. Individual initiations. RSVP. $500.
Call 649-7076; nanharknett@
gmail.com.
Reiki Level 1: Shoden “Beginner Teachings” with Andrew
Anders • Feb. 11 and 18, 9 a.m.2:55 p.m. • Learn to self-apply
Reiki, a gentle, non-invasive, hand-based, energy balancing technique used to relieve
stress and promote the innate healing response of your body. The Reiki process is safe
and simple enough for anyone to learn. It has been found to help relieve pain, improve
digestion, bring balance, and promote general well-being. $99. Call 677-5060; lifelonglearning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Reiki Level 2: Okuden “Hidden Teachings” with Andrew Anders • March 24 and
31, 9 a.m.-3:55 p.m. • Become a more effective Reiki practitioner with more focused,
purposeful treatments. Learn how to focus Reiki treatments for the mind and emotions as
well as over great distances. You’ll learn additional Reiki techniques, non-physical applications, practitioner symbols, and how to utilize Reiki via crystals. $135. Call 677-5060;
lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Reiki I Certification Course with Eve Wilson • Jan. 21, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. • Learn to do
hands-on healing for yourself and others. Gentle, safe, and easy to do, Reiki brings relief
from pain, relaxation, and helps the body to heal. $115. Call 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki II Certification Course with Eve Wilson • Feb. 11, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. • Learn to use
Reiki symbols to direct Reiki to heal burns and bruises instantly, help people sleep, start
your car battery, protect your energy and aura, send healing anywhere in almost no time,
and heal emotional and mental issues. The Reiki II attunement increases Reiki healing
energy exponentially. $120. Call 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki III Master Teacher Certification Course with Eve Wilson • March 10 and 17,
10 a.m.-2 p.m. • Learn to pass Reiki attunements and teach classes as a certified Reiki
Master. $450. Call 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki Share with Sally Pinchock, Ruth Owen, and Jane McLaren • Jan. 11, Feb. 8,
March 14, April 11; 9:30-11:30 a.m. or Jan. 23, Feb. 27, March 26, April 23; 7-9 p.m.
in Plymouth • Open to the public. Experience the energy of Reiki available from various
practitioners. Other Reiki practitioners welcome to share and experience. By loving donation. Call Jane at 248-705-1111; avastarinc@comcast.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Reiki with Carol Clarke • Jan. 13, 6-9 p.m. • “Essential Reiki” method focusing on the
history, ethics, hand placement, and attunement to unfold the path of working with Reiki
energy. $100. Call Carol 416-5200; cclarke2005@hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Reiki II with Carol Clarke • Feb. 4, 5-10 p.m. • “Essential Reiki” method focusing on
review of hand placement, distance healing for self and others, information on symbols
and attunement to unfold the path of working with Reiki energy. Must have taken Reiki I.
$150. Call Carol 416-5200; cclarke2005@hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Reiki Clinic with Jennifer Flowers Gutman • Jan. 26, Feb. 23, March 22, April 26,
7-9 p.m. • This is a unique opportunity to experience the powerful healing affects of
Reiki. Sessions are by appointment only. Love donation. Call Jennifer 416-5200; relax@
bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Reike Share with Jennifer Flowers Gutman • Jan. 12, Feb. 9, March 8 • This is a
unique opportunity for anyone who has taken Reiki to come and practice their skills by
working on others and experience Reiki shared by other practitioners. It is also a chance to
ask questions and enhance your skills. Donation. Call Jennifer 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Reike III with Jennifer Flowers Gutman • Feb. 3 and Feb. 4, 3-9 p.m. • Advanced
class shows you how to increase your energy flow with breathing exercises as well as how
to clear blockages in the aura. $154. Call Jennifer 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
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Curious About Reiki? Free
Introductory Talk with Suzy
Wienckowski • April 18, 7-9
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Suzy Wienckowski speaks on the Usui System
of Reiki Healing. In this gentle,
hands-on healing art Universal Life Energy is transmitted
through the hands of a practitioner to facilitate healing and
promote balance of the whole
person. Reiki is deeply relaxing
and soothing. Free mini-treatments will be offered. Free. Call
Suzy 665-8665; suzyreiki@aol.
com.
First Degree Reiki Class with
Suzy Wienckowski • Jan. 27-29
or April 27-29, Friday 7-9:30
p.m., Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and Sun. 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
• Reiki is a gentle, hands-on
healing art. It is easily learned by
all and after initiation by a Reiki
Master healing energy flows
Illustration by Sara Van Zandt
effortlessly through your hands.
Reiki reduces stress, eases pain and restores balance and harmony on all levels: Body,
Mind and Spirit. Class includes history, hands-on treatment form for yourself and other
and 4 individual initiations. Certificate awarded. $150. Call Suzy 665-8665; suzyreiki@
aol.com.
Second Degree Reiki Class with Suzy Wienckowski • March 30-31, Friday 7-9 p.m.,
Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. • Students learn and are empowered to use the three sacred Reiki
symbols. The symbols focus and intensify the Reiki energy enabling the practitioner to
heal on a deeper level and to send Reiki at a distance. (First Degree training is a pre-req).
$500. Call Suzy 665-8665; suzyreiki@aol.com.

Retreats
Costa Rica - A Transformational Journey with Leslie Blackburn and Dixon’s Violin
• April 9-14 • In collaboration with Sacred Sites Journeys you will enjoy an empowering
daily session including yoga, meditation, transformational music experiences and sacred
sexuality techniques, journaling and dream guidance. Plus explore the land and elements
of Costa Rica. $1695, $1787 credit card (airfare not included). Call Lesile 313-269-6719;
dakini@mysteryschoolofthetemplearts.com or mysteryschoolofthetemplearts.com
Yoga Retreat Center: Various Programs at Song of the Morning in Vanderbilt • Jan.April • Year-round each weekend, we offer programs of various topics or you can stay
without attending a program. Yoga and meditation offered daily as well as a meditation
service on Sundays. Cost varies. Call Jim Pero at 989-983-4107; office@songofthemorning.org or songofthemorning.org.
On the Way to Jerusalem with Paula d’Arcy at Weber Center • April 1, 3 p.m. - April
4, 1 p.m. • One gift of Holy Week is the challenge to look a the world not only from our
own eyes, but from all eyes, letting our hearts be transformed by love. What do you see?
$375 single occupancy or $275 double. Call 517-266-4000; webercenter@adriandominicans.org or webercenter.org.
Inner Spring Cleaning Yoga Retreat with Jody Tull • April 21-22, 12-5 p.m. • Days
spent mostly in silence with asana class, meditation and contemplative practices. $60. Call
Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Transformational Healing Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre
• Jan. 27, 11:30 a.m. to Jan. 29, 1:30 p.m. • Includes: private appointment to receive
Natural Spiritual Healing and learn a healing breath, a group Transformational Hatha
Yoga class, time for meditation, free time for rest, read, contemplate, and walk in nature.
$65.50. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.
org.
Gentle Yoga Weekend at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Jan. 21, 11
a.m. to Jan. 22, 1:30 p.m. • Relax with gentle Transformation Hatha Yoga classes and an
optional Pure Meditation Foundation class. $115, includes meals and accommodations.
Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Easter Celebration Silent Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
April 6, before dinner to April 8, after dinner • A truly spiritual way to celebrate the
inner beauty of Easter. Retreat held in silence, giving ample time to meditate, contemplate,
relax and get in touch with the inner self. $140, includes shared room and meals. Call 517641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Rest & Relaxation Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Feb. 11,
morning to Feb. 12 afternoon • This retreat gives you plenty of time to rest, relax, read,
contemplate, and walk in nature. $75, includes shared room and meals. Call 517-6416201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Shamanism
Shamanism: Path of Empowerment and Healing with Kate Durda • Feb. 11, 11 a.m.5 p.m. or March 3 (in Lansing) • Shamanism is an ancient, powerful spiritual practice
utilized throughout history and still today to restore spiritual and physical health and
obtain self-knowledge. Groundbreaking work in fields such as “new biology”, quantum
physics, and alternative medicine are validating what shamans and other wise spiritual
healers knew about mind/body/spirit connection and practiced thousands of years ago.
This experiential workshop is pre-requisite for all our advanced work. $70 with preregistration discount available. Call Kate 517-667-0694; SpiritWeavers@gmail.com or
SpiritWeavers.net.
Shamanism Basic: Working with Your Power Animals with Kate Durda • March 31,
11 a.m.-5 p.m. • Part of Basic Apprenticeship Series, for beginners or a refresher (prereq: Know How to do Shamanic Journey). Work with your Power Animal(s) for direct
revelation, guidance, and protection. Includes power songs, “Restoration of Lost Power/
Power Animal Retrieval and classic shapeshifting in the Power Animal Dance. $65 with
pre-registration discount available. Call Kate 517-667-0694; SpiritWeavers@gmail.com or
SpiritWeavers.net.
4th Annual Shamans’ Mid-Winter Ceremonies: Residential Retreat with Kata Durda
and Stephanie Tighe • Feb. 4 - 5 • Focus spiritually on stepping into Who We Are Becoming. Experience Shamanic journeywork, ceremony and a powerful initiation (pre-req
is shamanic training/experience). Cost TBD. Call Kate 517-667-0694; SpiritWeavers@
gmail.com or SpiritWeavers.net.
Shamanism: Advanced Healing Methods with Stephanie Tighe • March 31-April 1,
meets 10 days over 6 months in Lansing area • Experiential shamanic training including
Soul Retrieval: Plant Spirit Medicine; Extraction; Restoration of lost Power; and Psychopomp. We will cover other spirit directed techniques, ethics, established healing practice,
sensing energy, shifting energy and how to help your clients to receive healing. $900. Call
Stephanie 517-667-8448; stephanietighe@gmail.com or SpiritWeavers.net.
Reawaken Your Innate Sources of Guidance & Healing With Shamanic Journey with
Karlin Danielsen • Part I, Jan. 16 and Part II, Jan. 23, 6:30-9 p.m. • Learn the process
of shamanic journey to meet your inner teachers and begin developing a life long relationship with them. They share guidance, healing and surround you with infinite love and
inspire you to live fully. Knowing your inner teachers are always there for you gives you
a sense that you are never truly alone. $60 with pre-registration discount available. Call
Karlin 476-4732; serenityportal@gmail.com or portalstoserenity.webs.com/.
Shamanic Journey with Carol Jacobs • Jan. 4, 11, 18, 25, Feb. 1, 8, 15, 22, 28, March
7, 14, 21, 28, April 4, 11, 18, 25; 7-9 p.m. • Connect with Spirit Guides to the beat of a
shaman’s drum. Free. Call Carol 476-6256; supercatmom@sbcglobal.net.
Shamanism with Carol Clarke • Feb. 10, 7-9 p.m. • This class focuses on the healing
techniques you can use to clear etheric clutter or chaotic energy from the space using
incense, crystals and more. $25. Call Carol 416-5200; cclarke2005@hotmail.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Spiritual Development
Seals of Solomon Activation Part 1 with Karlta Zarley • Feb. 25, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. •
The Seals of Solomon contain all the wisdom we gained in previous lifetimes in various
ancient cultures, stored within each of us. This activation begins the Unichakra process,
clearing the DNA of trauma and opens the first 5 Seals, covering Egyptian, Mayan, Mu,
Atlantean, and Druid lifetimes. $225 includes light refreshments. Call 433-9333; kzarley@att.net or karltazarley.com.
Prosperity Training Camp with Deb Foggio • Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Are you tired of
being afraid in your life about this, that or everything? Have you been trying to bring more
prosperity, money, love or happiness into your life and, somehow, it never quite happens?
Join a group of like-minded seekers willing to expand their wisdom to acquire tools they
know will lead them to the life they want. Come work together in a study/accountability
group that will not be denied the desires of their hearts. The class will be studying how to
use the power of the subconscious mind to create an enriched life. $20 per week. Call 248702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Praying with Body, Mind, and Spirit: Into the Light with Janene Ternes • Jan. 28,
9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. • Bring light and peace into the darkness of these short days, gain
clarity and feel refreshed and energized with holistic prayer that uses simple body movement with music, Scripture, guided meditation and journaling. $45. Call 734-429-7754;
prayerinmotionjt@aol.com or prayer-in-motion.com.
Spiritual Discovery Group based on the works of Eckhart Tolle with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb. 7, Noon-1:30 • Practice releasing the ego and pain body. Experience silence,
spacious and the “joy body.” Begin to awaken to your true self. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

Adept Initiations into the Golden Brotherhood and Sisterhood with Karen Greenberg • Feb. 19 or April 29, 1-8 p.m. • Join together with people of all races, religions, nationalities, ages, and genders who wish to unify and make this world a better place. Allow
the spiritual realms to embrace you, support you, and to provide networking opportunities
to assist you in fulfilling your soul’s purpose. $495. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com;
clair-ascension.com.
Developing a Personal Relationship with Your Creator/Higher Power/G-d with
Karen Greenberg • Feb. 29, 6-10 p.m. • Learn how to create a still, quiet, sacred, meditative space in which to ask questions and receive answers from your Creator. Learn how
to ascertain whether you are in your head thinking the answers, in your body feeling the
answers or in your soul receiving the answers from spirit. $75. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@
gmail.com; clair-ascension.com.
The 12 Imaginings of the Twisted Hairs with Debbie Mast & Kalli Ball • first
Monday every month, 7-9 p.m. • The Grandmothers of the Twisted Hairs have a vision
of how people can live together in harmony, known as the 12 Imaginings. Each month
we will discuss one imagining and then walk it out into the world, as we work toward a
shared code of conduct as responsible humans. Free. Call Debbie 248-414-5376; ftreelodge@aol.com.
Mysticism and the Mystical Life at Center of Light Ann Arbor • March 1, 7:30 p.m.
• Master Teacher and Christian Mystic Father Peter Bowers illuminates what the experience and meaning of mysticism can be in your life. $25, bring a friend free. Call Rev. Lela
Iduna 864-2017; revlela@centersoflight.org or centersoflight.or/annarbor.
Fitting Spirituality into a Hectic Schedule at Center of Light Ann Arbor • March 2,
7:30 p.m. • We know the benefits of holding a meditative or devotional practice, but how
can one live in the world and maintain our spiritual lives? Father Peter gives practical
solutions and personal insight. $25, bring a friend free. Call Rev. Lela Iduna 864-2017;
revlela@centersoflight.org or centersoflight.or/annarbor.

“Optimism is the faith that leads to
achievement. Nothing can be done without
hope and confidence.”
				
~ Helen Keller
True Love: The Eye in the Heart at Center of Light Ann Arbor • March 3, 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. • Learn how to see others, yourself, and the world through the lens of your heart, the
only clear vision that we have. Father Peter give guidance and an experiential exercise to
help you find this peace. $40 includes lunch, bring a friend free. Call Rev. Lela Iduna 8642017; revlela@centersoflight.org or centersoflight.or/annarbor.
Shamanic Constellations SoulWork Owning, Deepening & Embracing The Birth of
the New Vibration with Dale and Christina Wright-LonHeim • Jan. 27, 7-9 p.m., Jan.
28 or Jan. 29, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Powerful & incredibly insightful systemic constellation work that guides us to receive gifts of strength and love from our ancestral and
spiritual lineages, recovering lost souls and splits, finding security in how Mother Earth
sustains us. Friday $25, Saturday or Sunday, $95 with pre-registration discounts. Call Jane
248-705-1111; avastarinc@comcast.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
One Step Forward: Moving Beyond Our Everyday Resistances with Robin Brophy
• Jan. 6, 7-8:30 p.m. • Recognizing and moving through our resistance and fear is an important aspect of spiritual growth. Learn how to embrace change, life and moving beyond
our comfort zone. $20. Call Robin 303-525-6478; lollylolipop@yahoo.com.
Oneness Chakra Meditation and Blessing with Lee Schaberg • Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-9 p.m. • Meditation for connecting to your Divine presence and chakra clearing
for clear energy transfer to Deeksha/Oneness Blessing. Love offering. Call Lee 358-5529;
lee.k.s@comcast.net.
Facilitators Training for Systemic Constellations and Shamanic Healing with Deb
Foggio & Jane McLaren • Jan. 27-29, March 23-24, 2 other Saturday dates • How to
use earth places and elements in constellations: using birthplace of a person, their parents,
ancestral homelands to find lost soul. How to use elements to clear and balance soul
energy, how to see soul loss, unquiet dead, split selves and bring back soul parts. Inquire
about fees when registering. Call Deb 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Shamanic Study Group with Lynette Staffeld • second Tuesday every month, 7-9:30
p.m. • Shamanic principles of the Sweet Medicine Sundance Path. This course of study
covers basic shamanic information combined with integrative personal ceremonies and
sacred craft projects. Focus is on personal self growth through connections with nature.
$10 or donation. Call Lynette 475-6030; lmbmstaff@gmail.com.

Sunday Service at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Sundays 10:45 a.m.
- 12:30 p.m. • A gathering of spiritual seekers that meet in a beautiful building every
Sunday to celebrate oneness with all beings, experience the power of group meditation,
benefit from enlightening readings, enjoy guest musicians, and listen to talks that inspire
and stimulate spiritual growth and understanding. There is a children’s program during the
service each week and monthly potlucks. Donation. Call Rev. Dave Bell 327-0270; dave@
interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.

Stress Management
Life Skills and Relaxation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
Jan. 7, 10 - 11:15 a.m. • No matter what problems or challenges you face, or how difficult
it has been in the past, these fast, easy-to-use tools can help you! Learn more about the
mind-body connection and how to apply the practical energy care tools in your everyday
life at school, work, home, and play. $30. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com
or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Pure Meditation Foundation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre
• April 6, 3-5 p.m. • Conquer stress, improve concentration, find inner peace. Of value
in all walks of life, Pure Meditation Foundation training, which includes the meditative
peace breath, helps you to be in charge of how you feel physically, mentally, and emotionally. It takes only a few minutes to practice each day. $40. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Time for You Getaway with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • April 28,
morning to April 29, afternoon • Gives you time for you to de-stress, rest, relax, read,
contemplate and walk in nature. $65.50, includes meals and shared lodging. Call 517-6416201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Stress Management: Embracing the Peace Within You with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb.
17, Noon-1:30 • Tune into messages from your body, mind, emotions, and spirit and learn
effective strategies to enhance your well-being. Identify your unique stressors. Experience
guided imagery for relaxation and to gain information from your inner wisdom. Leave
with coping strategies to increase your effectiveness. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@
gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Peaceful Happy Hour with Ellen Porter • Jan. 13, Feb. 10, March 9, April 13 • Relaxing ear acupuncture to melt stress away; brings balance and harmony to allow the body to
let go of toxins and stress. Experience deep relaxation. $15. Call Ellen 845-2166; ellen@
acuthrive.org or AcuThrive.org.

Sustainability
Ann Arbor Winter ReSkilling Festival • Feb. 4, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., registration begins at
9:30 a.m. • Learn skills for resilient, low-energy living. Focus is on winter skills including sock darning, bread-making, cold-weather commuting, indoor play, planning and
preparing for spring gardens. Free. Call Blanche 669-9394; bprice@steinerschool.org or
a2reskill.blogspot.com.
Introduction to Council Circles with Jeanne Mackey • March 14, 7-8:30 p.m. •
Learn and experience the ancient pan-cultural practice of sharing insight and experience
in a council circle. Free. Call Rebecca 846-8024; jmackey60@gmail.com or a2reskill.
blogspot.com.
Strawbale Studios Natural Building & Sustainable Skill Programs • The Strawbale
Studio is an enchanting thatched-roof strawbale structure on rural wooded land about an
hour north of Detroit. It is also an education program for natural building & sustainable
living skills. The following activities are at the Strawbale Studio land outside Oxford, MI.
Call Deanne 248-628-1887; ecoartdb@gmail.com or strawbalestudio.org.
New Internship Program with Deanne Bednar & invited guest teachers • Jan. 8 thru
Feb. 8 • Immerse yourself in a one month intensive, hands-on learning experience and
participate in all workshops. Skills taught: thatching, earth plasters, round pole framing, rocket-stove design and more. April & May • “Education & Community Outreach”
includes Earthday festival, Green events and community projects, relocalization, earth
oven, plasters, thatching, foraging and a permaculture class with Jared Bogdonov-Hanna.
Hands on construction of the Kids Cottage. $625 per month or $500 if prepaid 1 month in
advance.
Fermenting & Cheesemaking with Deanne Bednar and Ruth Hoyt • Jan. 9, 2-5 p.m.
• Learn the mysteries of allowing nature to transform food, preserve it, increasing food
value and making it tasty. Create goat cheese, kim-chi, buttermilk and more. $40 or $25
prepaid. RSVP.
The Basics of Thatching & Reed Collecting with Deanne Bednar • Jan. 14, 10 a.m.
- 5 p.m. • An all natural roof can be created using our local Phragmite reed grass. Tour
thatched buildings onsite, see a demo and do some hands-on thatching, see a video and
harvest reeds. $90 or $75 prepaid.
Round Pole Framing with Deanne Bednar • Jan. 21, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Learn the basics
of this practical skill. Tour natural buildings on site, forage timbers, use a draw knife to
peel the bark, practice notching & joining and learn design principles. $70 or $55 prepaid.
Earth Plaster & Sculpting Class with Deanne Bednar • Jan. 28, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. •
Learn the basics of locating, mixing and applying earth to retrofit/beautify our existing
home. Adhesion coat, plastering, sculpting, strawbale bench. $80 or $65 prepaid.
The Joy of Foraging with Deanne Bednar • April 6, 1-5 p.m. • Learn about 20 plants
that grow commonly in this region that can be used for such purposes as soap-making,
salt substitute, cording, nutritional food & medicine. Free plants to take home. $40 or $25
prepaid. RSVP
Earth Oven Workshop with Deanne Bednar • April 28, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Hands-on
construction: learn how to locate materials, mix/apply oven mud, insulation, finish layer
and sculpting details. Visit ovens on site, take a model home and make a pizza. $70 or $55
prepaid.
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2012 Soul Essence Expanding
Constellation Series
Soul Essence Evolving

2nd and 4th Fridays 7-10pm
Deb Foggio & Jane McLaren Facilitators

Shamanic Constellation SoulWork
Dale & Christina Wright-Lonheim, MA, M.F.T.
From Seattle, WA
January 27-29 and March 23-25

Constellation Training Workshops
Honor the Past

Live in the Present

Regi
ste
Retre r now for
a
Lake ts held on
Huro
July
& Oc n
t. 20
12

Build the Future

Center For Integrative Well Being

42839 Five Mile Rd, Plymouth, MI 48170 *(248)702-7064 *(248)705-1111
www.integrativewellbeing.com

If you would like
to hold an event,

EXPRESS YOURSELF
THROUGH ART

teach a class,
bring an
author to town,
give a lecture,
demonstrate your
bodywork skills,
give massages,
lead a
seasonal
ceremony,
or,
organize a lunchtime
group meditation in
downtown Ann Arbor...
perhaps,
Crazy Wisdom
Bookstore
& Tea Room
is the place to do it!
Call Rachel Pastiva
or Bill Zirinsky
at Crazy Wisdom
734-665-2757

Painter and educator
in art and art therapy
offers private lessons
in drawing and visual
journal creation
Individual and private
group lessons available!

Contact Nancy Wolfe at
nancy@nancywolfe.com
or 734-358-5857
to learn more!
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Sustainability (continued)
Permaculture: An Introduction with Nathan Ayers • March 14, 6-8:55 p.m. • Learn
the fundamental concepts of permaculture design. Examine energy, food, water and waste
strategies and how these relate to the larger community. Gain hands-on tools you need to
begin considering the concepts of permaculture. $29. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@
wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Permaculture Intensive: Homesteading for the 21st Century with Nathan Ayers •
April 28 & 29, 9 a.m. - 5:55 p.m. • Learn life changing skills in self-sufficiency and
community resilience in this specially designed two day, hands-on course. $149. Call 6775060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Cottage Food Industry: Make Money Selling Your
Home Made Foods with Nathan Ayers • Feb. 15 or
April 11, 6-8:55 p.m. • Learn how to set up your own
cottage based industry and how the concept relates to
Permaculture. Examine what foods are allowable for sale,
the requirements for labels and listing, sales records and
learn how to plug into the network of existing cottage food
operations. $29. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.
edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.

Tai Chi, Martial Arts
& Self Defense

Martial Arts Advantage • Morning and evening classes offered daily • Offering an extensive collection of fitness and martial arts courses, Martial Arts Advantage offers classes
for young children to adults in their 60s. Classes include yoga, pilates, cardio kickboxing,
bootcamp, and specialized martial arts training. First class is free. Memberships available.
For complete schedule and costs, call 996-9699; themartialartsadvantage.com.
Aikido Yoshokai Association of North America • Evening classes offered four days
per week • Aikido is a form of Japanese Budo, a way of study including both physical
and mental training. The word Aikido can be loosely translated at “the Way of harmony
with nature or universal energy”. Aikido is a way of studying harmony through physical movements. We study moving in harmony with others to eventually strive to create
harmony with nature. Children’s classes offered Saturday mornings. First class is free for
adults; $50 for five classes. $60 per month for beginning children or $70 for advanced. For
complete schedule, call 662-4686; aikidoyoshokai.org.

“If you want others to be
happy, practice compassion.
If you want to be happy,
practice compassion.”
		
~ Dalai Lama

Wu Style Tai Chi with Marilyn Feingold at Jewel Heart • Jan. 8, 15, 22, 29, Feb. 5,
12, 19, March 11, 18, 25; 4-5:30 p.m. • Learn the ancient art of meditation in motion with
this soft style martial art emphasizing relaxation and balance. $5 suggested donation. Call
994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Tai Chi Chuan I with Stephen Harrigan • Wednesdays, Jan. 25 to March 14; 6-7:15
p.m. • In this eight-session course, you’ll learn techniques to promote relaxation of the
mind and body, centering, better balance, concentration, and improved health. Tai Chi
may also facilitate academic, intellectual, and conceptual learning. $79. Call 677-5060;
lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Tai Chi Chuan II with Stephen Harrigan • Wednesdays, Jan. 25 to March 14; 7:308:45 p.m. • Ready for more challenge? This class offers a higher level of instruction in
Yang-style Tai Chi. You can work on the form at your own pace and practice some elementary pushing hands and applications. $79. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.
edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Wu Style Tai Chi Chuan with Sifu Genie Parker • Beginners: Wednesdays and
Thursday, 6 - 7:30 p.m. at the Ann Arbor Academy; 4-5:30 p.m. at Jewel Heart •
Wu style Tai Chi is a soft style martial art emphasizing balance and relaxation. All are
welcome to learn this ancient art of meditation in motion. $45 monthly for one class per
week; $70 monthly for two classes per week. Senior, family, and student rates available.
Call Sifu Genie Parker 248-229-1060; info@wustyle-annarbor.com or wustyle-annarbor.
com.
Beginner Tai Chi Classes with Wasentha Young at Peaceful Dragon School • Mondays, Jan 9-April 2; 10-11 a.m. or Tuesdays, Jan. 10-April 2; 7:15 - 8:30 p.m. or
Thursdays, Jan. 12-April 5; 7:15 - 8:30 p.m. • The Tai Chi form is a series of postures
linked together in a continuous, fluid manner. As an internal Chinese martial art, the form
integrates both physical and energetic mechanics that promote relaxation and presence of
mind. Tai Chi is often characterized as a moving meditation. $180. For dates and times,
call director Wasentha Young at 741-0695; peacefuldragonschool.com.
Qigong Class - Ongoing with Joel Robbins • weekday evenings, 6-9 p.m. • Qigong,
literally “Energy Skill,” consists of meditative exercises designed to circulate the body’s
Qi-energy through the meridians of Chinese medicine. Regular practice of Qigong can
improve balance and circulation and promotes tranquility, vitality and longevity. All levels
welcome. $10 per 1.5 hour class. Call Joel 315-0573; A2CommunityAcupuncture@gmail.
com or A2Community Acupuncture.com.
Tai Chi Chuan Classes at Peaceful Dragon School • The Tai Chi form is a series of
postures linked together in a continuous, fluid manner. As an internal Chinese martial art,
the form integrates both physical and energetic mechanics that promote relaxation and
presence of mind. Tai Chi is often characterized as a moving meditation. $180. For dates
and time, call director Wasentha Young at 741-0695; peacefuldragonschool.com.
Martial Arts Classes with Huron Valley Aikikai • Classes offered Monday-Saturday
in mornings and evenings • Huron Valley Aikikai is a community of martial arts practitioners with the goal of providing an authentic, supportive, and high-quality environment
for the study of Aikido. Classes include Aikido, Zen Meditation, Mixed Martial Arts,
Batto-ho, Weapons, and Children’s Aikido. For complete schedule and costs, call 7616012 or hv-aikido.com.

Asian Martial Arts Classes with Ryan Wilson and Barbara Marynowski through White Crane • Ongoing evening classes offered • Traditional, fully asian-recognized
martial arts training methods sponsored through Juko Kai
International and the International Okinawan Martial Arts
Union. Classes include Juko Ryu Hakutsuru White Crane
Kempo (Hard Fist) and Kin-da (Locking and Throwing),
Juko Ryu Aiki Inyo Tai Ki (similar to Tai Chi), and Juko
Ryu Aiki Inyo Goshin Jutsu (self-defense art). For complete
schedule and costs, call 417-7161; whitecranemichigan.
com.

Classes with Asian Martial Arts Studio • Ongoing
classes offered • Martial arts classes include Aikido, KungFu, Karate-do, Tai Chi, Wing Chun, and Lion Dance, with the goals of developing a truthful knowledge of the fundamental elements of our martial arts traditions and their roots
in asian culture, providing the opportunity for improved health and self-cultivation while
accurately representing and transmitting the technical, cultural, and spiritual aspects of our
martial arts traditions, and contributing to the progressive evolution of the living art form
and its propagation. Children’s program offered Mondays and Saturdays includes Karatedo, Judo, and Aikido. For complete schedule and costs, call 994-3620; a2amas.com.
Tai Chi Classes with Richard Miller of Ann Arbor Tai Chi • Monday and Thursday
evenings, Saturday mornings • Classes include Chen style tai chi ch’uan basic practices,
a unique movement art emphasizing inner stillness and relaxation developed through
disciplined whole body integration and refined awareness, with an emphasis on balance,
relaxation, and whole body unity. $85 per month. Call 973-0226; ribrumi@sbcglobal.net
or annarbortaichi.com.
B.C. Yu Martial Arts Center Classes • Ongoing classes offered • Forty classes per week
include Tae Kwon Do, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Modern Arnis, Mixed Martial Arts, and Fitness
Kickboxing. If you’re ready to increase your focus, stamina, confidence, and coordination, come and learn valuable and practical self-defense. Children’s program teaches life
skills that provide the knowledge kids need growing up today, including the five tenets of
Tae Kwon Do: courtesy, integrity, perseverance, self-control, and indomitable spirit. For
complete schedule and costs, call 994-9595; questions@bcyu.com or bcyu.com.
Okinawan Karate Club of Ann Arbor with Barb Christensen • Various classes held
weekly • This club is a group dedicated to the teachings of Grandmaster Eizo Shimabukuro’s karate, kobudo, and jujitsu. Classes available for women, teens, and children. For
more information, call 678-3882; senseibarb@karateannarbor.com or annarborokinawankarate.com.
Ann Arbor College of Martial Arts • Various classes held weekly • This school offers a
comprehensive self-defense system. It is also a fitness, health, and personal defense center
with classes in martial arts, cardio kickboxing, Pilates, zumba, children’s fitness, women’s
self defense, and shaolin martial conditioning. For more information, call 913-6000;
A2CoMA@gmail.com or A2CMA.com.
Martial Arts at Quest Center • Classes held Monday-Saturday • Offering karate for
kids program, family martial arts program, and a self defense program. For more information, call 332-1800; questcenter@sbcglobal.net.

Tarot & Divination
Drop-In Tarot/Psychic Readings with Rebecca Williams in the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • Thursdays, 6-9 p.m. • $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 660-9680;
rebeccawilliams999@comcast.net.
Drop-In COSMO Readings with John Fredericks in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
• First and Third Saturday of each month, 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. • Take a moment to
explore your inner psyche and cosmic connections with COSMO, a delightfully rational
divination system. The board is our mental map. The cards, similar to Tarot, represent
fate and the forces, events, and people in our lives. The combination presents us with a
psychologically sound, yet energetically and spiritually connected tool to explore the complexities of our lives. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 368-1780; jfreder8@
emich.edu.
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Drop-In Tarot Readings with Jenna Harbin in Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Second
and Fourth Fridays, 2-5 p.m. • Jenna uses tarot as a transformational tool that locates
personal challenges in the broader context of natural cycles. Jenna’s in-depth understanding of archetypal symbolism, cross cultural spirituality and nature’s metaphorical language
brings a unique perspective to tarot that facilitates individual access to transpersonal
knowledge. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 503-267-6002; jennaharbin@
gmail.com.
Drop-In Tarot Readings with Randy Weiser in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Saturdays, 7-10 p.m. • Randy has been offering tarot readings, teachings, and parties for over
a decade. One of Crazy Wisdom’s longstanding Art Fair readers, Randy’s dynamic energy
draws mysteries of the past, present, and future from the cards. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 482-9874; randy_weiser@yahoo.com.
Throwing the Stick - Consulting the I Ching with Wasentha Young • Jan. 28, 5:307:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • The I ching is one of the first writings
on the understanding on life’s dualistic illusion and triad relationships. Explore the ancient
Chinese technique using the 50 stalk method to calculate a personal reading. Pre-registration and materials required. $30. Call Wasentha 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.
com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Beginning Tarot with Randy Weiser • 13 Wednesdays, starting Jan. 25, 6:30-9 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Tarot is a useful tool for enlightenment and knowledge. Join Edge of the Circle’s Randy Weiser as we learn the symbolism and methods for
basic readings. $10 per class. Call Randy 482-9874; randy_weiser@yahoo.com.
Psychic Sunday with multiple readers • Feb. 5, 12-5 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Experience and talk with many readers specializing in different areas,
Astrology, Palm, Tarot and Crystal Ball, etc. Enjoy refreshments as you gain insight and
clarity into your life. By appointment. Cost varies. Cal Pat 416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Tea Events
Fairy Teas at Crazy Wisdom • Feb. 23 with 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings; May 13, 1
p.m. Mother’s Day Fairy Tea • Children and their families are welcome for tea and petit
fours served by real fairies! Celebrate with our magical fairies as they serve tea, treats,
and magic. There will be story time with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
Fairy attire is encouraged. Be creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger
free. Tickets are available by stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to the
event. For information call, 734-665-2757 or email jerri@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.

Theater
‘Bernhardt on Broadway’ with Carol Dunitz • Jan. 14, 2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. • Musical
play about Sarah Bernhardt, the world’s first Superstar. Bernhardt was the first person to
star in a full length silent film and the first celebrity to endorse products. She performed
close to 150 roles during her lifetime to sold out crowds around the globe. $25. Call Carol
864-3244; cdunitz@bernhardtonbroadway.com or bernhardtonbroadway.com.

Theosophy
Theosophical Open Forum with Don Elwert • Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Meetings
involve a wide range exploration of theosophical writings and ideas, Christian to light
and lively, and discussions range from serious to informative. Mysticism, astrology and
Rosicrucian thought. All welcome. Free. Call Don 248-545-1961; lotus711@yahoo.com
or tsdetroit.org.
Theosophical Society Public Programs • Fridays, 7-9 p.m., doors open at 6:30 p.m.
• Movies or lectures centered on theosophical subjects will be presented, followed by
thoughtful, open discussions. Free. Call 248-545-1961; lotus711@yahoo.com or http://
tsdetroit.org.

Therapy and Support Groups
Falling Awake: Mindfulness for Depression and Anxiety with Lynn Sipher • 8 Thursdays, March 1-April 26, 1-3 p.m. • Mindfulness-based practices are proving to be an
effective approach to addressing depression and/or anxiety. Learn new skills to help you
change your relationship conditions. Discover an ability to live more fully in the present
moment without letting depression/anxiety interfere with your life. $340. Call Lynn 3323365; lynnsipher@gmail.com or lynnsipher.com.
An Introduction to Gendlin’s Focusing Skill as They Apply in Daily Life with Joya
D’Cruz • Jan. 5, 12; 7-9 p.m. and Jan. 7, 21; 1-6 p.m. or March 2, 9; 7-9 p.m. and
March 3, 17, 1-6 p.m. • In a small group you will learn how to listen deeply and engage
with what’s really going on in your life and your relationships using your own body’s
unique guidance. Use these skills for handling strong emotions, challenging situations and
relationships. $280. Call Joya 219-2555; dcruzjoya@gmail.com or joyadcruz.com.

Transpersonal Psychology
Passionate Spiritual Intimacy with Lynn Vaughn • Jan. 21, Feb. 18, April 21; 10 a.m.
- 1 p.m., March 15 6:30-9:30 p.m. • This practical, experiential workshop focuses on
the deep exploration and honest expression of emotions. Offering spiritual techniques for
healing the gap between the initial closeness in relationship and later disillusionment. $75
per couple, discount for early registration. Call Lynn 248-921-7922; lynnvaughn-phd@att.
net.

Womenspirit
Mother Night and Seeing in the Dark with Esther Kennedy • March 9, 7:30 p.m. to
March 11, 1 p.m. •. The creative life force is urging us to move into the realm of mystery, dreams, darkness and the unexpected. We draw upon Mother Night, our wild, loving
companion as we kneel to dig down to mine the raw gems of spirit, soul and creative life,
bringing diamonds from the darkness into the light of loving service. $325 single, $225
each double, $150 commuter. Call Weber Center at 517-266-4000; webercenter@adriandominicans.org or webercenter.org.

Work & Right Livelihood
Building Your Business by Infusing Spirituality with Karen Greenberg • March 26,
6-10 p.m. • Uncover and remove your hidden, sabotaging beliefs, emotions, behaviors,
and patterns that prevent you from creating, receiving, and sustaining the prosperity that is
your birthright. Replace them with universal spiritual principles, laws, and practices. $75.
Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.
Live Your Career Dream with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb. 21 and 24, Noon-1:30 • Begin
to identify your unique career dream and gifts to share with the world. Release blockages
and step into a flow state. Create an action plan to manifest it in your life. $60 per session.
Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Preventing Burnout Course & Retreat at the Self Realization Meditation Healing
Centre • Jan. 14, 9:30 a.m. to Jan. 15, 5 p.m. • Enhance both your work and personal
life. This course is for everyone who wishes to deepen their understanding and care for
their own energy. $272 includes meals and lodging. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.

Worship
Eucharistic Celebration with Rev. Thomas Lumpkin and Rev. Charles Morris • first
Wednesday of Feb, March and April, 7 p.m. • Come and share fellowship and spiritual
nourishment in these monthly celebrations of Eucharist. Free. Call 240-5494; riverhouse@
ihmsisters.org or ihmsisters.org.

Writing
Writing with Style with Frances Wang • April 14 and 21, 10-11:55 a.m. • If you have
been scribbling poetry in secret or you now want to begin a memoir, it can take some time
to find your voice or to have enough trust to show your writing to the world. Rather than
waiting until all is perfect, begin in this course, one word at a time. With many tips, tricks,
exercises you can overcome those barriers to writing. $39. Call 677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
The Visual Journal with Nancy Wolfe • Saturdays, Jan. 28 to Feb. 25, 10-11:55 a.m.
• Designed to open new paths to communicate experiences and encourage self-expression
in imagery and narration. Students work with sound, color, memory, poetry, music and
mythology in focused exercises and projects that help expand creative thinking. $99. Call
677-5060; lifelong-learning@wccnet.edu or wccnet.edu/lifelong-learning/.
Yoga-Poetry Celebration with David Trombley • Jan. 15, 4-6 p.m. • We will start with
a light, energizing Hatha Yoga routine designed to relax and open us to new possibilities,
followed by a short meditation, and then poetry writing exercises designed to bring your
inspired reflections up and onto the page. All are welcome. $15. Call Jody 213-0435;
info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Womens Writing Workshop with Rae Bird • third Wednesday every month Jan.
- April, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., with potluck lunch • Discover and express your personal creative genius. Take personal writing time and practice cutting edge creative writing skills.
Sacred space for women. $80 for 4 classes paid in advance, $25 per class drop-in. Call
Robin Mallor 810-793-2511; rmallor@gmail.com or myspace.com/thewomenswritingproject.
Build Your Book with the Writer’s Architect with Jeannie Ballew • Jan. 6-8, Feb. 3-5,
March 2-4, April 6-8 • Upon completion of the workshop you will have fully developed
an outline of your manuscript, targeted your readership, determined the appropriate tone,
style, and structure of your book, and clarified your personal and/or professional goals.
$475. Call Jeannie 994-6663; editprose@provide.net or knowledgecrush.com.
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What Makes an Oil Essential?
By Nancy Harknett
Essential oils. We hear about them and see them in health food stores all over. Many of us
have had a massage or aromatherapy treatment and can recall experiencing their pleasant
smells, but we may not know what essential oils are, how they work, or why it is important
that we use only therapeutic grade oils.
So what does it mean for an oil to be essential? According to the Oxford English Dictionary,
the word essential means “in the absolute or highest sense; thorough, complete; of or
pertaining to a thing’s essence.” In Essential Oils Desk Reference, 5th ed., modern day
master oil blender Gary Young, N.D., defines it this way: “An essential oil is that aromatic,
volatile liquid that is in many shrubs, ﬂowers, trees, roots, bushes and seeds and that is
usually extracted by steam distillation.” Because of this steam distillation process, these oils
are very concentrated and thus more potent than dried herbs. He adds, “It requires a large
amount of plant material to produce small amounts of a distilled essential oil.” I have heard
this same researcher say that, in a very real sense, the plants give up their lives for us so
we can have the medicine we need.

My olfactory senses were developing in such a way
that I could tell when an oil was “missing” something.
I also grew to depend on them for my own health.

It has long been understood that essential oils contain many healing properties (vibrational
energies) that invigorate the mind, soul, and physical bodies. Most of us have read
about these oils in various ancient writings, including the Judeo-Christian Bible. Words
like “anointing” or “the anointed one” are often found, as well as actual names of oils
used in daily life. Some of these are: cistus, cinnamon, cedar, clove, hyssop, spikenard,
frankincense and myrrh.
These ancient oils are being distilled again today for their medicinal qualities. There were
early pharmacists that dealt directly with essential oils and used them to treat illness. When
these oils were steam distilled with great care, they became very potent — more powerful
even than the excellent herbs that these same early scientists had used medicinally.
Today, alternative healing practitioners commonly use essential oils as complementary
medical treatments that help the body to help itself and heal on a cellular level. Essential
oil benefits are many. Depending on the essential oil, these may include properties that are
anti-septic, anti-inflammatory, anti-bacterial and anti-viral. They are also great detoxifiers,
and can help in clearing emotions and restoring hormonal balance. These oil vibrations
stimulate glandular function as well as generally oxygenating all cells and systems. Many
of these oils have the unique advantage of being able to cross the blood brain barrier. This
allows treatment to be given to areas not available using pharmaceuticals. Some essential
oils, like frankincense, have anti-tumoral properties and have been known to eliminate
aggressive tumors.
With so many potential benefits, thousands of people consult the Essential Oils Desk
Reference and use the oils at home to treat themselves, their families and their pets. Still,
not all essential oils are created equally. Recently, questions have arisen about the quality
of “essential” oils and their actual therapeutic beneﬁts. Some smell so good, no matter who
makes them or how they are made, that one might ask, “Who cares? If it smells this good,
it’s good enough for me!” Lavender is a common scent that frequently meets with this kind
of questioning. For centuries, lavender has been known for its skin healing properties.
Many of us keep it in the kitchen for first aid. I have experienced immediate relief from the
pain of a burn and complete healing of it within 24 hours when using real, therapeutic grade
lavender. Some well meaning people experience the disappointment of reaching for their
lavender, using it, and discovering that not only does it not help, but it can turn a 1st degree
burn into a 2nd degree burn! How is this possible? The oil that harms can hardly be called
therapeutic. It has to be an essential, or therapeutic grade, lavender oil to heal the burn.
Why is it that not all oils on the market today can be considered “essential”? Going back
to the process of steam distillation, it has been discovered that each plant/bark/seed

In a very real sense, the plants give up their lives for us.

needs a special temperature, pressure and time for optimal production of a truly essential
(therapeutic grade) oil. If we are interested in perfume grade oil, this careful process need
not be followed. When the same plant material is used two or three times for distillation, the
resulting oils do not have all the properties of a therapeutic grade oil. In fact, often when
a distilled oil is not up to the highest standards, it is sold to the perfume industry or to an
“essential oil” distributor with lower standards. There is also a growing practice of using
chemical solvents to engineer or “extend” the oils. The resulting product is an adulterated
oil. These oils are not medicinal in quality and will not give healing results when used.

Nancy Harknett is the proprietor of Hand in Hand
Healing, LLC, in Ann Arbor. She offers essential oil
treatments, and also teaches Reiki. Her Aromatherapy
class is listed on page 76 of the Calendar.
The chemistry of essential oils is complex. It takes years of study to understand all of the
parts in the oils. There can be from 80-300 different constituents in one oil alone. We can
use complete, therapeutic oils without extensive study; however, the more practitioners
educate themselves, the better we serve others and the safer they are in our hands.
So, to understand the term “therapeutic grade” when applied to oils, I decided to study. I
learned about the skills involved in carefully studied and practiced steam distillation. I found
a source of oils from people who did just that. I learned some chemistry of essential oils. I
learned techniques of applying the oils therapeutically and safely. After using these highest
quality oils available, I began to experience that my olfactory senses were developing in
such a way that I could tell when an oil was “missing” something. I also grew to depend on
them for my own health.
Years ago a young pioneer in the field of essential oils coined the term “therapeutic grade.”
This was the result of his studies of steam distillation with the European masters in Turkey
and France, Egypt and Oman. He understood there was a difference in distillation practices
and in the resulting oil quality. Others dismissed the term “therapeutic” as foreign and
unnecessary.
Gradually, though, everyone began to use this term, hoping to make themselves credible
in the field of essential oils. They did not change their process or practice, just adopted
the term. This has caused much confusion. To avoid continued confusion, one company
has trademarked a new label. Whenever we see the trademark Y.L.T.G. (Young Living
Therapeutic Grade) on a bottle of oil, we know that the most careful, consistent and up-todate distillation processes are being used. We also know that the plants, preparation, purity
and potency of the oils are guaranteed.
All of this knowledge has led me to understand the true meaning of an essential,
therapeutic grade oil. I have made a conscious choice to use only the Y.L.T.G. oils to give
my clients the best treatments available. If I am paying more money for this privilege, then I
am doing it willingly. I deserve it and so do my clients. As my father said, “You get what you
pay for.” This has never been truer than now, with the opportunity to use Y.L.T.G. essential
oils.
Nancy Harknett is the proprietor of Hand In Hand Healing, LLC, in Ann
Arbor. She gives various essential oil treatments using Y.L.T.G. oils, and
is a student in the Certiﬁed Clinical Aromatherapy Program through the
Institute for Spiritual Healing and Aromatherapy. She is also a Reiki Master
and practices and teaches Reiki. Nancy is a member of the Associated
Bodywork & Massage Professionals, and the Healing Touch Professional
Association. She can be reached at nanharknett@gmail.com and 734649-7076.
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Yoga
Slow Flow Vinyasa Yoga with Ellen Livingston • Wednesdays, 9:30-11 a.m. and 5:307 p.m. • The movements are slow in vinyasa yoga, and the student learns to deepen the
breath and slow the breathing rate. By keeping the mind focused on the controlled breath,
the student progresses safely and without injury. Small class size includes philosophy.
Open to all levels. $15 drop-in with multiple class discounts offered. Call 222-3634; ellen@livingyoganow.com or livingyoganow.com.
Relaxing Yoga for Home Practice: Half-Day Retreat with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • March 31, 10 a.m.-1:30 p.m. • Open to all levels of experience
and ability, this morning of relaxing transformation hatha yoga instruction and practice
provides individual attention, and time to make notes if you wish. Stay the night before or
after and make it a retreat! $35 includes home-cooked vegetarian lunch and refreshments.
Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Open Drop-in Hatha Yoga with Jody Tull • Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays, Saturdays: 9:15-10:45 a.m. or Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays: 5:30-7 p.m. •
The Be In Awe Sivananda Yoga Open Class is vigorous, yet relaxing with an emphasis on
deep breathing, relaxation, and concentration. This traditional, classical training starts with
initial relaxation, followed by breathing exercises, six sets of sun salutations, the standard
program of 12 basic postures, and final relaxation. Not suitable for complete beginners.
$15 drop-in with discounted rates offered. Call 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or
beinaweyoga.com.
Introduction to Chair Yoga with Jody Tull • Jan. 13, 6-7:30 p.m. • Ideal for those with
physical challenges or preference for extra-gentle approach to yoga. Learn to adapt the
traditional yoga asanas and breathing exercises to suit your abilities and needs. $30. Call
213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Headstand - Yes You Can! with Jody Tull • March 18, 4-5:30 p.m. • The headstand is
regarded as the most powerful “king” of the asanas. By inverting the body and keeping it
in a straight line, the pull of gravity is counteracted and enhances deep breathing, bringing
an increased oxygen supply to the brain and nervous system. There are eight basic steps
you can learn to enjoy a safe, steady headstand! $15. Call 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.
com or beinaweyoga.com.
Beginning Yoga Afternoon Intensive with Jody Tull • March 31, 12-5 p.m. • Learn or
review all the basic elements, from pranayama to asanas to start, re-start or re-inspire your
yoga practice. $60. Call 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Advanced Beginners Yoga Course with Jody Tull • March 1, 8, 15, 22; 6-7:30 p.m. •
Expand, reinforce and deepen your yoga practice with this course designed to help you
fully realize the benefits of your practice. $60 for the series. Call 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Yoga Postures with Optional Lunch with Diana Kimball and Dorothy Ann Coyne
of Deep Spring • Wednesdays: 10:30-Noon with optional lunch, Noon-1:30 • All are
welcome! No experience necessary. Followed by an optional lunch after class. Bring your
own or buy nearby and we’ll spread a blanket and have a picnic. Donation opportunity to
teachers and Deep Spring. Call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Yoga Classes at Zen Buddhist Temple • Beginning and experienced students in the
classes learn traditional (hatha) yoga postures with an emphasis on relaxation, concentration, and working with the breath. The instructors were trained by the Sivananda Yoga
Organization and combine that experience with meditation training. Classes fill early. $12
drop-in. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Yoga I • Six Tuesdays beginning Jan. 10 or March 6, 6-7:30 p.m. • $60.
Yoga II • Six Tuesdays beginning Jan. 10 or March 6, or Six Thursdays beginning
Jan. 12 or March 8; 6:30-8 p.m. • $60 for six sessions.
Yoga Classes with Karen Ufer at Yoga Focus • Seven week winter session starts Jan.
9 thru March 4 • This system of yoga stretches, strengthens, and enhances well being
through the effort of muscles, organs, nerves, and circulation. Many classes available for
all levels, including prenatal and gentle, based on the work of B.K.S. Iyengar. $15 drop-in
or $91 for session. Call Karen at 668-7730; info@yogafocusannarbor.com or yogafocusannarbor.com.
Bikram Yoga Classes • Morning, afternoon, and evening classes offered daily •
Bikram Yoga is practiced in a 105 degree room. Be prepared to sweat! All class times
are good for beginners. Try honesty and you will receive 100% benefits even as a beginner. New student special: ten days for $20. Call Lora Rosenbaum at 975-0505; bikramyogaa2@gmail.com or bikramyogaannarbor.com.
Ann Arbor School of Yoga Classes with Laurie Blakeney • Ongoing • Classes for
all levels and all times of the day. Iyengar yoga is an instruction and technique-based
method. Students learn proper, safe alignment, and practice strategy to deepen their
posture abilities, mental concentration, and poise. Drop-in and session rates. For cost, call
663-7612; info@annarborschoolofyoga.com or annarborschoolofyoga.com.
Yoga Classes through University of Michigan • Various classes offered in Fall •
Classes include yoga flow and restore, yoga for back care, yogilates, power yoga, laughter
yoga, and chair yoga. All levels welcome. Pre-registration required. For cost and times,
call 647-7888 or mhealthy@umich.edu or mhealthy.umich.edu/exercise.

Yoga Classes at The Yoga Room with Christy DeBurton • The Yoga Room offers a
relaxed and intimate atmosphere, an alternative to commercial studios and gyms. Classes
are small, a maximum of 12 people, to allow individual attention. For description and fees,
call 761-8409; info@christydeburton.com or christydeburton.com.
Monday:
4:30 p.m. • Hatha
5:45 p.m. • Vinyasa
7 p.m. • Hatha
Tuesday:
9:30 a.m. • Hatha
5:45 p.m. • Vinyasa
7 p.m. • Energy Flow
Thursday:
4:30 p.m. • Hatha
6 p.m. • Vinyasa
Saturday:
8:30 a.m. • Vinyasa
10 a.m. Energy Flow
Yoga Classes through Inward Bound Yoga • Jan. 9-Feb. 25 and March 5-April 21
• Inward Bound Yoga offers a variety of approaches to the ancient discipline of yoga,
including several levels of hatha yoga instruction, prenatal and postnatal yoga, Ashtanga
yoga, meditation for yogis, and several flow classes coordinated with music. For class
descriptions and fees, visit ibyoga.com. To contact Inward Bound: info@ibyoga.com.
Monday:
4:30-5:30 p.m. • Viniyoga with Sandy
5:45-7:15 p.m. • Level 2-3 with Martha
Tuesday:
9:30-11 a.m. • Yoga 1-2 with Lynette
11:15 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. • Yoga 1-2 with Roddy
5:45-7:15 p.m. • Yoga Basics 1 with Randy
7:30-8:45 p.m. • Vinyasa Yoga with Caitie
Wednesday:
7:30-8:30 a.m. • Cardio Flow
4-5:15 p.m. • Breath, Meditation, Posture with Caitie
5:45-7:15 p.m. • Yoga 2 with Lynette
7:30-9 p.m. • Yoga 2 with Martha
Thursday:
9:30-11 a.m. • Yoga 1-2 with Laurel
5:30-7:15 p.m. • Flowing Yoga to Music with Aileen
7:30-9 p.m. • Level 1-2 with Barbara
Friday:
7:30-8:30 a.m. • Wake-Up Yoga with Roddy
9:30-11 a.m. • Prenatal Yoga with Marlene
11:15 a.m. -12:30 p.m. • Postnatal Yoga with Marlene
Saturday:
8:15-10 a.m. • Ashtanga Yoga with Jonathan
Yoga Classes for All Levels with Sue Salaniuk, Sally Rutzky, Alicia Rowe, Kristyn
Brooks and Pam Lindberg at The Yoga Space • Various dates and times offered, Jan.
- April • Iyengar yoga improves balance, strength, flexibility, endurance, and mindfulness. Classes include yoga poses, breathing, and meditation, and accommodate the needs
of individuals. Classes offered during weekdays, evenings, and Saturdays. $35, $84, $112
depending on time and dates. For class schedule, call 622-9600; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.
com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Vinyasa Yoga Workshop with Alicia Rowe at The Yoga Space • Feb. 3, 6-7:30 p.m.
• Vinyasa yoga sequences flow from one pose to another. Students will learn vinyasa
sequences that include standing, seated, forward bending and twisting poses. Need one
session of recent Iyengar yoga. $20, pre-register. Call 622-9600; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.
com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Mother Daughter Yoga with Alicia Rowe The Yoga Space • Feb. 11, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
• This special class is a fun opportunity for moms and their middle school aged girls to
spend some time together moving, stretching and expanding their horizons learning some
yogas poses. $18, pre-register. Call 622-6900; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Restorative Yoga with Pam Lindberg at The Yoga Space • Feb. 17, 6-7:30, p.m. • This
class teaches how to use the yoga poses to rest, restore and rejuvenate yourself. This type
of practice can be deeply rewarding and should become a regular part of your routine.
Need one session of Iyenger yoga. $20, pre-register. Call 622-9600; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Free Yoga Class with Sue Salaniuk at The Yoga Space • Jan. 27, Feb. 24, March 30,
April 27, 6-7:30 p.m. • A free class for anyone, new or experienced, who is interested
in yoga. Come find out how good you feel after class. Free. Call Sue at 622-9600; sue@
yogaspaceannarbor.com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
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Yoga (continued)
Yoga Classes with Michele Bond of Yoga House • Anusara blends the science of
biomechanics with an openhearted, uplifting philosophy. Anusara brings us Universal
Principles of Alignment that are an invaluable aid to learning the postures, deepening your
understanding of the body, and developing a yoga practice that is safe, joyful, therapeutic,
and fun! Learn to look for the good in yourself as you enjoy a dynamic practice. $13 if
registered or $17 drop-in with permission. Call 358-8546; yogahouseannarbor.com.
Open Level Yoga • Sundays 7:30-9 p.m., Thursdays 10-11:30 a.m. or 5:45-7:15 p.m.,
Saturdays 10-11:30 a.m. • Each student is encouraged to honor their own unique abilities
and limitations in this mixed level class based on the teachings of Anusara Yoga.
The Practice • Wednesdays 6-7:30 p.m. • Great for athletes or anyone looking for a
strong practice. Enjoy increasing core strength, enhancing flexibility, agility, balance, and
mental focus with this fun, energetic practice.
Yoga Essentials • Tuesdays 5:45-7:15 p.m. • For those new to yoga or new to this
system. Begin a journey into the principles and philosophy and learn the essentials for a
rewarding practice.
Yoga Happy Hour: Restorative Yoga • Fridays 5:45-6:45 p.m. • Learn basic alignment,
simple postures and breath, along with some delicious restoratives. Feel your stress melt
away as you relax in our peaceful setting. $10 if registered or $12 drop-in with reservation.
Iyengar Yoga Classes at Harmony Yoga of Ann Arbor with Karen Husby-Coupland •
Fall session begins in September • Yoga classes taught in the Iyengar method are available for beginners and more experienced students. There is also a Gentle class for those
who prefer a slower-paced, more supported approach to the practice of yoga. Classes are
small to medium-sized in a friendly atmosphere. $16 drop-in with discounts available for
registering for a session. Call 222-9088; Karen@HarmonyYogaAnnArbor.com or HarmonyYogaAnnArbor.com.
Yoga Classes with Ema Stefanova • Classes include open level yoga, yoga and meditation days, cardio yoga, in-depth yoga, and yoga therapy study 100-, 200-, and 500- hour
programs. For complete descriptions, dates, times, and cost, call 665-7801; emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.
Yoga Classes with Evolve Yoga • Ongoing classes offered weekly • A sacred space for
physical, mental, and spiritual evolution. Energize the body, expand the mind, and enliven
the spirit. Classes include Basic, Flow, Prenatal, Restorative, Slow Flow, Rise and Shine,
Vinyasa, Vipassana Meditation, and Yoga at the Wall. $100 for ten classes; $10 drop-in
with first class free. Veteran, student, senior, and family discounts. For complete schedule,
please call 454-9642; evolve-yoga.net.
Yoga Classes with Sondra O’Donnell and Certified Sun Moon Yoga Teachers • Ongoing classes offered • Classes include Basic, Yoga Nidra, Spirited, Better Backs, Kripalu,
and Pranayama. $14 drop-in with reduced rates for registration or package purchase. For
more information, please call 929-0274 or sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.
com.
Introduction to Doga to Benefit Pet Rescue with Cindy Orlandi • Jan. 15, 1 p.m. •
Learn to incorporate your pets into your home yoga practice at Yoga 4 Peace. Suzi created the partner yoga for you and your pet know as Doga. Workshop is without your dog.
Donation. Call 282-9642; corlandi@chartermi.net or y4peace.org.

Yoga Foundations • Jan. 27-29 and March 9-11 • Weekend retreat includes basic yoga
classes including gentle hatha, basic meditation lessons and lite yoga philosophy. Get
an overview of the eight limbs of yoga. $60 donation. Call Jim 989-989-4107; office@
songofthemorning.org or songofthemorning.org.
Yoga Immersion Program with Christy DeBurton • Second weekend each month,
Jan. - April and one Wednesday evening each month • This shorter time commitment
program offers instruction in yoga techniques, teaching methodology, anatomy, yoga
philosophy and practice teaching opportunities. Ideal for anyone interested in deepening
their yoga practice, considering teaching, elapsed instructors ready to return to teaching or
current teachers who want to sharpen their skills. $525 for early registration. Call 7618409; info@christydeburton.com or yogaroomannarbor.com.
Wild Goose Energy Workshop with Wasentha Young • Tuesdays, Jan. 10 - April
3, 6-7:15 p.m. • There are four major characteristics: health, longevity, imagery and
meditation. As a moving style of Chinese Yoga, this form engages all of your senses and
is energizing and strengthening, while increasing flexibility. $180. Call 741-0695; info@
peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Ongoing Yoga Classes at Be In Awe Yoga • Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 9:1510:45 a.m.; Monday 8-9:30 p.m.; Wednesday 6-7:30 p.m.; Friday 4-5 p.m. • Classical
Hatha Yoga Training. Drop-In $15 reduced rates for senior/students and packages. Call
Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Beginning Yoga Course - Introduction to Yoga • Feb. 2, 9, 16, 23; 6-7:30 p.m. • Introduction to the principles and practices of yoga with emphasis on developing deep breathing, relaxation and concentration during practice. This classical training teaches breathing
exercises, the sun salutation and traditional program of the 12 basic asanas. $60. Call Jody
213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Advanced Beginners Yoga Course • March 1, 8, 15, 22, 6-7:30 p.m. • For yoga practitioners who have learned the basics and are looking to deepen and enrich their practice.
$60. Call Jody 213-0435; info@beinaweyoga.com or beinaweyoga.com.
Beginning Iyengar Yoga with David Rosenberg • Mondays Jan. 23-March 26, 6-7:30
p.m.; Thursdays Jan. 26-March 29, 7-8:30 p.m.; Saturdays Jan. 21-March 24th, 1011:30 a.m. • These classes are taught through the Ann Arbor Public Schools Community
Rec and Ed Program. Experience invigorating yoga postures using the methods of BKS
Iyengar to strengthen the body, create a feeling of well-being, reduce stress and release
tension. $99 for 9 weeks. Call 662-6282; massage4@aol.com or aareced.
Gentle Therapeutic Yoga Classes with Janine Polley • Jan. 10 - April 27; Tuesdays
1-2:15 p.m. and Thursdays 7-8:15 p.m. • Gentle yoga: if you have aches, pain and stiffness this class is the class for you. Great for arthritis, fibromyalgia, back pain and soothing
stress relief. Call 747-9635; jdpolley@comcast.net or sun-moon-yoga.com.
A Weekend of Yoga with Desire Rumbaugh • March 30-April 1 • Simple yoga therapeutics, as well as asana classes will be offered. Practitioners of all levels and all styles of
yoga are invited to come together for learning, healing and fun. See yogahouseannarbor.
com for times and more information. Call Michele 358-8546; michele@yogahouseannarbor.com.
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Teachers, Lecturers, Workshop Leaders and the Centers
Deanna Bednar has been natural
building since 1997. She has illustrated several natural building books,
including Hand-Sculpted House, and
has her Master’s in social ecology.
Michelle Belanger is the author of
over a dozen books on psychic, paranormal and occult topics.
Dave Bell is a graduate of the New
Seminary in New York City and is
a board member of the Council of
Interfaith Congregations.

Aaron “is a spirit who has been a Buddhist monk and scholar
in many previous lifetimes and is a being of great love,
compassion, wisdom, and gentle humore. In his final lifetime,
he was a Vipassana meditation master in the Theravadin tradition” and is channeled through Barbara Brodsky.
Don Allen is a musician, teacher, and practitioner of esoteric
healing arts, and is a Drum Circle Facilitator and Health
Rhythms Facilitator.
Christine Allyson is a certified Hypnotherapist, life coach,
speaker and author with over 25 years of experience as an
Interpersonal Skills Trainer and Process Change Consultant.
Dr. Diane Babalas has used a gentle, yet profound method of
chiropractic care since 2000.
Jeannie Ballew has been teaching, training and/or coaching
writers for over 20 years. She has a masters degree in English
and owns Edit Prose, a book coaching and editing service.
Beth Barbeau, BS, is a traditional midwife, childbirth and
breast feeding educator, and instructor in the Holistic Labor
Companion program at the Naturopathic Institute in Mt. Pleasant. With nearly 20 years experience in the field of birth, she is
owner of Indigo Forest.
Ann Barden is a teacher of vipassana meditation through Ann
Arbor Adult Ed programs, Deep Spring Center in Ann Arbor,
and Meditation Center of San Miguel in Mexico.

Dennis Chernin, MD, MPH, has taught meditation and
breathing techniques for over 30 years. He is board certified in preventive medicine, has a private medical practice in
Ann Arbor, and is author of How to Meditate Using Chakras,
Mantras, and Breath.

Tricia Bellew a naturopathic intern in
her final year at Naturopathic School
of the Healing Arts in Ann Arbor.

Carol Clarke, CMT RM CH, is a USUI Reiki Master and
TAOMCHI Master Crystologist. She has worked crystals for
over 5 years and Reiki for 7 years, helping others realize their
potential for healing themselves.

Rae Bird has 13 years of creative
writing experience. She an author and
the founder and educational director
of The Women’s Writing Project.

Clonlara School’s mission is to provide programs and services that recognize and support a learner’s curiosity, strengths,
interests and talents as the foundation of his/her educational
experience.

Leslie Blackburn, MS, is a Sacred
Sexual Healer & Transformational
Guide, international speaker, seminar
leader, artist and yogini.

Lorri Coburn, MSW, worked as a psychotherapist for 25
years and now conducts workshops on ACIM. She is author of
Breathing Free: How Forgiveness and A Course in Miracles
Can Set You Free.

Laurie Blakeney has taught Iyengar
yoga in Ann Arbor since 1977. She
received her Advanced Certificate directly from BKS Iyengar and studies
annually in Pune, India at the Iyengar
Institute.

Tom Cowan is a shamanic practitioner specializing in Celtic
visionary and healing techniques. He is a teacher, author,
lecturer, and tour leader.

Chrissie Blaze is an international
speaker, author of nine published
books, radio show host and astrologer.

Jody Tull is a certified therapeutic yoga instructor who
combines music therapy with the ancient healing power
of yoga. She is the founder and director of the Be in Awe
Yoga Center.

Center for the Childbearing Year is a community of
childbearing families and professionals who serve them. The
center provides holistic childbirth preparation, doula certification through DONA International, birth and postpartum doula
workshops, professional and business development programs, MotherBaby drop-in groups, a lending library, online
resources and a Breast feeding Center.

Carol Blotter has been practicing
insight meditation since 1989 and has
been teaching since 1999. She is a
teacher for the Forest Way and Deep
Spring Center.

John Bodary, Ma, RPP, founded
Polarity Center in 1987 and has trained hundreds of Polarity
practitioners. He maintains a private practice in Livonia.
Michele Bond has over 500 hours training with top teachers
of Anusara yoga, with a background in martial arts, dance,
competitive synchronized swimming, gymnastics, stunt fighting, and swordplay.
Cristo Bowers is a clairvoyant, spiritual teacher, and healer
who has studied spirituality and religion for over 20 years.
Patty Brennan, Director of Center for Childbearing Year, has
advocated for nearly 30 years as a childbirth educator, doula
trainer, midwife, nonprofit executive, and program visionary. She is a DONA International birth and postpartum doula
trainer and author. Patty recently founded Michigan Doula
Connection, a nonprofit web-based community linking volunteer doulas with low-income families.
Barbara Brodsky has been practicing meditation since 1960.
She has dual roots in the Buddhist and Quaker traditions and
her insight and vipassana meditation teaching reflects this
balance. She is a channel for Aaron and founded Deep Spring
Center in 1989.
Lorna Brown has offered workshops in relaxation, meditation, altered states, metaphysics, and the spiritual journey
since 1972. She is a Melchizedek priest, spiritual coach, and
healer, and performs wedding ceremonies.

Dorothy Ann Coyne has been a student and practitioner of
yoga and meditation since 1971. She is a certified Kripalu
Yoga teacher and senior teacher of meditation for Deep Spring
Center.
Karlin Danielsen, PhD, that helps others connect to their
internal sources of guidance and healing through meditation,
shamanic journey, breath work and energy balancing.
Paula d’Arcy is an author, speaker, playwright and former
therapist.
Joya D’Cruz is a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and
Certified Focusing Trainer practicing individual and relational
psychotherapy.
Christy DeBurton, RYT, has been teaching yoga since 1998.
She has teaching certifications from Omega Institute in NY
and the Center for Yoga in MI.
Detroit Irish Music Association (DIMA) mission is to preserve and promote traditional Irish culture, specifically music,
song and dance. Also storytelling.
Ronda Diegel, Ph.D., is a licensed psychologist, Enneagram
teacher in the Narrative Tradition, yoga teacher and student
of Spirit Rock’s Mindfulness Yoga and Meditation Training
Program.
Krista Dragun is a certified Birthing From Within mentor,
mother, and birth and postpartum doula.
Carol Dunitz has a doctorate in Speech Communication and
Theatre. She is a writer, composer, speaker and actor.
Kate Durda, MA, is a shamanic practitioner who provides
healing and teaching services, training from beginning to advanced healing methods, shamanic journey circles since 1990,
and community healing ceremonies and rituals.
Erica Dutton has been meditating for ten years and has been
a meditation teacher for over three years.
Don Elwert is a long time student and teacher of metaphysical ideas and practices with a strong theosophical emphasis.

Kapila Castoldi has studied meditation under the guidance of
Indian spiritual teacher Sri Chinmoy for over 25 years and is
head of the Sri Chinmoy Centre of Ann Arbor.

The background information listed here pertains specifically to individuals and centers whose classes and workshops and events are listed in this current
issue of the Crazy Wisdom Calendar. If you are a holistic/spiritual/psychological growth practitioner in the area, but you don't regularly lead classes or
workshops, you can still be listed in our Holistic Resource Guide on the Web. Go to AnnArborHolistic.com.
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An Excerpt from Pat Fero’s

Sacred Marching Orders: Imagining the Solar
Feminine at the Dawn of a New Age
Ann Arbor psychotherapist Pat Fero,
L.M.S.W., recently published her third
book, Sacred Marching Orders, which is
an introduction to the energy of the “solar
feminine.” In it, she explores how women’s
socialization into powerlessness under
the patriarchal paradigm has created a
devastating loss of the rich resources of
women at a time when these are desperately
needed. Sacred Marching Orders is her
explanation of why now is the time for women
to step into their power, remain standing
in their power, and march forth together as
powerful women in service to the planet. What
follows are some small sections from her book.

What is the Stronghold of the
Lunar Feminine?
Under the 5,000-year period of patriarchal
reign, the lunar has been the only face of the
feminine available to us. It is human nature
to seek safety and survival. But, these are
unprecedented times. The safety and survival
of the entire planet is at risk.
The lunar is beautiful. She holds tremendous
power, the power of Mother Earth, and
the Divine Mother. But Mother Earth also
demonstrates for us other powers: crashing
thunder, bolts of lightning, tsunamis,
tornadoes, hurricanes. Mother Earth is more
than gentle, receptive, nurturing. We don’t
know the full extent of how we have affected
the weather with our violation of her, but we
do know that there is a force of Mother Nature
that is not exclusively lunar.

Now is the time for us to step into our power,
remain standing in our power, and march forth
together as powerful women in service to the
planet.
Power is a maligned word. We tend to
automatically connect the word power with
“abuse of power.” Under the patriarchal
paradigm, the dominator model of society,
this is a common association. But wielding
power over others is a violation, not true
power, and we are now living through a shift
in how power is held. Women’s power is key.
Feminine power is not a power over, but
power with. Collaboration is the basis of
the new expression of power, resulting in a
feminine leadership style that acknowledges
vulnerability and offers support and deep
reciprocal listening. This style leads to a
feeling of connection, rather than competition,
which moves us closer to Oneness and
community.
The power of connectedness is the kind of
power that is necessary now. More individual
power at cross-purposes will only make the
crises on the planet more extreme. Now is the
time to access feminine power on a planetary
scale. Our survival as a species is being
threatened. We must tend and befriend each
other worldwide to buttress this evolutionary
leap.

Women as a Force of Nature
Throughout the writing process of this book,
I remained committed to conveying a sense
of urgency without eliciting fear. As you read
further, I invite you to hear this message with
the vehement urgency with which it is written.
Let me highlight the most crucial elements of
these extraordinary times.

The lunar has been around for thousands
of years. We’ve learned how to adapt to
survive in the machinery of the patriarchy.
This includes engaging in countless ways of
Pat Fero's third book, Sacred Marching Orders, was recently
relinquishing, denying, and hiding our power
published. Crazy Wisdom has invited her to discuss her new book
— even from ourselves. We are so acclimated
As energetic beings living in a universe
on Tuesday, March 27th, at 7 pm, and engage with those attending,
to it, we don’t even know we’re doing it, or
of energy, there are numerous methods
how to do otherwise. As women in a patriarchal as part of our winter/spring Local Authors' Nights. She is a
for recharging. One of the most concrete,
psychotherapist with a special focus on women's power and resiliency.
world, our function has been to serve others
valuable, and tangible ways to refuel is to
and to subjugate ourselves. In many ways, it’s
focus on beauty. And the beauty of nature
all we know how to do. There are lots of games
is definitely the most powerful source of
we play with ourselves; all the while quietly and obediently squelching our voices,
renewal. Plugging ourselves into the beauty and energy field of the natural world
compromising, nurturing and serving.
nourishes us and raises our vibration — simple, clear, concrete, something we can
What I’ve discovered is that we have become so acclimated to this — and so
debilitated by it — that we cling to this familiarity because we’ve developed deficits
in functioning. We don’t
know how to access our
power in a way that allows
We’ve learned how to adapt to
us to function fearlessly in
survive in the machinery of the
the world.

patriarchy. This includes engaging
in countless ways of relinquishing,
denying, and hiding our power —
even from ourselves.

The solar feminine carries
the powerful energy that is
our birthright as women,
but we’re reluctant to
access it because the
familiar is so inviting and
seems so safe. We remain
safe and insulated in our circles, in our homes, relying on men to take care of us
financially and emotionally.

The Emergence of the Solar Feminine
The new energies of the solar feminine came onto the planet in 2005, in the 11th
hour of any hope to reclaim our power and our planet. It’s up to us to decide
whether we will set aside our denial, defensiveness, and comfort with the familiar,
to access the energy that is now available to us to accomplish this important
mission.

consciously choose. This exercise reestablishes our deep powerful knowing of the
sacredness of all life, restoring our severed roots, for ourselves and for all life.
As we women reclaim our sacred connection with Mother Earth and all life, we
reclaim our power and
with the force of Mother
Collaboration is the basis of the
Nature say, “enough is
enough!”
new expression of power, resulting

in a feminine leadership style that
It is up to us women
now — who carry the
acknowledges vulnerability and
memories of the forces
offers support and deep reciprocal
that quieted us — to
reclaim our power
listening.
with a fierceness that
demonstrates the capacity
to reverse this trajectory
of death prevailing over the sacredness of life. Only we can do this, because we
women are a force of nature as we restore our roots and reclaim the sacredness of
the natural world.
Patricia Fero, L.M.S.W., supports and empowers women in their awakening
as their “Divine Assignment” in service to the planet. She facilitates groups,
workshops, and retreats, and speaks nationally on topics of resiliency and women’s
power. She also maintains a coaching and 30-year psychotherapy practice in Ann
Arbor. Sacred Marching Orders is her third book. Mining for Diamonds and What
Happens When Women Wake Up? were her previous books. They’re all available
at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Pat Fero can be reached at 734-973-0817, or pat_
fero@yahoo.com. Her website is at: www.patriciafero.com.
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Frances Farmer has taught for the Ohashi institute since
2002. Her professional experience includes Shiatsu therapy,
nutrition, massage therapy, traditional Chinese medicine, Tai
Chi, movement and dance.

Linda Greene, RPP, has been a Polarity therapist for 12 years.
Her work includes energy work, spirituality, crystals, and
Emotional Freedom Technique, with a recent focus on trauma
and addiction.

Linda Diane Feldt is a Holistic Health Practitioner, wild
crafter, forager, People’s Food Co-op board member, and
teacher. She has over 20 years experience teaching the community about plants, herbs, and holistic medicine.

Nirmala Hanke, MD, is a longtime meditator and teacher
of meditation at Lighthouse Meditation Center in Whitmore
Lake. She is a psychiatrist who integrates meditation, Reiki
healing, and other spiritual practices with psychotherapy.

Patricia Fero is a psychotherapist and author.

Su Hansen is a certified Enneagram teacher in the Narrative
Tradition, a psychotherapist, and founder of the Enneagram
Center of Ann Arbor and Relax Ann Arbor.

Lori Fithian is founder and creator of Drummunity and has
been facilitating drum circles and rhythm workshops since
1998. A student of drumming tradition for 20 years, her teachers include Arthur Hull and Barry Bateman. She has made a
career out of her passion for building community by bringing
people together to drum.
Jennifer Flowers-Gutman is a Reiki Master and teacher. She
has practiced Reiki since 2003 and is also a massage therapist.
Deb Foggio, owner of The Center for Integrative Well Being, is an intuitive Life Path consultant who assists people
in discovering, developing, and living lives of purpose and
prosperity. She is an intuitive, counselor, life coach, Systemic
Constellations facilitator, teacher, and Bach Remedy consultant.
John Friedlander is a psychic, author, and teacher with
degrees from Duke and Harvard Law. He has studied with
Jane Roberts and recently published his third book with Gloria
Hemsher, Psychic Psychology: Energy Skills for Life and
Relationships.
Melanie Fuscaldo, MA, LPC, NCC, is a counselor/coach
specializing in career, life, and spiritual transformations.
Cynthia Gabriel, PhD, is a Medical Anthropologist, doula,
educator, author, and mother who recently published Natural
Hospital Birth: The Best of Both Worlds.
Amy Garber has offered psychic intuitive readings for 10
years, is a Reiki Master, clairvoyant and medium who communicates with your soul, others in your life, spirit guides and
departed loved ones.
Bronwen Gates, PhD, has been an herbalist, scientist, poet,
and intuitive to facilitate balance, harmony, and transformation for students and clients for more than 30 years.
Nanci Rose Gerler is a psychic, channel, medium, and lightworker with over 20 years experience and owns Crystal Clear
Expressions.
Jennifer Giacomelli received certification from the Desert Institute of Healing Arts in AZ in 1997 and worked at the resort/
spa Miraval. She then went to Thailand to become certified in
Nuad Bo-Rarn Thai massage.
Ann-Margaret Giovino, personal strength trainer and
certified postural alignment specialist, is a certified Egoscue
affiliate.
Philip Glass has musical experience in operas, symphonies
and composition with his own ensemble and has collaborated
with artists ranging from Twyla Tharp to Allen Ginsbery,
Woody Allen and David Bowie.
Heather Glidden owns Willow Wellness Studio in Ann
Arbor, teaches movement, does body work and is a certified
life coach.
Jocelyn Granger is director and founder of AAIMT. Since
1982, she has had extensive advanced training in various
therapeutic massage modalities and is also a teacher.
Mary Grannan has been a meditator since 1977, began practicing vipassana in 2001, and joined Deep Spring’s teacher
training program in 2004.
Karen Greenberg has been a teacher of Kabbalah for over a
decade. She has a degree in Physical Therapy and has danced
professionally.

Nancy Harknett is a Reiki practitioner and master teacher
for 17 years, a student of certified clinical aromatherapy, and
practitioner of Young Living Essential Oils since 2002.
Craig Harvey has been organizing peace vigils since 2001
and has offered workshops on various types of prayer, meditation, and contemplation.
Kathy Held has been a licensed Brain Gym instructor since
2004 and a Bal-A-Vis-X instructor since 2007.
Geoff Hoebbel is a popular lecturer who specializes in ancient
astrological techniques.
Bill Hubert has created unique programs for struggling
middle school students and presented BAVX to over 13,000
people.
Dennis Hunt has read ten of Ken Wilber’s books and participated in three seminars through Integral Institute.
Reverend Lela Iduna started her spiritual training at the
Center of Light in New Haven, CT in 2004. She is now an
ordained minister with The Center of Light in Ann Arbor.
Indigo Forest: Growing Healthy Naturally provides one-stop
support through classes and products that nurture healthy
pregnancies, parenting, and lifestyles.
Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth creates an atmosphere and structure to foster and stimulate our individual and
collective spiritual growth.
Jewel Heart was founded by Gelek Rimpoche and is dedicated to the preservation of Tibetan Buddhism and to bringing
the practice of this rich tradition within the context of contemporary life to everyone.
Maret Johnson, RN for over 30 years, a traveler on the journey of self discovery who is willing to share and learn from
others.
Madolyn Kaminaski is an Advanced Master Gardener, Chair
of Herb Study at Matthaei and member of Michigan Herb
Associates.
Esther Kennedy, OP, MSW, is the director of Spirit Mountain
Retreat in Idyllwide, CA.
Karen Kerns, RPP, RCST, became a certified Polarity instructor in 1997 and maintains a private practice in Ann Arbor.
Shala Kilmer offers private readings and teaches various
development classes.
Diane Kimball, BA, MA, is a yoga instructor at Deep Spring
Center in the Iyengar tradition since the 1990’s. She has
studied Kripalu yoga at Kripalu Center in MA, and teaches
world languages, childbirth education, parenting and nutrition
workshops, and chakra yoga workshops.
Carole Kirby, LMSW, has over 30 years experience as therapist, coach, and inspirational teacher. She is a certified Imago
therapist and workshop presenter specializing in couples
therapy, but also works with individuals and families.
Greg Knollmeyer is a t’ai chi teacher, healer, certified in
Relexolo-chi and Psych-K. He has offered classes at the Spiral
Chi Center and healing work in his Ann Arbor office for 6
years.

Dave and Pat Krajovic are certified Transformational Breath
Facilitators, senior trainers, certified massage therapists and
have advanced training in CranioSacral Therapy, Pranic Healing and Esoteric Healing.
Marie Krause has many years of beading experience and a
background in fine jewelry.
Linda Kurtz, RCST, CMT, has practiced bodywork since
1995 and Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy since 2002. She
has a daily vipassana meditation practice and is past president
of the Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy Assn.
Lamaze Family Center Ann Arbor offers classes from pregnancy to preschool.
Fred Lauck is a trial lawyer and author.
David Lawson has practiced various forms of meditation
since 1985 and has taught insight meditation since 1998 in
meditation retreats, classes, workshops, prison, and university
and community education settings.
Dr. Jonathan Lazar is a chiropractor who completed his education at Palmer College of Chiropractic’s Academic Health
Center.
Frank Levey has been a student/teacher of natural healing
arts and wilderness living skills for most of his life. He is a
certified facilitator of Transformational Breathwork.
Jack and Susan Lewis are spiritual teachers, natural light
workers, aura photographers and interpreters using knowledge
of the Law of Attraction and Edgar Cayce in their practice.
Mary Light, ND MH LMT, Director of the Naturopathic
School has studied, taught and practiced energy balancing and
polarity since 1992.
Pam Lindberg is a certified Iyengar teacher with six years of
experience.
Ellen Livingston, MA, RYT, shares her passion for health
creation through Living Yoga. She is a natural raw food diet
and yoga coach and teacher.
Rev. Thomas Lumpkin is facilitator of Dorothy Day House
in Detroit.
Jeanne Mackey, MSW, is a lifelong musician, communitybuilder, and change-maker.
Susan Major is a reading/dyslexia specialist and tutor for the
past 25 years.
Dr. Svetlana Masgutova is a Doctor in Developmental and
Educational Psychology. She is currently a director of a movement development and reflex integration institute and a neurosensory-motor and reflex integration institute.
Debbie Mast is a 25 year apprentice with experience teaching
and designing ceremony for people interested in the Twisted
Hairs way, co-leads at the Flowering Tree Lodge and created
The Women’s Hoop.
Tiffany Mazurek is a psychotherapist and bodyworker who
integrates traditional and spiritual therapies for healing.
Jane McClaren is founder of Avastar Intl Institute, Systemic
Family Constellations facilitator, and offers Reiki and esoteric
energy healing.
Barb McConnell, LPN, is a Certified Healing Touch Practitioner/Instructor (Levels 1-3).
Quentin McMullen, MD, and Molly McMullen-Laird, MD,
are both physicians trained in internal medicine in the U.S.
and in Anthroposophic Medicine in Europe.
Phil Mead is an astrologer and historian also interested in
ancient astrology.
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Gary Merel, graduate of NY College of Healthcare Professionals with an MS in Oriental Medicine and certified in
Enzyme Nutrition from Loomis Institute in Madison, is a
practitioner at Ann Arbor Holistic Health, a guest lecturer at
Univ. of MI Medical School, and adjunct faculty member at
Washtenaw Community College where he has taught Oriental
Medicine.

Tammy Renner leads singing from the heart - sharing love,
healing and compassion to those who sing and those who
receive the gift of song.

Michelle Millman, MFA, has trained in and taught the Classic Method of Pilates for Carola Trier, Romana Krazanovska
and Clara Pilates in NYC for over 40 years while working in
dance.

Gelek Rimpoche is the Founder and Spiritual Director of
Jewel Heart. Among the last generation of incarnate lamas tutored by the great masters in Old Tibet, Rimpoche’s command
of western culture allows him to convey the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition with wisdom, kindness and wit.

Kathy Moore is a performing singer and songwriter. She is a
board certified music therapist, certified teacher of the Alexander Technique, and teacher for 30 years in her Ann Arbor
studio, Univ. of MI, and EMU.
Rev. Charles Morris is pastor of St. Christopher Church of
Detroit.
Glenn Mullin studied Dharamsala for 12 years, translator and
author of many books on Tibetan Buddhist art, history and
culture, and is the director and main meditation teacher of the
Stone Lotus Tantra Buddhism center.
Paula Neys has studied with Caroline Myss, author of Sacred
Contracts, and is a certified Achetypal Consultant through the
CMED Institute of Chicago.
Cindy Orlandi, RYT, took Suzi’s Doga teacher training in
2011 after completing yoga teacher training with Jim Pero,
RYT, and having a home yoga practice with her own dogs
since the 1970s.
John Orr received his training in Thailand and India and was
a Buddhist monk for eight years. He has lead retreats since
1980, and lives in North Carolina where he does transpersonal
counseling and teaches at Duke.
Lucinda Orwoll, PhD, is a licensed psychologist with a holistic and spiritual approach to psychotherapy.
Ruth Owens is a healer, message and Reiki energy healer.
Craig Parian trained at the International School of Shiatsu
under Saul Goodman, and has studied yoga philosophy and
third level mastery of Himalayan Bowl Healing.
Glenn Pailthorp is a clairvoyant trained in spiritualist and
shamanic traditions. He is certified in Hypnotherapy and NLP
for 17 years.
Sifu Genie Parker has trained and taught Wu Style tai chi chuan for over 20 years. She is a disciple of Grandmaster Eddie
Wu Kwong Yu, head of the fifth generation of the Wu family
and gatekeeper of the Wu style.
Kristin Pearce, RN, MS, is a life coach, Reconnective Healing Practitioner, and Therapist.
Sally Pinchock is a Spiritual seeker and Reiki Master.
Janine Polley, RN, RYT, is an experienced yoga teacher.
Ellen Porter, M.Ac., L.Ac., Dipl.Ac.(NCCAOM), Nationally
Board Certified, Michigan Registered Acupuncturist, Masters
Degree from TAI SOPHIA Institute. Practicing Five Element,
TCM and NADA Auricular acupuncture.
Progressive Education Consortium exists to advance the
field of education through brokering new and empowering
educational connections throughout Washtenaw Co; linking
alternative educational providers and enhancing both the experience of our learners and the staff who provide the education.
Mara Radzvickas member and past president of The Theosophical Society of Detroit, after graduating from a career in
the creative side of advertising.
Marc Rafferty has many years of beading experience and a
background in fine jewelry.
Erin Reas is a pharmacist, Life Health and Wellness Coach,
certified Tai Chi practice leader and a long time student of
healing modalities.

Deb Rhizal is an experienced birth doula and family wellness coach. She has attended over 200 births and facilitated
meaningful birth preparation since 2004.

Joel Robbins, Dipl. OM, LAc, is board certified in Acupuncture, Herbal Medicine, Qigong and Asian Bodywork,
Registered Acupuncturist and certified Tai Chi, Ba Gua and
Qigong Instructor.
Barbara Robertson is the Director/Owner of The Breastfeeding Center of Ann Arbor. She is a board-certified Lactation
Consultant and breastfeeding educator.

If instead of a gem, or even a
flower, we should cast the gift
of a loving thought into the
heart of a friend, that would be
giving as the angels give.
~ George MacDonald

Libby Robinson has been teaching mindfulness-based
interventions since 2003 and trained with Jon Kabat-Zinn and
at Univ. MA Ctr. for Mindfulness. She has been practicing
mindfulness meditation since 1979.
Andrew Rogers is Pastor of Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox Church. He plays music he channels after a prayer to the
Angels and Guides to play the music that’s specifically for the
person(s) highest good.
David Rosenberg has been teaching yoga since 1993 and
has studied yoga at the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute.
Alicia Rowe is a certified Iyengar teacher with nine years
experience.
Lindy Royer is the founder of Park Meadows Pilates in Denver, a Physical therapist, Pilates Master Trainer and Balanced
Body Faculty Member.
Jonathan Rudinger, RN LMT and founder of PetMassage,
has worked in the canine massage areas since the mid-1990s.
He facilitates workshops and home-study courses.
Desiree Rumbaugh has 20 years experience in Anusara Yoga
and was one of their first certified teachers.
Juliana Sanchez is a natural health educator, student of Naturopathy, and mother, managing Indigo Forest in addition to
providing comprehensive naturopathic consultations.
Dan Sarasin has a life long interest in matters of religion,
healing and meditation with emphasis on the metaphysical.
Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre, founded by
Mata Yogananda Mahasaya Dharma, is a nonprofit near Lansing. Its aim is to give support to those struggling or suffering
in life on any level, and to assist those who seek inner knowledge and personal growth in the pursuit of peace, health, and
happiness.
Lee Schaberg has completed level one and two at Oneness
University in Fiji. Oneness Trainer certification from University of India, 2010.
Alycia Schoof a naturopathic intern in her final year at Naturopathic School of the Healing Arts in Ann Arbor.

Shining Lakes Grove, ADF, is the Ann Arbor branch of Ar
nDraiocht Fein (ADF), and international Druidic church.
Lynn Sipher, LMSW, ACSW, has been providing psychotherapy to individuals, couples, and families for 25 years, and
has taught mindfulness classes for six years.
Prema Lindsay Smith, RN, BSN, is the proprietor of Inner Balance Therapy for five years. She has been in private
practice for over three decades, specializing in craniofacial
therapy, massage, and bodywork, and is faculty member of
AAIMT, teaching for 11 years.
Song of the Morning in Vanderbilt, MI is a Yoga Retreat of
Excellence since 1970. Called a “haven of rest” by its founder
Yogacharya, it is a sanctuary to all who seek relaxation and
spiritual refreshment.
Gari Stein is an active member of the early childhood community. Degreed in child development and dance, she is a
motivational and inspirational speaker, clinician, educator,
specialist, and consultant since 1966.
Dr. Joshua Stockwell is a chiropractor who graduated from
Palmer College of Chiropractic after spending 7 years as a
radiographic technician.
Lynnette Stoffeld is an apprentice on the Sweet Medicine
Sundance Path. She has studied and walked these teaching
since 1982.
Susana Stoica, Ph.D. is an engineer, inventor, author and
energy healer who has worked with people from all around the
world and made presentations to lay people, nurses and UofM
Ann Arbor medical students.
Kate Stroud is a mother of two, childbirth educator, massage
therapist, DONA birth and postpartum doula, DONA birth
doula trainer, PRG facilitator, and artist who has worked with
birthing families for over 10 years.
Melanie Svoboda, SND, has served as a teacher, novice director, and president of her congregation. She also ministered
in the Jesuit novitiate in Detroit for six years. She’s a writer
and author.
Dawn Swartz, BA, M Div, is a song leader turned meditator
and is an ordained minister.
Peg Tappe has been meditating as a member of Deep Spring
since 2002 and has gone through their teacher training.
Marc Terebelo, DC, has over 30 years of holistic healthcare
experience and has been honored with 14 awards from the
Michigan Chiropractic Society.
Janene Ternes is a commissioned spiritual director, teacher,
and founder of Prayer in Motion.
The Breastfeeding Center of Ann Arbor LLC, offers
comprehensive support services for breastfeeding mothers and
babies including: private consultations, free MotherBaby support group and breastfeeding-related retail.
Stephanie Tighe, MSW, is a shamanic practitioner who provides healing and teaching services, training from beginning
to advanced methods, shamanic journey circles since 1990,
and community healing ceremonies and rituals.
Mary Tillinghast, mother of four raised on homeopathy, has
managed Castle Remedies for 27 years and, trained by Dr. Lev
Linkner, has been a teacher of homeopathy for 25 years.
Judy Lee Trautman is a certified leader of dances, an initiated Sufi, and ordained Sufi Cherag.
David Trombley is a local poet who has discovered ways
yoga can open us to our creative source.
Jody Tull is a certified therapeutic yoga instructor with 16
years music and yoga teaching experience in Europe, India,
and the U.S. She received her Masters in Music Education
from Columbia and owns Be in Awe.
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Karen Ufer is celebrating 19 years of yoga instruction in the tradition of BKS Iyengar.
University Musical Society is one of the oldest performing arts presenters in the country
and is committed to connecting audiences with performing artists from around the world in
uncommon and engaging experiences.
Lynn Vaughn, PhD, has 25+ years experience guiding couples who sincerely struggle to
communicate their whole inner truth.
Violeta Viviano, BS, is a teacher in John Friedlander’s system and an advanced student for
over 20 years.
Cam Vozar is a psychotherapist in private practice for over 25 years, and has worked with
individuals and couples focusing on trauma, recovery, spirituality, and EMDR.
Priscilla Warner is a best selling author.
Bonnie Watson is an experienced Spiritual healer and Spiritual healing instructor.
Jo Ann Weber, CMSW, is a certified social worker and Enneagram Teacher in the Narrative
Tradition.
Lou Weir has been doing “inner critic” work for more than ten years in the Ridhwan
School’s Diamond Approach to Realization. He has been a meditation student for over 15
years and works as an attorney in Brighton and Ann Arbor.
Sue Weir has a background in Gurdjieff, zen practice, and insight meditation practice, and
has been teaching meditation at Deep Spring Center since 1999.
Randy Weiser has been a Tarot reader and teacher for 35 years.
Christia West is a graduate of AAIMT, an instructor, and in private practice since 1999. She
is Nationally Certified through the NCBTMB.
Suzy Wienckowski is Reiki Master and Registered Massage Therapist who has 30 years experience in healing arts, with Reiki as a focus since 1993. She teaches traditional Usui Reiki
Healing and is a member of the Reiki Alliance.
Jackie Williams is an energy worker, spirit medium and artist of the Watcher Angel Tarot
deck.
Carla Wilson, MSW, has more than 20 years experience in criminal justice. She is an author,
inspirational speaker, guided meditation facilitator and life coach in jails, prisons, churches
and educational institutions.
Eve Wilson is an intuitive able to perceive the bodies aura and lifetimes to determine the
cause of disease. She has been creator and director of The Healer Development Program
since 1986.
David Winfree has a teaching ministry through Interfaith Center, focusing on the dissolution
of ego, forgiveness, releasing attachments, higher states of consciousness, enlightenment,
oneness, and love.
Dale, MS, and Christine Wright-Lonheim, MA, MFT, Shamanic Practitioner and Systemic
Constellation Facilitator.
Sifu Linda Wolslau is a Tai Chi Master with 35 years experience.
Wasentha Young is a master and scholar in the art of T’ai Chi Ch’uan and Chi Kung. She
has formal instruction is Taoist and Buddhist meditation, certification in Acupressure and a
Master’s degree from the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology.
Karlta Zarley, RN, CHTP, has 30 years experience in preventative and holistic nursing care
and is a Certified Healing Touch Practitioner. She has been in private practice for 13 years as
a professional healer and educator.
Lauren Zinn is the program coordinator of “living library,” an interfaith leader, educator
and program developer in the areas of faith, spirituality and personal growth.
Lisa Zucker began meditating in 1999 and has been practicing vipassana with Deep Spring
Center since 2001. She joined their teacher training program in 2006 and has since taught
classes in meditation.
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An Excerpt from Lorna Brown’s
Dragonfly Dialogues: Memories of an Awakening Spirit
Local author Lorna Brown released her spiritual memoir last summer. Lorna
grew up in a traditional Christian church, and in 1972, at age 32, was introduced
to the ideas of José Silva, among other New Thought philosophers, prompting her
to create her own belief system and delve deeply into her spiritual growth. Lorna
is now a minister, ordained as a Melchizedek Priestess, and has been teaching
workshops on topics such as Munay-Ki and Sacred Geometry for the past 18
years.
Her book, which is written as a dialogue between herself and Spirit, as represented by a dragonfly, recounts this journey and encourages readers to listen to
their higher self and review how their life has set them up perfectly for their own
spiritual awakening. The following excerpt, which concludes the book, tells the
powerful story of how Lorna’s decision to follow her intuition changed her approach to treating cancer and to healing herself.

One More Opportunity for Growth
Dragonfly made his presence known once again when one day he appeared
and asked: “Are you now ready to add that last chapter to your story?” Somewhat
reluctantly I replied: “I guess I’m now ready.”
A few months ago, after I had written the previous chapter in this narrative,
I thought that my story was complete. However, once again I was faced with a
situation that was to offer another profound opportunity for growth, and that there
was one more chapter to this story.
“Can you share why you are adding another chapter to what you had considered complete?” he asked.
“Once again life has had a way of interjecting the unexpected. And once again
I have had to recall, examine, and mentally and emotionally try to make sense of
what has occurred.”
“Now you know you are piquing our curiosity...”
“Yes, I’m afraid there is another opportunity for yet another lesson to be
shared. It all began several months ago when I discovered what appeared to be
a lump in my breast. At first I tried to deny it and ignore it, but after a couple of
weeks of vacillating from ‘could-it-be’ to ‘it-can’t-be’ I decided to have it checked
out.”
“It doesn’t sound like you were in a panic about it.”
“No, I was pretty calm considering the possibility. After going through the
standard medical process the ultimate conclusion was Stage II breast cancer.
During the days that I went through the process of diagnosis and medical recommendations I naturally confronted the usual questions of ‘why, why me, why
now, how did this happen, who or what can I blame, I am really angry about this,
maybe it is my time to die, maybe my work is complete, maybe my work is not
complete.’”
“Given all of the possible answers you might have received to your questions,
how did you process this information?”
“As is my fashion, I truly did explore all of the above questions I had for
myself. I especially questioned the fact that I have spent more than 35 years of
my life on my active spiritual path, have a good understanding of the mind/body
relationship and don’t hold grudges or dwell in the past, and I don’t abuse my
body, and wondered how this could happen to me.”
“Have you been able to resolve any of your major questions and how did you
proceed?”
“Given my many years of thinking and acting outside of the proverbial box, on
my first visit to the Oncology Department I informed the doctor that I was not his
typical patient and my desire was to work with and explore all of the alternative
methods, ideas and therapies that I knew about, given my extensive network of
resources, practitioners and friends.”
“How did he react to your decision?”
“He replied that his preference was to be able to use procedures from which he
would get a certain expected result, but that if I wanted to do this my way he would
order the necessary diagnostic tests that may be required.”

Since I have rejected the standard medical model I have
taken this on as my model for healing my body.
“How did that work out?”
“I did proceed with various tests to determine that the rest of my body was clear
and I told him I needed some time to process the information in order to formulate
my game plan, to which he agreed.”
“And how did you formulate your game plan?”
“Well, there were extensive alternate therapies, ideas and books that were suggested to me and I intuitively looked into a number of therapies — some of which I

Lorna Brown will be a guest speaker at Crazy Wisdom on Tuesday,
April 3rd, at 7pm, to talk about her new book and interact with the
audience, as part of our winter/spring Local Authors' Nights. She
is a well-regarded spiritual teacher in the region.
rejected and some of which I pursued. I also obtained a number of books — some
of which I rejected and some of which I pursued.
“I also availed myself of services and modalities offered by many of my friends
who are active in the field of alternative energy healing and I was placed on many
prayer lists.”
“It sound like you went about formulating a plan, so what does that plan look
like?”
“Someone referred to my process as ‘circling my metaphysical wagons’ and
I actually looked at my process from a physical, mental and spiritual perspective. These areas have long held an interest for me and this seemed like the way I
wanted to proceed.
“I have long advocated the idea of naturally supporting the body with supplements and essential oils, so from the physical perspective I followed a program that
included natural supplements that support my healing process, along with some
supplements that act as cleansing and detoxing agents.
“Many of the books I read also used these modalities along with a strong emphasis on eating a very clean, healthy and supporting diet.”
“So, did you have to eliminate all of your favorite foods?” Dragonfly continued.
“I have not eliminated all of my favorite foods, but I have made some adjustments. It is apparent that the standard Western diet has lead to or exacerbated many
of our current health problems, including cancer, so I have become very strict about
what I put into my body.
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“I eat primarily a vegetarian diet with lots of greens and other organic vegetables, no white sugar, no white flour and no processed foods. I also eat only
fruit with a lower sugar content, lots of seeds and dark skins such as blueberries,
strawberries and raspberries. At this time that does mean no cakes, no pies, and no
ice cream.”
“Has this been difficult to do?”
“Sometimes it is not as much fun, but it is really not difficult. It is just something

This incident was the way for my Soul to get my attention
in a manner I could not ignore.
that is necessary at this time, and since I have rejected the standard medical model I
have taken this on as my model for healing my body.”
“How do you feel following this regimen?”
“I feel great, am never hungry and have also lost a few pounds. I’ve moved back
into my old size 8’s.”
“How do you think the mental perspective has come into play?”
“I think this has been a crucial component in my journey. Since I have long
known about and advocated the concept of the mind/body connection, I also read or
re-read many of the books related to healing.
“Since it is apparent to me that sickness and disease can be created or encouraged by the mind, it is also obvious that healing and curing have a mental component.”
“How did you work with this idea?”
“Of course I had to think about how or why I was in this situation. Was it because I had harbored the wrong thoughts, internalized my emotions, exposed my
body to toxic chemicals, ate the wrong food, or just lived on a planet where some
toxins cannot be avoided.”
“Were you able to isolate one culprit?”
“As much as I tried to point my finger at one specific area, I finally had to conclude that all of my life may have contributed to my situation, and it was probably a
combination of issues and situations.”
“Do you see a bigger perspective also present?”
“I had to ask myself, what opportunities may lie in this seeming challenge?
Although I am not afraid to die, I think my soul still has work for me to do here. I
am not finished. I don’t think my life has brought me to this point with what I feel is
unfinished business. This could be at a soul level and it could also be at a planetary
level. As humans we are about to make a great leap forward in consciousness and I
just don’t think my job is done.
“Since I do not think my job here is finished and I feel like there is still more for
me to do here, I have not collapsed myself into victimhood or taken on a negative
attitude regarding my situation. Rather, I have regarded it as presenting me with an
opportunity to explore how an illness that some would regard as life-threatening can
instead be a vehicle for growth and change.
“How can I work with this to become a person who lives life from a higher
perspective, and perhaps even be able to encourage and share ideas with others who
may be facing life challenges? I believe we have to acknowledge that situations
come to us that are beyond our reasoning mind and we have to accept that therein is
contained the element of grace.
“I feel like this is something in my body that has gotten my attention and even
before the ‘diagnosis’ I was being prompted to listen to my intuition.”
“How does intuition figure into this picture?”
“This is a part of my story that I have found most interesting. Among other
things, the time leading up to the diagnosis was filled with a number of issues with
my car. Nancy Tappe, one of my teachers/mentors, has created a whole concept
around car issues and what they are trying to tell us, based on the fact that our car is
such an integral part of our life style.”
“That sounds different, but pretty interesting.”
“My car had issues with heavy wheel vibration, two brake repairs and a flat tire.
Within Nancy’s concept all of these things were telling me I was out of balance,

“As I left the office and went to my car in the parking lot I found that someone
had smashed my driver’s side window and stolen my GPS.”
“That’s quite a shock, so what was your reaction?”
“My first reaction was to be angry and ‘pissed.’ Why did this happen, etc., etc.,
etc.? I made a police report, cleaned up the glass as best I could, found a towel in
my trunk to partially cover the window and keep out the rain and headed toward
home.
“A bit later, in assessing the situation from a metaphysical perspective and using the information I had about automobiles in our life, I was able to formulate a
message.
“Through journaling and
listening to my intuition I
Postscript to the final chapter ~
concluded that this incident
was the way for my Soul to
The Book of Wisdom: Opportunity
get my attention in a manner
I could not ignore. My asBy Lorna Brown
sessment is the following:
“The left window was
As you sit here on this beautiful sumbroken because there was
mer day listening to the many birds that
something I was not seeing
fly and chatter around you, with a soft
clearly in the outside world
breeze stirring the leaves and grasses, you
and left side is right brain
can observe that all of life speaks with
or intuitive. The GPS is
the energy of creation. Life is here and
an automated system for
life is everywhere. Nothing is ever lost or
navigation and it was stolen
destroyed. Your time here on the planet
so that I could not rely on
will continue for you have a message to
an automated system, but
share and a spark to ignite. The time in
should listen to and follow
which you now live is an auspicious time
my own intuition. Since
of opportunity for change and growth.
this happened outside of the
Oncology Department, I was
You also listen to your intuition, for it
not to follow the automated
is in this way that your Soul or Higher
system for my treatment,
Self communicates with you, if you will
but was to follow my own
but listen. Sometimes the message can
navigational system. This
be very dramatic and sometimes it is in
was a very significant and
a small whisper, but the key is to listen
powerful message to me.
from your heart. Life is still one breath
It also acted as a confirmaat a time, one step at a time, one day at
tion of what I was already
a time. So live your life as though every
considering.”
moment is a gift, both to yourself and to
“Did those close to you
the world. Think of ways in which you
agree with your decisions?”
can truly live your life with meaning and
“Not totally, but in the
purpose. You didn’t grow yourself up to
end it is my life and my
who and where you are today to ignore
decision, so they are all supthis gift, so live life fully for yourself and
portive.”
for the world, in whatever way that may
“How does the oncologist
take shape for you.
feel about this?”
“When I went back for
a follow-up visit to reassess my options and decisions, he said, ‘what you are doing is not the way I would
proceed, but keep doing what you are doing. You could live like this for 30 years.’
I took that as a positive statement. I have subsequently received other positive
feedback and continue to experience good health.
“So, right now I’ll keep doing what I’m doing. I will continue to eat a very
clean and supportive diet, I will continue to support my body with natural supplements and alternative therapies, and I will continue to maintain a positive attitude
regarding my body, knowing that I will be here on planet Earth for as long as my
Higher Self wants me here, in order to further serve the growth of my Soul, and
possibly also continue to be of service to humanity in ways I am not now even
aware of.”

The Gift
As humans we are about to make a great leap forward
in consciousness and I just don’t think my job is done.
losing energy and needed to slow down and readjust my priorities. At the same time
my writings were encouraging me to listen and pay attention to my intuition, which
I did in having some medical tests, which resulted in the diagnosis.
“But the clincher for the intuition came in a very dramatic way.”
“OK – give us the story…”
“It was a drizzly day when I made my first visit to the oncologist, after the various tests had been completed. As already stated, he shared with me his observations
and recommendations for treatment, which included the standard ‘slash and burn.’
Since I had told him I was not his typical patient and wanted to think about it and
also look into some alternatives, he agreed.

“Given all that has transpired within this opportunity, how would you summarize
the gift?” asked Dragonfly.
“Life may not unfold in the way that our minds think it will, but it will unfold
according to the plans of our soul. Life always provides new opportunities for
growth if we are willing to be open to the broader perspective. I know that my
life is not yet finished, so as the old saying goes: when life hands you lemons, you
make lemonade.”
Lorna Brown has been a spiritual teacher and workshop leader for over 35 years,
covering a wide variety of metaphysical subjects. Her primary focus has been
in areas that encompass both personal and planetary change. Her current work
includes classes in sacred geometry, earth history, Peruvian shamanism and personal empowerment. Dragonfly Dialogues was self published in August 2011 and
is currently available from the author at www.RevLornaBrown.com and at Crazy
Wisdom Bookstore. She can be reached at 734-428-8748 or at: starlab6@aol.com.
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Acupuncture

Bodywork/Massage
/Healing Touch
Support for all the ways your being moves

Caroline Charlesworth

C O N S C I O U S B O DY WO R K
Massage • Energy Work

Business Card Directory

G r a d u a t e , B a r b a r a B r e n n a n S c h o o l o f He a l i n g

the Arts/Dance/
Music/Writing

734.485.8485

Celebrations & Ceremonies

Childbirth
(734) 668-8146
kathy@kathymoorevoice.com
www.kathymoorevoice.com

Kathleen Moore

singer, songwriter,
voice teacher,
certified music therapist,
& certified teacher of the Alexander Technique

Bodywork/Massage
/Healing Touch

Energy Healing

BODY
BALANCE
promoting body awareness and balance
Hellerwork and Structural Medicine
Julie Jeffery Peale, CHP, SMS

708 W. Huron St., Suite 3
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
p. 734-395-6776
e. juliejefferypeale@hotmail.com
www.bodybalance4u.net

Gym Giovino

“Build the Strength to Support Your life”

734-276-7769
info@gymgiovino.com
www.GymGiovino.com
Ann-Margaret Giovino

Postural Alignment Specialist, trained by Egoscue

Essential Oils
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Holistic Health

Hypnosis

Children’s Transportation
Services

Intuitive/Psychic
Spiritual Counselor and Medium

Intuitive Psychic
R e a d i n g s by Amy
Individuals, Pairs, & Parties by Appt.

(734) 358-0218
metafizzy@gmail.com
ALSO see me at the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room:

Nutrition
& Food Medicine

2nd & 4th Saturdays, 2:00-5:00 pm

Psychotherapy
& Life Coaching
Anita Rubin-Meiller, L.M.S.W.
Integrative therapy
for Body, Mind and Spirit
Phone: 734-332-0669
Email: anita1018@sbcglobal.net
1935 Pauline Blvd.,Suite 200
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Business Card Directory

Meditation
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Psychotherapy
& Life Coaching
EMDR

Create internal healing resources.

Cam Vozar LMSW LMFT
1905 Pauline Suite 3

734-747-9073

Accident and Abuse Trauma, Depression
Stress, Grief, Phobias, and Anxiety

Business Card Directory

Relationship Coach
You can learn a better
way to relate!

Carole Kirby LMSW

Psychotherapy
& Life Coaching
Tiffany L. Mazurek
LMSW, ACSW, NCTMB

Center for Sacred Living

210 Little Lake Drive, Suite 7
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.709.2096
tiffany@sacred-healing.com

Psychotherapy
Massage Therapy
Craniosacral Therapy

JUMP
JUMP--IN
Therapy & Wellness
Specializing in therapies that assist in improving
academic skills, motor performance, overall health & well-being

Sensory Processing & Neurological Integration
For children and adults

IMAGO therapy & workshops
Hamburg, MI 810-231-9042 www.jump-in-products.com

734.424.2797

www.thera py4couples.com

Sacred Sexuality
MysteryÊSchoolÊofÊtheÊTempleÊArts

Sacred Sexuality
Individual & Couple Coaching

Group Classes, Workshops, Retreats
Leslie Blackburn
313.269.6719
Dakini@MysterySchooloftheTempleArts.com
www.MysterySchooloftheTempleArts.com
one space

Sound Healing

Shiatsu/ Tai-Ki
®
Ohashiatsu
Ann Arbor
Shiatsu classes forming now with Frances Farmer

734-417-9038

www.shiatsuannarbor.com

Touch for Peace

A Sedge of Cranes Dojo
Nigel Kerr, Sensei
734-845-7971
nigel.kerr@gmail.com
http://sedgeofcranes.org/

Classes in the meditative
movement art Tai-Ki.
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216 N Fourth Ave
Ann Arbor, MI
(734) 994-9174
http://peoplesfood.coop

YOUR DOWNTOWN GROCERY STORE

